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Summary of Thesis
Much historical-critical work on the opponents in the Pastoral Epistles has resulted
in sweeping generalisations concerning their Jewish and/or Gnostic nature. Literary
analyses have been somewhat more promising in focusing on the stereotypical nature
of the polemic but either fail to do justice to the urgency of the language in the
Pastorals or fail to provide a convincing description of the opponents. This thesis
approaches the problem of the opponents from a social-scientific perspective.
Utilising labelling theory and social control theory from the sociology of deviance,
the thesis argues that the Pastorals function as a literary version of a status
degradation ceremony whereby previously influential insiders within the
communities addressed are transformed into outsiders.
Following a survey of approaches to the problem of institutionalisation, the
thesis argues that the scholarly consensus (that the Pastorals reflect the
institutionalisation of initially charismatic Pauline communities) needs to be revised.
It suggests a developmental model for charismatic communities which involves both
the process of institutionalisation and the simultaneous, thaumaturgical subversion of
that process. This model arises out of the sociological analysis of the development of
a contemporary charismatic community and it is argued that developments in the
second century CE church, particularly the rise of Montanism, yield results which
are consistent with this model. The thesis examines the Pastorals in the light of this
developmental model and argues that they reflect a power struggle within the
communities between those who advocate an ecstatic spirituality rooted in the
memory of a thaumaturgical Paul and the author, who appeals to Pauline tradition
and sees Paul as primarily a great teacher.
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Introduction
Speaking of the Pastorals, Dunn (1975: 349) states:
Clearly then the vision of charismatic community has faded, ministry and authority
have become the prerogative of the few, the experience of the Christ-Spirit has lost
its vitality, the preservation of the past has become more important than openness
to the present and future. Spirit and charisma have become in effect subordinate
to office. to ritual. to tradition--early Catholicism indeed!'
The view that the Pastorals represent an institutionalised form of Pauline Christianity
has a long pedigree.i This conclusion, which represents the scholarly consensus, is
based on Weber's concept of the routinisation of charisma and the
institutionalisation of charismatic authority. In this thesis I wish to present an
alternative model which leads to a different conclusion. Utilising insights from the
sociology of deviance, I argue that the function of the Pastorals is to provide a
literary version of a status degradation ceremony whereby previously influential
insiders in the communities addressed are transformed into outsiders. Drawing on
Wilson's (1973) typology of sectarian responses to the world, I seek to refine
Weber's approach by defining a developmental model which suggests that both
institutionalisation and the potential subversion of that institutionalisation through
thaumaturgical demand characterise charismatic communities3 over time. I then
utilise this model to argue that the Pastorals reflect this process and that the
I Italics in the original. Dunn continues to hold this view some twenty years later. Dunn
(1998: 598) states that in the Pastorals "we see the familiar second-generation pattern of routinization
of charisma and institutionalizationof authority".
2 See especially Sohm (1892), Harnack (1910), Schweizer (1961), Kasemann (1964) and von
Campenhausen (1969). Dunn (1998: 567 n. 8) admits that the last three considerably influenced his
approach inJesus and the Spirit.
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opponents addressed advocate a form of spirituality informed by a view of Paul as
primarily a thaumaturge. The author of the Pastorals seeks to combat the opponents
by appealing to Paul as primarily a teacher and by claiming to represent authentic
Pauline tradition.
At the outset it is important to define terms. I am using thaumaturgy in
Wilson's (1973) sense of "the demand for miracles and oracles". In describing Paul
as a thaumaturge I therefore draw attention to Paul's wonder-working, prophecies,
glossolalia and visionary experiences. I use charismatic community throughout in
Dunn's sense as described in note three. I also use the phrase "intensification of
charisma" as the binary opposite of Weber's "routinisation of charisma" and, as
such, I use the phrase in a way which is synonymous with thaumaturgical demand.
In chapter one I give an overview of the history of scholarship concerning the
opponents in the Pastoral Epistles. I conclude that there are real problems with
viewing the opponents as Gnostics and that the view that they represent "a
Gnosticizing form of Jewish Christianity?" is far too vague. On the other hand, those
who argue that the opponents and the resulting polemic are primarily literary devices
do not pay sufficient attention to the sociological reality of conflict in Christian
communities. In chapter two, therefore, I describe various approaches in the
sociology of deviance and conclude that, given the author resorts to name-calling in
connection with the opponents, the most useful sociological approach is that of
"labelling theory".
In chapters three to five I expound my developmental model of the
simultaneous routinisation and intensification of charisma in charismatic
3 In Dunn's sense of Christian communities in which charismata are indispensable to the
community and in which every member of the community is a charismatic through whom the Spirit
may be manifested in various ways at any time. See Dunn (1975: 260-65).
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communities. Chapter three describes Weber's approach to institutionalisation and
refinements of Weber when applied to the Pauline communities. In this chapter I
examine Niebuhr's concept of "denominationalisation'" and Wilson's critique of
Niebuhr together with Wilson's own analysis of sect development." The second half
of the chapter considers the conditions for persistence of charisma utilising the work
of MacMullen (1984) on Christianising the Roman Empire, Lewis (1989) on ecstatic
religion and Wilson (1973) on the thaumaturgical response to the world. In chapter
four I extend Wilson's analysis (which was based on his research on tribal and other
people groups from the two-thirds world) to the western world by examining the
development of one Christian, charismatic group over a period of some thirty years.
This chapter provides empirical evidence for my model. In chapter five I argue that
a close reading of Ignatius, utilising the model as a sensitising concept, leads to the
conclusion that the scholarly consensus (that by the time of Ignatius the church had
clearly institutionalised) needs to be revised.' My conclusions, from a sociological
perspective, support those of Trevett (1992). This is further borne out by the
emergence of Montanism in the second half of the second century CEo
Having argued that my model makes sense of second century developments,
I finally tum to the text of the Pastorals in chapter six. In this chapter I argue that the
Pastorals are polemical documents in which paraenesis serves the overall purpose of
the polemic. I suggest that the opponents were enthusiasts, some of whom had
previously been leaders within the community. I conclude that the Pastorals are
Kelly (1963: 12),
Niebuhr (1929).
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engaged in a battle for the memory of Paul between the author, who regards Paul as
the great teacher, and the opponents who consider him to be the great thaumaturge.
6 Wilson (1967).
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Chapter One
The Opponents in the Pastoral Epistles
I Introduction
The Pastoral Epistles have traditionally been thought of as providing a manual of
church order. Consequently, the question of the opponents in the Pastorals has
usually arisen primarily in the context of the debate over authenticity. Those who
regard the Pastorals as inauthentic have argued either that the opponents are drawn
from a developed second-century Gnosticism or that the polemical passages are
merely a literary device designed to warn readers against heresy in general.
Supporters of authenticity, on the other hand, have argued that the opponents are real
and represent a much less developed form of Gnosticism 7 compatible with a date
within the lifetime of Paul. On the other hand, an increasing number of scholars
have come to see the significance of the polemical nature of the Pastorals and argue
that this is fundamental to their interpretation, and not just to the question of
authenticity. Fee, for example, believes that the impact of false teachers at Ephesus
provides the reason for the writing of I Timothy; these false teachers also form the
background to 2 Timothy, and reflection on the nature of the opposition at Ephesus
encouraged Paul to write to Titus in order to deal with similar, though less
threatening, opposition in Crete." Towner states:
There is general agreement that the heresy reflected in the Pastoral Epistles is the
most important aspect of the background of these letters. At almost every turn it
forms the backdrop to the author's parenesis and theological expression, and one
must assume that the letters are intended in some sense as a response to this
dangerous situation (1989: 21).
(1983).
For the definitional problems associated with the use of the term 'Gnosticism' see Rudolph
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However, although the importance of the polemical nature of the Pastorals is now
widely recognised, there is no scholarly consensus as to the identity of the opponents
nor the extent or manner of their influence on the communities addressed. It is my
contention that the Pastoral Epistles were written largely to combat a view of Paul
widely circulating in the post-Pauline communities - namely Paul as primarily a
charismatic miracle worker. In this chapter I will trace the history of scholarship
concerning the identity of the false teachers. I shall argue that the lack of consensus
leaves room for a fresh approach using social-scientific analysis.
2 The Opponents as Real
If it is accepted that the opponents in the Pastorals posed a real historical threat to the
communities addressed then the following factors need to be taken into account in
any scholarly reconstruction of their identityr'
(i) They came from within the Christian community. They are accused of
having suffered shipwreck in the faith (I Tim 1:19); having renounced
the faith (1 Tim 4: 1); having missed the mark as regards the faith (1 Tim
6:21); and having swerved from the truth so as to upset the faith of some
(2 Tim 2: 18). It may be that certain elders in the community were
involved (1 Tim 5: 19-20). They appear to have been a significant threat
to the writer (l Tim 4:1-4; 2 Tim 3:1-5; Titus 1:10-11), and have been
particularly effective at the household level (2 Tim 3:6; Titus 1:11),
apparently targeting women (2 Tim 3:6-7).
8 Fee (1988: xiii-xiv, 5-14).
9 The term "the opponents" in the following summary is used as a shorthand expression to
denote everything that is opposed in the Pastoral Epistles. This is not meant to imply that the
opponents addressed represent a single homogeneous group; this question must remain open at this
stage of the discussion.
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(ii) There was a clear Jewish element." The opponents are accused of
wanting to be teachers of the law (VO~OOl&i<JKcx.AOl), a term used
elsewhere in the New Testament only in Luke 5:17 (where they are
linked with the Pharisees) and Acts 5:34 (with reference to Gamaliel).
Those "of the circumcision" are especially numbered amongst the
rebellious, idle talkers and deceivers in Titus 1:1O. The false teaching
involved the use of Jewish myths (Titus 1:14) and quarrels over the law
(Titus 3:9).
(iii) There was also an ascetic element which included the forbidding of
marriage and abstinence from foods (1 Tim 4: 1-3).
(iv) The opponents' teaching, according to the writer of the Pastorals,
involved myths (1 Tim 1:4; 4:7; 2 Tim 4:4; Titus 1:14); genealogies (1
Tim 1:4; Titus 3:9); speculations (1 Tim 1:4; 6:4; 2 Tim 2:23; Titus 3:9);
disputes about words (l Tim 6:4;' 2 Tim 2:14); profane chatter (1 Tim
6:20; 2 Tim 2:16); the concern for YVW<JlC; (1 Tim 6:20); and a belief
that the resurrection had already taken place (2 Tim 2: 18). The
opponents are described as having rejected conscience (l Tim 1:19) and
as teaching for financial gain (1 Tim 6:5; Titus 1:10).
The problem arises in trying to combine the above elements and, to date,
there has been no decisive scholarly consensus. Gunther (1973: 4-5) summarised
this lack of consensus concerning the identity of the opponents in the history of
10 Quinn (1990a: 13) suggests that the communities addressed may have consisted of several
"house churches" some of which were entirely Jewish-Christian in composition.
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scholarship up until the time of writing his monograph. Ihave analysed Gunther's
summary in the following table: II
"Jews" "Gnostics" "Jewish- "Others"
Gnostics"
Jews Incipient Gnostics Gnosticising Jews Proto-Montanists
Jews influenced by Gnosticising Jewish-syncretistic Cerinthians
oriental philosophy enthusiasts Gnostics
despising the natural
order of creation
Jewish Christians Early Valentinian Judaizing incipient Marcionites
influenced by Ophites Gnostics influenced by
Hellenistic Valentinianism
speculations
Jewish Christian Naassenes Antinomian Jewish Marcion
antinomians AND Christian Gnostic
oriental ascetics pneumatics
Various Genti le Gnostic
unidentifiable Docetists AND
gnosticising types Judaizers
Pharisaic Judaizers
AND Gnostic
spiritual ists
The above table demonstrates that there is a prevailing view in scholarship,
despite differences in emphasis, that the opponents most likely came from a Jewish-
Gnostic context. Gunther's thesis is that the opponents addressed in the entire
Pauline corpus form a basic unity. He suggests that they were:
believers whose background was a mystic-apocalyptic, ascetic, non-conformist,
syncretistic Judaism more akin to Essenism than to any other well-known "school"
or holiness sect (1973: 315).
II I have taken Gunther's list and analysed it under four broad headings. These headings are,
b~ no ~eans, mutually exclusive. Gunther adds the names of the leading proponents of the various
views listed.
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A Jewish-Christian Emphasis
Gunther (1973: 314-17) concludes that Paul's opponents were drawn from
"apocalypticists, Nazirites and Essenes (in the broad sense)" who were first attracted
to John the Baptist, then to Jesus and/or the early Jerusalem Christian community led
by James. Because they did not fully share the Qumran community's preoccupation
with priestly purity and exclusiveness, Gunther speculates that they were largely
town dwellers who did not isolate themselves from the wider world. Consequently,
they were able to welcome Christian evangelists and eventually sent out their own
missionaries. In Greek-speaking areas these workers would, out of necessity, use
some Hellenistic terminology. However, this does not mean that they should be
regarded as Gnostics. "Paul's adversaries were syncretists, gnostics and pneumatics
in the same sense that the terms are applicable to the Essenes and Qumranians; their
pneumatic ism, of course, was enriched as the result of their Christian conversion"
(1973: 317). Nevertheless, Gunther himself concedes that the Pastorals provide
evidence for an organised antinomian group distinct from this Judaizing group. He
argues that this group was led by Hymenaeus and Philetus (2 Tim 2: 17) and finds
evidence of their activities in 1 Tim 1:19-20; 2 Tim 2: 11 - 4:8. The writer of the
Pastorals was thus facing opposition on two fronts: an organised antinomian group
and Judaizers similar to those faced earlier by Paul.
However, it is not at all clear that the opponents in the Pastorals can be
divided as neatly as Gunther suggests. For example, profane chatter (~£~r,A.O~
K£VO<l>OOvta.~),mentioned in 2 Tim 2: 16 which Gunther assigns to the antinomians,
is also mentioned in 1 Tim 6:20 which Gunth~r regards as referring to the Judaizers.
Similarly, Gunther's antinomians are engaged in controversies (~l1'tr,cr£l~) and
myths O.lOOOl) (2 Tim 2:23; 4:4), but so are the Judaizers according to 1 Tim 1:4;
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4:7; 6:4; Titus 1:14; 3:9. The antinomians disrupt households (2 Tim 3:6-7), but so
do the Judaizers (Titus 1:10-11). Gunther is, of course, aware of this but simply
states that both antinomians and Judaizers could be accused of the same things "for
such was the nature of the Pastor's general polemics" (1973: 13). However, this
brief statement does not do justice to the question as to whether there are two groups
of opponents addressed in the Pastorals.
Gunther argues that the rest of the polemical passages in the Pastorals, apart
from those relating to the organised antinomian group, are concerned with the
Judaizers found elsewhere in Paul's letters. Gunther does not believe that Paul wrote
the Pastorals but he is happy that there is a "historical connection between the
Judaizing of Paul's day and that of the Pastor's day" (1973: 17). He argues that the
VOJl0010cX.m<:aAol of 1 Tim 1:7 were exegetes of the Torah who were interested in
legal traditions (Titus 1:14), hidden mysteries of the law (1 Tim 1:7; 6:4; Titus 3:9),
and Jewish myths (Titus 1:14). He suggests that ~K~T]'ti)crEl~ (1 Tim 1:4),
~T]'ti)aEl~ (1 Tim 6:4; Titus 3:9), JlCl'tCllOAoytCl (1 Tim 1:6; cf. Titus 1:10), and
AOYOJlcx.xicn (l Tim 6:4) refer to their disputes over rabbinic exegesis of the Torah.
(1973: 65-66). Gunther further states that JlU901 (1 Tim 1:4; Titus 1:14) are "non-
revealed, legendary, allegorical, imaginative Haggadah [sic], fables, tales, sagas and
folklore concerning the creation story, Adam and Eve, Satan's fall and glorified
Jewish 'history," and that YEvEaAoyicx.l concern "the origin and relationships of
listed groups and pedigrees of peoples, tribes, patriarchs and priests". Together
myths and genealogies "were components of biographical legends which purported
to be didactic and edifying sacred history supplementing and reconciling Scripture"
(1973: 77-78).
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For Gunther, the asceticism opposed in 1 Tim 4: 1-5 and suggested by Titus
1:14-15 reflects Jewish concern for distinction between clean and unclean things
(1973: 101). Asceticism, for the opponents, was an expression of eOOE~Eta. so that
for them "true eOOE~eta. was manifested by obeying ascetic laws after growth in
knowledge and understanding of the myths and genealogies of the law-giving
spirits" (1973: 131). Gunther goes on to suggest that the "Cx.V't1..8eO'tC; of the false
yvwO'tC; (1 Tim 6:20) may have referred to the contrast of clean and unclean or of
flesh and the spirit, as they did for Marcion" (1973: 136). He further suggests that
the use of the emphatic prefix em- in bt1..yvwO'tC; (1 Tim 2:4) may indicate that the
false teachers claimed that yvwO'tC; was not available for all Christians; this is met
with a firm rebuttal by the Pastor who insists that God "desires everyone to be saved
and to come to the knowledge of the truth" (1973: 278). Finally, Gunther argues that
the opponents denied that Paul was appointed as a herald and an apostle (1 Tim 2:7;
2 Tim 1:11). They were strongly opposed to the Pauline message (2 Tim 4: 15)
(1973: 304-5).
Gunther's analysis clearly sets out the view that the opponents encountered
in the Pastorals were real and that they formed two distinct groups - an organised
antinomian group, and a Judaizing group in historical continuity with the Judaizers
faced by Paul. He is not particularly interested in the former faction - he deals with
this group in just two pages (1973: 12-13). For Gunther the main opposition came
from the Judaizers whom he regards as opposed to the Pauline message. As his
thesis is that there was a basic unity among Paul's Judaizing opponents, it is not
surprising that the data of the Pastorals is read by him through this lens. This leads,
in my view, to some sweeping generalisations, in particular concerning the nature of
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myths, genealogies, and speculations. Furthermore, Gunther pays insufficient
attention to the opponents' opposition to marriage (1 Tim 4:3). This does not appear
to be a feature of the Judaizing opposition faced by Paul. Most significantly,
Gunther does not even entertain the view that the polemic of the Pastorals is so
strong because the opponents themselves claimed to be representing Paul. He is
apparently insensitive to the possibility that there may have been competing claims
for the memory of Paul in the post-Pauline communities.
Kelly (1963: 10-12), writing some ten years before Gunther, also believes
that the Pastorals are combating real, historic~l opponents. Kelly is convinced both
of the Pauline authorship of the Pastorals and their historical setting in Ephesus and
Crete. Unlike Gunther, Kelly does not see two different groups of opponents in the
Pastoral Epistles; he suggests that there is a single heresy which took somewhat
different forms in Ephesus and Crete. This heresy combined Jewish and Gnostic
ingredients. For Kelly these Judaizers were not those that Paul had to combat in his
earlier ministry; unlike the earlier Judaizers, the ones encountered in the Pastoral
Epistles had an ascetic outlook which included the renunciation of marriage (1 Tim
4: 1-3). They disparaged the material creation (l Tim 4:4-5), spiritualised the
resurrection of the body (2 Tim 2: 18), and boasted of a higher, esoteric yvwcnc; (1
Tim 6:20). Kelly suggests the possibility thai they may also have practised magic.l '
but dismisses this as "on the whole unlikely" (1963: 11).
Kelly insists that the Pastoral Epistles are not combating the fully developed
Gnosticism of the second century CEo In a discussion of the meaning of the "myths
and endless genealogies" of 1 Tim 1:4, which he describes as coming "tantalizingly
near disclosing the content of the heresy" (1963: 44), Kelly rightly notes that the
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myths are specifically described as "Jewish" in Titus 1:14; furthermore Kelly states
that the Valentinian Gnostic notion of systems of aeons was never referred to as
"genealogies". Kelly is careful, however, to note that an emphasis on the Jewish
character of the opponents must not overlook the Gnostic elements. Although this is
not second century Gnosticism, Kelly states that the very phrase J..l0001 KO. t
YEvEo.AoYlo.l "which had been a Greek cliche from Plato's time, confirms its
syncretistic character" (1963: 45). Consequently, Kelly concludes that the heresy "is
perhaps best defined as a Gnosticizing form of Jewish Christianity" (1963: 12).
In view of the difficulties with Gunther's position that there are two groups
of opponents in the Pastoral Epistles, Kelly is right, in my view, to suggest that there
is only one broad heresy in view. He also correctly points out the difficulties of
identifying the Judaizers in the Pastorals with those encountered earlier by Paul. The
burden of this present thesis is to examine whether his conclusion that the opponents
represent a "Gnosticizing form of Jewish Christianity" can stand the test of further
analysis.
Fee, who like Kelly argues for the Pauline authorship of the Pastoral Epistles,
also suggests that the opponents are drawn from Hellenistic Jewish Christians
involved in syncretising their faith with Jewish and Hellenistic elements (1988: 9).
He too is convinced that the heresy does not reflect second century Gnosticism. Fee
is, however, more specific than Kelly; he notes the affinities of the views countered
in the Pastorals with the over-realised eschatology Paul encountered at Corinth (l
Cor 7: 1-7; 15:12), and with the syncretistic Hellenistic Judaism found at Colossae
(Col 2:3-8, 16-23) (1988: 9). Furthermore, Fee argues (in the light of Acts 20:30 and
12 2 Tim 3:8 and the mention of YOTl1;ec; in 2 Tim 3: 11.
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the fact that the opponents are described as teachers in 1 Tim 1:3, 7; 6:3), that the
church at Ephesus was being led astray by some of its own elders. These elders had
been particularly successful among women, particularly younger widows (1 Tim
2:9-15; 5:3-16; 2 Tim 3:6-9). The fact that the church at Ephesus probably consisted
of a number of house-churches (1 Cor 16:19; 1 Tim 2:8) each led by one or more
elders, suggests the possibility that the problem was not that of a single church being
split down the middle but rather that of various house-churches defecting in toto.
This, Fee believes, is the reason for the degree of urgency in I Timothy (1988: 7-8).
Fee argues that the opposition was similar in Crete but had not reached the advanced
stage there that it had at Ephesus; consequently, there is less urgency concerning the
opponents in Titus (1988: 10-12).
Knight, in his commentary, also believes that the false teaching opposed in
the Pastoral Epistles arises from one broad group of opponents "since similar errors
or tendencies are mentioned and similar terminology used, though not in every
mention of them" (1992: 11). Like Fee he notes the similarities with the heresy at
Colossae (1992: 12). Knight quotes with approval Kelly's definition of the nature of
the opposition as a "Gnosticizing form of Jewish Christianity" (1992: 28).
Towner, however, notes that this general tendency among scholars, who
believe that real opponents are addressed in the Pastoral Epistles, to regard the
heresy as a mixture of Judaizing and Gnosticizing elements obscures significant
differences between them. He notes that there is still plenty of discussion
concerning the precise meaning of "myths and genealogies," the meaning of
yvwcrtc;, the nature of the resurrection doctrine in 2 Tim 2: 18, and the question of
ascetic practices. He concludes:
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And disagreement persists over the matter of how the false teaching affected the
communities. Even at the point of final identification the pendulum of opinion
seems to swing freely from an emphasis on the judaizing nature of the movement
to the gnosticizing (1989: 23).
Towner insists that the polemical language In the Pastorals, whilst
widespread and harsh, remains rather general in nature. He is impressed with the
work of those who argue that the polemic in the Pastorals is primarily a literary
device.l ' but "would not want to go as far as some who conclude that the polemic
reflects nothing (or very little) of the actual situation" (1989: 25). Towner believes
that there were real opponents and that, although the writer did use 'stock' forms, he
moulded them to fit the actual situation. Like Fee, Towner is convinced that the
opponents came from within the church and that they found openings among some
of the Christian households. He does not consider, however, the evidence to be
sufficiently strong to support the claim that the opponents primarily targeted women.
Towner's major contribution to the debate is that he considers the opponents'
emphasis on yvrocrtC; to be directly linked to their "over-realised eschatology"," and
that this is paralleled by the situation Paul faced in 1 Corinthians.
Towner begins by noting the similarity between 1 Tim 6:20-21 and 2 Tim
2:15-18.15
13 See the next section below.
14 Schlarb (1990: 121-22) also connects the opponents' yvwou; with 2 Tim 2: 18. He suggests
that the opponents described their knowledge of baptism, spirit, death and life/resurrection as yvwOt~
and that their "antitheses" consisted of statements about the overwhelming reality of salvation in the
present contrasted with the Pastorals' insistence on the future dimension of salvation.
• • 1.5 In the comparison which follows matching phrases are in bold type and similar concepts are
In italics,
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1 Tim 6:20-21
"'n TlIl6SEE, 'r17VKapaBfpcrw
¢vAa~ov EK'tPE1t6IlEVOe; 'tcie;
~E~"AO'\)e; KEvo<provtae; Kat
6.V'tlSEcrEle; 'tile; 'VEUOCOVUIlOU
yvrocrEcoe;, ilv ttVEe;
E1taYYEAA6IlEVOl Kepi 'rTW
matu/ ilcr't6XTlcrav. 'H Xo:ple;
IlEe' Ullwv.
2 Tim 2:15-18
cr1touOacrov ceceotov 06K1llOV 1tapacr'tilcral
'tep SEep, EpyO:'t11V6.vE1taicrxuv'tov,
bpBo'roj.1oiJvra to» A6rov 'r~~ CtA1]Beia~. 'tcie;
OE ~E~"AOUC; KEVO<provtae; 1tEptt·ctcco E1tt
1tAElOV yap npoxoipoixnv 6.crEfjEiae; Kat o
A6yoe; a:tn:wv cbe; yciyypalva VOIlTlV ~~El. WV
Ecr'tlV 'YIlEvalOC; Kat <l>iA11'tOC;,Ot'tlVEC; Kepi
'r17VCt).,r,Belav ilcr't6Xl1crav, AEyOV'tEe; 'tTlv
6.vciO''tacrlv 'fl011YEYOVEval, Kat
6.va'tpE1toucrlV 'tr,v 'tlVCOV1ticr'tlV.
For Towner the presence of the phrase 'tac; PEPr,AOUC; KEvo<j>covtac; in
both passages is highly significant as the phrase occurs nowhere else in the New
Testament.
Through this descriptive phrase, gnosis in ) Tim 6:20 is linked to 'their message'
(ho logos auton) in 2 Tim 2: 17 and, hence, to the perverted doctrine of the
resurrection mentioned in v. 18. Reference to Hymenaeus in 1 Tim 1:20, who
there is said to have 'suffered shipwreck of the faith' and to have been turned over
to Satan to receive chastisement for his blasphemy, seems to support further that
the resurrection heresy was within the purview of 1 Timothy. The situation in
Crete is less clear in this respect. Some think that the denunciation in Tit. l il 6
('they profess to know [eidenai] God, but deny it with their deeds') indicates that
the false teachers there also made a claim to possess special knowledge. But if so,
the brevity of the author's treatment would suggest that the situation in Crete was
probably much less developed (1989: 30-31).
Towner rightly states that the phrase AEyOV'tEC; 6.vcicr'tacrlv 1)011
YEYOVEval in 2 Tim 2: 18 does not amount to a denial of the resurrection of
believers but rather to some form of 'spiritualising' of the event. For Towner this
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amounts to an over-realised eschatology based, most probably, on a
misunderstanding of Pauline baptismal teaching (1989: 31-33). In this respect,
Towner argues, the situation addressed in the Pastorals is analogous to the situation
Paul faced at Corinth. He believes that the parallels with 1 Corinthians are closer
than the Gnostic ones usually made. Drawing primarily on the work of Thiselton, 16
Towner notes the link between an "over-realised eschatology" in Corinth, and
"emancipatory activism" there. He argues that this "over-realised eschatology" was
embraced by enthusiasts at Corinth and that this eschatological outlook "pervaded
the community and affected various aspects of community life" (1989: 36).
In the light of the parallels with Corinth, Towner concludes:
Thus the major social problems addressed by the author are capable of being
explained consistently as related to the over-realized eschatology. The parallel
situation in Corinth seems to support the reconstruction of the situation in Ephesus
offered here. The very limited amount of information about the Cretan community
does not allow the same degree of certainty in reconstructing the background there.
However, the similar descriptions of the opposition and the similar concerns
registered by the author (for example, for the stability of the household) suggest
that he may have anticipated that the situation in Crete would develop along the
same lines as the situation in Ephesus (1989: 42).
Towner, like Thiselton, too readily equates an enthusiastic view of the Spirit
with an "over-realised escharology't.!" As I shall show in a subsequent chapter,
enthusiasm can be combined with a thoroughly millenarian eschatology as numerous
sociological studies have demonstrated. Furthermore, Deming has recently provided
a powerful counter-argument to the view that an over-realised eschatology lies
16 Thiselton (1978).
17 Thiselton (1978: 512) states: "distortions or imbalance in the area of eschatology stand in
direct causal relationship to errors about the gifts and work of the Holy Spirit ... In specific terms, an
over-realized eschatology leads to an 'enthusiastic' view of the Spirit"; (his emphasis). The problem
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behind the discussion of celibacy in 1 Corinthians 7.18 His analysis highlights the
fact that scholars can all too easily use the notion of an over-realised eschatology as
something which explains everything. This makes Towner's use of the presence of
an over-realised eschatology as the overarching category of the opponents in the
Pastorals problematic. Nevertheless, his argument that there are significant parallels
between the situations addressed in the Pastorals and 1 Corinthians is persuasive.
Although Towner argues strongly for his view of the opponents in the
Pastorals as having a consistent over-realised eschatology as a result of
misunderstanding Paul, he recognises that this does not ultimately solve the problem
of the relation of the opponents to Gnosticism. For an over-realised eschatology
coupled with ascetic tendencies also existed within Gnosticism. In the end he is
content to state that "it seems safer to say only that both situations [Corinth and the
Pastorals] reflect elements vital to the later Gnosis-constellations and lack others of
equal importance" (1989: 44). In the next section I shall highlight the position of
those who regard the opponents in the Pastorals as thoroughly Gnostic.
Schlarb (1990) is also convinced of the Jewish-Christian background of the
opponents. He takes seriously the location of 1 and 2 Timothy in Ephesus and, in his
introductory chapter, argues that the Lukan account of the Pauline mission to
Ephesus in Acts 19-20 (especially Paul's speech to the Ephesian elders at Miletus in
Acts 20:17-38) is shaped by Luke's awareness of the problems affecting the
Ephesian community as addressed in the Pastoral Epistles. Schlarb insists that 2
Tim 2: 18 is the key text in evaluating the teaching of the opponents. After noting
parallels with problems faced by the Christian communities in Corinth and Colossae,
is that the reverse does not necessarily hold true: the presence of an enthusiastic view of the Spirit
does not automatically imply an over-realised eschatology.
18 Deming (1995: 21-32).
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he concludes that the underlying conviction of the opponents "zeigte sich in einem
massiven prasentischen Heilsverstandnis" (1990: 132). This understanding was
drawn from a particular view of baptism and the gifting of the Spirit accompanying
baptism. For Schlarb the opponents were pneumatics and enthusiasts who, as well
as their experience of the Spirit, drew on Pauline statements concerning new
creation, new life, sonship and heirship to argue that the resurrection had already
taken place.
Marshall (1999) has recently published the most detailed critical commentary
on the Pastorals in English to date.19 This commentary, as he acknowledges, was
written with the collaboration of Towner (1999: xiii). Marshall is persuaded that real
opponents are being addressed and that "[o]n the whole [the view that similar
opponents are addressed in all three letters] appears to be the more likely
interpretation of the evidence" (1999: 41). He recognises that the opposition
represented a real threat to the communities, addressed and that it included active
proponents within those communities. He notes its considerable success,
particularly among women, and therefore rightly concludes that the Pastorals were
largely written to combat the opponents. The opponents, according to Marshall,
pose such a threat because they are largely engaged in teaching, both in public and
private contexts. Marshall draws attention to the fact that the author of the Pastorals
regards this teaching as foolish and speculative (1 Tim 6:3-5; 2 Tim 2: 14-16; 2:23;
Titus 1:10; 3 :9) and helpfully suggests parallels with the speculations of the door-to-
door representatives of some modern cults.
Marshall is prepared to accept the charges of immorality, particularly greed,
levied at the opponents at face value (1 Tim 6:5-10; 2 Tim 3:1-5; Titus 1:11-15). He
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does not believe, unlike Karris (1973), that these are simply stock charges typical of
ancient polemic. This leads him to the unlikely conclusion that the opponents
preached asceticism but practised sexual immorality.i'' He notes the Jewish
character of the opposition but is cautious about simply identifying them with some
form of Judaizing Christianity due to the teaching about the resurrection and the
freedom given to women, neither of which, he notes is particularly Jewish (1999:
46). In addition, Marshall rightly states that there is no specific attack on either
circumcision or dependence on "works of the law" in the Pastoral Epistles.
Marshall, following Thiessen (1995), completely rejects the view that the
opponents embraced an early form of Gnosticism, but does accept that they were
attracted to asceticism. He concludes:
A combination of the Jewish, Christian and ascetic elements suffices to explain the
nature of the opposition in the PE. We have to do with a group of Jewish
Christians, perhaps travelling teachers with an ascetic streak, who were active
within the Pauline mission area (1999: 51).
Marshall's analysis of the opposition is, on the whole, exemplary. However,
two further conclusions of his need modifying in my view. First, Marshall believes
that the fact that the author accuses the opponents of rejecting the truth (1 Tim 6:5; 2
Tim 3:8; 4:4; Titus 1:14) suggests that they were openly opposed to Paul and his
teachings. This would be true if Pauline authorship of the Pastorals is accepted.
However, if the Pastorals post-date Paul,21 we can only say that the opponents'
teaching is regarded as opposed to that of Paul as constructed by the author. This
leaves open the question as to whether the opponents themselves were "anti-Paul" or
19 But see now Quinn and Wacker (2000) which appeared too late for inclusion in this survey.
20 Marshall (1999: 43, n. 51), citing Lucian, Fugitivi 18f.
21 A position which, with appropriate modifications, Marshall himself holds.
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advocated a very different view of Paul to that of the author. Second, Marshall is
unconvinced by Schlarb's arguments that the opponents also claimed to have a
special endowment of the Spirit and so were, in this sense, 'enthusiasts' (1999: 45,
51). He too easily dismisses this view as "somewhat speculative". It is this
particular question that this study seeks to address further.
B Gnostic Emphasis
Hanson believes that the Pastorals were written shortly after the tum of the first
century CE primarily in order to challenge the rise of incipient Gnosticism. This
challenge was so great that the writer of the Pastoral Epistles was compelled to use
the authority of Paul to combat it. For Hanson
The author of the Pastorals is also faced with a situation where some have made
what he believes to be a wrong choice: these are the Christians in his
congregations who have fallen for the attraction of incipient Gnosticism. This is
nothing less than a catastrophe (the exact word which he uses in [2 Tim] 2:14)
( 1981: 408-9).
Hanson, unfortunately, in his paper provides no evidence for his assumption
that the opponents were Gnostic. Rudolph (1983) has sought to demonstrate the
importance of Gnosticism for an understanding of the New Testament. He is
unimpressed by attempts to trace historical development from a "pre-gnosis" in the
first century CE to full blown Gnosticism in the second century CEo He is critical of
the view that Gnosticism in the first century was primarily a pervasive atmosphere
rather than a definite system. Instead he argues that the basic features of Gnosticism
must have:
existed already in the first century if we are going to understand at all the great
systems of the second (which were no longer only anonymous). It is hard to find
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'doctrines' of any sort that lack any semblance of system in the sense of an inner
logical coherence (1983: 31).
Consequently, Rudolph states that it is difficult to imagine a huge leap from a
merely Gnostic atmosphere to Gnosticism as such.
Rather we will see a smooth transition, more or less completely attested by the
New Testament writings: we will see a world-view alien to the (Synoptic) Jesus-
traditions entering and engaging Christian thinking in increasing measure; the
latter could only resist by adapting itself (formation of a Christology) and rejecting
theologoumena which attacked or undermined the central Christian message
(contained in the Jesus-tradition and its Pauline representation); these included the
doctrines of creation and sin, the historicity of the Redeemer, justification, etc.
This process cannot be illustrated in detail (the literary remains we have attest only
some conclusions to, or crossroads in, its paths), but it largely determined the early
history of Christianity. It is already detectable, I think, in Paul's writings, in the
Corinthian church and his reaction to it (1983: 32).
However, it is Schmithals who has been the outstanding proponent of the
view that Paul consistently encountered Gnostic opposition. He is unconvinced by
the view that Paul was fighting on two fronts - against Gnostic enthusiasts on the
one hand, and Judaizers on the other. In his opinion Paul does not provide us with
any direct evidence of such a situation and there is no historical evidence of a
Judaizing world mission among the Gentiles in the first century CE (1983: 109).
Like Gunther, Schmithals believes in the basic unity of Paul's opponents but
emphasises their Gnostic rather than their Jewish character. He regards the
opponents in the Pastorals as "representatives of a Jewish-Christian Gnosis in the
broadest sense" (1983: 115). He argues that the emphasis in the Pastoral Epistles on
teaching in general, correct teaching, the tradition of teaching, and the office of
teacher is designed to combat a Gnostic enthusiasm which promotes "the authority
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of the free pneuma" (1983: 115-16). Unlike Fee and Towner, Schmithals regards the
opponents as coming from outside the Christian community. He describes them as
"intruders" and "imposters" (cf. 2 Tim 3: 13) (1983: 116). He argues that, although
they appealed to Jewish tradition, they should not be regarded as Judaizers; for
Schmithals "all the other characteristics of the false teaching are against this last
suggestion" (1983: 116). He regards the claim to possess "Gnosis" as decisive for
his view that the opponents take up an "enthusiastic and spiritualistic" position. This
is reinforced by the spiritualising of the idea of resurrection and implied by the
ascetic tendencies of the false teachers.r'
Schmithals has difficulty with the references to "myths and genealogies". He
suggests that:
the false teachers used Old Testament passages (e.g. Genesis 4:17ff.; 5:1ff.; 6:1ff.)
to present mythical speculations on the aeons like those attested so plentifully in
extant Gnostic texts. Jewish Gnostics, who could not postulate an absolute
dualism, tried by means of these to explain the emanation of evil from the unity of
God (l983: 117).23
22 A similar position is taken by Roloff (1988: 228-39). For Roloff, the opponents' asceticism
derived from a hostile view of creation, their esoteric speculations and their use of "gnosis" as a
catchword. These strongly suggest to him that they were Gnostics. He links the false teaching of the
Pastorals with the Colossian heresy and also with problems encountered in the communities
addressed in Revelation. Roloff suggests that the teachings of the Nicolaitans (Rev 2:6, 15), Balaam
(Rev 2: 14) and the prophet Jezebel (Rev 2:20) were broadly similar in nature and largely identical to
the false teaching addressed in the Pastoral Epistles. He recognises that the lack of an ascetic element
in the false teaching in Revelation is problematic for this identification but suggests that the group
opposed had both ascetic and libertine elements. This seems highly unlikely.
Roloff also downplays the Jewish-Christian dimension to the opposition in a way that does
not do justice to the evidence. For example, Roloff (1988: 71-72) rightly states that we should not
hastily draw parallels with Galatians from the author's description of the opponents as those who
desire to be VO~OOt&X.crKcx.A.Ot but immediately cautions that we should also not conclude that they
were law-abiding Jewish-Christians. It seems to me that Titus I: 10, 14; 3:9, together with I Tim 1:7,
conclusively point to a Jewish-Christian dimension to the false teaching
23 See too Roloff (1988: 64) who links "myths" with cosmogenic and anthropological Gnostic
teachings and "genealogies" with speculative interpretations of the genealogies in the early chapters
of Genesis.
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However, in the final analysis, Schmithals admits that the Gnosis combated
in the Pastorals does not reflect any of the second century Gnostics actually known
to us. Consequently, he contends that the Gnosis opposed is "truly mythical" (1983:
117). This admission in the end makes the whole Gnostic thesis highly problematic.
In this respect Schmithals ends up closely allied to the view which will now be
discussed, namely that the opponents in the Pastorals are a literary construct
representing heresy wherever and whenever it should be encountered.
3 The Polemic as (Primarily) a Literary Device
A Dibelius and Conzelmann
Dibelius and Conzelmanrr'" argue that the combination of the prohibition of
marriage, abstinence from certain foods, and enthusiasm including the spiritualising
of the idea of resurrection "must always be attributed to a kind of Gnosticism"
(1972: 65-66). However, they recognise that the particular heresy attacked in the
Pastorals cannot be identified with any known Gnostic sect. Noting the very general
nature of the polemic of the Pastorals they conclude that there are two possible ways
of explaining why a particular group is not more clearly identified. The first is to
take an historical approach and suggest that no particular group is identified because
the writer tackles a number of diverse opponents. The second is to take a literary
approach; this is the solution which they adopt.
24 This is the English translation of Hans Conzelmann's revision of the second edition of Die
Pastoralbriefe by Martin Dibelius. Dibelius' second edition was published in 1931. Conzelmann's
revision was first published in 1955 some eight years after Dibelius' death, and was itself revised in
1966. Conzelmann himself states in his foreword to the third and fourth German editions that his
revision involved numerous changes to Dibelius' commentary, but that only the most important
instances have been specifically noted. In view of the fact that it is not possible in the majority of
cases in the English translation to distinguish Conzelmann's revisions from Dibelius' original
comments, this thesis constantly refers to "Dibelius and Conzelmann" in the plural, although I am
fully aware that the commentary was not actually co-authored.
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Dibelius and Conzelmann note that the style of the polemic in the Pastorals is
very different from that of the genuine Pauline epistles. Unlike Paul, the writer does
not engage in any substantial argument with his opponents. The general nature of
the polemic means that it is difficult to reconstruct a picture of the opponents. (1972:
2). Furthermore, the polemic frequently uses the techniques with which
philosophers attacked the sophistsf (1972: 20-21, 66). The catalogues of vices also
yield no historical information, and should not be taken as pointing to the
antinomianism of the opponents. An antinomian tendency, in any case, would
contradict the clear ascetic references in 1 Tim 4:1-5. These vice catalogues should
be treated purely as "products of a literary convention" (1972: 67). Consequently,
Dibelius and Conzelmann conclude:
The author attempts to characterize his opponents as broadly as possible, in order
to create an apologetic vademecum for all sorts of anti-Gnostic conflicts ... The
forms which the polemic takes correspond to a concept of heresy just being
developed (1972: 66).
B R.J Karris
Karris (1973) takes up in detail the claim of Dibelius and Conzelmann that the
Pastorals frequently employ the weapons with which philosophers attacked the
sophists. He notes that the polemic of philosophers against sophists dates back to
Plato but was very common in the Graeco-Roman period, particularly between 70
CE and the second century CEo Karris' thesis is that there is a schema'? which can
25 This point is specifically developed by Karris (1973: 549-64). See below.
26 This is defined by Karris as "the convergence of items that regularly occur in the
presentation of a particular topic. It is distinguished from a form in that it is not invariable (one or the
other item may be missing) and in that it does not contain the items in a set sequence with item one
following item two, etc. It is also distinguished from a random occurrence of items in the
presentation of a particular topic by the fact that the items occur with measurable regularity" (1973:
551,n.10).
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be discerned behind this polemic, and that this schema is employed by the author of
the Pastorals. He identifies the following elements of the schema (1973: 552-54):
(i) The charge that the opponents are greedy. They teach for the sake of
financial gain. This charge can be found in 1 Tim 6:5; Titus 1:11.
(ii) The charge that the opponents are deceivers (y6Tl'tEC;); cf. 2 Tim 3:13.
(iii) The charge that the opponents do not practise what they preach (cf. 2 Tim
3:5; Titus 1:16; 3:8-9).
(iv) The charge that the opponents simply engage in verbal disputes and
quibbles (cf. 1 Tim 1:4,6; 4:2; 6:4; 2 Tim 2:14, 16,23; Titus 1:10; 3:9).
(v) Catalogues of vices are employed to describe the opponents (cf. 1 Tim
1:9-10; 2 Tim 3:2-4).
(vi) Occasionally reference is made to the opponents' success among women
(cr. 2 Tim 3:6).
Karris is sensitive to the charge that the elements of the schema outlined
above could be used by anyone in any kind of polemical rhetoric. He argues that
there is hardly any evidence to suggest that writers used the schema to oppose
anybody and everybody. Rather, the controlling factor in the use of the schema was
whether the opponent was considered a teacher of one sort or another. Where the
opponents cannot be classified generally as teachers the schema was not employed;
for example, the schema is not typical of the polemic used by pagans against Jews
(1973: 555).
Karris notes that the schema was employed in a variety of situations. Plato
originated it in his controversies with the sophists of his day. Philo used it to
demonstrate the soundness of Judaism. Dio Chrysostom and Lucian employed it
against sophists and against self-professed, wandering Cynics respectively.
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Christian apologists such as Tatian and Athenagoras used it to champion Christianity
as the true philosophy, or to demonstrate that Christianity fostered sound morals
(1973: 555-56). The schema had a threefold use. First, it was intended to produce
aversion for the opponents and sympathy for the writer's position among the readers.
Second, it served to disassociate the writer's teachings from those of the opponents.
Thirdly, and most significantly for Karris, it demonstrated "who had the right to and
actually did impart genuine wisdom and truth" (1973: 556).
Having identified the schema and having demonstrated to his satisfaction that
it was employed by the author of the Pastorals, Karris then uses redaction criticism
on the polemical passages of the Pastorals. His purpose in doing this is to highlight
those aspects of the description of the opponents which depart from the traditional
schema. Methodologically, he argues, "stock" descriptions drawn from the schema
should be disregarded in any reconstruction of the opponents whereas unique
elements probably do point to real aspects of the opponents' teaching. His analysis
highlights the following elements which do not occur in the traditional schema:
(i) Endless genealogies (1 Tim 1:4; Titus 3:9).
(ii) Teachers of the law (l Tim 1:7).
(iii) Forbidding of marriage and abstention from certain foods (1 Tim 4:3).
(iv) The claim that the resurrection has already taken place (2 Tim 2: 18).
(v) In view of the fact that reference to success among women is only
occasionally part of the schema, Karris argues that the redaction of this
theme in 2 Tim 3:7, together with the emphasis on the proper role of
women elsewhere in the Pastorals (1 Tim 2:11-15; 5:13; Titus 2:5),
suggest that the opponents did enjoy some success among women.
(vi) The Jewish character of the opposition (Titus 1:10-16).
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(vii) Disputes over the law (Titus 3:9).
This analysis allows Karris to conclude:
The opponents are Jewish Christians who are teachers of the law (I Tim 1:7; Tit
3 :9; cf. Tit 1:14). They teach Jewish myths (Tit 1:14; cf. 1 Tim 1:4; 4:7; 2 Tim
4:4) and genealogies (1 Tim 1:4; Tit 3:9). They forbid marriage and enjoin
abstinence from food (1 Tim 4:3-5). They teach that the resurrection has already
occurred (2 Tim 2: 18). They may have had significant success among the
woman folk, especially because of their teaching about emancipation (2 Tim 3:6-7;
cf. I Tim 2:11-15; 5:13; Tit 2:5) (1973: 562-63).
Karris thus finally comes down in favour of the position that there are real,
historical opponents but that only the elements deduced above apply to them. All
the other accusations in the Pastorals derive from the traditional schema which the
author employed for similar reasons to other writers who utilised the schema. In
other words, the author's use of the schema suggests that:
the author views his teaching as genuine wisdom, philosophy, truth, and that he
views the teachings of his opponents as false wisdom, as sophistry. More
specifically, he wants to disassociate his teaching from that of the heretics, for his
teaching is "the sound teaching," "the truth," "the faith," "the deposit". Moreover,
it is the author's desire to show that he alone has the right to and actually does
impart the truth, that he and his disciples alone have the power to teach correctly.
Furthermore, by using this schema, the author wants to cause aversion for his
opponents in the minds of his readers and to establish a strong alternative to their
view of Pauline tradition. This strong alternative can be seen in the office of the
bishop and in the sound teaching which the bishop is commissioned to impart.
(1973: 563-64).
C L.T. Johnson
Johnson (1978179) is sympathetic to Karris' approach but is sharply critical of his
above conclusion. Johnson argues that, although Karris' threefold definition of the
function of the schema outlined above is broadly correct, "there are instances where
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the function is quite plainly different" (1978179: 3). Johnson believes that Karris and
others such as Dibelius and Conzelmann pay too little attention to the literary form
of the writings in which the polemical language appears. In the case of the Pastorals
Karris' conclusion simply does not correspond to their actual literary shape
(1978/79: 4). They provide no evidence that the author used the polemic to convince
readers of his own credentials. Everywhere the authority of the author is assumed.
Johnson's contention is that the function of the polemic has to be derived from the
literary form in which it is embedded. In his article, therefore, he begins by
examining the literary form of 2 Timothy which he regards as a personal paraenetic
letter. He then examines parallel examples drawn from Hellenistic paraenetic letters,
and finally he looks at paraenesis and polemic in 1 Timothy and Titus.
Johnson notes from the epistolary handbooksi that the paraenetic letter form
was designed to exhort the reader to follow something and to avoid something else.
Role models are a crucial element; the reader .is not simply to follow instructions but
is urged to be an imitator of a particular model and to avoid other models. Good
conduct is encouraged in the hope that a good reputation will be gained. 2 Timothy
follows this form closely: "Paul is presented as a model to Timothy, and Timothy'S
mode of teaching is presented by means of antithesis to false teachers. He is to
pursue certain things and to avoid others" (1978179: 14). In this context, therefore,
the polemic against false teachers functions as the antithesis to the ideal that Timothy
is exhorted to follow. "The false teachers are not spoken of or addressed, except in
relation to Timothy. They serve entirely as contrast" (1978/79: 12). Johnson
27 He cites the example of the handbook of Ps-Libanius,
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highlights a number of examples" from Hellenistic paraenesis where the use of
polemical language against false teachers serves not to establish the authority of the
writer but to act as a "negative foil to the ideal, so that hearers will know what to
avoid as well as what to follow" (1978179: 20).
In a brief examination of 1 Timothy and Titus Johnson notes that in these
letters too the function of the polemic against false teachers is to provide an anti-type
to the ideal teacher. Thus he is able to conclude that for the Pastoral Epistles as a
whole the function of polemical language is to provide a contrast to the ideal
Christian teacher. Nevertheless, although recognising the largely stereotypical
language of the polemic, Johnson too does not want to suggest that there were no
real opponents. He rightly notes that, although stereotypical language is used in
disputes between philosophical schools, such disputes and such schools were
nonetheless real. He deplores the idea that "the false teachers were just 'straw men'
propped up only to be demolished. The anxious tone of the letters does not permit
such a purely literary understanding" (1978179: 26).
D B.Fiore
Fiore (1986) provides one of the most detailed literary analyses of the Pastorals.
Fiore argues that the Pastorals are "hortatory pieces and not polemical writings"
(1986: 197). After a very brief examination of the history of scholarship, Fiore
spells out the hortatory character of the Pastorals. He then turns to the use of
example in early rhetorical theory, in discourses to young officials and kingship
treatises, and in epistolary exhortation. This is followed by a major chapter on
28 Ps-Isocrates, Ad Demonicum; Epictetus, Diatribes III; Lucian, Demonax; Lucian, Nigrinus;
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example in the Socratic letters for it is Fiore's thesis that these provide an important
parallel to the Pastorals. Following a brief look at how example functions in the
undisputed Pauline letters, Fiore turns finally to the use of example in the Pastorals.
In this chapter he lists twelve substantial points of comparison between the Pastorals
and the Socratic letters.i" This detailed comparison allows him to conclude that the
Pastorals are works of epistolary paraenesis which blend two particular paraenetic
traditions: first, "hortatory instructions addressed to young officials on the conduct
and attitudes expected of them and their constituencies;" and second, "epistolary
exhortations to a way of life consistent with the traditions of a philosophical school"
(1986: 232). For Fiore the negative examples in both the Pastoral and Socratic
Epistles function as a foil for the proper way of life advocated in the letters. The use
of similar rhetorical features suggests that the author of the Pastorals was acquainted
with rhetorical theory and that at least some of the audience would have been able to
appreciate the rhetorical merits of the letters. Fiore suggests that the Socratic
Epistles arose in the setting of a "school of a grammaticus or rhetor of the early
Empire" (1986: 229). He rightly cautions that the similarities in rhetorical features
between the Socratics and the Pastorals do not justify the conclusion that the
Pastorals arose in a scholastic community. Nevertheless, he is prepared to suggest
Dio, Oration 77/78.
29 First, they both use the full range of hortatory language, devices and techniques. Second, in
both cases the variety of devices sometimes falls into the arrangement proper to the development of
the chria. Third, they are both concerned to preserve a tradition of teaching and practice. Fourth, in
both cases the examples are varied but are often simple sketches found in conjunction with virtue and
vice lists and precepts. Fifth, although they both have principal examples (Socrates and Paul
respectively), others also join in fully exercising that function. Sixth, the Socratic Epistles utilise the
founding fathers of the Socratic and Cynic traditions as examples and the Pastorals use examples of
the same stature (Paul's associates). Seventh, they both use examples to promote a particular mode of
conduct. Eighth, they both use negative examples in antithetical relationship. These negative
examples are largely unnamed, indefinite or typical. . Ninth, they both urge their readers to avoid
harmful associations. Tenth, they both emphasise growth in virtue and use athletic imagery to
express this. Eleventh, they both contain a broad range of widely applicable teachings intended for a
broad audience. Twelfth, in both cases the letters stand as a substitute for face-to-face dialogue
(1986: 224-26).
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that the hortatory features of the Pastorals indicate a settled community in unbroken
continuity with Paul and his associates. The community is encountering some
difficulty in areas such as ascetism, legalism, Jewish influence, and resurrection
faith. However, these difficulties are not perceived as a major threat to the
community. Heresy is perceived as a perennial problem for the church and not as an
immediate threat. Fiore thus locates the Pastorals in the late first or early second
century CE before Gnosticism became a real threat.
E Summary
Dibelius/Conzelmann, Karris, and Johnson all rightly recognise the stereotypical
nature of the polemical language In the Pastorals. Consequently, they regard
attempts at detailed reconstruction of the opponents from the polemical passages as
misguided. As Johnson states:
The picture of rigorist, mythically-oriented, quasi-gnostic Judaizers results from
pushing the few concrete hints to their limit, and sometimes beyond, and still lacks
any convincing specificity (1978179: 1-2).
Nevertheless, neither Karris nor Johnson are prepared to go as far as
Dibelius/Conzelmann; they do not see the opponents purely as a literary construct to
provide paradigmatic material for countering heresy wherever and whenever it
should crop up. Karris and Johnson are, in my view, correct. They rightly realise
that the urgency of the language in the Pastorals points to some real, rather than
imaginary, opposition. Consequently, any reconstruction of the opponents has to
take into account both the fact that the language used is stereotypical and that real
opponents are addressed. If this is taken seriously then the polemical language will
contain both "stock" language and specific references to the opponents. The major
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difficulty lies in trying to distinguish the two. Karris makes an interesting attempt
by using redaction criticism. However, by making a rigid distinction between
"stock" language and "unique" language he takes his analysis too far. For example,
in 1 Tim 1:4 he notes that "myths" belongs to the schema but "endless genealogies"
does not, and consequently ascribes teaching about genealogies to the heretics but
not teaching concerning myths. It does not seem to me that "myths and genealogies"
can be split in this way, especially as the two terms are found together elsewhere.i''
Similarly, Karris splits out "genealogies" and "quarrels about the law" as unique in
Titus 3:9, whereas they seem inextricably linked to "stupid controversies" and
"dissensions" in the text. In other words, some of the "stock" language may well
point to actual features of the opposition. The fact that stereotypical language is
being used should make us rightly cautious, but the use of such language does not
necessarily mean that some of the "stock" charges do not apply in any particular
instance.
Johnson avoids this problem entirely with his thesis that the polemical
language serves as a negative contrast to the ideal teacher. However, this conclusion
does not help at all when attempting to discern the identity of the false teachers.
This is unfortunate if one accepts, as I do, Towner's basic statement that "the heresy
reflected in the Pastoral Epistles is the most important aspect of the background of
these letters" (1989: 21).
Fiore's analysis is both detailed and compelling. Indeed Davies concurs with
Fiore. She states:
Fiore ... therefore, is correct in arguing that [the opponents] represent the antithesis
of the positive examples endorsed by the epistles, and that these references serve a
hortatory rather than a polemical purpose. Against Karris (1973) and most other
30 SeeDibeliusandConzelmann(1972: 16).
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interpreters, Fiore demonstrates this hortatory purpose, and suggests that the
epistles were not occasioned by the immediate threat of an opposing system, but
by the commonly felt need to provide both positive and negative examples in this
kind of literature (1996: 99).
However, despite Fiore's detailed analysis, I remain unconvinced that the
polemical language in the Pastorals really only serves a hortatory purpose. For
example, I do not think Fiore deals adequately with 1 Tim 1:20. He sees this simply
as strong censure of opponents which is part of the method of paraenesis in order to
make clear harmful alternatives (1986: 201, n. 27). However, he nowhere deals with
the actual language used here: oue; naptoCoKa. 'tcP La'ta.v~. This echoes the
language of 1 Cor. 5:5: napa.oouvat 'tov 'tOtomov 'tcPLa.'ta.V~. This seems to
me to be more than a rhetorical device and suggests real conflict in the community
requiring drastic action in a way parallel to that advocated by Paul in Corinth.
Furthermore, Fiore mentions 1 Tim 4:3 only once in the entire monograph. He
relegates this verse to a footnote elaborating his assertion that the content of the
opponents' teaching is not clearly specified. He merely states that 1 Tim 4:3 refers
to "a false asceticism" (1986: 3, n. 5). However, the verse specifically states that the
opponents "forbid marriage and demand abstinence from foods". It seems
sufficiently clear to me that real opponents are in view here (and to Karris also for he
includes this in his list of features of the real opponents). Finally, Fiore's
concentration on literary parallels means that he pays too little attention to the
sociological reality of community conflict. The bulk of his thesis compares the
Pastorals with the Socratic letters. He suggests that, as the latter arose in a school
context, the literary parallels indicate that the Pastorals also arose in a settled
community in unbroken continuity with Paul and his associates (1986: 234). But at
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what point can we speak of "settled" Pauline communities? We know that there was
real conflict in the communities within Paul's lifetime from the undisputed Pauline
letters. We know of real conflicts early in the second century through the letters of
Ignatius. Can we, with any degree of confidence, state, therefore, that the Pastorals
were written in a period marked by the 'absence of any real conflict in the
communities addressed? Fiore states that "Paul's 'opponents' are ... specific and
rarely the typical, negative models of the Pastorals".31 But one of these "rare"
occasions, as Fiore himself acknowledges, is Phil 3: 18-19. I would argue, against
Fiore, that the use of the stereotypical negative example there does not just serve as a
foil to Paul's positive example in the previous verse, but occurs in a highly
polemical context. The negative example serves Paul's polemic in this chapter, it is
not just a hortatory device.32 Fiore, for me therefore, does succeed in illuminating
the clearly hortatory features of the Pastorals - in particular, their use of example
- but fails to demonstrate that the opponents only function as negative examples to
serve the overall hortatory purpose of the Pastorals.
The attempts surveyed so far to reconstruct the opponents from the polemical
passages in the Pastorals have led, on the one hand, to broad agreement concerning
the Judaizing-Gnosticising position of the opponents (but this definition lacks any
specificity) and, on the other hand, to great differences in detailed identification.
However, literary approaches either fail to do justice to the urgency of the language
in the Pastorals or fail to provide a convincing description of the opponents. In the
light of the unsatisfactory conclusions reached to date it is hoped that a fresh
31 Fiore (1986: 223), my italics.
32 See Hawthorne (1983: xliv-xlvii, 162-68).
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approach using social-scientific methods will yield fresh insights. Before I turn to
such an approach, however, three other significant contributions will be examined.
4 The Opponents in the Light of Competing Images of Paul
A The Pastorals and Jewish-Christian Ecstatics
Goulder (1996) argues, as I shall do in a subsequent chapter, that the Pastorals are
thoroughly polemical and that, therefore, paraenesis serves polemic and not the other
way round. He recognises that the opponents are Jewish Christians but takes the
analysis further by a sustained mirror-reading of the texts. Goulder's major
contribution to the debate involves the reconstruction of the opponents' Christology
from a mirror-reading of 1 Tim 3: 16. He disputes the consensus that this text is a
citation from a pre-existing hymn and argues that it has been carefully constructed to
advance the author's polemical purposes. For Goulder there are two signals in the
passage that indicate its polemical nature. First, the church is described as cr'tUAO~
Kat EopaiwJ..!a 'tile; clATlSdae; and, as Goulder rightly notes, i1 eXA."SEta is one
of the terms used as a shorthand for the author's own theology as against the false
teaching of the opponents. Second, he argues that b~,33 which in both UBSGNT and
NA27 is printed as part of the first line of the rest of the verse which is set out in
hymnic form, actually belongs with the preceding 'to 'til~ EooEI3Eia~ J..!U<J't1lptOv.
In this way, according to Goulder, the author proclaims that the mystery of godliness
is a person: "great is the mystery of godliness who ... ", whereas the opponents too
33 As there is no masculine antecedent most scholars assume that what follows is an extract from
pre-existing tradition in which there was an antecedent for bC;, see, for example, Dibelius and
Conzelmann (1972: 61). Marshall (1999: 523) however, suggests that this could be an example of a
constructio ad sensum with the relative pronoun in line with BDF §296 (although this text is not
mentioned in BDF).
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thought they had the answer to the mystery of godliness. "They thought it was the
aeons, he thought it was Christ" (1996: 251). Analysing each phrase of the 'hymn'
as being composed with a view to countering the opponents' teaching, Goulder
concludes that the opponents held to a docetic Christology which denied both
Christ's incarnation and bodily resurrection. Furthermore, the reference to angels in
this text is also polemical: the angels, far from being objects of worship, "are
reduced to having been spectators when God raised Jesus' body from death" (1996:
254).
The angelic reference, together with mention of "deceitful spirits and
doctrines of demons" in the very next verse enables Goulder to make links with the
worship of angels of Col 2: 18 and the false prophetic utterances of 1 Cor 12:1-3 and
1 John 4:1-3. In this way Goulder argues that the opponents were Jewish-Christian
charismatics who valued ecstatic visionary experiences. He, like Towner, connects
the opponents with those addressed in 1 Corinthians and Colossians. Further
evidence, according to Goulder, comes from the insistence of the Pastorals that no
one has seen God (1 Tim 1:17 and particularly 1 Tim 6: 16). Commenting on this
verse, Goulder states: "What I say three times is true; and what I deny three times is
said to be true by someone else" (1996: 246). In other words, the strength of the
denial that anyone has seen God suggests that the opponents were making this very
claim.
Goulder is on target, in my view, although he undoubtedly is guilty of over-
interpretation, a common danger in mirror-reading." He also too readily equates the
mention of aeons and J..l{)801 Kal YEvEaAoyia.1 with Gnosticism. I shall return to
Goulder's work in chapter six.
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B The Pastorals and the Acts of Paul
MacDonald (1983) argues that the Pastorals were written in an environment in which
there were competing claims on the Pauline legacy. It is likely, therefore, that the
Pastorals were written to combat all these competing claims including those of
Gnostics, Jewish Christians, and possibly Marcionites. However, they were
especially written, MacDonald argues, to combat the image of Paul conveyed in oral
legends circulating at the time which were eventually recorded in the apocryphal
Acts of Paul (AP). MacDonald seeks to demonstrate, by an analysis of three stories
in AP (Paul and Thecla, Paul and the baptised lion, and the martyrdom story) that the
author of AP utilised existing oral legends. He seeks to show how each of these
three stories circulated independently; furthermore, he attempts to demonstrate the
orality of these legends by their characteristically folkloric content and by their
conformity to the conventions of oral narratives.
Oral narratives, unlike written ones, need both storytellers and sympathetic
audiences to survive. The legends display a women's point of view which strongly
suggests that the storytellers were women. MacDonald suggests that further
evidence for this is provided by Tertullian's statement that some people told the
story of Thecla to legitimate women teaching and baptising. He argues that the
storytellers were probably located in south central Asia Minor due to the accurate
references to local geography in the Thecla story. From an analysis of the content of
the legends MacDonald concludes that the storytellers appear to be primarily celibate
women outside the household who were hostile to Rome and alienated from Asia
Minor society.
34 See Barclay (1987).
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MacDonald notes that 52 out of 242 verses in the Pastoral Epistles are
devoted to refuting false teachers." However, only in 1 Tim 4: 1-5 does the author
engage his opponents in direct theological discourse. What is most significant is that
characteristics of Paul as depicted in the legend tradition are opposed. 2 Tim 3:6-7
describes precisely the actions attributed to Paul in AP in connection with Thecla,
Artemilla, and Eubola. Titus 1:10-15 likewise demonstrates concern for the
household. 1 Tim 4: 1-3 contradicts the Paul of AP in three ways. First, chastity was
a requirement for resurrection in AP. Second, Paul is a vegetarian and teetotaller in
AP. Thirdly, in the Pastorals asceticism is inspired by demons whereas in AP
asceticism is associated with divine revelation. 1 Tim 2: 11-15 provides the greatest
contrast between the Pastorals and AP.
In addition, MacDonald argues, the many points of similarity between the
Pastorals and AP make it likely that the author of the Pastorals knew the legends at
some stage in their oral transmission. Certain references to Paul's associates and
experiences in the Pastorals cannot be accounted for in terms of independent
historical reminiscences of events in Paul's life, nor in terms of dependence upon
Acts or Paul's letters. Thus they are either products of the author's imagination or
taken from oral tradition. As many of these names and episodes also occur in AP,
and as literary dependence of one of these documents upon the other is highly
lik I 36·un 1 e y, It appears that both authors knew the same oral legends about Paul.
MacDonald concludes that the Pastorals stand in a literary tradition which
sought to domesticate the apocalyptic radicalism of the church. They share this
35 1 Tim 1:3-11; 4:1-5, 7-8; 6:3-10, 20; 2 Tim 2·:14-19, 23; 3:1-9; 4:3-4.; Titus 1:10-16; 3:8-9.
Schlarb (1990: 14) states that almost one third of the letters is more or less directly concerned with the
problem of the false teachers.
36 But see Bauckham, (1993: 105-52). Bauckham argues that the author of A P used 2 Timothy
and Titus, but not 1 Timothy, as sources.
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orientation with Ignatius and Polycarp. The evidence of second century Asia Minor,
he argues, witnesses to vitality and growth in Christianity as the bishops sought to
make the church more socially acceptable. However, some Christian groups found
this accommodation unacceptable and the second half of the second century
witnessed a resurgence of apocalyptic radicalism. This struggle against Montanism
was not simply a struggle over doctrine; it was a struggle between the authority of
the bishops and charismatic authority. This struggle was anticipated in the Pastorals.
C The Pastorals and Proto-Montanism
Ford (1971) goes further than MacDonald and suggests that the Pastorals may
actually be combating "Proto-Montanism". Ford argues that Montanism was a
Jewish-Christian heresy as was the heresy combated in the Pastorals (1971: 339-40).
She notes, in connection with 1 Tim 4:1-5, that Montanus and the two prophetesses,
Maximilla and Priscilla, "were accused of paying heed to deceitful spirits and the
doctrines of demons," that they dissolved marriages, and that they abstained from
wine, introduced new fasts, and abstained from certain foods (1971: 340-41). She
suggests that "genealogies and myths" might refer to the attempt by Montanists to
"trace their prophetic succession or pedigree through Agabus, Judas, Silas, the
daughters of Philip, Quadratus and Ammia of Philadelphia" (1971: 341); and to the
various rumours, visions and interpretations propagated by the Montanists (1971:
341).
Ford argues that the emphasis on self-control, the use of the mind, and sound
or healthy teaching in the Pastorals needs to be understood against a background of
ecstatic prophecy. The stress on sobriety and self-control cannot be because the
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heresy advocated sexual licence and intoxication - this would contradict the
emphasis of 1 Tim 4:1-5. Consequently:
... these words are directed, not against immorality, but against a 'holy roller'
type of spirituality, that is, ecstatic and frenzied prophecy. Recent exegesis has
confirmed the view that tongues and prophecy at Corinth were not ecstatic and that
the community was fairly controlled. The 'gifts of tongues and prophecy were
placed under the same regulations; both could be commenced or discontinued at
will. Quite different was the Montanist view (1971: 342).
She goes on to note the ecstatic, uncontrolled and violent nature of Montanist
prophecy (1971: 343). In addition, she suggests that the subordination of women in
the Pastorals may be directed against the elevation of women in Montanism (1971:
343-44). Finally, Ford speculates that the emphasis on church order in the Pastorals
may be directed against the elevation of charismatic prophets in the community
(1971: 344-45). She concludes:
In conclusion I should say that the Pastorals may present us with the first attempt
to quell Proto-Montanism, a prophetical movement within the church before the
rise of Montanus and his women. It was not a prohibition of the charismatic
element in the church - indeed, it was a long time before Montanists were
convicted, precisely because the facet of the community which they represented
was a genuine one. The danger in the new charismatic movement was the
elevation of prophet or prophetess above the status of presbyters and bishops; the
introduction of lack of sobriety or frenzied prophecy; the writing down of
prophecies is [sic] on the same level as Scripture; the development of an elect or
'spiritual' element in the church as opposed to the psychichi and the too
progressive emancipation of women.
This theory of Proto-Montanism in the Pastoral Epistles must remain a pure
hypothesis but it is perhaps worth some further consideration (1971: 345-46).
In my view Ford's hypothesis is indeed worthy of further consideration. This thesis
seeks to investigate her theory by the use of sociological methods together with a
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fresh socio-historical analysis of Montanism. I now turn to the use of the sociology
of deviance to see whether this can throw fresh light on the nature of the opponents
in the Pastorals.
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Chapter Two
A Social-Scientific Approach
Introduction
The approaches outlined above have produced various solutions to the question of
the opponents in the Pastorals. I have demonstrated above the unsatisfactory nature
of the conclusions reached by proponents of the view that the opponents came from
a Jewish/Gnostic background. Literary approaches have correctly highlighted the
stereotypical nature of the polemic employed in the Pastorals but fail to provide a
convincing description of the opponents. Karris has stated: "One of his [the author
of the Pastoral Epistles] key weapons against the opponents is name-calling" (1973:
549). The use of names to label those considered deviant in some way has been
fruitfully explored in the sociology of deviance.
2 The Use of Models
The sociologist Tony Blasi has argued that it IS inappropriate to import
contemporary sociological models when examining the New Testament data (1988:
1-2). Instead we must proceed inductively from a detailed examination of the data to
the most general sociological concepts suggested by the evidence. For Blasi, the
sociological concept which can most appropriately be applied to the data is that of a
social movement. Blasi is rightly critical of much of the work of biblical scholars
seeking to apply contemporary social-science models to the New Testament. For
example, Neyrey (1986) is a classic case of making the data fit the modet." This
propensity to make the data fit the model is a very real problem for those wanting to
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use social-science models in New Testament studies. This point has been well made
recently by Horrell (1996: 9-18) and (2000). Nevertheless, unlike Blasi, I do not
think it is necessary to advocate a purely inductive approach. As Elliott (1995: 48)
has rightly stated, social-scientific criticism is neither exclusively inductive nor
exclusively deductive but rather involves a back-and-forth movement of suggestion
checking between evidence and hypothesis. Familiarity with the data being
examined is, of course, most essential. However, Iwould argue, it is then possible to
select an appropriate contemporary social-science model to apply to the data
heuristically. The use of such models can never fill in gaps in the data, but it can
often lead to fresh questions being asked of the text.38 As John Barclay has stated,
specifically in connection with deviance theory:
... deviance theory is no magic wand with which to solve the many intricate
problems which confront the historian of early Christianity. It can only be used in
conjunction with minute historical analysis of the sources and cannot fill in the
gaps which they leave (1995: 125).
And again:
... rightly employed this [symbolic interactionist] perspective can enable us to ask
new questions of the historical material we study: it can suggest some interesting
directions in which to look, though not, of course, what we will find when we look
there (1995: 118).
37 See my critique in The Use of Sociological Methods in New Testament Studies; unpublished
MA research paper; University of Sheffield, 1994, 94-98.
38 In what follows I use the model of the status degradation ceremony in this way. However,
with this important exception, like Still, I am more interested in "using social-scientific theory to
support and supplement exegetical research" (1999: 84, n. 2). I am very sympathetic to Horrell's
(2000) critique of the use of models in social-scientific approaches to the New Testament, but remain
persuaded that models, with appropriate caution, can be used heuristically. As Esler (2000: 108)
states: "[A model] is not a description of empirical reality, but rather an explicit simplification and
accentuation of empirical reality used for organizational and heuristic purposes and derived from
contemporary social-scientific research".
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3 Approaches in the Sociology of Deviance
As I am concerned with looking at the opponents in the Pastorals from a sociological
perspective, the first area to be considered is the sociology of deviance. The author
of the Pastorals clearly considers the opponents to be deviants (Titus 1:16).
According to Kelly (1989: 53) there are seven major theoretical perspectives in the
sociology of deviancer'"
• functionalist perspective;
• culture conflict perspective;
• cultural transmission theory (Still's "differential association theory");
• anomie or opportunity theory;
• radical-conflict theory;
• social control theory; and
• interactionist perspective (labelling theory)."
Of these, the following are particularly useful heuristically for an
examination of the opponents in the Pastorals:
A Differential Association
Still (1999: 90-93) has provided an excellent summary of cultural transmission
theory which, when applied to deviance, is known as differential association theory.
One of the key insights of this approach is that deviance is learned through symbolic
39 Kelly (1989) is an excellent reader with extracts from the leading theorists in the sociology
of deviance.
40 To this list should be added feminist perspectives. However, there is no overarching
feminist approach to the sociology of deviance. Rather, as Downes and Rock (1995: 304) point out,
feminist approaches form Ha diverse body of work united by the critical view that the understanding
S4
communication with others. This approach is relevant to the Pastorals where those
labelled as deviants are invited into households and "captivate silly women" (2 Tim
3:6). These women are then considered deviant by the author and they too spread
the values of the deviant culture by "gadding about from house to house" (1 Tim 5:
13).
B Social Control
Social control theory, as exemplified by Hirschi (1969), argues that deviance occurs
when an individual's societal bonds are weakened or broken. This perspective,
therefore, focuses on the social bonds which produce conformity. According to
Hirschi there are four elements to the societal bond. First, attachment to others who
socially conform makes deviant behaviour less likely. Second, there is commitment
to conformity out of fear of the consequences of non-conformity. This element
recognises that any potential deviant must consider the cost of deviant behaviour in
terms of the risk of losing the investment of time, energy, etc. in pursuing normative
activities. This assumes that in any society the interests of most persons would be
endangered if they were to engage in deviant acts. Thirdly, involvement in
conventional pursuits leaves little time and/or energy to engage in deviant ones.
Fourthly, an individual's belief in terms of internalising societal norms forms a
strong control against deviance.
Social control theory is useful as a means of examining the strategy of the
author of the Pastorals in the face of deviance. He emphasises believers' attachment
to one another as members of the same household (1 Tim 3: 15); he spells out the
of the criminality of women, and the role of gender in theories of deviance in general, have been ill
served both by traditional and new criminologies".
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potential consequences of non-conformity (1 Tim 1:19-20); he encourages the
involvement of all sections of the community (Titus 2: 1-10); and the paraenetic
sections serve to reinforce the values the author requires of the community.
C Labelling Theory
As Still (1999: 94) has pointed out, labelling theory was popular among sociologists
in the 1960s and 1970s. Since then the predominant perspective has been social
control theory. Nevertheless, this perspective on deviance has been particularly
favoured by New Testament scholars, with varying degrees of success.41 As I shall
seek to show below, this perspective on deviance is the most heuristically useful in
connection with an examination of the opponents in the Pastorals.
The use of labels in power contests and the acquisition of a master label by
those perceived as deviant have been fruitfully explored in this symbolic
interactionist perspective on deviance. The use of labelling theory does pose a
methodological problem. As a symbolic interactionist perspective, labelling theory
focuses on the interaction between deviants and those who label them as deviants.
Consequently, attention is paid to actors on both sides of the labelling process. The
problem is that, when we come to ancient texts such as the Pastoral Epistles, we do
not have any access to the "deviants". We only have the point of view of those
doing the labelling as embedded in the texts. Nevertheless, the value of labelling
theory for the purposes of this paper is precisely due to the fact that it begins with
the assumption that no act is intrinsically deviant. Labelling theory thus draws
attention to the significance of the labellers in the deviance defining process. This
aspect can usefully be employed heuristically to ask fresh questions of the text. As
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Esler has stated: "Models are heuristic tools, not ontological statements.
Accordingly, they are either useful or not, and it is meaningless to ask whether they
are 'true' or 'false" (1995: 4).
A central facet of labelling theory is that deviance should not be regarded
simply as a set of characteristics possessed by the deviant. It is only behaviour in
some contexts and engaged in by certain people that is defined as deviant, whereas in
other contexts or involving other actors no such labelling occurs. Consequently, the
notion of deviance is best described as a process of interaction between those
labelled deviants and those doing the labelling. The interactionist perspective, at
least in theory, thus focuses as much on those defining deviance as on those
perceived as deviant. In the now famous words of Becker:
Social groups create deviance by making the rules whose infraction constitutes
deviance, and by applying those rules to particular people and labeling them as
outsiders. From this point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the person
commits, but rather a consequence of the application by others of rules and
sanctions to an "offender". The deviant is one to whom that label has successfully
been applied; deviant behavior is behavior that people so label (1963: 9).
This does not mean, as some have argued, that labelling theorists such as
Becker regard the deviant act itself as irrelevant to the labelling process. Becker
himself states: "It is not my purpose here to argue that only acts which are regarded
as deviant by others are 'really' deviant" (1963: 19). Lemert helpfully distinguishes
primary and secondary deviation. Primary deviation is concerned with how deviant
behaviour arises. Lemert rightly recognises that the causes of such behaviour are
multi-factorial. Deviance arises "in a wide variety of social, cultural, and
psychological contexts ... " (1972: 48). Secondary deviation is concerned with the
41 See Still (1999: 86-88) for a summary and critique.
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process by which deviants come to be regarded as outsiders and the consequences of
such labelling for the deviant. Labelling theory focuses on this process of secondary
deviation. Three key questions concerning this process are:"
1. Who applies the label of deviant to whom?
2. What consequences does the application of a label have for the person
labelled?
3. Under what circumstances is the label of deviant successfully applied?
I Deviance as Power Struggle
If deviance is seen as a process of interaction between those doing the labelling and
those labelled then deviance needs to be understood in the context of social conflict.
Indeed Lofland goes so far as to define deviance as follows:
Deviance is the name of the conflict game in which individuals or loosely
organized small groups with little power are strongly feared by a well-organized,
sizable minority or majority who have a large amount of power (1969: 14).
Schur too notes that deviance is a process of social typing which occurs when
certain people feel threatened by others (1980: 4). For Schur deviance is essentially
political because it is concerned with the distribution of a certain kind of social
power. He notes:
'" what is most essentially at stake in such situations is the power or resource of
moral standing or acceptability. Other appropriate terms for this would include
propriety, respectability ... and rectitude ... Individuals on the receiving end of the
deviantizing process face as a result the prospect of a significant lessening of
moral standing, and often they vividly experience it (1980: 6).
42 Becker(1963: 3).
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The deviantising process is thus an example of "moral stratification" which Schur
(1980: 7) regards as an important element in the stratification order of any society.
Both Lofland and Schur emphasise that deviance outcomes reflect underlying power
struggles. In such power struggles deviance outcomes are profoundly influenced by
techniques of persuasion and pressure. Propaganda is thus a key weapon in the
deviantising process.
II Master Status
If the deviance process is successful the deviant acquires a master status derived
from the particular area of deviance engaged in. Thus the person who commits acts
of theft, for example, is labelled a thief. In this way the offending person is no
longer perceived as just another person. Rather, he or she is categorised, stereotyped
and thereby depersonalised. Very often people will then engage in a process of
retrospective interpretation through which the previous history of the offending
person is reread and thus reinterpreted in the light of the newly perceived deviant
status. A particular example of this process is the "status degradation ceremony"
which I have described and applied to the Pastoral Epistles in Pietersen (1997). In
this article, drawing on the work of Garfinkel (1956), I argue that the Pastorals
function as a literary version of such a ceremony in order to transform the status of
previously influential insiders, some of whom I suggest had been elders in the
Ephesian community, into outsiders.
For Garfinkel, status degradation ceremonies inevitably involve a public
denunciation in which a denouncer accuses a party (the perpetrator) of some
misdemeanour (the event) before witnesses. The denouncer must be regarded by the
witnesses as a public figure, must highlight the core values of the witnesses and must
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deliver the denunciation in the name of those core values. In the Pastorals, the
denouncer is no less than Paul himself whose identity as apostle, herald and teacher
(1 Tim 2:7; 2 Tim 1:11) highlights his public status. In the Pastorals, Paul
continually underscores the core values of the witnesses (the communities
addressed) and delivers his denunciation in the name of those core values (e.g. 1 Tim
4: 1-5; Titus 1:10 - 2: 10). This process of status degradation if successful, together
with retrospective interpretation, results in the readers regarding the ex-elders among
the opponents as never having been "true" elders in the first place. These ex-elders
are, I suggest, the prime targets for this status degradation.
4 Status Degradation and the Authenticity of the Pastorals
At this point some attention has to be given to the question of the authenticity of the
epistles. If the Pastoral Epistles are authentic then they function straightforwardly as
a public denunciation by Paul of his opponents. However, if they are
pseudepigraphic then the status degradation ceremony is cast in the past-it is
opponents who are contemporary with Paul whose identity is transformed. As
Bauckham (1988) has persuasively argued, the didactic purpose of New Testament
letters means that if there are any pseudepigraphical letters in the New Testament
they must find some way of bridging the gap between the supposed addressees and
the real readers. The question is, therefore, how can a status degradation ceremony
set in the past function as one for the present situation of the author? From a
sociological perspective, a status degradation ceremony from the past cannot
function as such in the present unless, in some sense, the present is seen as being a
continuation of that past degradation ceremony. This requires more than an
analogous situation. By definition a status degradation ceremony involves real
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actors-these cannot just be actors from the past. In this connection the role of
Timothy and Titus in the Pastorals is crucial. Paul is absent (1 Tim 3:14; Titus 4:9)
and so Timothy and Titus are exhorted to tackle the opponents. It is not only
Hymenaeus and Alexander as contemporaries of Paul who have been ritually
separated from a place in the legitimate order, so too have opponents contemporary
with Timothy (2 Tim 2:24-26). It is Timothy and Titus in the first instance who are
made to experience their distance from the opponents. Consequently, if they are
pseudonymous, the status degradation strategy of the Pastorals can only work if
Timothy and Titus are still alive and active in leadership. Bauckham points out that
as well as the references to opponents and false teaching contemporary with Paul
there are references to false teaching and apostasy in the future (l Tim 4: 1-3; 2 Tim
3:1-5; 4:3-4). These suggest that false teachers of the real readers' time are being
referred to. This appears to be confirmed by the change in tense from future to
present in 2 Tim 3:6-8 and by the fact that the prophecy concerning false teachers in
1 Tim 4:1-3 is followed immediately by their refutation.43 Bauckham argues that
this point strongly suggests pseudepigraphy.
So it seems that the material about false teaching in the Pastorals, when taken as a
whole, amounts to a careful and deliberate attempt to bridge the gap between the
situation at the supposed time of writing and the real contemporary situation of the
author and his readers (1988: 493).
In 2 Tim 3: 1-8 the apostates appear in the future from Paul's perspective but
in the present from Timothy's. This, the other instructions to Timothy as to how to
deal with the opponents, and the expectation that Timothy would survive until the
parousia (1 Tim 6: 14), serve to convince Bauckham that the letters were written
43 See too Dibelius and Conzelmann (1972: 64, 120-21),
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during Timothy's lifetime. My contention too is that, in light of the roles of Timothy
and Titus, the Pastorals can only function effectively as status degradation ceremony
if they were written during their lifetime. Of course, this requires at least their active
collusion in the fiction of Paul's authorship, or even their actual involvement in
authorship.l"
5 Conclusion
I shall argue, in the light of the above analysis, that there was a power struggle
taking place in the immediate post-Pauline communities between factions with
competing memories of Paul. The Pastorals claim to represent authentic Pauline
tradition and claim him as the teacher par excellence. The function of Paul in the
Pastorals is crucial. The opponents are labelled as false teachers, I suggest, because
they were advocating a different view of Paul. As has long been noticed one of the
mechanisms employed in the Pastorals for the maintenance of the symbolic universe
of the communities is to downplay the dynamic nature of charisma when compared
with the undisputed Pauline letters." If, as I shall argue, the Pastorals' emphasis on
such core values as self-control, sobriety and sound teaching serves a polemical as
well as a hortatory function, then this emphasis, together with the lack of emphasis
on charisma, suggest that the opponents advocated a much more ecstatic spirituality
as proposed by Ford (1971: 342).
44 The dating of the Pastorals to the period immediately after the death of Paul is also argued by
Marshall in his recent commentary (1999: 83-92), although Marshall is not persuaded that either
Timothy or Titus were the actual authors. In my opinion, Marshall's arguments are thoroughly
convincing.
45 See, for example, Dunn (1975: 347-50).
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The question concerning this downplaying of charisma leads to the issue of
the problematic relationship between charisma and its institutionalisation. I shall
investigate this in the following chapter.
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Chapter Three
Thaumaturgical Persistence and the Institutionalising Process
1 Introduction and Definition of Terms
Campbell (1994: 103) notes that there is often confusion over the term "charisma" in
the scholarly literature concerning the nature of Paul's authority. This confusion
arises out of failing adequately to distinguish between Paul's theological use of the
term and Weber's sociological terminology. Charisma can thus be used in two
senses. Weber's analysis is specifically concerned with charisma as a type of
authority. In this sense charisma is an extraordinary quality possessed by
individuals which enables them to exercise authority over their followers. Charisma,
in this Weberian sense, is concerned with leadership and structures of authority. The
first half of this chapter, which is concerned with institutionalisation, utilises
charisma in this Weberian sense. In it I seek to show that charismatic authority must
inevitably become institutionalised if any movement based on such authority is to
survive beyond the first generation. To do this I follow Weber's analysis on the
routinisation of charisma as refined by Holmberg (1978), who utilises Berger and
Luckmann's (1967) concept of institutionalisation.
According to Berger and Luckmann, institutionalisation occurs in any social
situation persisting over time. Their concept thus applies to any form of authority,
not just charismatic authority. One way their analysis works in the religious (and
here specifically Christian) sphere is in the concept of denominationalisation. I,
therefore, continue with a description of Niebuhr's (1929) analysis of
denominationalisation, and its refinement by Wilson's (1967) analysis of sect
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development. This analysis demonstrates that Christian "conversionist?" sects tend
to become denominations within one generation.
I argue in this chapter that Paul's authority was charismatic. I also argue that
Pauline Christianity can best be classified, in Wilsonian terms, as a conversionist
sect. The analysis of the routinisation of charisma and the institutionalising process
whereby sects are transformed into denominations thus combine in the case of
Pauline Christianity. This combination serves to confirm that the scholarly
consensus that the Pastoral Epistles reflect the increasing institutionalisation of
Pauline Christianity is sociologically well founded.
In the second half of this chapter I utilise charisma in its other sense. Here it
is not the concept of charismatic authority that is being analysed; rather it is the
concept of charisma as possession of "spirit" by ordinary members of the community
in such a way that extraordinary manifestations of "spirit" form an integral part of
the life of the community. In this sense a charismatic community is not just a
community subject to charismatic authority (in the Weberian sense); rather it is a
community in which charismatic phenomena are manifest among the ordinary
members of the community. Dunn articulates this concept of charisma well in the
case of the Pauline communities:
If it is the (experienced) Spirit who creates community in the first place, so it is the
Spirit experienced in charismata who sustains community. This comes out with
greatest force in Paul's exposition of the church as body in I Cor 12:14-27.
Whatever other influences shaped Paul's concept of the church as the body of
Christ, it is clear that in this passage the dominant influence is the typical Stoic use
of the metaphor of the body to describe the relationship between individual and
society. In Paul's development of the metaphor, however, it becomes an
expression not simply of community but specifically of charismatic community.
46 This isdefinedbelowonpage 107.
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· .. The many members who make up the one body (1 Cor 12: 14) are not
simply individual believers, but individual believers as charismatics (vv. 4-11, 27-
30) - that is, believers through whom the Spirit of grace may manifest himself in
diverse ways at any time . . . At no time does Paul conceive of two kinds of
Christians - those who minister to others and those who are ministered to, those
who manifest charismata and those who do not. To be a Christian is to be
charismatic; one cannot be a member of the body without sharing the charismatic
Spirit (Dunn 1975: 264-65, his italics).
It is a commonplace to assume that the undoubted institutionalisation of the
Pauline communities was inevitably accompanied by the attenuation or even
extinction of charisma in this second sense. Dunn, as we shall see below, certainly
believes this to be the case. In the second half of this chapter I shall argue that far
from dying out, charisma can persist, or even intensify, over time. In order to
prepare the ground for subsequent chapters on the Pastorals, I focus on one form of
charisma - that of thaumaturgy. This is defined as the demand for miracles and
oracles. I argue below that it is legitimate to focus on thaumaturgy as there were
undoubtedly thaumaturgical aspects to the Pauline communities. MacMullen (1984)
argues persuasively that the persistence of thaumaturgy was a major factor in the
growth of Christianity in the second and third centuries CEo I also utilise the
anthropological work of Lewis (1989) and the sociological work of Wilson (1973) in
order to highlight the conditions under which thaumaturgy can persist.
This chapter, therefore, seeks to question the scholarly consensus that the
institutionalisation of the Pauline communities was inevitably accompanied by the
loss of charismatic phenomena - in Dunn's view a fading of the vision of
charismatic community (Dunn 1975: 347-50). The Pastoral Epistles may well have
been written in an environment which reflects both the process of institutionalisation
and the persistence of charismatic enthusiasm, at least in the form of thaumaturgy.
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A case study of a Christian new religious movement (NRM) in the following chapter
demonstrates that institutionalisation and the intensification of thaumaturgical
demand can, in fact, happen simultaneously. I shall argue that this was also the case
for the Pastorals.
2 Institutionalisation
A Introduction
Margaret MacDonald, in common with many scholars, sees the Pastoral Epistles as
reflecting the increasing institutionalisation which took place in the Pauline
communities. She seeks to investigate "thetransformation of the church from its
charismatic beginnings, evident in the authentic Pauline writings, to its more tightly
organized form, evident in the Pastoral Epistles" (1988: 6-7). In doing so she draws
on Berger and Luckmann's work on institutionalisation (Berger and Luckrnann 1967:
70-85) and Weber's work on the routinisation of charisma.Y She argues that Pauline
communities developed through three stages. The first, reflected in the authentic
Pauline letters, is one of "community-building institutionalisation". The second,
reflected in Colossians and Ephesians, is that of "community-stabilizing
institutionalisation". The third stage, reflected in the Pastorals, is one of
"community-protecting institutionalisation".
In connection with the Pastorals, MacDonald utilises the church-sect
typology of Troeltsch (1931: 331-43). After considering the Pastorals' concern to
have the approval of outsiders, the universal vision of salvation expressed in them (1
Tim 2:3-4), the relationship of women to the false teaching condemned in the
Pastorals, the role of widows, and attitudes to wealth, MacDonald concludes that the
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Pastorals represent a community which can be characterised as a sect, but which is
moving towards the church-type (1988: 163-202). She also draws on Verner's work
(1983) to suggest that the prevailing domestic ideal acted as an important means of
stabilising community life as the church, and its leadership patterns, became
increasingly modelled on the household. MacDonald's short chapter on ritual in the
Pastorals leads to the conclusion that the main emphasis in passages dealing with
ritual is one of the need for control. This is particularly evident in connection with
the activity of women during worship (1 Tim 2:9-15).
In her final chapter MacDonald utilises the sociology of knowledge to
examine the issue of orthodoxy and heresy from a fresh angle. False teaching
threatened the symbolic universe of the community. In such a situation fresh
mechanisms for the maintenance of the symbolic universe are required. These
mechanisms require legitimation - they need to be explained and justified. These
legitimations lead to the growth and transformation of the symbolic universe, which
in tum legitimates the transformed social reality. A further process of
institutionalisation thus takes place - that of community-protecting. In this process
firmer boundaries are created to protect the symbolic universe from unwanted
intrusion. In this context, if the author sees the household as the fundamental
structural unit of the church, then any threat to the household becomes a serious
threat to the symbolic universe.
47 See below, page 71.
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B Max Weber
As MacDonald has rightly suggested, Weber's work on the routinisation of
charisma" remains the essential starting point for any investigation into the
development of the structures of the Pauline communities in the decades
immediately following Paul's death. Due to the piecemeal translation of Weber's
writings into English, prior to the publication of Economy and Society, he has often
been misunderstood as advocating a simple dichotomy between charismatic and
bureaucratic authority. In fact, Weber developed his analysis of charisma within a
threefold typology oflegitimate authority. Legal authority (bureaucracy) is based on
"belief in the legality of enacted rules and the right of those elevated to authority
under such rules to issue commands". Traditional authority is based on "belief in the
sanctity of immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of those exercising authority
under them". Charismatic authority rests on "devotion to the exceptional sanctity,
heroism or exemplary character of an individual person, and of the normative
patterns or order revealed or ordained by him" (Weber 1968: 215). Furthermore, as
is characteristic of Weber, these are ideal types; no actual authority structure
corresponds in detail to any of these types. In addition, Weber clearly points out that
these types should not be treated in isolation; he notes the complexity of actual
authority structures and acknowledges that any specific authority displays
characteristics of more than one of his ideal types. He explicitly states that his
typology is not meant to be exhaustive and that its usefulness lies, in any given case,
48 The following analysis is drawn from both Weber's early work on charisma contained in
Part Two of Economy and Society (1968: 1111-157), written in 1913 (1968: 1133), and his later
conceptual exposition (1968: 212-16, 241-54 ), written at some time between 1918 and 1920 (1968:
XCIV). Economy and Society is a translation of M. Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft. Grundriss
der verstehenden Soziologie, based on the fourth German edition, J. Winckelmann (ed.) (TUbingen:
J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1956), 1-550, 559-822, as revised in the 1964 paperback edition (Ktiln-
Berlin: Kiepenheuer & Witsch).
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in being able to distinguish what aspects of an organisation can legitimately be
identified as falling under or approximating one or another of his three categories
(1968: 262-64).
Charismatic Authority
For Weber charismatic authority, unlike bureaucratic (legal) and patriarchal
(traditional) authority, meets extraordinary needs. The other two types are structures
of everyday life. Pure charisma is essentially personal and needs to be continually
proved to the followers of the bearer of charisma.
The term "charisma" will be applied to a certain quality of an individual
personality by virtue of which he is considered extraordinary and treated as
endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional
powers or qualities. These are such as are not accessible to the ordinary person,
but are regarded as of divine origin or as exemplary, and on the basis of them the
individual concerned is treated as a "leader" (1968: 241).
Such bearers of charisma have a sense of mission and demand that others
obey and follow them by virtue of this mission. Consequently, if those to whom
charismatics feel sent do not recognise them their claims collapse. In addition, if it
appears that bearers have lost their charisma - either by failing to produce proofs of
their powers, or, most importantly, if they fail to benefit their followers - their
charismatic authority usually disappears.
In charismatic communities subject to charismatic authority the leader
appoints an administrative staff which is chosen in terms of the charismatic qualities
of its members. The staff and apparatus of the charismatic social structure are
adapted to the demands of the mission of the charismatic leader. In a pure
charismatic structure the staff do not receive any salary or any other kind of orderly
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compensation. Instead they share in the goods that the leader has received which the
leader distributes among them without any accounting or contractual mechanism.
Weber insists that pure charisma rejects any methodical rational economic conduct.
This does not mean that charisma necessarily demands the renunciation of property
or acquisition - the charismatic warrior, for example, actively seeks bounty. What
is despised is the seeking of a regular income by means of continuous economic
activity devoted to this end. Support is either voluntary or gained by force,
depending on the type of charismatic authority (prophet or military leader).
The charismatic leader typically preaches, creates, or demands new
obligations. By its rejection of the old order and its demand for a fundamental
change in the attitude of its followers, charisma can be seen to be a revolutionary
force. Charisma demands internal change of its followers which, in tum, can lead to
fundamental changes in the material and social conditions of society.
II The Routinisation of Charisma
Due to its essentially personal nature charismatic authority is inherently unstable. It
depends upon charismatic qualities being demonstrated time and time again.
The charismatic hero derives his authority not from an established order and
enactments, as if it were an official competence, and not from custom or feudal
fealty, as under patrimonialism. He gains and retains it solely by proving his
powers in practice. He must work miracles, 'if he wants to be a prophet. He must
perform heroic deeds, if he wants to be a warlord (1968: 1114).
Charisma arises out of the collective excitement produced by extraordinary
events. As such pure charisma can only exist in the early stages. The demands of
everyday life inevitably result in charismatic authority becoming institutionalised
and transformed in the process. This process arises from the "desire to transform
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charisma and charismatic blessing from a unique, transitory gift of grace of
extraordinary times and persons into a permanent possession of everyday life"
(1968: 1121). This arises out of the genuine desire of followers to ensure the
continuation of the movement together with the staff wanting to put their own
position on a much more stable everyday basis. Typically this happens with the
disappearance of the charismatic leader and with the consequent problem of
succession. The way in which the problem of succession is met has crucial
implications for the subsequent development of the charismatic organisation. Weber
suggests the following possible solutions:
1. The search for a new charismatic leader on the basis of certain distinguishing
characteristics. This results in a process of traditionalisation in which
traditional rules for the selection of successors reduce the purely personal
character of leadership.
2. The selection of a new leader by revelatory techniques such as oracles, lots,
divine judgments, etc. In this process ,the focus switches to the legitimacy of
the technique of selection being used. The result is a form of legalisation.
3. The designation of a successor by the original charismatic leader.
4. The designation of a successor by the charismatic staff. This should not be
construed as election - it is a question of arriving at the correct designation
of the person who is truly endowed with charisma. Typically unanimity is
required. Nevertheless, this solution often results in legitimacy being based
on the correctness of the process by which leadership was acquired as in (2)
above (e.g. the process of coronation).
5. The conception that charisma is transferred by heredity. In this case some of
the other methods may still have to be used to select the proper heir from
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within the kinship group. In other situations the principle of primogeniture
resolves the problem. Hereditary charisma depends only upon belonging to
the correct kinship group. Personal charisma may be totally absent.
6. The conception that charisma may be transferred from the bearer to another.
This dissociation of charisma from a particular individual makes it an
objective, transferable entity. This often leads to the development of the
charisma of office. Charismatic authority resides in the office rather than in
the personal qualities of the individual occupying the position.
In addition to the problems of succession, administrative staff play an
important role in the routinisation of charisma. In order for the movement not to
disintegrate there must be a procedure for recruiting new staff and a transition from
the voluntary support of the staff to their regular remuneration. Recruitment may
well involve requirements for training or tests of eligibility - these are important
steps away from the original basis of recruitment involving personal charisma alone.
However, the decisive step for Weber comes in the alteration of charisma's anti-
economic character. This is an inevitable step arising naturally out of the desire for
security. Positions of authority and social prestige are legitimised as a result, and the
income of staff is regularised. In addition, the organisation has to adapt
administratively to the needs of everyday life. This often involves traditions of
administrative practice and judicial procedure being adopted. It also involves some
definite order being adopted in the organisation of the administrative staff itself.
Finally, the costs of routine administration have to be funded. Nevertheless, vestiges
of the original hallmarks of the charismatic organisation are still retained in the
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transformed structure through the status which IS acquired either by hereditary
charisma or by the charisma of office.
C The Routinisation of Charisma in the Pauline Communities
Holmberg (1978: 149-50) summarises Weber's concept of pure charismatic authority
in the religious sense in the following way:
The leader is considered to have a personal calling direct from God
accompanied by magical or other extraordinary powers. The leader is considered to
be the community's personal "saviour" and lives an extraordinary life involving no
paid or routine work, no family life, and no property, and which does not conform to
traditional custom and belief. The leader's God-given mission is radical and
revolutionary. A new message of salvation is proclaimed, the old order is attacked,
and rules for a new way of living are formulated. The mission's ultimate aim is the
renewing of the entire social order. The leader's followers regard the charismatic as
a hero or superhuman who participates in divine reality through superior insight,
strength, or goodness. Their relationship to the leader is one of devotion, awe, and
absolute trust resulting in obedience and support. The charismatic community
founded by the charismatic thus all believe, obey and support the leader; they all
have experienced an internal revolution which leads to a new way of living
manifested in various concrete ways; they all are aware of belonging to an elite who
possess salvation. Within the charismatic community there is an outer group of
followers who continue their ordinary way of life, and an inner group of "disciples"
or "staff' who share in the extraordinary life of the leader. The people in this inner
group are personally called by the leader on the basis of their charismatic
qualification; they abandon family, occupation, property, and tradition to live in a
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communistic relationship with the leader; they are designated their tasks directly by
the leader and have no independent authority, rank, or sphere of competence. As a
result the staff function as the elite of the elite closely related to the leader.
I will now use Holmberg's summary to examine Paul's authority. He has a
definite sense of mission (e.g. Rom 15:15-20) and the conviction that he had
received "grace (XaptC;) and apostleship to bring about the obedience of faith among
all the Gentiles" (Rom 1:5). He is conscious of a divine call to be an apostle (Rom
1:1; 1 Cor 1:1; 2 Cor 1:1; Gall: 1). He does display extraordinary powers (Rom
15:19; 2 Cor 12:12); however, he does not appear to dwell on these powers. He does
not regard himself as the "saviour" of the communities he founded - Jesus Christ
fulfils this role as far as Paul is concerned; nevertheless, Paul does use terminology
such as "father" in relation to them (l Cor 4: 15; 1 Thess 2: 11). He lives as a
celibate, travelling preacher and to this extent his life can be viewed as
extraordinary. However, as will be discussed further below, his own method of
support does not conform to Weber's charismatic typology. Paul's message is
clearly one of salvation resulting in a transformed way of living. His eschatological
hope is for the transformation of the entire creation (Rom 8: 18-25). However, Paul's
message cannot be construed as revolutionary in any political sense (Rom 13:1-7).
With regard to the relationship of the communities founded by Paul to him, we see
that there is clear respect and the expectation that they should follow his example (1
Cor 11:1); there is certainly devotion and trust, possibly awe as well, which results
in obedience and some forms of support (e.g. hospitality). However, this falls far
short of emotional intensity or hero-worship; indeed the latter is specifically
discouraged by Paul (1 Cor 1:10-17). Furthermore, Paul's letters demonstrate that
his leadership does not go unquestioned in the communities he founded. From
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Paul's letters we see that he does have a group of workers (staff); however, only
some are personally chosen by him," others appear to have worked to some extent
independently of him.50 Those involved in itinerant work with Paul would have had
to have left their homes and families to share in the "extraordinary" life of Paul.
Junior members of the "staff' receive their tasks directly from Paul and do not
appear to have any independent authority, rank, or sphere of influence.
The above analysis demonstrates that Paul's authority can be classified as
charismatic according to Holmberg's summary. However, this classification is not
unproblematic. The points at which Paul's charismatic authority differs from
Weber's model, some of which were noted above, may only serve to highlight
Weber's insistence that no actual example will conform to his ideal types in every
detail. However, Weber's model of pure charisma, particularly his insistence on
charisma's anti-economic character," really only directly applies to Jesus and the
group around him as recorded in the gospels. Consequently, the primitive church
which arose after the death of Jesus must be characterised as a charismatic
movement one step removed from its original state. Although the movement still
regards itself as in relationship with its "leader", who is considered to have risen
from the dead and to be actively present in their groups through his Spirit,
sociologically speaking the leaders of the early Jerusalem church function as the
charismatic "staff' of Jesus. Paul too is considered to be one of the staff (1 Cor 1-4;
49 E.g. Timothy and Titus.
50
51 E.g. Barnabas, Apollos, Silvanus, Priscilla and Aquila.
The concept that pure charisma rejects any form of rational economic conduct is central to
~eb~r's definition of charismatic authority. Indeed, as highlighted above, Weber considers the
dllut.lon of the anti-economic stance as a decisive factor indicating the process of the routinisation of
charisma.
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15:8-10; Gal 2:7_9).52 Consequently, Paul fulfils a dual role. In Weberian terms he
is both a member of staff and a charismatic leader in his own right. Thus the
movement, from its inception, has already encountered Weber's problem of
charismatic succession. Furthermore, as Holmberg rightly points out (1978: 160-
61), certain persistent features of Paul's conduct suggest that Pauline authority
cannot be characterised as purely charismatic. This is particularly true of Paul's
attitude to money which cannot be described as anti-economic. He is prepared to
work to support himself (1 Cor 9:3-18; 1 Thess 2:9), and adopts a distinctly
pragmatic and rational approach to the organisation of the collection for the church
in Jerusalem (1 Cor 16:1_4).53 Holmberg concludes his discussion on the nature of
Paul's charismatic authority by warning against an over-simplified developmental
model of the primitive church moving from a pure "chaotic" charismatic state to an
ordered non-charismatic one. He rightly argues that what we encounter in the
Pauline mission itself is an authority which cannot be characterised as pure charisma
but which is a mixture of charismatic, traditional, and rational elements. In other
words, we already encounter, in Paul's mission itself, what Weber termed "routinised
charisma" (Holmberg 1978: 161).
52 Holmberg (1978: 151-53) demonstrates how the apostles, including Paul, fit Weber's
understanding of charismatic staff. They are considered to have been personally called by Christ.
They have charismatic qualifications of their own manifested in miracles, prophecy, and wisdom.
They have left occupation, property, and, in some cases, family to devote themselves to their leader's
mission. There is an awareness that they have been appointed to their task directly by the risen
Christ. This awareness resulted in an elite-consciousness manifested in their special title "the apostles
of Jesus Christ" and in their own self-awareness.
53 Theissen (1982: 27-67) persuasively argues that two types of Christian itinerant preachers
came into conflict in Corinth over the question of their subsistence. The first, "itinerant
charismatics", modelled themselves on the Jesus movement in Palestine. Weber's anti-economic
emphasis continues to apply to these charismatic preachers. However, Paul belonged to the second
group - "community organisers". Theissen argues that there were a number of socio-political,
socio-economic, socio-ecological, and socio-cultural factors which account for the different
emphases. In particular, Paul's mission was an urban one. "Anyone like Paul who wished to travel
fro~ city to city in order to missionize the world as it was then known could not put into practice that
radical renunciation of planning and foresight required by the commissioning speeches [of Jesus as
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D Criticisms of Weber's Concept of t'RoutinisedCharisma"
It is important to note that Weber has been criticised for two fundamental reasons. 54
First, in combining routine and charisma in one concept, Weber is both confusing
and self-contradictory as he clearly regards them as opposing concepts. By
persisting with the term he appears to regard·routinised charisma as, in some ways,
fundamentally different from traditional or rational-legal authority but it is not at all
clear as to how this is the case. It would have been better to have talked about the
transformation of charismatic authority into one of the other two types of authority.
Second, Weber is unclear as to how the process of routinisation commences.
Sometimes Weber suggests that leaders themselves may be involved in the
routinising process:
Primarily, a religious community arises in connection with a prophetic movement
as a result of routinization (Veralltiiglichung), i.e., as a result of the process
whereby either the prophet himself or his disciples secure the permanence of his
preaching and the congregation's distribution of grace, hence insuring also the
economic existence of the enterprise and those who man it, and thereby
monopolizing as well the privileges reserved for those charged with religious
functions (1968: 452, my emphasis).
However, as noted above, Weber generally appears to emphasise the
problem of succession following the death of the charismatic leader as the point at
which routinisation begins to set in. Thus routinisation appears primarily as an
afterthought - an unintentional consequence of the longing for the continuation of
the charismatic community. Holmberg rightly notes that Weber emphasises the
recordedin the gospels]:ship'spassagemust be paid for; stuck in a city withoutmoney,one could
hardlyproceedto 'help oneself''' (1982: 38). .
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economic interests of the staff and their desire for a more permanent form of security
as the decisive factors in the routinisation process. At this point Weber passes over
the systemic needs of the organisation and moves away from sociological analysis to
a "crude psychologizing about personal motives" (Holmberg 1978: 165). What
Weber fails adequately to recognise is that routinisation, far from being a
"suffocation" of charisma.f is inherent in the charismatic impulse as such, as I seek
to show below.
Weber refuses to discuss the content of charisma; instead he emphasises a
charismatic movement's "highly personal experience of divine grace and god-like
heroic strength" (1968: 1115). However, this does not adequately explain the effects
of charismatics on their followers. It is not merely the medium that gives rise to a
charismatic movement, but the message as well. Wonder workers may attract a
crowd wherever they perform, but it takes content to transform a crowd attracted by
wonders into a movement of social change. Charismatic movements have
characteristically been movements of change. Weber himself hints at this when he
states: "Charismatic belief revolutionizes men 'from within' and shapes material and
social conditions according to its revolutionary will" (1968: 1116). However, if
charisma is concerned not only with personal transformation but also with the
transformation of the social order, then it must from its conception seek institutional
manifestation. Charisma is thus not only destructive and revolutionary in relation to
54 See Friedrich (1961: 22), Blau (1963: 305-16), Tucker (1968: 753) and Holmberg (1978:
164-66).
55 Weber's own terminology: "Every charisma is on the road from a turbulently emotional life
~hat knows no economic rationality to a slow death by suffocation under the weight of material
mterests: every hour of its existence brings it nearer to this end" (1968: 1120). Thus, for Weber,
economic interest is the arch-enemy of charisma: working against it from its very beginning and
eve~t~a!ly bringin~ about its downfall. Weber is not saying here that charisma itself has inherent
routmising tendencies.
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the old order, as Weber emphasised so well (1968: 1115-117), it also has a
constructive impulse:
A charismatic movement should not be interpreted as a kind of rapture or as
enthusiastic flight from society to a predominantly emotional, freakish way of
communal life. It is an attempt to build the society (church, party) anew, from the
"roots", in principle nothing less than the founding anew of society (Holmberg
1978: 146).
In conclusion, Weber's typology of legitimate authority structures does have
rich analytical power. However, in the way he defined charismatic authority, he
failed adequately to recognise that by "routinisation of charisma" he meant the
transformation of charisma into either traditional or rational-legal authority. This
leaves charisma, for Weber, as an inherently unstable and ultimately short-lived
phenomenon. I would argue rather that the concept of charisma can be made much
more analytically useful by recognising that charisma itself (as opposed to other
factors external to charisma) has institution-building motives inherent within it. It is
to this process of institutionalisation that I now turn.
E Institutionalisation
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, MacDonald's work on the Pastoral Epistles
draws on both Weber (routinisation) and Berger and Luckmann (institutionalisation).
Holmberg (1978: 167-75) too draws on Berger and Luckmann. For Berger and
Luckmann (1967: 70-72) institutionalisation begins with a process of
"habitualisation". This involves the frequent repetition of an action until a pattern
emerges. Once this pattern is recognised the action in question can be performed in
the same manner with the same economical effort. Habitualisation makes it
unnecessary for each situation to be defined from scratch. This results in the freeing
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of the individual from the burden of much everyday decision making to concentrate
on such decisions as are required for new situations. The "background of
habitualized activity opens up a foreground for deliberation and innovation" (Berger
and Luckmann 1967: 71). Habitualisation can apply to a solitary individual
detached from any social interaction, but when such interaction does occur, and there
is a corresponding observation and sharing of patterns, a process of "reciprocal
typification" occurs. This process is the prerequisite for institutionalisation.
"Institutionalization occurs whenever there is a reciprocal typification of
habitualized actions by types of actors. Put differently, any such typification is an
institution" (Berger and Luckmann 1967: 72). Berger and Luckmann explain what
they mean by offering an example of a hypothetical situation in which two persons,
A and B, from entirely different social worlds begin to interact:
As A and B interact, in whatever manner, typifications will be produced quite
quickly. A watches B perform. He attributes motives to B's actions and, seeing the
actions recur, typifies the motives as recurrent. As B goes on performing, A is
soon able to say to himself, 'Aha, there he goes again'. At the same time, A may
assume that B is doing the same thing with regard to him. From the beginning,
both A and B assume this reciprocity of typification. In the course of their
interaction these typifications will be expressed in specific patterns of conduct.
That is, A and B will begin to play roles vis-a-vis each other. This will occur even
if each continues to perform actions different from those of the other. The
possibility of taking the role of the other will appear with regard to the same
actions performed by both. That is, A will inwardly appropriate B's reiterated
roles and make them the models for his own,role-playing ... Thus a collection of
reciprocally typified actions will emerge, habitualized for each in roles, some of
which will be performed separately and some in common. While this reciprocal
typification is not yet institutionalization (since, there only being two individuals,
there is no possibility of a typology of actors), it is clear that institutionalization is
already present in nucleo (1967: 74).
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As long as there are only two individuals the routinised activities, although
tending to persist, still remain accessible to deliberate intervention by either
individual. However, once a third party is introduced the character of the social
interaction is decisively changed. The routinised world of A and B is now made
available to another. This world has a history and, as such, confronts the third party
as external to it. Now, in the process of mutual interaction, the routinised actions
become historical institutions - there is a process of crystallisation in which "the
institutions are now experienced as possessing a reality of their own, a reality which
confronts the individual as an external and coercive fact" (1967: 76). At this point,
"'There we go again' now becomes 'This is how these things are done" (1967: 77).
Berger and Luckmann's analysis demonstrates that the process of
institutionalisation finds its origins in any social situation which persists over time. 56
This provides an important correction to Weber's understanding of the routinisation
of charisma. This cannot now be understood as arising out of the desire for the
continuation of the charismatic community following the death of the charismatic
leader. Instead, the very creation of such 'a charismatic community implies the
process of institutionalisation. We have seen above that Paul's mission, in Weberian
terms, can best be classified in terms of routinised charisma. The concept of
institutionalisation further refines this classification. The Pauline churches are thus
to be understood as both charismatic and institutionalised.
This combination gives rise to what O'Dea has termed the "five dilemmas in
the institutionalization of religion" (1961). He notes that what he calls the
56 Berger and Luckmann, in seeking to do justice to the human construction of social reality, do
overplay the objective "givenness" of such "reality" and are in danger of the error of reification. For
~ c~ltl~ue of their theory see Horrell (1993), (1996) and (2000). Nevertheless, their account of
institutionalisation, suitably modified for the transformational effects of social actors, remains
persuasive.
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"charismatic moment" - a period of intense religious experience accompanied by
vitality and enthusiasm - would be ephemeral unless embodied "in institutional
structures to render it continuously present and available" ((1961: 32). However,
this tension between the charismatic moment and its institutionalisation results in
five dilemmas. First, there is the dilemma of mixed motivation in which the
original wholehearted devotion to the mission of the charismatic founder is replaced
by more self-interested motivations, typically in subsequent generations. The second
dilemma concerns the need to objectify ritual which can lead to its alienation from
personal religious response. Thirdly, there is the dilemma of administrative order
which corresponds closely to Weber's concept of the routinisation of charisma.
Fourthly, there is the dilemma of delimitation in which the need to give concrete
definition to the goals and ideals of the organisation can result in a set of rules which
stifles the original charismatic moment. The final dilemma concerns that of power.
As an organisation founded in a "charismatic moment" becomes more successful
there is a temptation for its leaders "to avail themselves of the close relation between
religion and cultural values in order to reinforce the position of religion itself' (1961 :
37). For O'Dea these processes are inevitable and represent facets of the
fundamental dilemma which concerns the transformation of the charismatic moment
so as to render it continuously available. O'Dea's model has been criticised by
Mathisen (1987) who finds little evidence of the second and fourth dilemmas in his
case study on the development of the Moody Bible Institute in Chicago.
Nevertheless, as Mathisen admits, O'Dea's model has met "nearly uniform
acceptance" (1987: 302). I shall demonstrate in the next chapter that his model, with
some refinement of the fifth dilemma, is relevant to the case studied there. The
question remains, therefore, whether the tension between the charismatic moment
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and its ongomg institutionalisation eventually stifles the original vitality and
enthusiasm or whether the memory of the charismatic moment can serve to subvert
or transform the institutionalising process. At this point it is useful to consider
Holmberg's notion of "open" and "controlled" institutionalisation.
Holmberg (1978: 198-204) persuasively argues that, if the basis of
charismatic authority, as Weber suggests, is proximity to the sacred, the really
crucial form of proximity to the sacred in the early church was that of being in close
contact with the divine word. Thus apostles, prophets, and teachers have primary
authority in the Pauline churches (1 Cor 12:28), and their authority is charismatic.
However, within the Pauline charismatic communities there is inevitably a
continuing process of institutionalisation. Holmberg correctly discerns that this
process is in principle, at least in the early stages, "open". In other words, it may
proceed in many different directions. This helps partly to explain the variety of
institutional solutions to the needs of churches in different locations as exemplified
in the Pauline letters. Given the developing and "open" nature of institutionalisation
the latest stages in the process are always themost insecure until they have become
fully part of the stabilised background of the social world in question. At this point
it is important to recognise that potential innovations do not inevitably become
institutionalised. As charismatic authority is based on proximity to the sacred, and
once some temporal distance has been achieved so that proximity is conceived in
spatio-temporal terms, sacred tradition becomes of great importance, Consequently,
any innovation has to be fundamentally in accordance with existing sacred
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tradition" This means that as time passes institutionalisation becomes less "open"
and becomes what Holmberg calls "controlled institutionalisation".
The result is that as time passes the institutionalization of Church life and of
authority becomes increasingly less free to develop in any possible direction. Cult,
doctrine and organization do not simply develop out of free interaction between
members of small independent local groups of Christians. On the contrary, what
we see is a controlled process of development although it is not controlled by one
person or central institution but by a corporate tradition which guides the emerging
functional differentiation and its institutionalization (1978: 20 I).
What we encounter, therefore, in the Pauline churches IS "open"
institutionalisation becoming increasingly "controlled" as time passes. MacDonald
expresses this process well in her use of three stages of institutionalisation in the
Pauline churches: "community-building", "community-stabilising" and "community-
protecting" institutionalisation. The Pastoral Epistles clearly reflect the latest stage
in this institutionalisation process with their emphasis on the received tradition. 58 In
addition, they reflect the move towards the charisma of office noted by Weber with
the increasing institutionalisation of the requirements of the office holder. 59
Nevertheless, as I shall argue in the next two chapters, due to the memory of the
charismatic moment, even "controlled" institutionalisation does not inevitably lead
to the extinguishing of the original charismatic vitality.
57 Holmberg gives as examples local custom, prophecy, and gnosis, which must conform to
what the apostle considers to be true and upbuiJding, citing Gal 1:8; I Cor 5:1-5; 8:1-2; 10:23; 14:37-
38 (1978: 200).
~: For example, I Tim 1:IOb-II;6:3,20;2Tim 1:13-14;2:2;Titus 1:9.
1Tim 3:1-13; Titus 1:5-9.
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F Denominationalisation
The notion of institutionalisation does not only apply to charismatic authority, nor is
it only applicable to a religious context. Denominationalisation, on the other hand,
approaches the question of institutionalisation in a Christian context within a specific
church-sect typology; it is a structural concept and does not, in itself, presuppose a
charismatic form of authority. The church-sect typology was originally formulated
by Troeltsch'" and developed by Niebuhr (1929). Troeltsch's analysis was grounded
in Christian religious movements, particularly European mediaeval sectarianism, and
as such is historically limited and relatively specific. It has therefore been
abandoned by contemporary sociologists of religion examining sectarianism
generally in pluralist societies." Nevertheless, the typology retains its heuristic
significance when examining earliest Christianity which emerged as a Jewish sect.62
Troeltsch's specific analysis as to how a sect arises in protest against the "church"
will not be followed here as I am concerned with the development of the Pauline
communities as reflected in the Pastoral Epistles rather than their origins. What is of
concern, therefore, is how sects develop overtime. However, it is first necessary to
establish that the Pauline communities can be characterised by the sociological label
"sect".
60 E. Troeltsch, Die Soziallehren der christlichen Kirchen und Gruppen (TUbingen: Mohr,
1912); translated into English as Troeltsch (1931),2 volumes.
61 A typical example of the contemporary critique of Troeltsch is found in Hamilton (1995:
195-96): "There are obvious limitations and difficulties with Troeltsch's scheme based exclusively as
it is on the history of sectarianism within the Christian tradition and during only a certain part of its
history. Historically, Christian sectarianism may in some periods have been bound up with and a
response to class divisions and tensions. The equation of sect with lower class and Church with
~iddle or dominant class cannot be upheld today or for the religious movements of more recent
times. Nor are contemporary or recent sectarian movements breakaways from established Churches.
Troeltsch's categories, furthermore, do not exhaust the variety of religious organisations that we
observe in contemporary society".
62 This point is argued for by Esler who states that valid criticism from contemporary
sociologists "does not preclude application of the typology to the beginnings of Christianity, which
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G Sects
I Ideal Type
Wilson has offered a set of characteristics to which the ideal type of sect conforms
(1982: 91-93):
1. Sects tend to be exclusive; they do not permit dual allegiances.
2. Sects tend to claim that they have a monopoly of the complete religious truth.
This truth provides the framework for all aspects of the sectarians' lives.
3. Sects tend to be lay organizations. They reject the claims to orthodoxy
sustained by a priestly class. This does not preclude the development of their
own professional functionaries, but sects tend to be generally anti-sacerdotal.
4. As a corollary of (3) sects tend to reject the religious division of labour in
their own religious practices. They generally deny special religious
virtuosity to anyone apart from their own founders and leaders. All members
equally, therefore, have religious obligations.
5. Sects are voluntary; members choose to be involved. There IS usually,
therefore, some form of membership requirement or initiation.
6. Sects require sustained standards among their members. They usually,
therefore, exercise sanctions against wayward members which may include
expulsion.
7. Sects tend to demand total allegiance. Commitment to the sect influences
every area of the sectarian's life.
8. Finally, the sect is a protest group. In contemporary contexts this can no
longer be seen as a protest against the "church"; rather contemporary sects
did originate from within Judaism and did constitute, at least in part, a protest against various features
of that 'church'" (1987: 48-49).
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arise in protest against the secular society. This may, of course, also involve
protest against a "church" which is viewed by the sect as entirely secularised.
Wilson recognises that this form of construction of the "ideal type" of sect
has severe limitations in that it is derived explicitly from Christian sects. Some of
the characteristics simply do not apply to non-Christian sects. As a response to this
he has developed a sevenfold typology of sectarian responses to the world to which I
shall return later. As I am examining Pauline Christianity the above construction can
be used in the attempt to classify the Pauline communities.I"
Paul's insistence that Gentile Christians need not be circumcised meant, at
least for his Gentile converts, that there could be no dual allegiance to both Pauline
Christianity and Judaism.i" The language expressed in, for example, 2 Cor 6: 14 -
7:1 indicates that Paul would not countenance any other form of dual religious
allegiance either. Paul considers that it is the gospel which he proclaims that is the
power of God for the salvation of both Jew and Greek (Rom 1:17). He considers
himself as engaged in the open statement of the truth (2 Cor 4:2) and regards his
Thessalonian converts as "children of the light" (l Thess 5: 14; cf. 2 Cor 6: 14).
Statements such as these indicate that Paul regarded his gospel as complete religious
truth - a truth that was unavailable even in his former Judaism (Phil 3:4-11). The
Pauline communities had no priestly hierarchy; leadership roles are seen as gifts of
63 I appreciate that there is a degree of circularity involved here. The "ideal type" construction
has been derived from analysis of Christian sects. This construction is then being used to examine
Pauline Christianity in order to classify it as sectarian! Nevertheless, my analysis proceeds on the
assumption that Christian sects have generally arisen in an attempt to return in some way to what is
perceived as "New Testament Christianity". Thus the characteristics of such sects reflect their
understanding of early Christianity. If these characteristics can be demonstrated from the Pauline
texts themselves, as [ seek to show, then there is a degree of fit between the nature of the Pauline
communities and the subsequent understanding of later Christian sects. In this way Pauline
Christianity functions as an archetypal sect.
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the Spirit (Rom 12:6-8; 1 Cor 12) and, as such, are in principle open to all including
women.f Within the religious life of the community Paul expects every member to
playa part (1 Corinthians 12; 14:26). Membership in the Pauline communities was
clearly voluntary and marked by initiation by baptism (Rom 6:3; 1 Cor 12:13; Gal
3:28). Paul's letters are continually concerned with the ethical standards expected of
members, and he is not afraid to exercise appropriate sanctions against wayward
members (1 Cor 5: 1-5). Paul's own sense of total allegiance is expressed in his self-
designation as OOUAOC;Xpto-toii (Rom 1:1; Gall: 10; Phil 1:1) - a phrase which
he is not afraid to use of the believer as well (1 Cor 7:22b-23). Finally, the Pauline
communities arose in contradistinction to both Judaism and the wider Graeco-
Roman world. This brief examination of the Pauline texts demonstrates that the
Pauline communities can be classified as a sect according to Wilson's ideal type.
II Sect Development
Niebuhr's work (1929) has been widely influential in connection with the ways in
which sects develop over time. He argued that sects begin as radical protest groups
but fundamentally change their character in the second generation.
By its very nature the sectarian type of organization is valid only for one
generation. The children born to the voluntary members of the first generation
begin to make the sect a church long before they have arrived at the years of
discretion. For with their coming the sect must take on the character of an
educational and disciplinary institution, with the purpose of bringing the new
generation into conformity with ideals and customs which have become
traditional. Rarely does a second generation hold the convictions it has inherited
64 This does not mean that Paul did not recognise the validity of Jewish Christianity; he clearly
ackn~~ledges Peter as an apostle to the Jews, for example (Gall :7-8).
See, for example, the prominence of women in Rom 16:1-23. This point is well brought out
by Dunn (1988: 884-900).
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with a fervor equal to that of its fathers, who fashioned these convictions in the
heat of conflict and at the risk of martyrdom (1929: 19-20).
Niebuhr further argues that the ethical and ascetic tendencies of the first
generation tend to create wealth in the community. This increase in wealth leads to a
range of more secular commitments, including the acquisition and management of
property, which result in increasing accommodation to the secular culture. This
factor, combined with the attempt to socialise the children of existing members,
leads to the transformation of the sect into a church. The rest of Niebuhr's work
seeks to demonstrate this thesis by way of a number of historical examples, drawing
particularly on sectarianism in North America during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Niebuhr appears to regard the transformation of a sect into a
church in the second generation as inevitable." He calls this process
"denominationalisation". In Berger and Luckmann's terms it is a specific example
of "institutionalisation"; they themselves acknowledge the importance of the
emergence of a second generation in the process of institutionalisation (Berger and
Luckmann 1967: 75-80).
Niebuhr's analysis has been severely criticised by Wilson (Wilson 1982: 97-
100) as being over-generalised. His thesis concerning sects becoming
denominations within one generation was readily applicable to the sectarianism of
his contemporary North American context, but it has not been found true of all sects
66 His rousing caJl, in the final chapter, for a church to arise which wiJl transcend aJl
denominational interests only serves to highlight this. For, despite his claim that such a "church of
feJlowshipin love need never be a sect" (1929: 282), he goes on to admit that every sect founded on
this principle has failed to hold fast to the ideal. He attempts to get round this by claiming that this
"church of feJlowship in love" has always existed as a "church within the churches". This is no more
than an ideal construct. The fact that there have always been individuals within the denominations
who support this ideal does not result in a church which transcends denominationalism in any real
sense. Niebuhr's caJl for such a church to become manifest is, in my view, simply another caJl for a
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in Christendom. In particular, some sects continue to retain a distinct sectarian
stance over time whereas others do change in the ways suggested by Niebuhr.
Wilson (1967: 23) notes that over time sects may: develop into denominations;
wither; die out completely; fragment; or continue as sects over several generations.
What is needed, therefore, is a more sophisticated ideal-typical analysis of sects in
order to distinguish the sort of sects which tend to develop into denominations from
those which tend to persist as sects. In order to offer some precision it is necessary
first to define a denomination. Wilson (1967: 25) offers the following characteristics
of a denomination:"?
1. It is formally a voluntary association.
2. Members are accepted without the .imposition of prerequisites of entry.
Admission to membership involves purely formalised procedures.
3. Breadth and tolerance are emphasised.
4. Disciplinary procedures are lax and expulsion IS rarely used to deal with
wayward members.
5. It does not stress its doctrinal position and is content to be one movement
among others, all of which are considered acceptable to God.
6. It conforms to the standards and values of the prevailing culture and
conventional morality.
7. It has a trained professional ministry.
sectarian response. Niebuhr is sensitive to such a charge (1929: 281-82) but does not adequately
answer it.
67 The description offered by Wilson, being an ideal type, does not take into account how
denominations themselves may be affected by their interaction with sectarian responses. It would be
very interesting, for example, to examine how the structures of traditional Christian denominations in
the West have themselves been transformed by the impact of the charismatic movement which has
generated its own sectarian responses (one of which will be examined in the following chapter). In
particular, Wilson's emphases on the lack of lay participation, absence of spontaneity in worship. lack
of concern for evangelism, and lack of intensity of personal commitment would all have to be revised.
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8. Lay participation does occur but is often restricted to particular sections of
the laity and to particular areas of activity.
9. Services are formalised and there is an absence of spontaneity.
10. Education of the next generation is of greater concern than the evangelism of
the outsider.
11. Other activities of the denomination are largely non-religious in character.
12. Individual commitment is not very intense.
13. The denomination accepts the values of the secular society and the state.
14. Members may come from any section of the community. In practice,
membership within anyone church or region tends to be limited to those who
are socially compatible.
Wilson (1967: 25-29) then examines sects which have specifically arisen in
the context of Christianity. He notes that these sects fall into four broad types."
those whose teaching and activity centre on evangelism (conversionist); those which
focus on the coming overturn of the present world order (revolutionist); those which
seek to withdraw from the world and emphasise community (introversionist); and
those which emphasise some special body of teaching of an esoteric nature (gnostic).
After analysing the conditions under which sects emerge'" Wilson seeks to examine
the factors which lead to sects being transformed into denominations. He notes that
a crucial consideration is whether the special training of leaders eventually takes
Nevertheless, churches impacted in this way generally continue to retain their denominational status.
How~~er, s~ch an analysis is beyond the scope of this present study.
WIlson subsequently expanded his typology of sects into a sevenfold one to encompass sects
generally and not just Christian ones. See further below.
. 69 Wilson does this with respect to three elements: the method by which the sect comes into
being (charismatic leader, schism, or organised revival); the specific factors of stimulus (stresses and
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place. Once this happens a step has been taken towards denominationalisation
although denominationalisation certainly does not rest on this one factor alone. He
suggests that conversionist sects are particularly prone to this development.
Missionaries and revivalists are likely to be supported by the group and the need for
special training as a result is likely to be accepted. Economies of scale often result in
more people being trained than can be utilised on the mission field and inevitably
these surplus trained people, involved in local congregations, end up replacing local
lay pastors. In contrast, revolutionist sects remain unconcerned about the
development of ministry in the confident expectation of the imminent end of the
world; introversionist sects tend to be ideologically resistant to the development of a
ministry; and professional functionaries in gnostic sects tend to be private
counsellors rather than public ministers.
A further factor in connection with a sect's development concerns its degree
of separateness from the world. This problem becomes particularly acute in
connection with evangelism. "Evangelism means exposure to the world and the risk
of alienation of the evangelising agents" (1967: 37-38). Evangelism involves the
willingness to accept new members into the sect and these new members will be
incompletely socialised from the sect's point of view. This is not a problem for the
introversionist sect which tends to have strict codes of doctrinal adherence, nor is it a
problem for gnostic sects which tend to use formalised procedures for recruiting new
members. Revolutionist or adventist sects require a detailed understanding of their
distinctive doctrines from their converts and this helps to alleviate the problems
caused by the admission of new members. It is in this area, as in the case of
tension~ ~ifferentially experienced within the total society); and prevailing external social conditions
(the political and moral character of the society, periods of rapid social change, etc.) (1967: 30-33).
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leadership above, that conversionist sects encounter the most problems. The
involvement of the next generation can also fall under the broad heading of
evangelism. Revolutionist and introversionist sects tend to enjoy both doctrinal
distinctiveness and the allegiance of whole families. They also tend to have exacting
standards for potential members and, as such, are likely to hold a considerable
portion of the second generation without any fundamental change in the sect's
identity. Gnostic sects, which tend to be individualistic, have far more difficulty
attracting the next generation than other types of sects. Consequently, the question
of the second generation does not tend to be an issue when considering
developments in such sects. Once again, Wilson argues, it is conversionist sects
which are most affected by the requirements of the second generation. Wilson
suggests that Niebuhr arrived at his conclusions concerning sects becoming
denominations in the second generation precisely because the sects he examined
were conversionist ones.
Finally, for the sect to persist as such it has to continue to maintain its own
values as distinct from those of the surrounding society. In particular, Wilson
argues, status must be derived from within the sect rather than from secular society.
Revolutionist and introversionist sects are more fully insulated against any such
conflict of values. Gnostic sects insulate the two areas ideologically through their
typical insistence that the material world is less real. However, the conflict of values
becomes acute for the conversionist sect:
Status must be status within the sect, and this should be the only group to which
the status-conscious individual makes reference." Yet for the proselytising sect
• 70 This, of course, does not universally hold true. For example, the Plymouth Brethren
typically began among, and were patronised by, educated and wealthy individuals. "An analysis of
those. o~ the prominent Brethren listed in Chief Men among the Brethren who were born before 1820,
who joined Brethrenism in its early years, and who remained within it until the end of their lives,
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this is often accomplished only with difficulty since the social status of its
members may radically affect its prospects Of winning recruits. Even the sect of
the very poor is usually pleased when a prominent personage is converted, and
often accords him a place of honour because of his status in the wider society. The
classic cases of sects developing into denominations ... illustrate just such a
conflict of sect values: between genuine separateness from the world and the
desire for social respectability (1967: 41 ).71
On every count then, according to Wilson's analysis, it is conversionist sects
that are most prone to becoming denominations. Often the needs of the second
generation are a decisive factor in their case, as Niebuhr argued. This is of crucial
significance in the case of the Pastoral Epistles. For whether they are dated late in
Paul's life or later they represent, at the earliest, a second generation of Pauline
Christianity. It was argued above that Pauline Christianity can be classified in
sectarian terms. Furthermore, in terms of Wilson's fourfold typology of Christian
sects Pauline Christianity is best classified as conversionist. 72 Consequently, if
Wilson's typology has comparative significance, it would appear likely that the
reveals that of the forty-four whose social background is given, twelve were either Anglican
clergymen or were in training for the Anglican ministry before joining the Brethren, five were Free
Church ministers, four were lawyers, twelve were land-owners or had private income from family
estates - these included five titled gentry - four were doctors, schoolmasters or private tutors, five
were business men ... The distinguished social position of many of the earliest members of the
Brethren was a not unimportant factor in both the rapid expansion of the movement and the
development of its church order." Embley (1967: 215-16).
71 Wilson cites the history of Methodism, the Church of the Nazarene, and some Pentecostal
groups as illustrating this process.
72 Paul's letters continually reflect his concern to proclaim the gospel. The successful result of
this proclamation includes Gentiles turning to God from idols (1 Thess 1:9). He can rejoice that
Christ is proclaimed whatever the motive behind such proclamation (Phil I:15-18). Paul's concern is
to proclaim the gospel in areas which have not yet been evangelised (Rom 15:18-24). Paul's
communitarian emphasis is not combined with a desire to withdraw from the world; his communities
cannot be classified, therefore, as introversionist. Furthermore, although Paul believed in the
imminent parousia of Christ (I Cor 15:51; 1 Thess 4: 17), and there was a millenarian element to his
teaching (e.g. Rom 8:18-25), his letters do not focus on the coming overturn of the present world
order; thus Pauline Christianity cannot be properly classified as revolutionist either. Finally, as I
Corinthians especially exemplifies, Pauline Christianity was not gnostic (e.g. I Cor 8:1-3). As L.T.
Johnson states, remarking on 1 Cor 2:6-7: "This wisdom is not the revelation of esoteric cosmic
realities but a profound, even connatural, learning of the ways of the Spirit's working among the
people (I Cor 2: 12)" (1986: 277).
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Pastoral Epistles will display signs of the institutionalisation or
"denominationalisation" of the Pauline communities they reflect. This analysis
complements and reinforces Holmberg's refinement of Weber's model of the
routinisation of charisma. These analyses combine to support the view that the
Pastorals reflect the institutionalisation of the Pauline communities. This, of course,
has been the predominant view of scholarship on the Pastoral Epistles. The
sociological analysis thus far suggests that the scholarly consensus is well founded.
However, this position is usually accompanied by the view that the vitality of the
charismatic moment inevitably declined with increasing institutionalisation. I
suggest on the contrary that, alongside the undoubted process of institutionalisation,
account needs to be taken of the persistence of the charismatic moment, and it is to
this matter that I now turn.
3 Thaumatnrgical Persistence
A Introduction
There IS no dispute that the Pauline congregations began as charismatic
communities. Dunn, after a careful discussion of the nature of authority in the
Pauline communities, sums this up well:
Paul thinks of each of his churches as a charismatic community ... Charismata are
not some optional extra which a church may lack and yet remain the body of
Christ. On the contrary, charismata are the living actions of the body of Christ.
The body of Christ only comes to realization in any place through the
manifestations of grace. 'Body of Christ' and 'charismatic community' are
synonymous expressions of Paul's ecclesiology. Without community, charisma is
both rootless and fruitless; but without charisma, community is both graceless and
lifeless (Dunn 1975:297, his italics).
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Dunn also subscribes to the view that the Pastorals represent evidence of the
institutionalisation of the Pauline communities. He points in particular to the fading
of the parousia hope, the emergence of a concept of charisma of office rather than
charisma as the free manifestation of the Spirit through any member of the
community, and the crystallization of faith into a coherent body of tradition (1977:
344-62). He concludes:
Early Catholicism is the typical second generation solidifying and standardizing of
forms and patterns which were much more spontaneously diverse in the
enthusiasm of the first generation, so that, for example, the institutionalization of
the Pastorals is the post-Pauline reaction to the failure of the Pauline vision of
charismatic community to provide an enduring structure of internal and inter-
church relationships (1977: 364).
Dunn thus concurs with the analysis of the Pastorals presented so far in this
chapter. In addition, he subscribes to the view that the Pastorals represent the fading
of Paul's vision of charismatic community (in the second sense defined in the
introduction to this chapter):
Clearly then [in the Pastorals] the vision of charismatic community has faded,
ministry and authority have become the prerogative of the few, the experience of
the Christ-Spirit has lost its vitality, the preservation of the past has become more
important than openness to the present and future (1975: 349, my emphasis).
Dunn articulates the scholarly consensus well: institutionalisation is accompanied by
the loss of vitality of charismatic experience: Nevertheless, the question remains as
to whether this must inevitably be the case. Does charisma necessarily become
attenuated or even die out with the passage of time, or can it persist or even intensify
over time? This question does not appear to have been adequately addressed. The
Pastorals can clearly be shown to demonstrate the process of institutionalisation
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described above and the analysis usually stops at this point. However, I shall seek to
show below that, in certain situations, charisma continues to persist and may even
intensify. If this is the case, the question then becomes: do the Pastorals simply
represent the (inevitable) institutionalisation of Pauline charismatic communities or
are they themselves, at least in part, a response to increasing charismatic enthusiasm
in those communities? Weber's definition of charisma is deliberately broad in order
to encompass charisma arising in different spheres. In order to focus the discussion I
want to concentrate specifically on that form of religious charisma known as
thaumaturgy.P So as to avoid confusion I shall be working with Wilson's definition
of thaumaturgy as the highly individualistic demand for supernatural help in the
form of miracles and oractes" (1973: 24-25).
B Christianizing the Roman Empire
MacMullen sets out to answer the question as to how, by 400 CE, Christianity had
succeeded in successfully displacing or suppressing the other religions of the Roman
empire's population. He begins at the close of the New Testament period in 100 CEo
At that point in time he notes:
73 Weber himself employs charisma in this sense in connection with the sociology of religion.
He notes that it is not every person that has "the capacity to achieve the ecstatic states which are
viewed, in accordance with primitive experience, as the pre-conditions for producing certain effects in
meteorology, healing, divination, and telepathy. It is primarily, though not exclusively, these
extraordinary powers that have been designated by such special terms as 'mana', 'orenda', and the
Iranian 'maga' (the term from which our word 'magic' is derived). We shall henceforth employ the
~erm 'charisma' for such extraordinary powers" (1968: 400). It is not surprising, therefore, that there
IS confusion in the scholarly literature. From now on the terms charisma and thaumaturgy are utilised
interchangeably unless otherwise indicated. Charisma, in the classic Weberian sense (concerning a
form of leadership and structure of authority), will be referred to as "charismatic authority".
74 Charismatic phenomena in the Pauline communities were, of course, wider than this
~e~nition of thaumaturgy; nevertheless, miraculous and oracular phenomena are recorded in Paul's
listing of the charismata in 1 Cor 12:8-11 (e.g. gifts of healing, the working of miracles, prophecy,
speaking in tongues, etc.). Paul speaks of signs, wonders and mighty works accompanying his
apostolic ministry (Rom 16:19; 2 Cor 12: 12; cf. Gal 3:5). There can be no doubt, therefore, that there
were thaumaturgical aspects to the Pauline communities.
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Had the church been wiped off the face of the earth at the end of the first century,
its disappearance would have caused no dislocation in the empire, just as its
presence was hardly noticed at the time. I think no one would dispute that - or
expect any more exact measurement of Christianity's weight. Simply, it did not
count (1984: viii).
MacMullen, in common with other historians, recognises the crucial
significance of the conversion of Constantine in 312 CE and the subsequent Edict of
Milan the following year. Nevertheless, prior to 312 CE, the church already
predominated in at least one area at the beginning of the second century," and by the
beginning of the fourth century had about five million members." Consequently,
MacMullen analyses the growth of the church in three periods: prior to 312 CE; 312
- around 380 CE when the church was gaining ascendancy and material benefits
began to accrue to those belonging to the church; and the last decades of the fourth
century when the church had grown confident enough to produce conversion by
coercion. It is the first of these periods which is of particular interest to this study.
MacMullen notes that the rate of growth in the period prior to 312 CE is
puzzling. Such growth cannot be accounted for in terms of the influence of the
intellectual elite. Even if the elite included many Christians, non-Christians did not
tend to read Christian writings. In any case the majority of Christian literature was
intended for internal consumption. Scholars are generally agreed that even the
7S The success of Christianity in and around one of the small coastal towns of Pontus,
according to Pliny the Younger writing around 112 CE, was such that pagan temples had been
deserted, religious ceremonies had fallen into disuse, and there was little demand for meat from
sacrificial victims. Pliny, Ep. 10.96.9-10 .
• 7~ MacMullen arrives at this estimate for 300 CE "by supposing an empire of 60 millions and
Christians close to a tenth within the eastern provinces (which were more populous)" (1984: 135, n.
26). He goes on to note that an estimate either twice as large, or only half as large, would be "almost
demonstrably wrong". Stark (1996: 4-13) has refined this estimate by projecting growth at 40% per
dec~d: through to the middle of the fourth century CEo This gives a figure of just over six million
Christians for 300 CEo Stark notes that the average growth rate experienced by the Mormon church
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Apologetic literature served mainly for internal use.77 Furthermore, at least three-
quarters of the population were illiterate. Consequently, the only real explanation of
growth has to be found in the context of face-to-face encounters. Once again, at this
point, we must discount the influence of Christian intellectuals. Encounters between
Christians and non-Christians at this level were rare.
The reason was social. The church before Constantine had only a tiny share in
what was at all times a tiny segment of the' population, the elite; and the setting
usually assigned to its leaders is the catechetical schools, to which were admitted
only persons already converted (1984: 33).78
This leaves contact with the broad ranks of ordinary people as the prime
means of growth. However, the question remains as to how they were reached. It
was often dangerous to give evangelising speeches in public. Celsus, writing at
some point in the second half of the second century CE, notes, concerning the
Christians, "if anyone does still wander about in secret, yet he is sought out and
condemned to death"." Nevertheless, there certainly were Christian wanderers who
evangelised.t" Furthermore, in at least some instances, wonder-working formed an
integral part of their message" Miracles, MacMullen argues, and, in particular,
exorcisms were likely to lead to mass conversions when they occurred in the public
over the last century has been 43% per decade and is happy to conclude that "the actual number of
Christians in the year 300 lay within the range of 5-7.5 million" (1996: 6),
77 A d'ccor mgtoMacMullen(1984:21, 131 n.14).
78 Although the point is valid, MacMullen overstates his case, Schools, catechetical or
otherwise, were not necessarily as closed as MacMullen implies. Alexander (1995) argues that there
were both public and private school settings.
79 Origen, C. Celsum 8.69.
80 MacMullen insists that these wanderers should be largely discounted as they directed their
attention primarily to existing believers. However, the evidence which he cites (3 John 5-8; Didache
11-13; Origen, C. Celsum 3.9) does not seem to me to point conclusively in this direction.
81 Eusebius, H.E. 3.37. Celsus' reference to those Christians who "display their secret lore (td
£1ttpp1']'t6'tu) in the market-places" (Origen, c. Celsum 3.50) probably refers to thaumaturgical
practice. See MacMullen (1984: 137 n. 32). Cf. especially Gregory the Wonder-worker operating in
Pontus around the middle of the third century CE, (Maclvlullen 1984: 59-61).
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arena. Speaking of miracles which demonstrated the supenor power of the
Christians' god over other gods, MacMullen states:
Driving all competition from the field head-on was crucial. The world, after all,
held many dozens and hundreds of gods. Choice was open to everybody. It could
thus be only a most exceptional force that would actually displace alternatives and
compel allegiance; it could be only the most probative demonstrations that would
work. We should therefore assign as much weight to this, the chief instrument of
conversion, as the best, earliest reporters do (1984: 27).82
In other words, thaumaturgy was at the heart of public conversion to Christianity.
MacMullen regards thaumaturgy, rather than potential social and psychological
rewards, as the prime factor in such conversions.
Apart from the success of itinerant Christian wonder-workers the growth of
Christianity must be accounted for in terms of steady evangelising in private
settings. Such evangelism can be seen to be highly significant when it is noted,
despite the effects of individual wonder-workers, "that, after Saint Paul, the church
had no mission, it made no organized or official approach to unbelievers; rather, it
left everything to the individual" (MacMullen 1984: 34). Celsus himself
demonstrates this to be the case. He not only refers to those who "display their
secret lore in the market places", but also to the "wool-workers, cobblers, laundry-
workers, and the most illiterate and bucolic yokels" who expound their beliefs in
private houses.83 The normal points of contact for ordinary Christians with non-
Christians "lay quite inevitably at street-comers or at places of employment, or in the
working quarters of dwellings, just as Celsus says ... " (MacMullen 1984: 40).
82 MacMullen cites Justin, 1renaeus, Tertullian, Cyprian, the Acts of Peter, and the example of
Gregory the Wonder-worker. He notes that: "On occasion, exorcisms are specified as the cause of
conv~~sion- in Ephesus ... in Palestine, Italy, Africa, or Gaul" (1984: 28, 134 n. 9).
Origen, C. Celsum 3.55.
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MacMullen goes on to argue that in such private settings any conversation about
religion would most likely concentrate on the relief of sickness or deformity. To
demonstrate this point MacMullen constructs a hypothetical scenario:
Testing to see if I can imagine in some detail a scene that conflicts with no point of
the little that is known about conversion in the second and third centuries, I would
choose the room of some sick person: there, a servant talking to a mistress, or one
spouse to another, saying, perhaps, "Unquestionably they can help, if you believe.
And I know, I have seen, I have heard, they have related to me, they have books,
they have a special person, a sort of officer. It is true. Besides and anyway, if you
don't believe, then you are doomed when a certain time comes, so say the
prophecies; whereas, if you do, then they can help even in great sickness. I know
people who have seen or who have spoken with others who have seen. And
healing is even the least that they tell. Theirs is truly a God all-powerful. He has
worked a hundred wonders". So a priest is sent for, or an exorcist; illness is
healed; the household after that counts as Christian; it is baptized; and through
instruction it comes to accept the first consequences: that all other cults are false
and wicked, all seeming gods, the same (1984: 40-41).
MacMullen thus argues that the working of miracles, both in public and private
settings, was crucial to the growth of Christianity prior to Constantine. He
recognises that non-Christian wonders were equally reported and believed.
However, in the latter case such believers were not lost to paganism - they simply
added one more god to those they venerated. In the case of Christianity the
difference lay in its exclusivity - to believe in the Christian god was to deny all
other gods (1984: 108-9).
Although MacMullen is convinced of the importance of thaumaturgy for the
growth of Christianity he recognises that the evidence is sparse. Nevertheless, he is
prepared to state: "If the evidence for steady evangelizing in private settings ... is
combined with the evidence for successes en masse, the two in combination do seem
to me adequate to explain what we know happened" (1984: 29). If MacMullen is
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right then it is clear that, far from disappearing, thaumaturgy persisted and, in some
cases, intensified throughout the second and third centuries CE. In view of the
importance of this observation I will examine two other works analysing
contemporary phenomena which add weight to MacMullen's convictions concerning
the importance of thaumaturgy. 84
C Ecstatic Religion
Lewis (1989) examines a wide variety of ecstatic forms of religion. By this he
means those forms of religion which regard highly the seizure of human beings by
divinity. Such transcendental experiences are typically understood as states of
"possession" and generally involve trance-like states of mental dissociation. As
those who are thus possessed are typically sought out to cure illnesses, control the
weather, or pronounce oracles, the phenomenon of ecstasy falls within the ambit of
thaumaturgy as defined above. It is beyond the scope of this study to interact in any
detail with Lewis' work. What is of significance are Lewis' conclusions concerning
the factors which enable ecstatic phenomena to persist over time.
Lewis distinguishes between what he calls central and peripheral possession
cults. The latter tend to involve women and those from the lower strata of society.
Lewis argues that this form of possession functions as an oblique strategy of protest
against discrimination in highly stratified societies.
84 MacMullen's conclusions that the growth of Christianity must be accounted for by a
combination of conversions in private settings and conversions en masse by thaumaturgical means
have been called into question by Stark (1996) who demonstrates, for example, the effectiveness of
social networks and survival rates of Christians in epidemics as prime factors which adequately
account for the growth rate. Nevertheless, in connection with epidemics, Stark is prepared to concede
that "a much superior Christian survival rate hardly could seem other than miraculous" (1996: 90). It
seems to me that MacMullen, using evidence based on his extensive acquaintance with ancient
so~rces, has succeeded in drawing attention to the persistence of thaumaturgy into the second and
third centuries CE, even if thaumaturgical demonstrations did not lead to the mass conversions he
postulates.
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In addition to explaining illness, peripheral possession can thus be seen to serve
an oblique aggressive strategy. The possessed person is ill through no fault of his
own. The illness requires treatment which his (or her) master has to provide. In
his state of possession the patient is a highly privileged person: he is allowed many
liberties with those whom in other circumstances he is required to treat with
respect. Moreover, however costly and inconvenient for those to whom his normal
status renders him subservient, his cure is often incomplete. Lapses are likely to
occur whenever difficulties develop with his superiors. Clearly, in this context,
possession works to help the interests of the weak and downtrodden who have
otherwise few effective means to press their claims for attention and respect (1989:
27-28).
Consequently, in societies which recognise ecstatic religion, ecstatic
phenomena continually recur amongst the marginalised and oppressed. Lewis
further argues convincingly that in such societies these forms of protest are
controlled and contained by the use of witchcraft allegations. Those subordinate
men or women who have become leading shamans tend to be singled out for
denunciation as witches. Such accusations of witchcraft on the part of those of
higher social status serve to discredit the subordinate shamans and diminish their
status. "Thus, if possession is the means by which the underdog bids for attention,
witchcraft accusations provide the countervailing strategy by which such demands
are kept within bounds" (1989: 109). On the other hand, should such peripheral
cults succeed in gaining such popularity that they succeed in supplanting the old
established order and become new establishment religions, ecstatic phenomena tend
to become themselves marginalised and treated as potentially subversive. At this
point we are on the familiar ground of the institutionalisation of charisma. Lewis
illustrates this in a Western context with reference to the Quakers but then notes:
Where, however, such cults do not attain a comparable degree of acceptance, or
are passively opposed or even actively persecuted, as long as they retain the
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support of oppressed sections of the community, possessional inspiration is likely
to continue with unabated vigour. This is the situation with most Pentecostal
movements, and in the independent or separatist churches in Africa and America
and elsewhere. .. (1989: 118).
Central possession cults, on the other hand, are not cults of the oppressed or
marginalised. In these cults those who are possessed by spirits are at the centre of
the religious life of the community, and play a crucial and direct role in the
establishing and monitoring of customary morality.
Far from simply expressing obliquely the tolerated protests of the underprivileged
against the dominion of their earthly masters, possession is now the idiom in
which those who contend for the leadership in the central religious life of the
community press their claims for recognition as the chosen agents of the gods.
Shamanism is now no longer a special form of particularist protest, but, on the
contrary, a central religious institution fulfilling ... a host of functions which vary
with the social structure in which it is embedded (1989: 119).
In the case of these central possession cults, Lewis recognises the potential
for the attenuation or extinction of enthusiasm through the process of
institutionalisation. However, the fact remains that central possession cults do "not
always develop established priesthoods which would render enthusiasm redundant"
(1989: 157). Lewis argues that, for ecstasy to continue in these cults, there have to
be overwhelming physical and/or social pressures creating a situation of general
instability for small and fluctuating social groups. Consequently, according to
Lewis, both peripheral and central possession cults imply the existence of acute
pressures. In the case of peripheral cults these pressures arise from the oppression of
marginalised members of society. In the case of central cults these pressures are
external to the society as a whole and are felt by everyone.
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Lewis' analysis is highly suggestive for the Pastorals. For, although Pauline
Christianity cannot be classed as a whole as "ecstatic" due to Paul's concern for
order in congregational meetings and his stress on the cognitive content of the
gospel, there were undoubtedly ecstatic elements to it (at least at Corinth).85 Given
this ecstatic element, according to Lewis this is likely to persist as a form of
"peripheral possession cult" amongst the marginalised within the community. In this
connection it is interesting to note that, according to the author of the Pastorals,
women are particularly prone to falling prey to the opposition. As Pauline
Christianity cannot be classified in toto as "ecstatic", Lewis' analysis of central
possession cults are not relevant. The highlighting of the possibility of the
persistence of ecstatic phenomena amongst marginalized groups within a community
by Lewis forms an important corrective to the view that Pauline Christianity simply
institutionalised over time. At this point it is necessary to move from the focus on
ecstatic religion to thaumaturgy generally in order to extend Lewis' conclusions.
D The Thaumaturgical Response to the World
In his 1973 work, Wilson extended and refined his earlier typology of sects which
had previously been based specifically on Christian sects. In this later monograph,
Wilson deliberately seeks to construct a set of ideal types which serve to categorise
new religious movements (NRMs) generally, and not just those arising in a Christian
context. He therefore seeks to move away from the church-sect typology utilised by
both Troeltsch and Niebuhr. In focusing on NRMs Wilson's work is both more
general and more specific than Lewis'. It is more general in that it is concerned with
85 Paul's concern to impose order and to stress cognitive content in his discussion of the
charismata in I Cor 12-14 strongly suggests that the situation there was out of control and that
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all types of religious response, not just ecstatic ones. It is more specific in that it is
concerned with new movements, rather than established religious movements which
are the focus of Lewis' analysis. Wilson begins by recognising that every sectarian
movement manifests some degree of tension with the world. Any NRM must,
therefore, have some soteriological element to it. Any religious response involves
the seeking of salvation in a world in which human beings feel the need for some
form of supernatural help. NRMs seek such salvation in some other way than
through the orthodox or dominant religious tradition. Wilson proceeds from this
fundamental insight to construct a sevenfold typology of NRMs in terms of their
response to the world. Each response to the world involves a different conception of
the nature of evil and, consequently, of the ways in which it can be overcome.
Wilson's Typology ofNRMs
1. The conversionist response sees the world as corrupt due to the corruption of
human beings. Salvation, therefore, involves a supernatural transformation
of the self. This does not change the nature of the objective world, but
fundamentally changes one's subjective orientation to it. Salvation involves
a conversion experience, and the conversionist response "is not concerned
simply with recruitment to a movement, but with the acquisition of a change
of heart" (1973: 22-23).
2. The revolutionist response sees the world as so corrupt that only its
supernaturally wrought destruction will save humanity. This destruction
results in the creation of a transformed new order in which salvation is
experienced. This salvation is conceived of as imminent.
ecstatic, dissociative states were prevalent in the Corinthian community.
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3. The introversionist response sees the world as irredeemably evil and so
salvation can only be attained by the fullest possible withdrawal from the
world. Such a response may be an individual one, but in terms of a
movement it results in separated communities preoccupied with their own
holiness and means of isolation from the wider society. Salvation is achieved
only by belonging to such a community.
4. The manipulationist response conceives of salvation in distinctly this-worldly
terms. What is required is not the transformation of the self, nor the
destruction of the world, nor withdrawal from the world; rather, salvation
involves supernaturally acquired new techniques to overcome the problems
of the world. "It is the scarce goods of this world - health, wealth,
longevity, happiness, success, and high status - which constitute the saved
condition. Illness, incapacity, pain, poverty, and death are the things from
which one seeks to be saved" (1973: 24).
5. The thaumaturgical response has a narrower conception of salvation than
that of the manipulationist response, and is essentially particularistic. As this
is the specific response with which this section is concerned, I will give
Wilson's definition in full:
The individual's concern is relief from present and specific ills by special
dispensations. The demand for supernatural help is personal and local: its
operation is magical. Salvation is immediate but has no general application
beyond the given case and others like it. There is little likelihood of generalizing
this response or producing elaborate ideological formulations for it: where doctrine
is developed it is often of little importance in the attainment of salvation. Healing,
assuagement of grief, restoration after loss, reassurance, the foresight and
avoidance of calamity, and the guarantee of external [sic] (or at least continuing)
life after death are the elements of the salvation which is sought. The evils feared
are all highly specific, and it is from their particular incidence (not from their
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universal operation) that salvation is sought. Miracles and oracles, rather than the
comprehension of new principles about life, are the instruments of salvation in this
case (1973: 24-25, my emphasis).
6. The reformist response seeks to reform the world by means of supernaturally
given insights as to the ways in which social organization should be
amended. This response seeks salvation in the present world through its
gradual transformation. This orientation results in a much larger element of
accommodation to the wider society than in the previous responses.
7. The utopian response seeks the entire reconstruction of the present world
according to divinely given principles. It is much more radical than the
reformist response in that it insists on the complete replacement of social
organization.
Wilson goes on to note that the revolutionist, thaumaturgical, and
conversionist responses "place far greater emphasis on the autonomous operation of
the supernatural than do the others" (1973: 28). Wilson's work specifically
concentrates on tribal and third-world peoples; in this context manipulationist,
reformist, and utopian types are unlikely. He also notes that in the early stages of
culture contact "indigenous and spontaneous conversionist and introversionist sects
are equally unlikely" (1973: 48, his italics). His work consequently focuses on
thaumaturgical and revolutionist sects in the context of tribal and third-world
peoples.
II The Cultural Conditions Necessary for a Thaumaturgical Response
Wilson notes that thaumaturgical practice in less developed societies tends to form
part of the traditional religion itself. New thaumaturgical movements arising in this
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context do not, therefore, offer a distinctive type of response. They tend to arise for
one or both of two reasons: the perception that traditional religious procedures are
inadequate (particularly following the impact of a superior culture), and/or out of
reaction to attempts to prohibit traditional practices on the part of the new
authorities. Wilson notes that these thaumaturgical movements display remarkable
similarities even though they may come from widely differing cultural contexts. A
constant factor appears to be that they occur in situations of prolonged instability
caused by the impact of a foreign culture on the traditional culture. For example,
Wilson compares 'Zionist' churches of South Africa with the movements known
collectively as Pocomania in Jamaica. Despite the different cultural contexts,
thaumaturgical practice in these two groups is broadly similar. Wilson notes that
both societies "have been characterized by unstable patterns of social and familial
relationships . . . racial antagonisms; the strong sense of persistent exploitation;
populations that are largely illiterate and that lack, and often seek, authoritative
interpretations of their social circumstances and expectations" (1973: 60). Wilson's
conclusion that new thaumaturgical movements emerge in conditions of prolonged
instability corresponds closely to Lewis' description of the conditions necessary for
the persistence of ecstasy in ecstatic religions - namely, a situation of general
instability arising either out of the oppression or marginalisation of a minority group,
or the sense of threat to the community as a whole.86 It would appear, therefore, that
questions arising out of Lewis' analysis concerning the persistence of ecstatic
. 8~. Both scholars, of course, recognise that there may be other responses to such conditions of
instability than thaumaturgy or ecstasy - for example, political revolution. They are simply pointing
out that these factors seem to be necessary for the emergence of thaumaturgy or the persistence of
ecstatic religion, not that they are sufficient. Wilson is very clear that each thaumaturgical movement
has to be examined in detail to arrive at causal explanations specific to that movement. He also notes:
"There are cases of societies in which economic exploitation, relative deprivation, cultural shock, and
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movements may be cautiously applied to thaumaturgical movements generally.
However, Wilson's analysis of the conditions necessary for thaumaturgical
persistence are of even greater value for this study.
III Thaumaturgical Persistence
Wilson points out that most thaumaturgical movements, by their very nature, tend to
be transient and local in character. Movements typically evolve around the magical
powers of a thaumaturge and, consequently, quickly die out following the death of
the leader. Alternatively, movements may fulfil a cleansing and purifying function
such as the purging of an area of witches; once again, such movements either move
on or wither once the specific mission is accomplished. Nevertheless, the demands
for thaumaturgy, in terms of healing, reassurance, and protection, are persistent and
endemic in less advanced societies. This persistent demand for thaumaturgy means
that new thaumaturgical movements may continually arise in quick succession
around new thaumaturges. On the other hand, some thaumaturgical movements do
persist as recognisable movements over a considerable period of time. Wilson notes
the following possibilities for such thaumaturgical persistence:
First, the thaumaturge may train a number of apprentices who eventually
establish themselves as thaumaturges in their own right. This pattern does not really
effectively result in a single widespread thaumaturgical movement. For, what tends
to happen is that there is just a diffusion of a set of practices through local operators.
Usually there is no effective central controland so there is a strong tendency for
localism and the emergence of rivalries between practitioners.
anomie are identifiable but in which ... we have no reports of new cults of popular thaumaturgy"
(1973: 498-99).
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Second, varIOUS thaumaturges may come together to form some sort of
league or association. This pattern has evolved in Brazil. Nevertheless, such
associations have proved to be extremely fragile and, in any case, tend to be much
more suited to urban contexts than rural ones.
Thirdly, thaumaturgy may itself become institutionalised by assimilating
itself to older patterns of religious practice within a society. In this case
thaumaturgical practice "may, rather like a secret society, acquire a certain stability
and persistence as an integrated part of the social system. In such cases it is
assimilated to, or becomes a facet of, traditional religious preoccupations" (1973:
150). This category appears to resemble Lewis' "central possession cult".
Fourthly, thaumaturgical movements may succeed in institutionalising the
oracular and the miraculous in such a way that they become integral to the life of the
community without losing their immediacy and spontaneity. This typically happens
in movements which adopt patterns of organisation from the conversionist model
exported from western societies. In this case the movement typically consists of a
number of congregations all of whose members seek personal blessings. Spiritual
power is no longer concentrated in the hands of a single thaumaturge but is diffused
throughout the congregation. Everyone, therefore, in the context of the
congregation, is a potential thaumaturge. Individual thaumaturges may still arise
within such movements, but they are either integrated into the institutionalised
leadership, or they inevitably leave and found their own movements. Wilson argues
that it is the diffusion of charisma which appears to be decisive in creating such
relatively permanent thaumaturgical movements.
It is this fourth case which is highly relevant to this study. Wilson argues
that thaumaturgy can be institutionalised and thus persist without losing its
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immediacy and spontaneity precisely in situations where thaumaturgical practice is
combined with a conversionist orientation and model.
The thaumaturgical response ... is a recurrent, and as yet inextinguishable,
characteristic of religion ... It stands in tension, often, with the revolutionist
response; but it is much more readily accommodated in conversionist movements.
The conversionist model, exported from more advanced societies, has perhaps
provided the best organizational base for the thaumaturgical response; it provides,
in the emotional freedom on which conversion ism relies, a context suitable for
wonder-working and the distribution of special, particularized benisons. Local
discretion is often sufficient to allow considerable latitude in the interpretation of
basic teachings, and doctrine is never a supreme concern of conversionist
movements. The emphasis on a heart-experience can readily accommodate the
direct operation of the deity in offering miracles, even if these contravene the
specific expectations which a conversionist movement - at its most doctrinally
pure - would acknowledge as legitimate. The amalgamation of conversionist
orientations and the demand for wonders, healings, and reassurance, is perhaps the
most effective pattern of regulation for thaumaturgy ( 1973: 131).
4 Conclusion
Weber's analysis of charismatic authority does have rich analytical power.
Nevertheless, his own analysis resulted in a concept of charismatic authority as
inherently unstable and transient. He failed to see adequately that charismatic
authority itself has built into it institutionalising tendencies; for any charismatic
movement, to earn the right to be classified as a movement, must seek for a degree
of permanence. Holmberg has persuasively argued that the Pauline churches
themselves display the characteristics of the institutionalisation of charismatic
authority. Although the process of institutionalisation is initially "open", and can
consequently proceed in many directions, institutionalisation becomes less free to
develop in any direction as time passes and a body of sacred tradition is built up.
Increasingly any innovation in the church has to be seen as fundamentally in
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accordance with existing sacred tradition. The Pastorals clearly reflect this stage of
the institutionalisation process which MacDonald has aptly named "community-
protecting institutionalisation". Furthermore, Wilson has demonstrated that that
form of institutionalisation which has come to be known as denominationalisation
within a church-sect typology tends to occur in the second generation of
conversionist sects. Wilson's analysis thus strengthens the conviction that the
Pastoral Epistles reflect the "denominationalisation" of the Pauline churches.
Nevertheless, despite this scholarly consensus that the Pastorals reflect the
institutionalisation of charismatic authority in the Pauline communities, I have
sought to show in this chapter that such a position does not represent the whole
picture. MacMullen argues for thaumaturgical persistence as a key factor in the
growth of the church prior to Constantine. Nevertheless, he admits that we simply
do not have sufficient evidence to demonstrate this conclusively. Consequently, I
have sought to supplement his work with two contemporary studies in the fields of
anthropology and the sociology of religion. Lewis' study suggests that ecstatic
religion persists either within one segment of society which has been marginalised,
or within a society as a whole when that society is inherently unstable due to the
threat of external pressures. I have suggested that Lewis' conclusions are relevant,
particularly in connection with women in the Pastorals. For women seem to have
played a prominent role in promoting ecstatic religion in Corinth.87 Furthermore,
Wilson has demonstrated that similar conditions to those elucidated by Lewis are
necessary for the emergence of new thaumaturgical movements generally. As there
were clearly thaumaturgical elements to Pauline Christianity, this at least leads to the
87 See Wire (1990).
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conclusion that questions arising out of Lewis' analysis can be legitimately posed to
the Pastorals.
In addition, Wilson has demonstrated that the thaumaturgical response
persists most effectively when it is combined with a conversionist movement. This
is highly suggestive for it has already been argued above that the Pauline
communities can best be classified as conversionist in orientation. Given the
thaumaturgical element to Pauline Christianity, we have precisely the appropriate
mix for thaumaturgical persistence according to Wilson. However, Wilson's analysis
concerns tribal and third-world contexts. He is not at all convinced that
thaumaturgical persistence can be sustained in a western context, and that, therefore,
his conclusions can be more widely applied. He believes that the thaumaturgical
response is highly attenuated and marginalised in western society. Instead
contemporary demand for magic in a western context is found within the new
manipulationist sects of the modem world. Wilson's caution concerning our own
contemporary context suggests that we cannot easily switch from his analysis of
contemporary third-world thaumaturgy to the Pauline communities in the final
quarter of the first century CEo However, in the following chapter I shall seek to
show that Wilson, writing as he did in 1973, inevitably underestimated the impact of
the charismatic movement on western Christianity. The charismatic movement, I
shall argue by examining one particular Christian NRM, demonstrates that Wilson's
argument that thaumaturgical persistence is sustained in a conversionist context
applies equally well to our contemporary western society. This analysis, as we shall
see, demonstrates that the institutionalisation of charismatic authority and the
intensification of the thaumaturgical response can occur simultaneously within a
conversionist sect. Armed with the results of this analysis I shall then argue in a
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subsequent chapter that the Pastoral Epistles reflect both the institutionalisation of
charismatic authority and the intensification of charisma, in the form of thaumaturgy,
in the Pauline communities addressed.
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Chapter Four
A Case Study
1 Introduction
The history of the "House Church Movement" or "Restorationism" has been well
documented by Walker (1998). In this chapter I shall be examining one particular
Restorationist church and tracing its development over a twenty-five year period
from the mid-1970's to the late 1990' s. The church in question is Bristol Christian
Fellowship (BCF) as I have detailed first-hand knowledge of this church. I have
been a member since 1974; from 1984 to 1992 I was an elder in the church and
between 1986 and 1992 I was a member of the salaried staff.
I shall begin by outlining the history of BCF from its beginning through to
the end of 1999. I shall then give my own analysis of the tension between the
ongoing institutionalisation of the church and the potential subversion of the
institutionalising process by thaumaturgical demand. I am in a good position to give
such an analysis as I have been an "insider" from the outset through to the summer
of 1992 and again from 1997 to 1999. I also observed a handful of meetings in 1994
and 1995 following the outbreak of what has come to be known as the "Toronto
Blessing" in mid-I 994. However, in order to test my analysis, I have supplemented
my observations with a questionnaire which was sent out to every member of BCF in
July 1999 who had also been a member in October 1991. An analysis of the results
of this questionnaire forms part two of this chapter. Following this analysis I shall
set out the results of a detailed interview with four members of BCF, three of whom
are elders and have been involved from, or near, the beginning of the church.
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2 Beginnings
BCF began with the merger of two groups in the summer of 1974. One group had
been meeting in Patchway, a suburb in North Bristol, since the late 1960's. This
group was led by Hugh Thompson. The second group met in Olveston, a village
some ten miles north of Bristol, under the leadership of Peter Lyne. The latter group
began meeting in Spring 1974 in Peter Lyne's home. I joined the Olveston group a
few weeks after it began and before its merger with Patch way . At that time the
Olveston group consisted mainly of students from Bristol University. Significantly,
two original members of the group of seven (identified by Walker as at the heart of
the emergence of Restorationlsm)" led the groups.
Prior to the merger Hugh Thompson moved away from Bristol and Tony
Pullin succeeded him as leader of the Patchway group. Shortly after this joint
meetings were arranged between the two groups and, after a short period of time. the
two groups merged under the overall leadership of Peter Lyne. The new fellowship
(which eventually became known as BCF) began to grow slowly and a significant
point was reached when a number of students, who at this time formed a sizeable
proportion of BCF, graduated. Most of these students decided that their membership
of BCF took priority over jobs and so only looked for work within Bristol in order to
remain part of the fellowship. Nearly everyone did find work within Bristol and thus
the potential decimation of what, at that time. was still a very small group was
avoided.
In 1977 Peter Lyne and his family moved to New Zealand in order to plant a
new church along Restorationist lines. Tony Pullin took over the leadership but after
88 Walker (1998: 75-82) identities these seven as: Arthur Wallis, Peter Lyne, Bryn Jones,
David Mansell, Graham Perrins, Hugh Thompson and John Noble.
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a short period handed over to Dave Day who had also been involved with the
Patchway group from its formation. Some time later Dave Day too left for a period
to work with Peter Lyne in New Zealand, but not before a leadership team had been
formed around him. Dave Day was succeeded by Steve Hepden, who was one of the
key members of the leadership team at that time. This quick succession of
leadership in its formative years meant that BCF had to face Weber's problem of the
succession of charismatic authority very early on. In each case the existing leader
appointed the new leader with general approval from the membership. Another
consequence of the rapid succession of leadership was that no one person was in a
position of leadership long enough to dominate the overall life of the fellowship.
What could have been a period of great instability as one leader succeeded another
was not experienced that way by the member~ of the fellowship due to the necessary
emergence of strong team leadership which served to alleviate the inevitable
problems when one leader is succeeded by another. Under Steve Hepden's
leadership, for example, a team of four elders emerged with Hepden functioning as
primus inter pares. This team leadership, functioning as Weber's "charismatic
staff," provided a sense of continuity. From its inception, therefore, BCF
experienced both charismatic authority and its routinisation in the way suggested by
Holmberg's refinement of Weber discussed in chapter three above.
3 Distinctives
A Christianity as an Everyday, Lived Reality
From the beginning BCF wanted to get away from what was perceived as the
religious formalism of the mainline Protestant denominations. The fellowship
fostered a strong sense of friendship and community among its members. Although
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not subscribing to a commune mentality, members regularly exchanged possessions,
shared cars and generally sought to give one another practical aid. Acts 2:43-47 and
4:32-37 were favourite texts. The emphasis was on the lived reality of day-to-day
Christian experience. Members were suspicious of any form of piety that
engendered an "other-worldly" mentality, labelling such as "super-spirituality". For
example, an early issue of Fulness magazine'" was devoted to healthy living." In
the editorial to this issue, Graham Perrins, another of Walker's original seven,
writes:
When Jesus said 'I have come in order that you might have life-life in all its
fulness [sic]', some have limited his meaning to include only spiritual life. Life
then becomes synonymous with conventions, ministry, prayer meetings, the
baptism in the Holy Spirit or some such experience.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Life for Jesus could mean nothing less
than a full-orbed experience of God's provision for the whole man. God intended
that man should enjoy creation, that the whole of life should vibrate with his love,
the common and mundane throb with his glory, the small and insignificant fulfil
his purpose.
Some Christians are so intense in their spirituality that they cannot relax and
enjoy God or his creation. They have an aura of religiosity that casts a shadow on
the simple things of life ...
The division between sacred and secular is so often artificial and cloaks much
unreality. This issue stresses the need to bring food, exercise, and the home, as
much as ourselves, into the realm of God's kingdom."
89 This was a magazine published by that stream of Restorationism labelled by Walker as "R2".
Many members of BCF had a subscription to this publication. No issues of the magazine were dated.
Volume 30 was the last issue of Fulness published. It was succeeded in March 1982 by the short-
livedDovetail magazine.
• 90 Fulness 12; this particular issue includes articles on being honest, enjoying life, wholefoods
(m~luding a recipe for 100% wholemeal bread), playing squash, coping with pressure, and interior
design.
91 Fulness 12, p. 3.
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B Conversionist
BCF is an evangelical fellowship and, as such, is best classified as "conversionist"
according to Bryan Wilson's sevenfold typology of new religious movements." The
world is viewed as corrupt because of the corruption of human beings.
Consequently, the world can only be transformed by the transformation of human
beings. However, human beings are incapable of bringing about their own
transformation; divine intervention is the only way of achieving transformation. As
Wilson (1973: 22-23) rightly highlights, conversionist movements are "not
concerned simply with recruitment to a movement, but with the acquisition of a
change of heart".
C The Charismatic Dimension
BCF, like other Restorationist churches, grew out of the Charismatic Movement
which began to affect the mainline Christian denominations in the 1960's. As such
there was an emphasis on the restoration of the xapla~a'ta of 1 Corinthians 12-14.
A doctrine of baptism in the Spirit as a second experience, in line with Pentecostal
teaching, was espoused. Members were encouraged to seek spiritual gifts and use
them in congregational meetings. Glossolalia, together with corresponding
interpretation and prophecy, were particularly encouraged. Whilst not insisting, in
Assemblies of God fashion, on glossolalia as the sign of baptism in the Holy Spirit,
nevertheless standard teaching was that all who were baptised in the Spirit had the
potential to exercise glossolalia. There was thus a very real tension between the
emphasis on being real in everyday Christian living and the corresponding suspicion
92 Wilson (1973: 18-30).
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of a "super-spiritual" piety on the one hand, and the desire for spiritual gifts on the
other.
D Eschatology
As well as the conversionist and charismatic strands BCF also contained a powerful
millenarian element in its early teaching. There was a sense of eschatological
imminence. Much of the rhetoric concerned the possibility of the church at large
reaching maturity within one generation and thus heralding Christ's parousia. There
was much teaching on the "Ephesians 4 ministries" of apostle, prophet, evangelist,
pastor and teacher which emphasised their eschatological role in bringing the church
"to the measure of the full stature of Christ" (Eph. 4: 13).
In addition, teaching that emerged from the Latter Rain Movement' ' in
Canada in the late 1940's concerning the "manifest sons of God,,94 heavily
influenced BCF. This teaching identified the "overcomers" of Revelation 2-3, the
144,000 of Revelation 7 and 14, and the male child of Revelation 12 with a group of
end-time Christians who would be perfected and enter into bodily resurrection in
advance of Christ's parousia. The emergence of this company would signal the final
events leading to Christ's parousia and the beginning of his millennial reign. It was
fervently believed that the possibility existed that the current generation of Christians
would see the emergence of these "manifest sons of God" and members were
encouraged to aspire to being one of this elite company."
Charles Schmitt typifies such teaching:
93 This movement began in 1948 in Saskatchewan and is named after Joel 2:23 which predicts
bl~ssing from God in terms of "former" and "latter" rains (KJV). The "former rain" was identified
WIth Pentecost and the "latter rain" with a final, great outpouring of the Spirit before the parousia of
Christ which began with the Saskatchewan revival.
94 The phrase is taken from Rom. 8: 19 in the KJV.
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In yet a further vision of this final divine purpose, John sees the 'first fruits'
brought forth upon the earth-first fruits of the plenteous harvest that is just about
to be reaped. In Revelation chapter 14, John describes this spearhead of men and
women as 'first fruits to God and to the Lamb', peculiarly set apart for the Lord
himself. First fruits are an interesting happening. Somehow first fruits heed the
call to perfection first. And as such they are the prophetic forerunners, the
spearhead of the harvest that is to follow. There is within first fruits an early
response to God's call to maturity ...
The Lord Jesus is presently pleased to call forth, just for himself, the prophetic first
fruits of that great harvest, a prophetic herald of the victory about to be born. And
these are shaping up to be those among us who are passionately dogging his steps,
in sensitive tune with him, following him with clean hands and a pure heart. 0
Lord Jesus, I want 10 be in that number."
As I shall seek to show below, the combination of conversionist, charismatic
and millenarian elements in the formative years is crucial to BCF's subsequent
development.
4 Development
Dave Day returned after two years in New Zealand working with Peter Lyne and
took over the leadership of the fellowship again from Steve Hepden. Peter Lyne also
returned to Bristol for a period in the mid-1980's. Peter, Dave and Steve, together
with their wives Linda, Rhi and Chris, formed the Bridge Ministries Apostolic Team
in 1984 with Raewyn Fraser, a New-Zealander who had worked with the Lynes and
the Days in Auckland, arriving as team administrator in January 1985. The team
began to work with a number of churches in·Wales and the West Country and also
functioned with a team of BCF leaders (myself included) as elders of BCF. In May
95
For further details see Oropeza (1995: 58-65).
96
Charles Schmitt, First Fruits. Fulness19, p. 20, my emphasis.
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1985 Bridge Ministries and BCF ran a Spring Bank Holiday Celebration just north of
Bristol - an event which attracted many Christians from the surrounding area. The
event was so successful that it ran annually for several years. The following year
saw the start of the "Apostolic School" - an annual twelve week course for
international church leaders with participants from Ghana, Zambia, India, New
Zealand, USA, Norway, Switzerland, France and the UK.
The high profile which BCF enjoyed as a result of these and similar events
meant that the 1980s was a period of rapid growth for BCF. The growth in numbers
led to the purchase of BCF's first building, the Ark, to host regular meetings. A
second building, Severn Ridge, was subsequently purchased to host training
activities such as the Apostolic School. As the church grew the focus shifted from
the small meetings in homes of the early days to much larger, centralised gatherings.
Small home groups continued as a means of providing a pastoral base for every
member but there was a significant shift of emphasis to larger meetings. The
increase in numbers, together with the corresponding increasing focus on meetings,
meant that the early emphasis on the church being a community of friends sharing
everything in common, whilst always remaining a core value in the thinking of the
leadership, was inevitably eroded. I can remember several periods in the early years
when services were abandoned altogether in order to concentrate on building
relationships between members of the church. This no longer happened once the
church grew to a significant size. The very success of the church contributed to its
increasing institutionalisation.
In addition, as large meetings multiplied, there was increasing scope for the
exercise of spiritual gifts associated with the mainstream Charismatic Movement.
John Wimber, from California, held a major 'Third Wave' conference in Britain in
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1984.97 Although at this time Wimber did not have a direct influence on BCF (few
people from the church attended his conferences), nevertheless his profile within
mainstream Renewal inevitably meant that' his teachings and style of ministry
percolated into the life of the church. Consequently, people with recognised
charismatic healing and prophetic ministries were regularly welcomed. Words of
knowledge'" and personal prophecies to individuals proliferated. Indeed, Steve
Hepden was recognised as being particularly gifted in these areas.
Thus the 1980s were a peculiar mix for BCF. On the one hand, the emphasis
on meetings, training courses, the purchase of buildings, etc. were signs of increasing
institutionalisation. On the other hand, the meetings themselves provided a vehicle
f lassic thaumaturei 99or c SSlCt t gical elements to emerge.
Another significant development which occurred in the 1980s was an
increasing emphasis on the church being involved in all areas of society. A major
element of Restorationist eschatology concerned the church coming to full stature
prior to Christ's parousia. Dispensationalist eschatology and its fondness for 'the
Rapture,' 100 popular in some parts of the Evangelical constituency (particularly the
Brethren from whom a number of Restorationist leaders came), was caricatured as
"Christ whisking a tired, defeated church off the scene before things get too bad for
97 Wimber was associated in the early 1980's with the missiological work of Peter Wagner at
Fuller Theological Seminary in California. Wimber, and the Vineyard Fellowships which arose out
of his ministry, associated the 'third wave' (the first wave being identified with classical
Pentecostalism and the second wave with the Charismatic Renewal) with a grand scale religious
awakening characterised by 'signs and wonders' as the primary means of evangelism. Walker (1998:
310) goes as far as to state: "I do not think that it is exaggerating too much to say that Wimber, and
the style and methodology of the Vineyard Fellowships, has been the greatest influence in mainstream
Renewal since the ministry of the late Canon David Watson and the hey-day of the Fountain Trust in
the I970s".
98 The practice of specifically identifying various needs within the congregation publicly,
without previously being told what those needs are, has been widely identified in charismatic circles
with the "word of knowledge" of 1 Cor. 12:8.
99 Wilson (1973: 25) identifies the thaumaturgical response in terms of the desire for miracles
and oracles. The emphasis on "signs and wonders" together with words of knowledge and personal
prophecy fit precisely Wilson's "miracles and oracles",
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the church to cope with". In contrast, Restorationist eschatology was concerned with
the church, as the bride of Christ, "making herself ready" for his para usia (Rev.
19:7). It was believed, therefore, that an eschatological sign of the imminence of
Christ's return would be the rise of the church as a force to be reckoned with by
society.l'" As far as BCF was concerned, its increasing success in terms of growth
and profile resulted in the more extreme elements of Restorationist eschatology
(associated with the Latter Rain Movement as explained above), being dropped.l'"
Nevertheless, the Restorationist emphasis on the significance of the church was an
ideal platform from which teaching from a quite different tradition could begin to
influence BCF. A number of people within BCF, who had significant roles within
the church, either visited or had friends who had visited the Institute for Christian
Studies in Toronto. A major concern of the Institute, which has close links with the
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam and is consequently shaped by the philosophy of
Herman Dooyeweerd 103 and the political thinking of Abraham Kuyper, is the social
and cultural embodiment of Christianity. This is well expressed by Nicholas
Wolterstorff in his Foreword to The Transforming Vision, a book which was read by
many members of BCF:
A deep disappointment and a profound longing motivate this book. The authors,
themselves Christians, observe that vast numbers of their fellow North Americans
count themselves as Christians. Yet Christianity is ineffective in shaping our
public life. What effectively shapes our public life and our society generally is our
100 The terminology comes from a particular interpretation of I Thess. 4: 17.
101 A. Pullin, The Sleeping Beauty. Fulness 14, p. 9 sums this up well: "Within weeks God
began to write on my heart something of the true hope of the Church; the glorious hope of a bride
made ready to meet her bridegroom ... I saw that this age was not going to fade out, closed by the
re~oval of the Church as an embarrassing failure, but that it was going to conclude in a blaze of glory
102 There was never any official repudiation of this teaching. It simply disappeared over a
period of time from BCF's vocabulary.
103 Especially his A New Critique of Theoretical Thought. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: H. J.
Paris/Presbyterian and Reformed, 1955 and 1957.
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adulation of science and technology and economic growth. Christianity for the
most part stands in the wings and watches. That is their disappointment. Their
longing is that things may be changed - that Christianity may receive social and
cultural embodiment. For in this they see the life and guidance and hope that our
society so badly needs.'?'
Walsh & Middleton argue for a comprehensive, Christian cultural vision and
call for Christians to develop specifically Christian responses to every area of
societal life. As far as BCF was concerned, this resulted in a number of members
being encouraged to form Christian businesses, and one or two began to think of
more direct involvement in politics. The most significant development, however,
was the establishing of a Christian school called Oakhill in September 1984.
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Many BCF members with primary school aged children put them into Oakhill and
the school also attracted some children from families not involved with the church.
All the teachers and ancillary staff were members of BCF. The success of the school
depended upon enormous resources from BCF in terms of time, personnel and
finance.
After the initial success of the school tensions began to develop within BCF.
Some of the elders were concerned at the significant amount of BCF resources being
poured into the school which left insufficient resources for other projects. Some of
the leaders felt more time, energy and finances should be devoted to evangelistic
outreach. At the end of the 1980s, therefore, the church began to experience
considerable, competing demands on its resources between those concerned
primarily with:
104 Walsh & Middleton (1984: 9).
lOS The vision for a Christian school emerged some time before BCF had any direct influence
fr?m teaching from the Institute for Christian Studies (ICS). Nevertheless, the ICS link proved a
stimulus to providing an environment within BCF where a Christian school could flourish.
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• the internal development of BCF, especially pastoral care and healing and
prophetic ministry;
• the external links of BCF with other churches both in the UK and in the rest
of the world fostered through the work of Bridge Ministries;
• evangelistic outreach; and
• the church affecting every area of society focused on Oakhill school.
After several years of holding the above in tension the competing demands
became too great. One of the elders, I shall call him Bob, who had championed
concentration on evangelistic outreach, left to found a new church in Liverpool.
Several members of BCF joined him in the move to Liverpool. The decision was
also made by both the elders and the governors of Oakhill school to separate the
school from BCF (the school had previously functioned under the auspices of the
BCF Charitable Trust) and a separate trust was set up for the school. One of the
results of this separation was that BCF parents with children about to start school
increasingly did not view Oakhill school as the natural first choice. The decreasing
intake, together with a decision to move into secondary education which proved
financially untenable, led to the school's eventual closure in the early 1990s. The
fallout from these two events was considerable. Bob had been involved with the
church since Patch way days and many church members could not understand the
reasons for him leaving. The school had involved many BCF people - parents,
teachers and helpers; its demise left numerous people confused and disillusioned,
particularly as it promised so much. A number blamed the leadership of BCF for
abandoning the school and, as a result, left the church. Others left because they did
not feel that the eldership was embracing the vision for the cultural and social
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embodiment of Christianity. This was the first time m its history that BCF
experienced significant numbers leaving.
Then, in 1994, the phenomenon known as the "Toronto Blessing'v'" hit BCF.
This provided a fresh impetus for many who had been worn out and somewhat
disillusioned following the sustained period of internal tension in the late 1980s and
early 1990s. It also provided a renewed focus for meetings and revitalised the desire
for 'signs and wonders' which characterised John Wimber's ministry.
However, BCF did not embrace the "Toronto Blessing" wholeheartedly. I
moved to Sheffield in 1992 to pursue further study at the Department of Biblical
Studies at the University there. I was concerned by a number of elements of the
"Toronto Blessing" and shared my concerns with the BCF elders in a series of
correspondence and meetings with them. My own disquiet culminated in the book,
The Mark of the Spirit?, which was edited by me and published in 1998. Although
the elders did not share my views, I know I was taken seriously by them as I had
been a fellow-elder until my departure in 1992. In my view a combination of
elements, including the early Restorationist dislike of anything resembling "super-
spiritual" piety, my expressed concerns and the perceived excesses arising out of the
"Toronto Blessing," resulted in the elders adopting an ambivalent stance towards the
phenomenon.
Since the outbreak of the "Toronto Blessing" there has been a marked desire
m the elders to return to the foundational, core values of BCF which include
106 This phenomenon began in a Wimber Vineyard Church in Toronto, Canada - Toronto
Airport Vineyard, which subsequently became Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship (TACF) - on 20
January 1994. In the early days it was characterised by outbreaks of laughter, weeping, groaning,
shaking, falling and strange, animal-like sounds. In the UK it is reckoned that the phenomenon began
in the Anglican church, Holy Trinity Brompton, in April 1994 when Eleanor Mumford, from the
Sout.hwest London Vineyard, shared her experience in Toronto with the congregation. For further
details see Beverley (1995), Oropeza (1995) and the official publication ofTACF, Spread the Fire.
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commitment, relationship and friendship. These core values, combined with a
renewed sense of mission, are particularly embraced in the "cell church"I07 model
espoused by Ralph Neighbour.!" The leadership are currently seeking to remodel
BCF as a "cell church".
5 Analysis
The above history highlights the complex nature of BCF' s development. It began as
a small group of people determined to be non-institutional and to prize relationship
between members very highly. Built into BCF's core values was a suspicion of
religiosity and unreal spirituality. The following statement neatly sums up the
attitude to such spirituality:
In certain circles there is a hidden law. All problems have to be resolved with a
word from God, a tongue, a prophecy or a word of knowledge. If you have a sin
problem you have got a demon. If you are insecure you were probably dropped
out of your cot when you were 131f2days old and you need the healing of
memories and so on. I am not belittling the manifestation of the spirit, but I am
coming to see that many Christians need some sane common-sense, not special
'spiritual' answers.1M
107 "A cell based structure allows each member to become a disciple and to disciple others.
While senior leadership is imperative, the ministry is not performed by a precious few paid staff
members, but by everyone in the church.
"While the church may number into the hundreds of thousands of members, the membership does not
feel lost in a sea of people. These 'gigachurches' are made up of thousands of small groups of 10-15
people who meet weekly for worship, ministry, outreach and fellowship. The difference between a
church with small groups and a cell based church is that the entire structure is based on these small
communities. They are not tacked on as a program, and no other programs compete with them.
"Cell members around the world live in basic Christian community. These small groups of people
share their daily lives. They exercise, shop, babysit, and eat together as often as possible. They invite
unbelievers to be a part of their lives as well. This daily interaction brings many to Christ because of
lifestyle evangelism and a strong witness that reaches far beyond door knocking or crusades."
The final paragraph could easily have been taken from an issue of Fulness magazine. The above is
actually taken from the web site of Ralph Neighbour's organisation, Touch Outreach Ministries:
http://www.touchusa.org/store/contentlintrocell.asp.
108 See especially, R.W. Neighbour Jr., Where Do We Go From Here? A GUidebook/or Cell
Group Churches. Touch Publications, 1990.
109 G. Coates, Being Yourself. Fulness 12, pp. 4-6 (6); my emphasis.
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As such, BCF was far from thaumaturgical in nature. Nevertheless, it has
always been a charismatic church and so embraced spiritual gifts such as glossolalia
and prophecy. From my own involvement in the church since 1974, I would say that
as Restorationist teaching increased (emphasising the eschatological role of the
"Ephesian 4 ministries" of apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor and teacher in
bringing the church to maturity) so the emphasis on glossolalia decreased and
directional or exhortational prophecy for the church as a whole came to the fore.
However, as specifically Restorationist emphases declined in the 1980's, prophecy to
individuals and words of knowledge became more pronounced. I can remember
many meetings in this period in which people were called forward and prophesied
over in a very specific manner. There was a significant shift in this period, in my
view, from the apostolic and prophetic emphases of the 1970's and early 1980's to a
pastoral emphasis which, combined with the charismatic dimension, led to a focus
on the supernatural relief of individuals' present and specific ills. In other words, a
shift to what Bryan R. Wilson defines as the thaumaturgical response to the world.'!"
The tensions in the late 1980s and early 1990s, particularly in connection
with Oakhill school, left a large number of people in the church (who had invested
enormous amounts) with their hopes dashed. Some, as a result, left the church;
many of the others experienced profound cognitive dissonance. In addition, others
who had been in the church since the early days also experienced cognitive
dissonance as a result of the failure of the House Church at large to meet
expectations. Many of the original members, myself included, expected far more to
have happened within twenty years than actually did. The original millennial
fervour has, to a large extent, dissipated. The "manifest sons of God" have failed to
110 See Wilson (1973: 24-25).
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appear! The collapse of the outward, societal focus epitomised by Oakhill school
together with the cognitive dissonance arising out of dashed eschatological
expectations created, in my view, an environment in which the already existing
thaumaturgical element could come increasingly to the fore within BCF.
The change of outlook frequently produced as a result of cognitive
dissonance often leads previously millenarian movements to adopt an introversionist
response to the world by means of voluntary social, or even geographical,
withdrawal.'! However, BCF's conversionist orientation, together with the
thaumaturgical elements already in place, meant that it did not transform itself into
such an introversionist movement. Rather, the way was open for its transformation
into a thaumaturgical movement as suggested by Wilson (Wilson 1973: 348-83).112
It was into this context that the "Toronto Blessing" arrived in 1994.
The "Toronto Blessing" is intensely thaumaturgical as can be seen from these
few quotes taken from the TACF magazine, Spread the Fire (STF):
Where do I see it going? Lois Gott had a wonderful prophetic word about how we
are now in an introductory and preparatory phase of the Blessing.
There are much greater blessings yet to come. Her prophecy indicated that we are
currently in a time similar to the ministry of John the Baptist and will soon be
coming into a time resembling the ministry of Jesus where powerful signs,
wonders and miracles will take place.
We're tremendously excited. We're starting to see spontaneous healings occur
during the meetings with no one actually praying for people. It seems as though
the Lord is taking us to even higher heights and an even greater anointing.
Particularly in England, the power of the Spirit is beyond anything I've ever seen.
It's a further call for all of us not to seek after manifestations, but to look beyond
the manifestations enjoying the bountiful and biblical root that is being produced
in hundreds and thousands of lives both in meetings and people alike.ID
III See, for example. Esler (1994: 110-30).
112 For further discussion concerning the attraction of thaumaturgy see Pietersen (1998a: 17-27).
113 John Arnott, Moving into Increasing Anointing. STF 1.3 (1995).
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Pastor Greasley tells not only of dramatic conversions, but also of some
miraculous healings of people in his church. "One woman who was admitted to
hospital to have a cancerous tumour removed was given a special release to attend
a Sunday morning meeting at the All Nations Centre. After sensing a powerful
touch from God, she returned to the hospital only to find that the tumor had
completely vanished".
Greasley reports that another woman, Lynda Reilly, had been suffering from a
deteriorating eye disease and required thick-lensed glasses. However, the morning
after attending a meeting at the Centre, she couldn't see with her glasses. On
removing them she found she had perfect 20/20 eyesight. Both cases have been
medically documented.'!"
We have seen the manifestation of God's power in this renewal, but it does not
compare to what is on the way. One of the characteristics of an apostle is the
working of signs, wonders and miracles (Rom 15: 19; 2 Cor 12:12). When
apostolic anointing is released, we will see the greatest miracles since the book of
Acts and they will draw crowds. We read in Acts that people brought their sick to
the apostle Peter just so that his shadow could pass over them and heal them.
We are already beginning to see miracles at Harvest Rock Church in Pasadena,
California. We have been hosting renewal meetings every night since March 1995,
and we have seen God touch, heal and save many.
In February 1995 a young woman in her 20's came to a renewal meeting and was
healed of severe scoliosis. She had been scheduled for an operation the following
week.
As a member of our ministry team prayed, she fell on the carpet speaking in
tongues. While she lay there for two hours, her back was completely straightened.
Amazed, her doctor ordered X-rays which showed a perfectly aligned spine. The
girl asked for a copy of the X-rays to show to her pastor. He was so delighted with
what God had done, that as an expression of gratitude, his church, Oikos
Community Church, donated $4,000 to support renewal services in Pasadena.
In another instance, while I was preaching in Sunderland, England, I felt God say
that He was healing someone's ear. A little girl came forward. When I had given
the word, her hearing aid exploded. She took it off and found she could hear
114 Gary Pritchard, British Church: Laughing in the Rain. STF 1.4 (1995).
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perfectly. Not only that, but she had also been wearing thick glasses. Her eyes
were healed as well. Ken and Lois Gott, pastors at Sunderland, report that she
continues to do well a year later."5
I have observed that in renewal God has provided accelerated emotional healing
for Christians to prepare them for the next level of anointing which will include
signs, miracles and wonders. Those of us who remain bound by self-hatred and
lack of self-acceptance, will be vulnerable to demonic attack when the next wave
comes, and will be unreliable vessels for God's anointing. If we minister out of our
wounded ness, our emotional pain will distort the anointing.!"
Whenever God moves in revival, there is always an increase in signs and wonders.
Since 1994 we have seen a dramatic increase in them as the River of God's Spirit
keeps flowing throughout the world. The Bible clearly teaches that we should
expect miracles from God today. Hebrews 13:8 says, "Jesus Christ is the same
yesterday, today, and forever". If it is reasonable to expect the miracle of the new
birth, which is clearly the greatest miracle, then it is also reasonable to expect God
to do lesser miracles and signs that will glorify His great name and draw an
unbelieving generation back to Christ. Not a single verse in scripture teaches that
God will ever cease to do miracles. The Bible is full of miracles, in every book and
practically on every page.1I7
The "Toronto Blessing" also heightened expectations of revival and
encouraged prayer for widespread revival.
David Yonngi Cho describes prayer as the key to every revival in the history of
christianity. Many believe the renewal at airport vineyard began as a result of
thousands praying for revival internationally. Airport's renewal is sustained by
prayer. Prayers include repentance, thankfulness, forgiveness and intercession for
leaders.!"
::: Che Ahn, Introducing Signs, Miracles & Wonders. STF 2.6 (1996).
117 Grant Mullen, Would the Real You Please Own Up? STF3.4 (1997).
118 John Arnott, How to Discern Signs and Wonders. STF 5.3 (1999).
Connecting with God. STF 1.1 (1995).
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Stibbe (1995: 10) believes that the Toronto phenomenon is the first sign of what he
calls "a fourth wave". He identifies this fourth wave with global revival (1995: 21-
29).
The latest evidence concerrung the thaumaturgical nature of the "Toronto
Blessing" emerged from Toronto in March 1999. Reports of people receiving gold
fillings in their teeth were published on the Internet. The following is an extract
from one of these reports:
On Wednesday evening March 3rd, 1999 miracles began happening in people's
teeth. By Thursday evening, over 50 people were on the platform at Toronto
Airport Christian Fellowship testifying to having received what appeared to be
gold or bright silver fillings or crowns, which they believed had supernaturally
appeared in their mouths after receiving prayer during the Intercession Conference.
Many received one, two, three or more, and in some cases up to ten changed
fillings! On the Saturday night of the conference, there were 198 on the platform
saying that God had given them a dental miracle. By Sunday night, well over 300
people were testifying to this unusual sign. Testimonies, even now, are continuing
to pour in.
Our leadership have encouraged people to verify these miracles with their dentists,
who in some cases, have been understandably hesitant to explain why their
patients' fillings have become so shiny and have changed in colour from dark
amalgam to bright silver or gold. In a few cases, dentists were able to show from
their records that the gold was put in their mouths previously by the dentist and not
by God. These people had apparently forgotten that this work had been done. The
majority of these incidents however, seem to be beyond explaining, other than that
God has given these wonderful gifts.
After the conference, delegates returned home and dental miracles surprisingly
began to happen to some of their friends and family members. Some are testifying
that these miracles happened while watching conference sessions on video tape.
Reports of people's fillings turning a bright silver or gold color are coming in from
South Africa, Australia, England, Mexico and across Canada and the USA. The
excitement here at TACF is electric with the news of how these dental miracles are
so rapidly spreading.
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TACF is encouraging people to obtain dental confirmations. We will do a follow-
up report in the near future and publish our findings. Meanwhile dental miracles,
along with many other healings, continue to take place at the nightly meetings.
Things that we have seen happening in Argentina and Brazil for fifteen years are
starting to happen here now. Conversions to Christ have also increased! While we
are thankful for the miracles and healings that are taking place, our eyes are on
Jesus and it is Him alone we look to and worship.!"
For many people within BCF, disillusioned with either the failure of the
church to impact society or to have reached full stature within twenty years, the
"Toronto Blessing" arrived in a timely manner to alleviate the cognitive dissonance.
If Restorationism and the societal emphasis have not produced results maybe the
"Toronto Blessing" would. Furthermore, both Restorationism and the societal
emphasis were more concerned with a corporate response - they emphasised the role
of the church as a whole. The "Toronto Blessing," on the other hand, certainly in the
initial stages, has been far more about an individual response. This, of course, is a
highly postmodern shift, but it is not my intention to analyse the phenomenon further
along these lines in this study.
However, the response of the church is more complex than this. As can be
seen below from the interviews, BCF has not wholly embraced the Toronto
phenomenon. Thaumaturgy is proving intensely attractive but it has by no means
won the day. The interviewees speak of the polarising effects of the "Toronto
Blessing". Although there are undoubtedly a number of reasons for this, I think the
crucial factor has been the leadership's own ambivalence. In addition, much of the
teaching in the early years of the church concerned Christianity being to do with the
whole of life and not just church services. One of the results of the "Toronto
119 Official Press Release dated 17 March 1999 from Toronto Airport Christian Fellowship
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Blessing" has been a proliferation of services. This is encouraged by the very ethos
of the "Toronto Blessing" which is to hold regular services in order for people to
"soak" in the presence of God. TACF itself has been holding services every night,
apart from Mondays, since 1994. It seems to me that the leadership strongly desire
to return to what they describe as the "core values" of BCF - or, in my terms, its
"tradition". Indeed the structural change to cell church represents a return to the
small group ethos that characterised the early years of the church. In the case of
BCF, therefore, it would appear that teaching and tradition are in tension with
thaumaturgy and it looks at this point in time that one of the results of the failure to
embrace the thaumaturgical response is to return to BCF's foundational teaching
(albeit with the more eschatological Restorationist emphases removed) and to its
tradition.
6 Validation
In order to check my analysis above I sent a questionnaire out to every person
selected as outlined in the next section. Second, arising out of the responses to the
questionnaire, I conducted a number of in-depth interviews utilising a standard series
of questions as prompts. The results of these are set out in the following sections.
A Questionnaire
After obtaining permission from the BCF elders I sent out a questionnaire, including
a stamped, addressed envelope for its return, to every person, resident within the
Bristol area, listed on the BCF address list for July 1999 who was also listed on the
address list for October 1991. This gave a population of everyone who had been a
(TACF) published on the Internet at: www.tacf.org/confs/archives/intercession99/pressrelease.html.
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member of the church for at least seven years. Out of this population I eliminated
three people who, from my own knowledge, I decided would find a questionnaire too
intimidating. In addition I was asked by the BCF leadership not to send a
questionnaire to one member of the church for pastoral reasons. This left a total of
249 people. The actual questionnaire used is reproduced in Appendix Two.
The purpose of the questionnaire was twofold. First, I wanted to obtain
feedback on the perceived key changes in the development of the church together
with both the perceived response of the church as a whole to those changes and the
respondent's personal response. Second, I wanted quantitative data to trace the way
various characteristic elements of a charismatic, Restorationist church have been
emphasised over time. The results would thus serve to check my own analysis of
BCF's development and provide key indicators of the degree to which BCF is
perceived to have become institutionalised.
Results
98 questionnaires were returned - a response rate of 39.4%. Although the response
rate was not high I did not consider, from my knowledge of BCF, that further
attempts to obtain additional responses would be productive. I was not hopeful, at
the start of the exercise, of obtaining more than about 25% response rate so the
actual response rate was much better than expected. From an analysis of the range of
responses I was satisfied that I had sufficient information to carry out the following
statistical analysis. For the purpose of quantitative analysis ( listed each of the key
changes mentioned in the questionnaires and ranked the key changes according to
the number of responses mentioning each change. Tied scores by this ranking were
then further ranked according to the level of significance attached to the change by
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each respondent mentioning that change. The results of this ranking are recorded in
Appendix Three.
The various emphases mentioned on the questionnaire required a score from
1 to 5 at three points in time. The data was fed into a spreadsheet by year taking
1999 as the current year; the joining year was ascertained from the answer to
question two and the mid-point was taken as:
T •• v (1999 - Joining Year).unntng lear +
2
If the result was not an integer then the above equation was rounded up.
For each year the mean of the scores given for each emphasis was calculated
and the resulting data fed into SPSS, the leading statistical software for quantitative
analysis in the social sciences. The calculation of the means and standard deviations
for each emphasis is given in Appendix Four., In order to demonstrate the trend over
time of each emphasis a curve of best fit utilising a third-order polynomial was used
for each set of data. The resulting graphs, plotting mean and trend for each
emphasis, are reproduced in Appendix Five.
The earliest year for which data was submitted was 1973; the latest mid-point
year was 1995. No data is therefore available for 1996-1998 inclusive due to the
way the questionnaire was constructed. In addition, no data was received for 1977.
A combination of the relatively small size of the church in the early years,
together with the fact that a number of the founder members have subsequently left
the church (and very few of those who remain returned a questionnaire), means that
there is very little data for the early years. Therefore, although I have used this data
to construct the trend lines, the trends for early years must be treated with due
caution. For this reason I chose to skew my in-depth interviews towards elders who
have been in the church from, or very near to, the beginning.
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II Data Set
Year Number of Year Number of
Respondents Respondents
1973 2 1986 3
1974 1 1987 10
1975 4 1988 9
1976 4 1989 38
1978 1 1990 10
1979 7 1991 14
1980 3 1992 13
1981 2 1993 6
1982 2 1994 35
1983 3 1995 15
1984 7 1999 98
1985 6
III Significant Changes
The top five changes all concerned relatively recent structural changes or changes in
personnel. 71% mentioned the recent change to a cell church organised on lines
suggested by Ralph Neighbour. 58% mentioned the related change from meeting as
relatively small, geographical communities to meeting in much larger regional
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units.l2O 23% regarded BCF joining the Pioneerl21 network of churches as a
significant event. 33% listed changes in the eldership or wider leadership as
significant and 12% noted the number of people leaving the church.
Ten respondents listed the "Toronto Blessing" as a significant change and an
equal number listed diminishing supernatural expectations, making these sixth and
seventh respectively. The 9% who mentioned growth, in contrast to people leaving,
making growth the eighth most noteworthy change, had significantly all been
members of the church for at least twelve years and the mean length of membership
of these respondents was 19.8 years. Most of those who listed growth, therefore, had
joined BCF when it was relatively small and had witnessed the period of greatest
growth during the 1980's. The ninth and tenth most significant changes concerned a
greater emphasis on mission and on youth. This is somewhat surprising as the mean
response to the emphasis given to evangelism has remained around 3.00 (moderate
emphasis) since 1987.
Interestingly, equal numbers mention "Toronto" with its emphasis on
supernatural manifestations and its opposite - decreasing supernatural expectations,
and both of these score very highly on the scale of perceived changes. This seems to
support the tension between institutionalisation and its potential thaumaturgical
subversion highlighted in my analysis above.
120 As BCF grew it developed a "cell, congregation, celebration" structure. Members met
regularly in relatively small, geographical, congregations comprised of several smaller home groups
or cells; the whole church met once a month. The focus tended to be on the congregations. Under the
new "cell church" structure the old home groups have given way to new style cells and the
congregations have been combined to form three regional units; the whole church still meets once a
month. The focus is now on the cells and the regional meetings.
121 In the mid-1990s BCF joined Pioneer which is a network of churches led by Gerald Coates,
many of them Restorationist in origin, and identifying themselves as "new churches". Walker (1998:
360) explains the concept as follows: "In fact, the idea of 'new church' is more sociological than
theological. These are independent networks, or one-off fellowships, that are outside the established
d~nominational structures. But other than being evangelical and charismatic, there is little which
bmds them together".
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IV Comments From Respondents Concerning Changes
The move to cell church has had a very mixed response as can be seen from the
following comments from respondents:
"The way cell church was brought in was a bit ham-fisted. It seemed to be that
many of the people were not in agreement to its implementation."
"I'm not in favour of cell church or the concept. We seem to have lost all
leadership. Seems as if we have to throw out 'baby & bath water.'"
"I fully support cell church."
"The principles are excellent but there is a group which find it hard to change."
"For goodness sake - can't we stick to something!! I feel the emphasis on 'cells'
and growth alienates some (i.e. mel)"
"Having been to a number of cell church/cell leader training events and read a
reasonable amount of literature I feel very positive about the cell church theory but
frustrated that it doesn't seem to be working very well. Cells seemed to be formed
and closed down and not everyone is involved. I think it's a hard thing to change
to, it probably has to grow up from grass roots."
Although the leadership clearly want the church to move in this direction it
appears that much more work will have to be done in order for the rank and file
membership to own it.
A number of comments highlighted the issue of institutionalisation:
"It is generally less friendly. More distance between leadership and those on
extremities."
"It has become more of an 'established' church. BCF is dynamic but no longer so
'alternative' as it was."
"Institutionalisation - loss of radical spirituality, conservative approach, cerebral
replaces passion. Probably the result of loss of values, average age, inertia,
boredom, settling, etc. There is little to separate BCF from a dozen other churches
in Bristol."
"The move from houses to buildings was part of the initial institutionalisation of
BCF."
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"I would like to go to a younger, more 'radical' church, but stay with BCF out of a
sense of faithfulness and wanting to please God, not 'shop around' for churches."
"We are now settlers rather than pioneers. Inevitable in many respects, due to age
changes, growth of families and spread of many of our original pioneering
concepts into the mainstream churches."
"All these [the changes listed by this respondent] have caused a loss of radical
Christian living - body expression - and created a more institutional feel."
"My basic belief is that BCF's days are numbered primarily because the people
who started the church have been unable to hand over leadership to dynamic
people. The main reason for this is that the original leaders were dynamic but they
feel threatened by the next generation."
Comments on the emphasis on social and cultural engagement, and
particularly Oakhill school, appear to reinforce my own remarks. For example, one
respondent expresses "delight" when Oakhill school started and "disappointment and
sadness" when it closed. The opening and closing of the school were the only
significant changes listed by this respondent. The following observations were also
made:
"After flirting with interacting with the world (education/social action), BCF
retreated into religious shell."
"I think what happened over Oakhill was highly significant in the development of
the church and changed the focus of teaching/belief/action. Although the
personnel of the church are today different, and the proportion of those involved in
Oakhill still in the church is very small, I believe it still has an effect on what we
do both for spiritual and other reasons."
"As new parents when we joined BCF the education of our children in a Godly
way was our primary concern. It was very much a community at Oakhill and
many of the people who were involved formed much of the energy in pioneering.
The way things simply fell apart remains with us even now. These areas now
seem to be a wasteland and are not discussed."
"Not personally much affected [by the Oakhill school experience] but it seems to
have left us without courage to pursue an agenda of social transformation."
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"[In connection with Oakhill school] I feel that the church overextended itself and
should have concentrated on the infant and primary sector, not go into secondary
level."
There were mixed comments concerning the "Toronto Blessing" which also
were not surprising in the light of my own analysis:
"Disappointment by BCF that its primary vision was unrealised. It adopted
Toronto for a new raison d'etre"
"Very welcome. Apart from the benefits to individuals affected directly, it induces
the awe and fear of God we need in our materialistic and scientific society. But we
need more."
"I am uncomfortable with a lot of the emphasis of 'Toronto' whilst recognising
that I can't fit God into my boxes. My suspicion is that the changes are transient
and probably not important in the long run. [The emphasis on mission and
outreach] perhaps faded a bit with the introverted 'shaking' and blessing/revival of
the past 2-3 years. Now seems far more prominent again."
"Have seen lives changed in ways I've not seen before (including my own). Much
deeper relationship with God. Long term fruit emerging."
"Brought a significant measure of renewing/refreshing but has not led to expected
revival. Leadership seems unsure where this should go next and has not coped
well with disillusionment on many."
"I worry about the radically different model of church implied by Toronto, i.e.
focus on big meetings."
"Overall, the vision of the church remains the same and profound movements of
the Holy Spirit (the "Toronto Blessing" etc.) have, on the whole, enriched the
church and some fruit has been long lasting."
"I always felt a spectator, a second rate Christian, because nothing ever seemed to
'happen' to me. However, 1 felt the church tried to embrace it sensibly."
"For some people the 'Toronto Blessing' has been life-changing. Personally 1
would prefer to outwork my faith in less self-centred ways. 1 find some
manifestations something 1would prefer not to happen to me."
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The fifth comment above reflects my own remarks concerning the
ambivalence of the leadership over the phenomenon. The final comment
demonstrates that this ambivalence was not just restricted to the leadership!
V Emphases
The following characteristic emphases of Restorationism:
• apostles and prophets (peak 1981);
• commitment (peak 1976 - 1981);
• the importance of the church in the end times (peak 1978);
• leadership (peak 1978); and
• serving (peak 1981)
all display a trend of steady decline with some declining more sharply in earlier
years. This can be seen from the graphs of the mean scores for each of the above in
Appendix Five. The responses are broadly in line with Walker's conclusion that
Restorationism peaked in 1984-85 and has been in decline since.122 But, as far as
the respondents are concerned, it would appear that it peaked somewhat earlier than
this in BCF.
Discipleship, another Restorationist emphasis, displays a similar trend
although the downward trend seems to have halted in the second half of the 1990's.
This trend is also seen in the emphasis on the second coming of Jesus (although this
is not specifically a Restorationist emphasis).
The following emphases follow a broadly similar pattern - rising in earlier
years and then declining steadily: deliverance from demons, evangelism, prophecy
1'2- Walker (1998: 301-15).
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(both general and to individuals), miracles, pastoral care, physical healing, speaking
in tongues, teaching and words of knowledge.
The emphasis on corporate worship, although declining slightly, seems to
have remained relatively constant throughout the period. Prayer, revival and social
justice are the only areas where emphasis has increased over time. It is not
surprising that prayer and revival should show the same trend as an increase in
emphasis on prayer tends to equate with a greater emphasis on prayer for revival in
Restorationist circles.
The overall impression, given BCF's Restorationist and charismatic origins,
is one of classic Weberian routinisation of charisma. However, this is not the full
story; the emphasis on prayer has remained fairly constant throughout the 1990s with
a mean of slightly above 3.00 rising to 3.63 for 1999. The graph for the emphasis on
revival is most interesting, revival was not high on the agenda throughout the 1970s
and the peak of 1981 should probably be balanced with the trough of 1982 (both
represent only two respondents) in the way represented by the trend curve. There is
an overall peak in 1984 which coincides with major missions to Britain by both Billy
Graham and John Wimber; this is followed by a general decrease throughout the rest
of the 1980's. There is another peak in 1992 and throughout the rest of the 1990's
the graph stays above 3.00 in marked contrast to the period 1973 to 1991 when, with
the exception of 1981 and 1984, the graph stays on or below 3.00 and spends most of
the time nearer 2.00.
VI Correlations
The values of the means for each emphasis provide a measure for comparing trends.
Ranking the means for each emphasis was not considered due to the potentially large
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number of tied rankings. For this reason Spearman's rank-order correlation
coefficient was considered inappropriate.F' Instead, the mean value of each
emphasis, on a year-by-year basis, can be considered as a scale value on a scale from
1.00 to 5.00. As a scale value, rather than a rank value, Pearson's product-moment
correlation coefficient 'r' can be used to compare emphases.l'" As this was an
exploratory study, simply testing whether the means for each emphasis are
significantly different from each other and not the direction of the difference
between emphases, a two-tail test was used.125 A table setting out the values of r for
each combination of emphases, together with the significance level for a two-tailed
test, is reproduced in Appendix Six.
The significance level measures the degree to which the identified
relationship between the emphases, obtained by the questionnaire sample and
described by r, corresponds to the relationship that actually exists in the population
as a whole. However, in this case we are looking at the correlation between trends;
the sample size of 23 does not represent a sample of the population but the number
of years for which there is data. Consequently, the significance level is irrelevant in
this case. As a result, the correlations obtained only apply to the actual
questionnaires returned. It is not possible to extrapolate from this to comment on the
population of BCF as a whole.
According to Sarantakos (1998: 395) the correlation is generally considered
to be:
123 Sarantakos (1998: 389) suggests that Spearman's rank-order coefficient should be
approached with caution when it includes a large number of ties
124 Sarantakos (1998: 392) notes that Pearson's product-moment coefficient "is the most
common association of variables scaled on an interval level".
m Sarantakos (1998: 402) points out that one-tail tests are used to consider whether one mean is
greater than or less than the other; in two-tail tests what is being tested is whether the means are
different from each other.
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• very low if r :::;;0.20;
• low ifO.21 s r s; 0.40;
• moderate if 0.41 :::;;r :::;;0.70;
• high ifO.71 s r:::;; 0.91
• very high if r > 0.91
a High Positive Correlations
The following emphases demonstrated a high degree of positive correlation:
Apostles and prophets Commitment
Discipleship
Pastoral care
Individual prophecy
Serving
Speaking in tongues
Commitment Apostles and prophets
Discipleship
Leadership
Pastoral care
Worship Leadership
Deliverance Words of knowledge
Discipleship Apostles and prophets
Commitment
Importance of church in end times
Pastoral care
Serving
General prophecy Pastoral care
Importance of church in end times Discipleship
Second coming
Leadership Commitment
Worship
Pastoral care Apostles and prophets
Commitment
Discipleship
General prophecy
Serving
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Pastoral care Speaking in tongues
Physical healing Teaching
Words of knowledge
Individual prophecy Apostles and prophets
Speaking in tongues
Words of knowledge
Serving Apostles and prophets
Discipleship
Pastoral care
Speaking in tongues
Speaking in tongues Apostles and prophets
Pastoral care
Individual prophecy
Serving
Words of knowledge
Teaching Physical healing
Words of knowledge
Words of knowledge Deliverance
Physical healing
Individual prophecy
Speaking in tongues
Teaching
None of the above correlations are surprising, given the Restorationist roots of BCF,
apart from the links between glossolalia and apostles and prophets, pastoral care and
serving. It would appear therefore that, despite protestations to the contrary, as far as
those returning the questionnaires are concerned, Restorationist emphases have been
closely linked to the most distinctive element of Pentecostalism - glossolalia. This
evidence certainly contradicts my own instincts above concerning a negative
correlation between glossolalia and Restorationist emphases. Furthermore, prophecy
to individuals is positively correlated to apostles and prophets whereas I would have
predicted a negative correlation as described above.
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b Moderate Negative Correlations
Social justice
Social justice
Social justice
Social justice
Commitment
Discipleship
Serving
Worship
There were no high negative correlations. The only correlations which scored as
moderately negative were all connected with social justice. The first three of these
are characteristic emphases of Restorationism. As far as the sample is concerned,
therefore, it appears when Restorationist themes were emphasised social justice was
not high on the agenda; conversely, as Restorationism waned so the emphasis on
social justice increased.
VII Conclusion
The above analysis clearly demonstrates Restorationism on the wane within BCF.
The charismatic spirituality which accompanied Restorationism, exemplified in
glossolalia, has likewise waned. This, together with the timing of the questionnaire
mentioned below, would account for the high ranking of "diminishing supernatural
expectations" over time. Nearly every measure demonstrates the process of
institutionalisation. Restorationism was primarily concerned with ecclesiology and
eschatology. The diminishing emphasis on Restorationist themes appears to have
enabled the church to have become more sensitised to other issues - particularly
that of social justice. However, this is not the whole story; the increased emphasis
on prayer linked with revival has to be accounted for. I noted above, on page 134,
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that prayer and revival are hallmarks of the "Toronto Blessing". It does appear,
therefore, as far as the respondents are concerned, that the "Toronto Blessing" has
left its mark on BCF in these areas. It is also my view that the timing of the
questionnaire has proved significant. Some five years had elapsed since the
"Toronto Blessing" first made its impact. This has meant that there has been
sufficient time for ambivalence over, or even disillusionment with, the phenomenon
to take root. In my view, if a similar questionnaire had been given out within one
year of the first impact of the "Toronto Blessing", there would not have been such a
high ranking for "diminishing supernatural expectations" due to the thaumaturgical
elements associated with the phenomenon.
B Interviews
I carried out taped, in-depth interviews lasting an hour each with four members of
BCF - three of whom are elders in the church and have been part of the key
leadership for many years; for the sake of anonymity I shall call them Malcolm,
Richard and Paul. I deliberately chose a number of elders who had been involved
from, or near, the beginning of BCF due to the paucity of quantitative data for the
early years and also as a check on my own perspective as an erstwhile elder of the
church. The fourth was with an ordinary member of the church who has been a
member for fourteen years, I shall call him Jarnes.126 The interview was semi-
structured in that I asked each interviewee an initial question, based on the specific
reasons each of them had joined BCF as disclosed on their responses to the
questionnaire, followed by the following questions:
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1. The church has gone through a number of structural changes over the years.
The latest change to a cell church structure was the key change listed by more
respondents than any other by a large margin. What are your own feelings
about cell church?
2. There have been a number of changes in the eldership and main leadership
over the last few years. How do you feel about these?
3. BCF is very much into its second generation with many children of long-
standing members now grown up. What effects do you think this has had on
the church?
4. How do you feel about BCF becoming a part of the Pioneer network?
5. In ranking the key changes mentioned in the returned questionnaires by the
number of respondents listing them, people leaving BCF came fifth. Why do
you think a number of people are leaving the church?
6. Sixth highest was the effects of the "Toronto Blessing". How significant do
you feel this has been in the life of the church?
7. Seventh highest was the perception that the church has diminishing
supernatural expectations. This is certainly borne out by the trend lines over
time arising out of the responses concerning the degree of emphasis given to
areas such as deliverance, miracles, healing, etc. This seems surprising given
the emphasis on supernatural manifestations arising out of the "Toronto
Blessing". How do you account for this?
8. The trend lines which emerge out of the responses concerning emphases of
BCF are very interesting. Nearly all the trends show diminishing emphasis
over time; the only exceptions are prayer, revival and social justice.
a. What are your reactions to these findings?
b. How do you account for the three exceptions?
9. Please comment on the degree to which you feel BCF has become
institutionalised.
I asked additional questions as they arose from responses to the above questions.
126 The fact that all the interviewees are male is purely circumstantial. A further two interviews
were planned with females. However, one of these did not take place because I had double-booked
myself and the other interviewee went into hospital on the scheduled date of the interview!
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I have detailed transcripts of each of the four interviews; however, in what
follows, for the sake of conciseness and readability, I present only a few stretches of
edited transcript'{' relying mainly on short quotes and summaries to convey the
interaction process.
Cell Church
Malcolm is very positive about the move to cell church. He sees it as a return to
foundational values and as a means of addressing increasing institutionalisation:
So what do Ithink of cell church? I think we [Fred, one of the other elders, and
Malcolm] together really felt that here was something that was actually addressing
some of the evident weaknesses of where BCF as a church had got to. I have
never, ever believed in cell church as a structural, organisational panacea for
anything, any more than any structural change. So I see it primarily in terms of a
way of partially recovering foundational values of the church: i.e. relationships and
community; part of recovering things like this is about living the life not just
teaching. It addresses things like the trend toward church being a meeting,
becoming more institutional, becoming increasingly conceptual in our faith, of
teaching not having really much application or a context in which it can be
applied, and it also was a helpful way really to revisit small groups without saying
"now we are going to restart home groups again". Some parts of the church had
given up on home groups anyway, other parts were still trundling on. But the ones
that were trundling on were tending to trundle on for the sake of internal needs
rather than it being valid in itself; but not really, Idon't think, achieving a lot of the
key goals of what church is here for.
Malcolm also sees cell church as a more effective way of cultural
engagement than BCF has achieved in the past:
Again cell, if we were able to implement it, and there are lots of ifs, because I don't
think we are yet, but if we were to be able to implement it I think cells actually
potentially are a means of structuring life so that you could actually have groups of
127 I edit out all 'urn's, similar interjections. pauses and false starts,
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people who take church into culture in a way that we've never done before in our
home groups. I think actually originally maybe we wanted home groups to be a lot
more like that than they ever became.
On the other hand, he recognises the difficulties the church as a whole faces with the
concept and particularly notes the tension between this emphasis and the direction
those most affected by the "Toronto Blessing" would like to take:
I think a lot of people got very hung up about cells and things ... in fact some
people do, especially those who are into Toronto, feel that we were imposing a
structural, legalistic way of doing church. I mean even if you take the meetings, we
have tried to build into some meetings elements that provide a framework and, it's
not surprising I suppose, some people perceive that as being something that has to
happen.
Richard, who is the most positive of all the elders about the "Toronto
Blessing", is more ambivalent about cell church;
I think in principle it is a very dynamic model of church growth and I do think it is
a model which, in theory at least, can sustain a rapid growth of numbers probably
better than any other model that I know of. I have been quite slow personally in
the uptake into cell church, but from what I can see I think it is good, I am happy
with it. I feel it is quite a brave step, but I also feel in our own church we still have
yet to make it really work, and there's a sense I feel in which we have absorbed the
theory but are still working out the practice and haven't adequately really got it
into our own experience as a church. I think the youth in the church are absorbing
it quicker and making it work faster. I do think there is a certain element of fatigue
that comes into people who have been in the church for a long time and have been
through a lot of structural changes some of which haven't produced the hoped for
results - you begin to feel "Oh dear!" You feel that about any change after a
certain period of time without really putting yourself into it.
Richard also feels uncertain whether cell church is the best way to facilitate growth.
Speaking of the effects of the "Toronto Blessing" on BCF, he states:
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There was a time when there was a sense of excitement and expectancy in our
corporate gatherings which I don't feel is there now. I can see that now moving
into cell church is a positive, practical step that we could take if we were expecting
to see large numbers of people coming into the kingdom in the days ahead -
that's the kind of structure that would cope with those and disciple them a lot
better and can facilitate growth, growing more rapidly, but there is a part of me
that says if we're really going to see the Kingdom of God increased like that with
large numbers of people impacted by the gospel then we have to be in tune with
what God is actually doing in the present and I don't feel we do that as much now
as we did in the past.
Paul is positive about cell church but does not want the concept to become
all-embracing:
My feeling is that cells can well express the core values of the church and what I
have always wanted is that our structures are servants of the core values and I see
cell, ideally, as being a servant of the core values. There is a danger with cells, as
I've seen in different places, that it becomes the be all and end all. So you get
phrases like "nothing competes with cells" which I personally think is a limitation
because if cells take you away from the core values, or takes people away from
their own responsibility and their walk with God then I think things need to
compete with cells.
James, after admitting to being cynical about the concept and wondering
whether cell church was any different to the home groups of the past, believes that it
is a very different way of doing things which can lead to effective mission:
So the cell thing? I was initially a little bit cynical: "well really is it any different?"
But actually the whole idea is completely different and then, as we were taught
about it and how churches around the world who are getting somewhere really
have that kind of cell structure, so eventually I got quite into it and in many ways
have been frustrated that we're not moving fast enough ... and I do feel there are
people who have seen it all before - this is just rehashing an old sort of thing -
but I've been around nearly fifteen years (long enough to have seen a reasonable
number of changes) and to me this really is a different emphasis and I think there's
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no question that BCF wasn't growing by people coming to know God afresh and
joining the church which has got to be the way to change, to grow ... But I want to
see real growth not moving people around kind of growth.
II Leadership Changes
Leadership changes were clearly perceived by a number of respondents as highly
significant. I mentioned in my brief history of BCF's development that one elder,
Bob (not his real name), left due to what he felt was a lack of evangelistic emphasis.
I also left Bristol in 1992 to pursue further study and Steve Hepden left shortly
afterwards to develop his national and international healing and prophetic ministry.
In the 1990s Dave Day handed over the leadership of BCF to Neil Edbrooke, in
order to develop his national and international links. However, Neil developed a
chronic illness which meant that Dave had to take back the leadership for a period.
Neil has subsequently recovered sufficiently to take overall leadership again and
Dave is now a member of the Pioneer network's national core team. Dave still
remains an elder of BCF.
Acknowledging the difficulty caused by these changes Malcolm states: "We
as a church have lost the key foundational ministries by and large even including
Dave Day in a sense as he's off the scene". He goes on to say:
In one sense I feel quite relaxed about change because it is inevitable. One of the
old criticisms was that the leadership never changed. At the same time I don't think
the way the changes have happened would have been either ideal or the way that
one would have chosen for it to have happened. Perhaps we were just very
fortunate to have such a variety and range of people with evident gifts and very
evident stature and we haven't had people like that popping up out of the
woodwork. I don't know why, it could be all sorts of reasons. I can think of some
reasons, but I think that made it harder for the older group, not so difficult for the
younger people, but harder for the older group who know the left from the right.
They know therefore when some less mature character gets up and starts either
saying things, or speaking or whatever ... I don't think they've always got grace for
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where they're at because they've known a lot different and perhaps they would
understand the issues a lot better. So it is a tricky one because I have found that
the Church needs to be a place where people can grow up and you don't expect
everyone to be mature and the finished article, no one is.
Richard, however, does not feel that there has been sufficient change in the
leadership:
I actually feel the changes have not been as significant as I would have liked or as
many as I'd like. Key people have left although there have been also a lot who
have stayed in eldership all the way through. I think it has given some sense of
stability to the church in that they have known some consistency in the elders all
the way through. If anything I would probably have pushed for more radical
change than what we have actually had. I would have said more young people.
Paul feels leadership changes have been both positive and negative. He
recognises that the reasons for Steve Hepden and myself moving on were very
beneficial for us but that those moves left gaps in the church which have been
difficult to fill. He does feel that there were painful, relational issues with Bob:
I think too I would see changes in leadership operating at a couple of levels. At
one level, if the going has a damaging effect because there are some relational
issues ... So I think with Bob going there were relational issues that were painful,
and so over and above any gap left by Bob there were the ripples. And I think
some people not really understanding what was going on and again, very
subjectively, never knowing how much you can tell the church because you don't
want it to create a problem for someone when there isn't one but then you are
accused of not informing people. So at one level there is the actual gap because
those people have gone, but at the other level if the going has caused an
undermining then there are difficulties. I think for Steve, I think it was right for
Steve to go because his heart and his ministry was being expressed more and more
outside. I think he left a gap because Steve has the ability to make people feel
wanted and loved ... So that can leave a gap which I don't think we've adequately
filled. And I think with you going ... there is something of the personality and the
history and team dynamic that we probably haven't adequately filled.
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James, after also speaking about the gaps left by various elders leaving and
about the pain of the Liverpool incident, goes on to speak positively about the
changes because he sees them as an opportunity for others in the church with gifts to
develop:
So I felt that the change of elders leaving, and not necessarily the vacuum being
filled, is not a huge problem in that I think there's loads of gift out there in the
church - there's loads of really talented people that God's got his hands on and
somehow we've got to encourage them into those roles ... and I think, I hope, cell
church and the greater emphasis on the small groups and gaining experience and
using spiritual gifts and all those sorts of things ... [will] develop those sorts of
things. So I feel that was difficult for the church but I think it's unhealthy for us to
focus on: "Oh my goodness! such and such has gone, we'll never be able to do that
again!" because actually I see it as an opportunity.
III Second Generation
BCF, having been around for some twenty-five years, is having to face issues raised
by the second generation. A number of long-standing members, including all three
elders interviewed, now have older teenagers and/or adult children some of whom
have chosen to be part of BCF. It is a pressing question as to how the church caters
for, and handles the emergence of new leaders from, its second generation.
Malcolm is convinced that the key is modelling intergenerational
relationships through community:
I don't know how many people in the leadership of BCF have really got church as
community in their heart or in their experience. So I think it is just the fruit, a little
while ago we were sitting down having a meal with the Ogilvies and it was quite
interesting to find that, I was his best man and he was my best man, and it is the
grace of God - this comes back to my faith and belief in church as a community
- for we have been to different sides of the world, we have been separate, we
have been together and yet we still count one another, both husbands and wives, as
very special friends. But the interesting thing is to see our kids are equally so, [my
eldest son] would count [the Ogilvies' eldest son] as one of his best friends and
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right down through the generations. So I think that's a very positive fruit of church
life.
Richard feels that it is Neil Edbrooke's family that have modelled a
successful intergenerational approach to the church:
I think the church has become more intergenerational recently than I have ever
seen before, which I feel is very largely down to Neil and [his wife] and their kids
themselves.
Paul states "there are healthy signs of us becoming an intergenerational
church". However, he is concerned that older people in the church take the initiative
in addressing any potential generation gap. Otherwise, he believes there is a real
danger that the young people will leave to form a new church:
I do see a lot of spark and a lot of impetus and motivation from the second
generation, which says at one level something hopefully healthy has been laid
when the foundations have been laid. But certainly the challenge is there for the
older people to embrace the younger people or they could end up doing what we
did 30 years ago which is to go and start something fresh because it's limited
where they are. That's a real danger I think.
James is concerned about the lack of young people ready to take leadership
roles within the church, but wonders whether the cell church structure will provide a
vehicle for leadership to emerge among the young people:
In connection with younger people taking on the baton there's not a huge number
of them it seems - I think there's a big mass out there and the key new people who
are perhaps moving eldership way doesn't seem like a big number. But then in the
cell church structure there's much more going on in the wider scene, and certainly
within my cell there is a sense of people grabbing the vision and the second
generation being into ... perhaps the cell church is the second generation ethos and
potentially can go with the baton and run another good distance and so in many
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ways perhaps we will be able to achieve some of the dreams, I hope, of people
initially in the church.
IV Pioneer
Malcolm feels that the Pioneer link has been extremely beneficial to the leadership
of BCF as it had provided a support mechanism and a perspective on the church
from outside. He also believes that BCF as a whole has benefited from the input of
some of the Pioneer leaders at main meetings of the church. He acknowledges that,
in terms of the day to day life of the church, it has made very little difference.
Richard is more ambivalent:
A bit mixed to be honest. I can see strengths in it. It has been helpful at times to
have input from the larger network that has got a wider perspective. In practice
though I'm not really sure what they contribute and I'm starting to get the feeling
that we might be contributing more into Pioneer, which is a good thing. For me
personally the issue is much more local. I think it's a lot easier to relate to churches
who are like you but from another part of the country. It is harder to relate to
churches that are not like you but are on your doorstep and that's where my heart
is. I don't feel negative about it but I don't think it's been quite the positive thing
that I would have hoped.
Paul believes that it has been important for BCF to be involved in something
bigger:
I think at the time the thinking behind it was very much where did we as a church
fit in to what is happening in the city and the nation? And although we did have
several churches relating to us, at the end of the day there wasn't anyone there for
us and we wanted to be part of something bigger that would give us a bit more of a
voice and clout and a resource.
James too believes that the positive benefits of joining Pioneer are the
additional resources and support for the elders that the network provides.
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V People leaving
All the interviewees recognise that the reasons for people leaving are varied and
complex. Because of the multifaceted nature of the issue I have reproduced the
responses in full.
Malcolm states:
I do feel that BCF years ago when we were probably two or three hundred was a
more enjoyable church than the church we grew to be. In the end size isn't the
thing but the pain is when people leave and all that goes with it too which is very
unfulfilling. Why have people been leaving? Well not in order of importance, just
as things occur to me. I think that some of the reasons have been quite simply
because there are some other churches in the city which have the characteristics or
attributes that we either used to have or which they really value but we don't have
in the same way anymore. So some people have shot off in search of charismatic
leadership ... I think BCF has struggled, and this goes back to your previous
question, through lack of leadership. My leadership over the years has been quite
hesitant and sometimes lacking conviction and that's been because of where Ihave
been at. That's as much because of what I haven't said as what I have said which
has led people to feel a loss of confidence. They don't really know if God is still
with us; certainly on the surface of things there are now other churches in the city
that are very attractive and are attracting people and one or two of them certainly
have got strong personalities who will and are able to stand in front of a large
meeting and communicate a vision in a way that certainly Idon't and can't.
So I think I am saying both a superficial thing and a more serious thing. Some
people have gone because there is a new act in town and I think some people have
gone because they felt less sure that they can trust the leadership of BCF any
more. And I haven't done much to correct that - I haven't been able to because I
have been certainly not prepared to stand up and say things that I don't really
believe and to some extent I have been personally out of step with some of the
trends and some of the things that have been happening nationally that have
caused a lot of excitement. So some people h~ve left for those reasons.
Some people have left for the reasons I have already alluded to which is more
to do with their stage of life, reaching points of decision. I think any stage of life
that is a transitional stage whether it's adolescence, or mid-life, or becoming a
parent, or marrying, or getting a job and a mortgage, all of those things are times
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where your willingness to make that subservient to being a disciple of Jesus is
tested. And some people's stage of life, and given the feeling of lack of fulfilment,
has led to them leaving the church ... I think some people have left for those
reasons, the cognitive dissonance thing, and failing to see the fulfilment of their
dreams and aspirations on the one hand. On the other hand really reaching the
stage of life where whatever God had or hadn't done in life they would still have
to make choices.
There have been personal breakdowns obviously and that's another reason why
people leave and of course the downside of being a relational church is that when
people leave they don't just leave in isolation, it uproots and unsettles the roots of
others so there's a knock-on effect. Some people have left because BCF isn't the
church it used to be in their language and some people have left because BCF has
turned out to be a different church to what they thought. So I think some people
have left because some think back to the good old days, whatever they were, and
other people I think have left because they have discovered that perhaps as a
leadership we are more committed to being an organic church than they really
wanted. And there are quite a number of people who have left us because they
want a more traditional shape to church and so we have had all sorts of arguments
about stopping meetings and not having meetings at times, issues that in the early
days of BCF wouldn't have been an issue at all. Some people have found that
really quite upsetting. Mixed into that therefore is the whole cell business and not
being sure they wanted a church that was ceJI based in the way that we have been
trying.
Richard states:
Basically dissatisfaction that expectations have not been met. I think the move into
cell church has hit hardest those who enjoyed and valued the communities they
used to have, both in terms of the leaders of the communities and members of the
communities, and many people have missed the opportunity of social interaction
and other things that they had in the community meetings and organisational life
and haven't found that it's worked for them in cells, or haven't stayed long enough
to make it work and have been attracted by other churches in the locality which
would be more traditional in structure. I think that's a key reason. But in the move
of the Holy Spirit in the last four or five years I think BCF has steered quite a
middle course and I think there are some people who have left the church because
we haven't been more in phase with that and there are others who have left because
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we've embraced it at all. I think there are some who feel that the elders are a bit
stuck, continuing to debate past issues or really haven't resolved past issues
adequately.
Oakhill would be quite a big one and I think that Bob leaving and some of the
questions which are still lingering - questions among those who have been
involved with BCF a long time - have made them think "well I've got better
things to do with my life than to sit sweating this out". I think the biggest reason
would be though the transition to cell - the loss of the communities has been
quite devastating and the relationships, or whatever else it was that could have held
them to the church, have not been there as the communities have gone they felt,
and BCF has lost them. There are other churches in the area which have been quite
successful and I think that's attracted a number of people from a church that is not
sure where it is going. I think for the majority of people that I know who have left
it has been a painful decision; it's not been something they have done lightly and
by and large they have respect for the members of the leadership of the church.
They just struggled to cope with the direction that we are going in. A number of
individual people would have left - it usually comes down to some issue or
concern that they have that they don't feel has been adequately handled and they
don't see is going to be adequately handled in the future of the church as presented.
Paul's response:
I think there are various reasons so I will ramble a bit. I think once a few start
leaving it brings a sense of demoralisation to others. So you then have a domino
effect. And I think because a lot of people joined us because we were the church to
join at one stage, it doesn't surprise me when there's another church to join they
move on. That may be cynical but I don't think so. I think some people have left
because we do tend to be middle of the road in quite a lot of our perspectives. So
for some people we would be too Torontoised, for others we just aren't
Torontoised enough! So many have left because we are not into Toronto enough
whereas some have struggled because they thought we were too into Toronto.
I think because we are a fairly moderate group of leaders in terms of
personality, style etc.- not in passion and devotion I hope, but certainly in
temperament - we aren't enough of something for some people and we're too
much of other things for others! And that is one of the ironies of life. I think people
are also leaving because change isn't always an easy thing to cope with and for
some people there has been a lot of change. So with one of the communities in
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particular, who have lost a few I think, these are the sort of dynamics that I can
see there: Tom [not his real name] stepped back from leadership to retire and he
had brought a lot of stability there. There were a lot of older people who had
related to Tom as a father figure. He stepped back and a leadership team emerged
so, even though Tom led the team, he was very much the father figure. The
leadership team which was younger came in - they weren't Tom, they didn't have
his experience, operated differently because they were younger, so some people
did not cope with the change.
At the same time there were other changes like cell church, like refocusing the
meetings elsewhere, so that was a lot of change for some people to cope with. And
some people, certainly in an area like that, which can tend to be fairly parochial,
because a lot of people have lived there all their lives, could not always relate to
what we were doing abroad, they didn't have a vision for that. So a new local
church came along and they joined that. I think some people have left because they
couldn't see the reason for changes, they couldn't see the reason for cells etc. I
think the people who were involved in another community, in the space of three or
four years they had a number of major changes. So the couple who were leading
stepped back, there was a painful time there when several people left and that
disappointed and hurt and upset some people. Then another small church joined
which again was a very different dynamic and they changed their meetings to that
church and now it's being merged into a region. So there have been a lot of
changes and some people handle change much better than others so I think that
would be a reason.
I think another reason is that many of the house churches, new churches, have
plateaued and things that we tried to bring in which were free and new to the
church scene have now been very much accepted by many. So things like small
groups, styles of worship, etc., which I think to some extent we helped pioneer in
Bristol - those would be commonplace now. So people have so many more
options now and I think new churches generally, and that would be true of us, have
plateaued. I think the excitement of the early days has gone and that's coupled with
disappointment - partly through the passage of time, partly because some of the
things we advocated have not happened so just coping with the disappointment etc.
So I think there's a lot of other factors like that which have caused people to leave
and I think too for a lot of people it's probably the right time for them to move on.
I think we have, for many people, taken away some identification points and so, in
struggling to find their identity, they would rather go somewhere else where there's
less struggle over that rather than being part of the solution.
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James states:
I feel it's almost as though they're not having their own personal needs met. That
sounds a bit judgmental but the church ethos is actually a God ethos - I think that
God is behind this cell thing and this outward looking thing and I think a lot of
people have got their agendas about what they think is important and great if ... in
fact somebody left our cell group recently and moved church and I didn't have a
problem with that at all, in fact we blessed him in our cell group because I felt he
has got a ministry. God's got his hand on him and in order to continue that
ministry he needs to move to another church which has got more people involved
in that, because he's very much involved with street work and the like and we just
don't have a ministry in that and prison work particularly. And I thought, "no it's
right for him to move to a group where ... " and in our cell group he didn't fit in ...
or rather, not because he was an oddball or anything, but just because we didn't
have that and I think he needed that in order to move on in that ministry. And so I
think for many people who've gone there 'is a sense of "they haven't got my
agenda," and people aren't willing to say "perhaps I need to put my agenda aside
for a bit and run with what is a church wide thing".
And I think BCF has been full of a lot of very gifted people who have got a lot
of enthusiasm and I think, perhaps, if BCF hasn't been very good at developing
these apprentices and that can be a fault perhaps to be laid at the door of BCF
widely - not the elders - then perhaps people have taken those talents elsewhere
because they haven't found an outlet for them. But I think a number of people have
also left because they found their power going. I think that was some of the people
who left earlier on who suddenly didn't have a role any more, or had a demoted
role or something, and felt put out by that and lots of feelings of noses disjointed
and this, that and the other which I find very petty reasons for going, but there you
are.
But there are lots of good churches there and I was naive after about two years
in BCF and thought every church has got to be like ours because this is the way to
go and then I grew up a bit and realised that it was great for me and hopefully for
some people but not the right thing for everyone. And so I have been in a number
of churches as I've grown up - all sorts of denominations as well-I'm very much
an ecumenical and I'm part of the greater church rather than thinking that BCF has
to be all and the like. Personal crises, not feeling supported, not what they think is
important, and seeing only what they see as important I think have been a lot of
issues and I'm sure there's been breakdown in relationships which has meant
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people have left. But I'm sure one of the main things is a feeling of lack of
support and so people have thought "oh I'll get support elsewhere" but there's a
whole lot of new problems in any other church so my feeling is let's work through
this. Relationship doesn't grow unless you go through difficult times and work it
out. So I feel they've gone and they're gonna miss out because they're going to
run into the same problems five years down the line. I know a lot of girls who've
gone because there aren't any blokes! There's a social thing as well and that's a
tragedy really. I don't quite know how we attract blokes into the church as
potential husbands!
VI "Toronto Blessing"
The interviewees all recognise that the "Toronto Blessing" has had mixed response
from the church. As I stated above, there was general acknowledgement that the
leadership's own ambivalence has been a key factor in this. Malcolm states, for
example: "The way that we did or didn't handle Toronto I think has contributed to
some of the pain in BCF, I don't think we as a leadership handled it very well and
again that comes back to the lack of conviction or clarity in the leadership". Richard
too states: "there's certainly been a consensus among the people I have asked that
[the leaders] only embraced it with one ann and not with both so to speak ... "
Significantly, they reflect this ambivalence in their own responses. Malcolm
reflects some of my analysis above when he compares the Toronto phenomenon with
the early Restorationist emphasis on the importance of everyday Christian living:
Even if you go back to the roots of the house Church, I think we were on the right
lines years ago when we talked about God being interested in squash and
Monopoly, and the problem with that was that we became into squash and
Monopoly and again not enough depth of God. But somehow we seem to have
veered between one and the other, so now we are ending up (at its worst you could
say Toronto is another dose of Pentecostalism) ... whereas to me the whole thing
about Toronto and what God has been saying through that and other things is I
think showing the need for far more depth in the life of the church in the West. So
I think that the "Toronto Blessing" led to a lot more people having an experience
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of something supernatural but I don't seem to see that that has led to in general an
impact on the church in terms of the church living out of an experience of God and
the Holy Spirit.
Richard, on the other hand, feels that the "Toronto Blessing" has been a
direct challenge to the institutionalising process in the church:
I think that where Toronto is impacting people and churches, mixed in with it
somewhere is the sense that we have to get out of our four walls and take the good
news out so that our lives really count in the work place and the streets. Although I
haven't got first hand evidence of these I suspect that in those sort of situations we
will be starting to see supernatural manifestations more and more, if we as a
church and we as individuals can take the gospel out into the streets. So I suppose,
having been in the charismatic movement in the Seventies, and lived with that for
twenty years, I think God is doing something new now, and the Seventies church,
which to some degree has become institutionalised and almost traditional, is being
challenged by God doing something new and something different.
Paul recognises that Toronto has been beneficial but is concerned that it has
led in some instances to self-indulgence:
And I fear, if I'm honest, that some of the people who are leaving us because we
are not Toronto enough have crossed over the line to being self-indulgent ... I
struggle with people whose life is to go to conferences just to get blessed because
we always end up as a local church feeling inferior in comparison to some of those
bigger meetings and conferences. I would say that there was something divine
about Toronto but as with anything that's divine there is always a mixture and I
think if you don't understand what it's all about you end up either with a self-
indulgent thing or the disappointed, disillusioned thing and I've seen many
churches who have either just got into the self-indulgent or they have got into the
disappointed bit because there was no real channel for that, so I think there is an
anti-climax to Toronto in a lot of places.
James echoes Paul's concerns over self-indulgence and comments on the
polarising effects of the phenomenon:
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I think it's quite a polarising thing actually - I really do. I felt there were those
who felt that this was the way to go and you've got to bang sticks and do weird
things or you're not in on it. And, as I said, for me I felt I don't actually need that.
Those who lots of wonderful things happened to felt chosen by God and those who
didn't felt not chosen by God, do you know what I mean? ... One of my worries at
the time were the kind of "tonight you can have all your problems you've ever had
sorted out" and there was this quick fix mentality and I think that's a bad thing and
that permeated a bit of the church and I think actually most of those people have
probably left because of what the church has been through of late.
VII Diminishing Supernatural Expectations
Malcolm suspects that the reason for diminishing supernatural expectations is
twofold. First, as a number of mature Christians, experienced in exercising spiritual
gifts, have left there have been insufficient role models for those coming into the
church. Second, abuse and self-indulgence has led to spiritual gifts being
downplayed:
We have got some new Christians coming into the church now and what has struck
me is that there are quite a number of people in the church who are very unsure
about how to introduce them to gifts of the Spirit because they themselves aren't
too sure or practising gifts of the Spirit anywhere. The reason I would give for the
less supernatural emphasis is because, and these are purely my latest thoughts on
it, but I think that in part it's because some of our more mature Christians have left
and they stopped in a sense exercising any kind of leadership in these things. So
there's not been much role modelling for younger people growing up and that's
still the case. So I think that a lot of our young people picked up on what is
supernatural and what isn't from all sorts of sources and some of it's just bits and
pieces - very piecemeal in a way. So a lack of mature role models would be one
reason, another would relate to disappointment in that our experience of the gifts
of the Spirit plateaued and became very limited in my view as to what they were
about and what they were for, and at its worst became somewhat self-indulgent
and superficial which has I think led to the general playing down of those things
and the feeling that it's not really had a great effect. So if we took personal
prophecy as an example, I think that has been a gift which has been used in a way
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that has been somewhat damaging to folk (great promises of who knows what), the
net result of that over the course of time is that people end up not only feeling
disappointed with God and disappointed with the prophecy but feeling that
prophecy itself is probably invalid.
Richard points out that the apparent contradiction in the responses probably
reflect the fact that the "Toronto Blessing" has not been about revitalising traditional
charismatic spiritual gifts. In this sense supernatural expectations have diminished,
but paradoxically this is directly related to the Toronto phenomenon!
When people talk about supernatural manifestations, I don't know what they're
thinking of but to me I am thinking more of the gifts of the spirit -prophecy, word
of knowledge, word of faith, healing, things like that. None of those were
particularly emphasised out of the "Toronto Blessing". What the "Toronto
Blessing" was I believe, or part of the essence of it, was people coming away
feeling they've had an encounter with God in a powerful way, and that featured
very highly in the testimony of people who have been touched by the "Toronto
Blessing". Often, although by no means always, that was accompanied by a
physical manifestation ... I'm not aware that it has led to an increased number of
prophecies or what I would call traditional 1970s charismatic spiritual
manifestations.
Paul sees this as a sign of institutionalisation. In the case of BeF he also
cites Neil Edbrooke's chronic illness as an example of how expectation of the
supernatural can be undermined:
I think that many charismatic churches are more charismatic in name than in
nature now and so even with some of the things like speaking in tongues there is
not the emphasis that there once was, and I think that influences how faith is
generated and how things happen for good or bad. So I think at one level it hasn't
been highest on our agenda. I think at another level we have wrestled with and had
to hold on to healing and believing in healing and yet at the same time have
wrestled with the suffering that people have been in. So Neil's illness would
probably typify a lot - you confess the positive but the reality is that it isn't
always happening or there's a failure to understand that the purposes of God are
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bigger than healing. So I would think that pr~bably in areas like healing that would
have affected our attitude to the supernatural because with Neil there was lots of
prayer and I found that a difficult time ... you want to give a clear trumpet call and
you want to hold on in faith, but you have got to be real when things aren't
working out, you have got to find God whether they are working out or not.
James sees this as a direct reaction to the excesses of the "Toronto Blessing":
One of my comments is that this is the classical pendulum swing. I mean to me
it's like the pendulum swung probably a bit far in the "Toronto Blessing" and now
it's gone too far the other way but with all these things one hopes the pendulum
slows down and finds the right happy medium. So to me I'm sure that is the case
now, but I have a heart that actually we're gonna get it right somewhere in the
middle when the pendulum comes back but I'm not surprised that's where people
are at the moment because there was such a big swing that way - there's gonna
be a swing the other way and that's what we're in at the moment. I don't struggle
with that. I think we'll see the more spiritual type things develop again and
hopefully not to too much of an extreme.
VIII Trends
Malcolm is not at all surprised by the general downward pattern:
My reactions to the general trend is that that's what I would have said and probably
did say. I think that they are, if you like, symptoms and indicators of the sort of
issues that I have been describing as the church grows up and has to face all sorts
of things; a sifting out of what is unreal from what is real, from what is hoped to
what is experienced, and then a marrying up of these things if possible and I think
that's the stage that this church is at. So I'm not surprised and I think that is to be
expected to some extent.
Richard believes the downward trends reflect a period of uncertainty and
discouragement:
I think it reflects that we are in a period of uncertainty. I would say that many
churches like us, and certainly partly because of the "Toronto Blessing," have been
left with questions but also other changes and structural changes have left us with
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question marks. Generally when people are in a time of change like that it's easy to
feel discouraged about a lot of things.
Paul is not convinced by the trend lines:
I would accept some of the trends more than others. I feel it's easy to be nostalgic
and say it used to be like this and I think there would be a lot of areas where we
can say it used to be like this and we feel we wish it was like it was back then. So
with pastoral care that we referred to earlier, I'm sure that ten years back there
were a lot of people that didn't feel pastorally cared for. So I feel there could be a
bit of that involved.
James believes the trends reflect the current state of the church which he
describes as "hard graft":
I think we feel our backs against the wall and therefore it's no great surprise that
the majority of people say all the magic has gone, it's all hard graft at the moment
and so I'm not surprised those trends are going down. I think a lot of the spiritual
type things are how confident do people feel to say this is what God's saying. I
think God speaks to us just as much but I think there's a sense of "I feel I've got
no energy, I've got no right to say this".
Richard echoes my own analysis when he states that the upward trend in the
emphasis on prayer is related to the effects of the "Toronto Blessing":
So those in BCF who were affected let's say by Toronto and who have as a
consequence got an increased appreciation and love for God because something
has happened within them to make them more aware of God's love for them, and
in response they want to worship him more and give him more time and attention
- the opportunity to create that space in a week to reflect on that and give
themselves to it has been one of the factors I think which has been shown here in
the response that there has been an increased emphasis on prayer.
He also agrees that the emphasis on revival is related to Toronto. Speaking of the
"Toronto Blessing" he states:
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I don't know of any time, certainly in my life, probably in church history ever,
where you have that heightened sense of expectation on such a scale, which to me
is more than any individual or group could have managed to organise.
On the other hand, Richard has mixed feelings about the social justice trend.
He suspects that this is largely related to the high profile given to certain social
justice issues recently in the church. However, he believes that there is an
underlying sense of disappointment resulting from the failure of earlier attempts at
cultural engagement:
I think actually there is quite a lot of discouragement, there's some legacy of
disappointment left over from the mid-term BCF era when we did actually I think
sense a call to, and make some response in engaging with ... (Oakhill being an
example, education, politics and business) ... to see the gospel affecting those areas
of our lives. I think we did throw ourselves into that and in many cases we've got
wounded as a result and not really understood why and I think that's left quite big
questions in some of the long-standing members of BCF. So I think we've
probably withdrawn from that to a degree but I can't deny the genuineness of the
call and the concern. So now we're not quite sure how to go forward. The gospel
has got to affect these areas of our lives but did we go about it prematurely or
lacking something that we needed to really make a difference? In our innocence
we did the best we could at the time but we have to say it hasn't had the effects we
were hoping for, so in some sense discouragement crept in. And it's still there.
Paul likewise agrees that one of the positive fruits of Toronto has been an
increasing emphasis on prayer. He also sees the emphasis on revival as a post-
Toronto phenomenon. He is not surprised by the increasing emphasis on social
justice because that has been given a high profile in the church of late:
I do think with prayer, social justice and revival those have been things that have
been highlighted currently and I do think you get faith for what you emphasise,
and we have released resources into social care ... So we have put in resources and
I think where you put resources then a profile and things get stirred up. I think
there is a growing sense in which people have been touched by the social gospel
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which is very positive. I think with the prayer there has been nationally and
internationally the call to prayer and I think that that's one of the most positive
fruits from Toronto - it has made people more aware of prayer ... As for a
revival, it isn't something we have proactively talked about in the church but we
have had a significant grouping who have been affected or impacted by "Catch the
Fire,,'28 type things, or by renewal centres, and Gerald from Pioneer has talked a
lot about revival so I don't think it's something that we have proactively pushed but
there is an environment where it has been talked about ... I feel revival would be a
post Toronto thing ...
Malcolm is simply pleased that there are some things displaying an upward
trend! He notes that prayer has been very important to him personally in the last
year. James is very excited about the increased emphasis on prayer and social
justice. He is unsure about revival but believes that if supernatural manifestations
are added to the desire for social justice then the church will once again be an
exciting place to be in:
My impression has been that we've gone through perhaps with the "Toronto
Blessing" a bit of a charismatically wobbly "let's go for the experience" rather
than "let's get down and stuck into society'.' and if on the up now is this social
action, if that surge of the Holy Spirit stuff comes in and joins that as well, wow
what a stonking church we're gonna be!
IX Institutionalisation
Malcolm acknowledges a growing institutional attitude:
I feel that there has been a growing institutional attitude so that would be my
comment to that overall which is leading to quite a bit of conflict, but I don't feel
it's all negatives, I don't even think all institutional stuff is negative but where
there's an inflexibility and an inability to pursue the purposes of God -and I think
there's an element of both there where again there is a melting pot of things
happening at the moment.
128 Conferences spawned out of the "Toronto Blessing".
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Richard's comments on institutionalisation are highly relevant to this study
and I will quote him in full:
It has [institutionalised]. I think everything does inevitably but also we are making
noises in the opposite direction. I think we have tried our hardest not to become
institutionalised but we don't really understand the dynamics which we have. We
don't really understand the dynamics of institutionalisation and so we embrace it
unwittingly and then we wake up two years later and find what was really fresh
has now become routine. So it's a tricky one; I think we have become
institutionalised inevitably which saddens me. I believe the church is called to be
non- institutional, is called to leave those things behind and to be fresh in terms of
its response. For example, when we joined the church it was no big deal not to
have meetings on a Sunday and it was certainly no big deal not to have a meeting
place! Now we do both and spend a lot of time talking about how we meet, where
we meet; if we take away the Sunday meetings a lot of people feel threatened. So it
must mean that some of the underlying values that were present in the foundation
of BCF are no longer held strongly by people who make up a lot of the current
membership.
I would love to consider getting rid of our buildings. As you grow larger you
get people who you are paying full-time which means a payroll, which means
regular income, which means tithing by standing order - that's especially a form
of institutionalisation! So in all these ways I can see that we have; and the
challenge is knowing how not to. So if you do non-institutionalising things now
you can actually be challenging the very structure of what has become BCF. And
that raises all sorts of issues.
So I suppose we need to go back to what we feel that our roots were, or what
we now feel are our real core values and express those and be willing to dispense
with some of the institutional things which grew out of a move of the Holy Spirit
but have since become living entities in their own right. Also people get older and
become not quite so radical and have more commitments so it is not easy to
respond - those would be other factors. Youth coming in will be a help, a help
because they challenge the status quo and again they don't have some of the hang
ups that older people would have. It's hard as the ship gets bigger to steer it as
rapidly as you could in the past. You've got those who are hankering for the old
days when things were smaller and you knew everyone, it's quite a conundrum.
Personally I would like BCF to be, and I would like to be, more radical in my
response again, and to challenge some of the things which are now accepted and
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just take a risk. I've found that if you do that you take probably a minority of
people with you, you will upset some and have some in between who are not quite
sure. But what hope is there for the future? Well the hope I think that there is for
the future is if we really have a sense that God is alive and God is real and
involved with us - it's hearing what he's saying and doing and responding. Again
that means different things to different people and holding it all together is a tricky
one. I feel quite challenged because with the rise of the number of young people
and the evident sense of commitment and passion that they have, which I
wholeheartedly embrace, often people talk about handing on the baton but I'm not
ready to give it up yet! I'm embracing them and wanting them to come on, but I'm
not ready to let go of something yet because Idon't feel I have run it all and there's
a sense I feel that if I hand on the baton what is there left for me other than
retirement and sitting on the sidelines watching? So I resist that aspect of it, but I
want to embrace the coming alongside of the youth and I fully support all that that
entails but don't feel that my generation - I don't feel that our race is over yet;
obviously we've got things to do like passing on experience for those who are new
and younger but I don't think that's all. Ithink there's still new ground to take and I
want to be part ofthe taking of it! So that's quite a challenge.
Paul's response too is worth quoting in full:
I find that the heart of the core leadership is not to become institutionalised. Many
people find greater security in what they can put in a box and understand. I do
though think we have drifted towards institutionalisation because we have got a
body of people that would pull us that way. And I feel also because of size and
structures, you end up having to have structures and the minute you have structures
you end up with an institution. I don't think it is wrong to have an institution, it's
when you serve that institution and nothing can change that I think it is wrong. I
think that in organic life the body needs a skeleton, you need structures, it's that
invisible point at which the structures become an institution and when the
institution dominates. I think the heart of the leadership is to be flexible; I certainly
would not want change for change's sake but I think the church is going to grow
and develop, and change is inevitable because God is changing us. I feel that if you
lose the flexibility to change then I think you become institutionalised.
I think more recently we have identified some sacred cows and we are trying to
touch the ... perhaps I can explain it another way. I think in the early days of the
church people joined because partly of a sense of God doing something new, but
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partly because of the core values. Then as the church grew, and I do think over the
years generally the quality of the meetings has been good, and people have joined
because of the meetings and the activities and the projects, so when we revisit the
core values people say "but we didn't join for these". And I think we are at that
stage where, because some of the core values have been a bit dormant, as we have
tried to revisit them we have realised people did not join because of them, they
joined because they liked the institution. I think the challenge is how can we make
sure we can stay flexible and how can we make sure that we could identify those
who want to change but find it difficult and how to make sure that we are not just
changing for change's sake because things have not been working like we want?
But I think the shape of the church has got to change for the next century and with
people leaving at times it would have been easier to revert back to what people are
comfortable with and kept everyone, but I think we would have become more
institutional had we done that.
Interestingly, James, the only non-elder interviewed, does not sense that the
church has become institutionalised. He bases his comparison on other established
churches. He acknowledges though that he might feel differently if he had been
involved from the start:
I'm sure if I was one of the people who was there originally and is still here I
might have an impression that it's more institutionalised than I've got from where
I'm looking at it '" I've seen it as a church that has continued to - it's never stood
still and I think if anyone says "gosh we've become institutionalised" go to any ...
(I won't mention any particular churches but there's a hundred you could go to and
that's institution for you). To say that our church is becoming institutionalised
compared to other churches is barking mad because it hasn't at all.
7 Conclusion
The above responses clearly highlight the fact that BCF is in a state of transition.
The move to becoming a cell church was the key change listed by more respondents
than any other, yet it is clear that the church as a whole has not yet embraced this
change. Cell church is the direction the leadership as a whole wish to go but even
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among the leadership there is some tension here. Richard, for example, can see the
advantages of the cell church structure to facilitate rapid growth but wonders
whether structural change is sufficient to produce such growth. He believes that to
see rapid growth the church needs "to be in tune with what God is actually doing in
the present". That, for him, appears to include being more in tune with the "Toronto
Blessing". He specifically states that the effects on the life of the church of the
"Toronto Blessing" have not been as significant as he would have liked.
BCF appears to have coped with the various leadership changes despite the
recognised gaps left by the departure of some key leaders. Bob's departure
particularly had a very negative effect on the church at the time. James, however,
recalls that Bob returned on one occasion to speak and sees that as an important
healing process:
... and because Bob was very ... he was a real evangelist ... and hearing in
retrospect the things he says on coming back from Liverpool and the things that
are happening there and thinking, "gosh that could have been happening here!"
We really missed out on that and I think when he came and spoke, I remember not
long after he had gone, or maybe it was a couple of years whatever, and he could
hardly speak he was in real tears about it and really thinking, "gosh that was really,
really difficult because this has been his real spiritual home".
There were certainly concerns expressed about the lack of emerging
leadership from the second generation. Paul, in particular, is concerned that the BCF
young people will move elsewhere or start cl new church due to the older people
failing to "embrace" them. James too does not feel there are sufficient numbers of
youth "taking on the baton". This is a critical area for the church at the present time
it seems.
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The interviewees on the whole agree that the "Toronto Blessing" has had a
polarising effect on the church and has been one major factor in people leaving BCF.
Interestingly, James characterises those who have left the church over the "Toronto
Blessing" as being "quick fix" people as opposed to those who have stayed who
demonstrate "depth of character". Paul describes them as "self-indulgent". Malcolm
laments the fact that the thaumaturgical emphasis of the "Toronto Blessing" has not
"led to in general an impact on the church in terms of the church living out of an
experience of God and the Holy Spirit". He goes on to talk about the importance of
a Christ-centred life. Richard, on the other hand, is not surprised that some have left
due to other churches emphasising the "Toronto Blessing" more. He is disappointed
that there is no longer " a sense of excitement and expectancy in our corporate
gatherings".
The three interviewees who were critical of some of the effects of the
"Toronto Blessing" certainly did not condemn the phenomenon outright. Their
attitude is far more ambiguous. James, citing the experience of a cynical friend,
states as a result: "I thought there really is' something in the "Toronto Blessing"
because this guy was a no-hoper and he's been absolutely transformed ... " Malcolm
acknowledges the experience of the supernatural arising out of the "Toronto
Blessing" as a work of the Holy Spirit, and Paul begins by stating that one result of
the "Toronto Blessing" for many people was that it restored or rekindled their
passion for Jesus. This very ambiguity over the "Toronto Blessing" has been a
factor in people leaving as both Richard and Paul acknowledge.
James, Malcolm and Richard all agree that the general downward trend in
most emphases reflects a church struggling with transition; James adds that the
prolonged nature of this struggle has left many people tired and lacking in
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confidence. Paul is more cautious about the results and wonders whether the
responses to the questionnaire reflect more of a sense of nostalgia for the past than
an actual downward trend. This might be true if the sample size were significantly
smaller but the size of the response calls into question Paul's caution over the results.
None of the interviewees were surprised by the three exceptions to the general trend
as all agreed that prayer and social justice have been particularly emphasised of late
and that the emphasis on revival has followed the "Toronto Blessing".
The responses to the degree to which BCF has become institutionalised were
mixed. Richard feels more strongly than the others that the church has
institutionalised, although he acknowledges that "we are making noises in the
opposite direction". Malcolm too sees "a growing institutional attitude" and Paul
recognises the institutionalising process but argues that it is not the desire of the core
leadership to become institutionalised. Interestingly, it is the three leaders who
recognise the degree of institutionalisation. Richard's response, in particular, picks
up the argument of this whole thesis. He recognises that institutionalisation is
inevitable but also argues that counter-institutionalising forces are often present to
challenge that institutionalising process:
Any corporate thing which involves people inevitably institutionalises over time.
would also add in that God sends new things, or picks the church up by its boot
straps, or does something which challenges that institutionalising process.
Furthermore, whatever their specific 'views on the "Toronto Blessing," the
respondents all positively embrace the desire for more of the miraculous. James
believes that "miracles will start happening that really change the world ... "
Malcolm argues that being a Christ-centred church is the environment "for the
experience of all sorts of supernatural elements ... " Richard suggests that if the
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church takes the gospel out into the streets "we will be starting to see supernatural
manifestations more and more ... sooner or later we are going to see people getting
healed as they are prayed for in the shops and in the street and things like that ... "
Paul acknowledges the need to hold onto the belief in healing in the midst of lack of
evidence for healings.
The current stage in BCF's development can be usefully analysed by means
of O'Dea's model (1961). BCF was certainly founded in what O'Dea terms a
"charismatic moment". Since then the church has undoubtedly experienced the
dilemma of mixed motivation. Paul's comments concerning people subsequently
joining the church because of the meetings, activities and projects and the
recognition that there has to be a return to the "core values" highlight this. In
addition, there has been an objectification of ritual as can be demonstrated by the
high ranking of "professionalisation of worship" in Appendix three. The response to
this has been mixed - there is a recognition that worship has to be much more
"professional" given the large numbers, but this is accompanied by a sense of
alienation as people feel less personally involved in acts of worship. The "Toronto
Blessing" can be seen as a reaction to this as its emphasis on personal response does
lead to more "democratisation" of worship. O'Dea's third dilemma, that of
administrative order, has clearly affected churches such as BCF as argued by me in
Pietersen (1998a: 19-21). As the church grew the initial charismatic authority was
inevitably transformed into bureaucratic authority and this change, together with the
influence of growth and business management strategies, resulted in exhaustion and
burnout in some cases. The "Toronto Blessing" has been a way in which this
dilemma has been countered with its demand for a return to the charismatic moment
as well articulated by Richard. O'Dea's fourth dilemma concerning delimitation has
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been paraphrased by Mathisen (1987: 304) as "the dangers of watering down the
original versus a rigidly literal adherence to it". In the case of BCF, it is the former
which has proved problematic and there is a general recognition by the leadership
that there has been a diminution in core values. Finally, O'Dea's fifth dilemma,
concerning power, is too closely modelled on Troeltsch's church-sect typology.
O'Dea speaks of the use of power to reinforce the position of a religious organisation
within society and cites both Catholic and Protestant confessional states with their
"union of throne and altar" (1961: 37). However, this is unlikely to be a problem in
a sectarian response to the world and certainly has not been a dilemma as far as BCF
is concerned. Nevertheless, O'Dea's fifth dilemma can be modified to encapsulate
the concept of success. Certainly, during the period in which BCF grew rapidly and
as such became "successful" there was an inevitable tendency to seek to maintain the
strategies that led to such growth. Numerical growth led, for example, to the
demand for buildings and the purchase of buildings, as rightly acknowledged by
Richard, was a clear sign of the institutionalising process. Subsequent events, with a
number of people leaving and the church diminishing in size, means that this is not
at present a major factor in the institutionalising process.
O'Dea's model highlights the factors involved In the ongoing tension
between the memory of, and demand for, the charismatic moment on the one hand,
and the institutionalising process on the other. The responses of the interviewees
confirm that there is an ongoing process of institutionalisation in tension with
counter-institutionalising developments. Given the comments concerning the "quick
fix" mentality or the "self indulgence" of those who have left the church to pursue
the "Toronto Blessing" it might be said that the leadership, in the light of Toronto,
wish to espouse, in the language of the Pastorals, virtues such as EOOEI3Eta. and
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aco<!>poauvll! Nevertheless, thaumaturgy still has its attractions - there is still a
desire amongst the leadership to see more signs and wonders in evidence. It would
appear then, in the case of BCF, that the tension between teaching, tradition and
thaumaturgy continues to be played out in its development.
This tension between the continuing demand for the charismatic moment and
the process of institutionalisation, as borne out by the responses of the interviewees,
is also highlighted by the responses to the questionnaire. This needs additional
comment in the light of my observation on page 150 in connection with the
questionnaire that "[njearly every measure demonstrates the process of
institutionalisation". As stated on page 141, equal numbers of respondents listed the
"Toronto Blessing" and decreasing supernatural expectations as key changes which
have taken place in the development of BCF. The trend lines for emphases such as
deliverance from demons, prophecy, miracles, healing, speaking in tongues and
words of knowledge all support the perception of those respondents who listed
decreasing supernatural expectations as significant. This downward trend continues
despite the impact of the "Toronto Blessing" in 1994. As can be seen from
Appendix Four, the mean emphasis on deliverance from demons is below the overall
mean of 2.25 throughout 1994 to 1999; this is true also of physical healing, speaking
in tongues and words of knowledge. General prophecy, miracles and prophecy to
individuals all have mean emphases greater than the overall mean in 1994 but lower
than the overall mean in 1995 and 1999. So, despite ranking just above diminishing
supernatural expectations in the overall ranking of key changes in Appendix Three,
the highly thaumaturgical "Toronto Blessing" has not reversed the trend of
diminishing emphasis on miracles and oracles as far as the respondents to the
questionnaire are concerned.
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This, on the surface, would appear to indicate that, in the case of BCF,
thaumaturgical demand as exemplified by the "Toronto Blessing" has proved highly
ephemeral and has not subverted the institutionalisation process. However, the fact
remains that a sufficient number of respondents listed the "Toronto Blessing" as one
of the five key changes impacting the development of BCF to place it sixth in the
overall ranking. This perception of the significant impact of the "Toronto Blessing"
despite its seeming failure to halt the declining emphasis on miracles and oracles
requires some explanation. One key factor has been the ambivalence of the
leadership over the "Toronto Blessing" as indicated above. The "Toronto Blessing"
has sufficiently affected the lives of a number of people within BCF to be perceived
as having a significant impact. Consequently, if the leadership had unequivocally
endorsed this movement I have no doubt that the downward trend in connection with
the emphasis on miracles and oracles would have been reversed. This is further
borne out by the emphasis on revival, as I have suggested on pages 150-51. The
overall mean emphasis on revival was 2.92. In marked contrast to the various
indicators of the emphasis on miracles and oracles mentioned above, the emphasis
on revival has remained consistently higher than the overall mean since 1992. The
increasing emphasis on revival thus predates the "Toronto Blessing" but appears to
have been sustained by it. It is important to note that, in the context of the "Toronto
Blessing", the expectation of revival is not simply that of significant numbers being
converted to Christianity. In the words of John Amott, senior pastor of TACF,
quoted above on page 134, "Whenever God moves in revival, there is always an
increase in signs and wonders" (my emphasis). The analysis is thus highly
revealing. The effects of institutionalisation are so profoundly felt that there is a
general perception that the emphasis on signs and wonders has decreased.
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Nevertheless, there is a simultaneous increase in the expectation of revival with signs
and wonders seen as an integral part of such revival. The increased emphasis on
prayer, as I have suggested above, is also directly connected with concern for
revival. So, although signs and wonders are apparently not currently experienced in
the ongoing life of the church, there is an increasing hope that they will soon be
experienced in the context of revival.
The development of BCF over the last twenty-five years clearly demonstrates
the process of institutionalisation at work. However, the impact of the "Toronto
Blessing" and the continuing emphasis on revival in its wake suggest that the
charismatic moment is still cherished in the life of the church and that
thaumaturgical demand remains a significant factor within the congregation.
The evidence of this case study suggests, therefore, that institutionalisation
and the intensification of the thaumaturgical response can occur simultaneously
within a conversionist sect. In the following chapter I shall argue that this tension
between institutionalisation and thaumaturgical demand is present at the time of
Ignatius. I shall then argue in chapter six that if this was true of the church of
Ignatius' day then it could also be true of the communities addressed by the
Pastorals. The Pastorals, I shall argue, emphasise teaching and tradition in the face
of what the author perceives to be unacceptable thaumaturgical demand.
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Chapter Five
Second Century Developments: Ignatius, Proto-Montanism and
Montanism
Introduction
The notion that the Pastorals reflect increasing institutionalisation and the emergence
of "early catholicism" is widespread in the scholarly literature. Dunn (1998: 598),
for example, states: "It is no surprise, then, that already in the unanticipated second-
generation Pauline churches (the Pastorals) we see the familiar second-generation
pattern of routinization of charisma and institutionalisation of authority". If this is
considered true of the Pastorals, it is almost universally claimed by New Testament
scholars that, by the time of Ignatius, the process of institutionalisation has
triumphed over Paul's notion of the church as charismatic community.l " In chapters
three and four I have described a developmental model which suggests that In
charismatic communities the inevitable routinisation of charisma over time IS
accompanied by increased thaumaturgical demand. It remains an open question, as
far as this model is concerned, whether this dialectic results in the total subversion of
the institutionalising process, the final triumph of institutionalisation, or a continuing
tension between the two. In this chapter I shall argue that the tension is still present
at the time of Ignatius, that the institutionalising process is later subverted by
Montanism and that the emergence of Montanism itself served, in tum, to accelerate
institutionalisation.
129 Von Campenhausen ( 1969) remains one of the classic expositions of this position.
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If the tension between the routinisation and intensification of charisma is still
present by the time of Ignatius then, according to the model, it will undoubtedly be
present in the Pastorals. I shall then finally be in a position to examine the Pastorals
from the perspective of this developmental model.
2 Ignatius and the Demand for Charisma
Even a cursory reading of the seven letters of Ignatius cornpnsmg the middle
recension'<" reveals the importance of the role of the bishop to Ignatius. He has
rightly been regarded as an early champion of monepiscopacy. Nevertheless, a
sociologically sensitive reading of Ignatius would want to question the scholarly
consensus that Ignatius is merely reflecting the contemporary structure of the
churches in Syria and Asia. His need to emphasise the priority of the bishop more
likely indicates that this was a contested concept and that the Ignatian vision of
monepiscopacy was yet to become the norm. Indeed, indications of some tension
between bishops and their congregations do appear in the letters.131 Furthermore, the
letter to the Romans does not even mention a bishop. 132
A Ephesians
I shall argue in chapter six that the Pastorals' address to communities in Ephesus and
Crete should be treated as authentic. I shall, therefore, in the light of this,
concentrate on Ignatius' letter to the Ephesians before looking at his letter to the
Philadelphians (which contains the primary evidence for the relevance of my model).
no Now widely accepted as authentic. See the discussion in Trevett (1992: 9-15).
nl E.g. £ph. 2:2; 5:2; 6; 15; Magn. 3-4; 6; 7: I; Trail. 2-3; 7:2; Smyrn. 8; 9: I.
132 The most likely explanation of this is that the church in Rome did not have a single-bishop
structure when Ignatius wrote. See Trevett (1992: 91-92).
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It is obvious that there are problems between the congregation and its leadership.
Ignatius has to urge them to love their bishop (l :3) and to be "in tune" with the
bishop and the presbytery (4: 1-2). Some are apparently meeting together outside of
the officially approved meeting place (5:2). In these meetings (which of course are
without the bishop being present) they emphasise prayer which has power (5:2;
10'x,uc;). Ignatius seeks to deal with this by emphasising how much more power
there would be if the bishop and the whole congregation were involved (5:3).
However, from what follows, it seems clear that those emphasising "powerful
prayer" are opposed to the bishop (5:3b).
Although Ignatius praises the Ephesian Christians for the fact that no heresy
is to be found among them (6:2; 9: 1; echoing Rev 2:2?), he is obviously concerned,
like the author of the Pastorals, about those who "corrupt households" (16: 1; oi
01 Ko<l>86pOl). As in the Pastorals, Ignatius appears to be combating opponents from
within-they are "accustomed to carrying about the Name" (7: 1). It is possible that
those who meet for prayer without the bishop are precisely those whom Ignatius sees
as corrupting households. He writes that the former are among the arrogant whom
God opposes (5:3).
There are additional connections with the Pastorals. Interestingly, the only
occurrence of the entire ccoop- word group .(O'w<l>pocruvrn in Ignatius is found in
10:3. This word group occurs ten times in the Pastorals. Furthermore, Ephesians
contains the only reference to magic (J.1CLy£la) in Ignatius (19:3). I shall argue in
chapter six that the author of the Pastorals considers the opponents as "workers of
magic". The most significant connection, however, concerns the emphasis on
"silence" which is also to be found in 1 Tim 2: 11-12.
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B "Silence" in Ignatius
Ignatius mentions the "silent" (crlyac.o) bishop in Eph. 6:1 and Ph/do 1:1 and
"silence" (crlc.onac.o/crlyac.o/t,crUX,ia.) more generally in Ephesians 15. The
meaning of "silence" in Ignatius has been disputed. Chadwick, for example, argues
that for Ignatius God is silence (Eph. 19: 1;Magn. 8:2) and the bishop corresponds to
God (Eph. 5:3; Magn. 6:1; Trail. 3:1; Smyrn. 8:1-2); therefore, the bishop's silence
reflects God's silence (and in tum reflects certain Gnostic parallels).133 Schoedel
(1985: 56) suggests that it refers to the bishop's ineloquence resulting in a lack of
ability to argue effectively against false teachers. This suggestion fails adequately to
account for why Ignatius should praise the bishop's silence. Trevett (1992: 128-29),
in my view, provides the most persuasive argument. She notes that in Ph/d. 1:1 the
bishop's silence is contrasted with those who talk vainly.l " Similarly the words and
deeds of the teacher are contrasted in Ephesians 15. Eph. 15:2 is concerned with
those who truly apprehend the word of Jesus. Trevett argues that precisely what is at
issue is the question: who has the authority to teach? For Trevett, Ignatius is here
arguing that Jesus' teaching and example had not always been correctly understood
and transmitted. "Silence", therefore, reflects an attitude of desiring to learn as in 1
Tim 2: 11. The passage thus engages with the debate about teaching and prophecy
which was going on in Ignatius' time. Those authorised to teach and prophesy are
those who have through "silence" learned to apprehend the word of Jesus.
Furthermore, the passage concerning the bishop's silence in Eph. 6: 1 is
immediately followed by an endorsement of the bishop as one sent by "the master of
I3J H. Chadwick. "The Silence of the Bishops in Ignatius". HTR 43 (1950).169-172; cited in
Schoedel (1985: 57) and Trevett (1992: 128-29). Neither Schoedel nor Trevett find this convincing.
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the house to manage his own house". As such the bishop is to be welcomed just as
the one who sent him would be welcomed, and the bishop is to be regarded as the
Lord himself. This passage should be compared with Didache 11-13. Here it is
apostles and prophets who are to be welcomed as the Lord himself would be
welcomed. If Trevett's conclusions are right (that the final form of the Didache is to
be dated to the first quarter of the second century CE and that it is of Syrian
provenance), then it is highly likely that Ignatius knew the work in some form.135 So
for Ignatius the silent bishop is to be received in the same way as the Didachist urges
for apostles and prophets.
The need for Ignatius to support the bishop's silence in Eph. 6: 1 and Phld.
I: I suggests that the Ephesian and Philadelphian Christians were unimpressed by it.
The support for the bishop's silence in Eph. 6: 1 comes immediately after reference to
gatherings of "one or two" apart from the bishop offering a "prayer of power" (Eph.
5:2). The bishop's "silence" must therefore be seen in this context and it is thus
likely that those gathering apart from the bishop were unimpressed with his ability to
offer powerful prayers. Trevett's conclusion that the bishop's silence "was
understood [by charismatic Christians in the congregations] in terms of failure to
provide spiritual leadership and sustenance, especially in terms of prophecy" (1992:
195) is persuasive.
114 "~l(x:t(ltU AUAOUV'tWV";cf. 1 Tim I :6; Titus I: 10.
115 N iederwimmer (1998: 52-54) finds "no compell ing reasons" to reject the hypothesis that the
final form of the Didache should be dated around 110 or 120 CEo However, he is not as convinced as
Tr~~ett about its Syrian provenance; he is unable to decide between an Egyptian, Syrian or Palestinian
ongm, Jefford (1995) concludes that it is very plausible that Ignatius knew some early form of the
Didache and even more likely that he was familiar with materials and traditions used by the
Didachist. He considers it only "remotely possible" that Ignatius knew the Didache in its present
form.
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C Philadelphians
It is the letter to the Philadelphians which is of crucial significance in connection
with the emergence of proto-Montanism. For Ammia, the female prophet
remembered by catholics and Montanists alike, came from Philadelphia.!" She was,
quite probably, a contemporary of Ignatius .. Already, in the inscription, Ignatius
finds it necessary to single out for praise those who "are at one with the bishop and
the presbyters and deacons who are with him". The bishop, due to his "silence",
appears to need Ignatius' endorsement (Phld. 1:I). There seem to be Philadelphian
Christians who celebrate the Eucharist apart from the bishop, much to Ignatius'
disapproval (Philadelphians 4). The whole letter points to considerable tension in
the church at Philadelphia: this is particularly evident in Philadelphians 7. Here
Ignatius recalls his prophecy that the Philadelphian Christians should "pay attention
to the bishop and to the presbytery and deacons". Trevett persuasively argues that
the letter also indicates considerable strain in the relationship between Ignatius
himself and the Philadelphian Christians:
First, Ignatius did not write of the endurance of Philadelphian Christians, such as
we find in the greetings and exhortations of all the other epistles (Eph. 3: I; Magn.
I :2; Trail. I: I; Rom. 10:3; Smyrn. 12: I; Pol. 3: If.; 6:2) ... Secondly the use ofaxio
compounds is interesting. These occurred in his descriptions of other churches but
again they were absent from the Philadelphian letter, except for axiopistoi in 2:2
(cf. Pol. 3:1) describing errorist 'wolves' [who are seemingly trustworthy] ... We
must assume that given his experience while halted in Philadelphia his less
fulsome praise of its church was due to a sense of wrong to himself."7
The combination of opposition to the bishop, hostility towards Ignatius, his
mention of having prophesied, and his support of the "silent" bishop suggests to
136 Eusebius, HE v.17:2-3.
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Trevett (1992: 194-99) that Ignatius encountered opposition from charismatic
Christians, particularly at Philadelphia, profoundly concerned about his
monepiscopal emphasis.v" Church order was thus by no means a settled issue in
Ignatius' time although his view eventually triumphed.
o Conclusion
Ignatius' undoubted championing of monepiscopacy should not be taken as
providing evidence of the actual structure of the churches in Asia Minor and Syria
addressed. Rather, the writings of Ignatius should be regarded as prescriptive and
not descriptive of the prevailing situation .. The picture emerges of a church in
transition with itinerant apostles and prophets still on the scene but with an
increasing emphasis on residential offices. In this transitional climate there was
clear suspicion of residential offices as reflected in Didache 15 and in the letters of
Ignatius. Ignatius' view of church order was thus contested. The tension that Trevett
finds between the hierarchical structure favoured by Ignatius and the views of his
charismatic opponents is precisely what the developmental model I have outlined
suggests.
3 Proto-Montanism
If Trevett's arguments are accepted (1996: 15~45), Montanism emerged in the region
east of Philadelphia in the 160s CE.139 To describe the opponents in the Pastorals as
"proto-Montanist" in the way Ford (1971) does without proper nuancing is,
137 Trevett [1992: 96].
118 Trevett argues that Ignatius combats three groups in his letters: docetics, judaizing Christians
and (Johannine?) charismatics.
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therefore, problematic. Nevertheless, it is appropriate to seek to trace the
antecedents to the emergence of Montanism proper on the basis that it is highly
unlikely that the movement simply emerged out of nowhere. According to Eusebius'
anonymous source, the Montanists regarded themselves as heirs to a prophetic
succession traced from Agabus to Judas, Silas, the daughters of Philip, Ammia,
Quadratus and on to Priscilla and Maximilla (HE v .17 .3-4). Quadratus and Ammia
are specifically associated with Philadelphia by Eusebius' anonymous source. In this
connection it is significant that the church in Philadelphia is addressed by Ignatius in
a way which suggests that he encountered some degree of opposition there.
Trevett (1996: 37-42) has persuasively argued that the prime opponents of
monepiscopacy as advocated by Ignatius can best be labelled as "proto-Mcntanist".
The issues involved in the debate with Ignatius are precisely those which re-emerged
in the catholic-Montanist debate several decades later.140 She concludes:
I have been arguing for more than a decade that Ignatius was opposing (what he
regarded as) false teaching on more than one front. Lines of demarcation are not
always easy to draw, yet it seems to me that his letters to Asia witness to the
discomforting presence of just the kinds of Christians whose descendants would
have welcomed [Montanism]. Most significant of all, Philadelphia was where he
met strongest opposition, and that town is a common factor linking the
Apocalypse, the Ignatian letters and Montanism. According to his letters there
were difficulties for Asian bishops in other churches too, notably in Ephesus and
Smyrna. It does not seem to me coincidental that these were places to which the
Seer had addressed letters.
IW Tabbemee (1997: 53) is unconvinced of the Philadelphian origin of Montanism; he suggests
that the movement probably originated in Phrygia rather than Lydia. He does, however, suggest that
Montanism emerged around 165 CE (1997: 17).
140 Trevett (1996: 38-39) lists: Scripture and the nature and content of the gospel
(~hiladelphians 7-8); the importance of visionary and other charismatic gifts, especially for the
bishop (Eph. 5: 1-2; 20; Trallians 4; Philadelphians 7; Pol. 2: 1-2); celibacy (Polycarp 5); prophecy
(~hiladelphians 7) and failure to participate fully in the life of congregations gathered round their
bishops (Ephesians 2-3; 5:2-6: 1; Phld. 6:3; 8-9; Polycarp 6).
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Montanus' bid for the public sphere half a century or so later must have come
In relation to something which already existed. Was he part of a tolerated
prophetic conventicle whose relations with catholic clergy had been relatively
unstrained up to this time? ... That is an option I favour (1996: 39).
Thus the letters of Ignatius, far from providing evidence for a thoroughly
institutionalised church, actually suggest an environment in which what was to
emerge as Montanism flourished.
4 Montanism
A Beginnings
According to Eusebius' anonymous source, Montanus began prophesying in a
village called Ardabau in Phrygian Mysia (HE v.I6.7). Montanus is invariably
linked with two prophetesses Priscilla and Maximilla tPanarion xlviii.I.3). The
location of Ardabau is unknown and has occasioned lively scholarly debate.!" There
is no agreement concerning the date Montanism started either. Eusebius dates its
commencement in 172 CE and this is the date favoured by the majority of scholars.
Epiphanius, on the other hand, dates the beginning of Montanism to 157 CE
tPanarion xlviii.l.2). However, Epiphanius is self-contradictory. Earlier in the
Panarion, Epiphanius appears to favour the decade of the 140s, while his statement
in Panarion xlviii.2.7 that "there have been approximately 290 years from then to
our own time" dates the death of the Montanist prophetess Maximilla at around 85
CEo Furthermore, he states in Panarion li.33 that the church in Thyatira succumbed
to Montanism 93 years after Jesus' ascension. This would indicate Montanist
influence in the 120s. Epiphanius' evidence is thus highly problematic but this has
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not prevented a number of scholars from accepting his date of 157 CEo Trevett
(1996: 32-45) carefully and convincingly argues the case for a degree of
harmonisation of the witness of Eusebius, Epiphanius and others. She suggests that
Montanism arose in the decade of the 160s and was initially tolerated within the
church, but subsequently driven out (HE v.16.10). Acute confrontation with the
movement began in the 170s.
Montanism spread within its first few decades from Asia Minor to Rome and
North Africa. Tertullian's subsequent conversion to Montanism suggests that it had
reached Carthage by about 200 CE.142
B Teaching
According to Apollonius (HE v.18.2), Montanus, among other things, taught the
dissolution of marriages (b ol&i~ae; AOOEte; yci~l(.ov),made laws concerning fasts
(b vl1O''teiae; vOlloge'tr,O'ae;), and supplied salaries to those who preached his
doctrine so that the teaching of his doctrine might take hold through gluttony (b
yaO''tp1Ilapyiac; t] ol8a.O'KaAia 'tot> A6you Kpa.'tuVTl'ta.l). These accusations
find parallels in the Pastorals (I Tim 4:3; 6:5b; Titus 1:11).
However, it would appear that it was the way in which Montanus and the
prophetesses prophesied which caused most concern to their opponents. Eusebius'
anonymous source, for example, speaking of Montanus, states: f:V bn9ulltQ,
141 See the discussion in Trevett (1996: 21-24). She opts for the general region east of
Philadelphia.
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~EVO<l>WVEtV ... 143 Immediately after this the Anonymous states that this was
contrary to the tradition of the church. Speaking subsequently of Priscilla and
Maximilla he states that they too spoke madly (EKQ>p6vwC;), inappropriately
(6.Kai.pWC;) and abnormally (eXAAO'tPto'tp61twC;) (HE v.16.9). Criticism was not
just directed at the three main leaders; in HE v.16.14 the Anonymous mentions
Theodotus who experienced heavenly ascents in an ecstatic state and died after one
such experience.
Epiphanius admits that the Montanists were impeccably orthodox in
connection with their view of the Scriptures, the resurrection and the doctrine of the
Trinity, but insists that they were deceived by paying attention to Montanus, Priscilla
and Maximilla and in their mode of prophesying tPanarion xlviii.l.3-4). There
follows a long discussion in which Epiphanius insists that the prophets and apostles
prophesied in full possession of their senses and not in an ecstatic state like the
Montanists iPanarion xlviii.2.5-8.8). Interestingly, in this section Epiphanius
alludes to or quotes 1 Tim 1:19; 4: 1,3. In xlviii.9 he quotes from 1 Tim 5: 11-12 and
5: 14. 1 Timothy, at least, proved to be relevant to those opposed to Montanism.
Other Montanist practices, besides their asceticism, were criticised by the
.. th 1· " id 144 H h k . he ecstati fea 0 IC SI e. owever, undoubtedly t e ey Issues were t e ecstatic nature 0
their prophesying and the threat that their additional revelations from the Spirit posed
14'- See Trevett (1996: 70-72).
143 "In the immense desire of his ambitious soul [Montanus] gave the adversary access to
himself and, being possessed by a spirit, and suddenly experiencing some kind of frenzy and false
ecstasy, he was inspired and began to speak and say strange things" (HE v. 16.7).
144 For a detailed discussion see Trevett (1996: 77-150).
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to the authority of the catholic leadership.l'" Trevett (1996: 147) sums the situation
up well:
I conclude that all followed from the fact of that dangerous entity prophecy, and
this one of a special kind: inapposite, 'untraditional' and incorporating innovatory
discipline. Here was no sober didacticism and no gravitas of male catholic
leadership. Here were 'wild and barbarous' people (Epiphanius Pan. xlviii.12,3)
defending the message on the basis of cherished scriptural principles.
Additionally, if the comments of Celsus were directed against Montanist
prophets, then, after describing the typical content of their prophecies in terms of
God's desire to save people from coming judgment, he continues that they also add
words which are unintelligible (6:yvwcr'tcx.), frenzied (1tapOtcr'tpcx.) and utterly
obscure (1taV'tll aOllAcx.).146
Finally, Epiphanius (Panarion xlviii.13.1) states that Maximilla claimed to
be "the knowledge and teaching of understanding" (11 't"~ 1tcx.pcx.KOAOuetcx.~
'Yvwcrt~ Kat OtOcx.crKaAtcx.).Interestingly, this combination of 1tcx.pcx.KOAouetw
and OtOcx.crKaA.ta occurs in the New Testament only in 1 Tim 4:6 and 2 Tim
3:10,147both of which follow immediately after condemnation of the opponents. It is
Paul's teaching, rather than that of the opponents, which Timothy is exhorted to
follow.
145 So rightly Trevett (1996: 146-149).
146 Origen, Contra Celsum 7.9.
147 "I • ..0' . If' d1tapaKolI.Ouuta itse does not appear In the New Testament. If Mark 16:17 is exclude,
7tapaKOAOu8tw appears elsewhere only in Luke I :3. For an extensive discussion of the semantical
development of 1tapaKoAouetw in connection with Luke 1:3 see Alexander (1993b: 128-30).
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C Women
The founding of Montanism is linked not just to Montanus but to his two female
associates-the prophetesses PriscaiPriscilla and Maximilla. Another prophetess,
Quintilla, is mentioned by Epiphanius (Panarion xlix.l ) who goes on to speak of
seven prophesying virgins among the "Quintillians" who functioned often in
congregational settings (Panarion xlix.2). The Montanists also ordained women as
clergy, appealing to Miriam and Philip's daughters as precedents and also to Gal
3:28 (EV yelp Xptcr't<9 ' Incof OU1:E dpcrEV OU1:E 9fiA:U) tPanarion xlix.2).
Women thus featured prominently in Montanism and this also brought condemnation
from the catholic side. Here again there are .significant parallels with the Pastorals
where the opponents enjoy particular success among women and where the author
has to forbid women not only from teaching but also from exercising undue authority
over men (1 Tim 2: 12).
D Subsequent Developments
It would appear that, although Montanism in Asia Minor was originally orthodox,
aberrations occurred fairly early on in its Roman version. As early as Hippolytus we
have the following comment:
But some of them, agreeing with the heresy of the Noetians, say that the Father
himself is the Son, and that he has experienced birth, suffering and death.':"
In Asia Minor Montanism was roundly condemned in the time of Eusebius'
anonymous source. This resulted, after careful deliberation, in Montanists being
expelled from the church. Although "the Anonymous" speaks of heresy and false
148 H' 1 R'{; .IPpO ytus, ejutatio Omnium Haeresium 8.19.
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prophecy, it appears that the main issue was ecstatic prophecy, as noted above (HE
v.16.1-10). The accusation of Sabellianism became widespread in the fourth and
fifth centuries.V" It seems that, whatever Montanus himself taught, some Montanists
eventually became Sabellian in doctrine whilst others claimed either that the fullness
of the Spirit came with Montanus rather than with the apostles,ISo or that Montanus
himself was the Paraclere.l'" Nevertheless, as Trevett (1996: 214-15) rightly
reminds us, caution needs to be exercised with these sources as heresy was a
frequent way of accusing one's opponents and many later writers based their claims
on the copying of earlier writers. Trevett's cautious conclusion is as follows:
The New Prophecy had first found itself squeezed into schism and as matters
deteriorated it offered hostility for hostility. Increasingly isolated from the catholic
mainstream but having still to defend itself from time to time, speculative theology
may have come to the fore ... Probably we should believe the consensus view of
our sources from the fourth century onwards that by that lime the Montanist
understanding of Father, Son and Spirit was not that of the orthodox, though
caution is needed, given that 'Montanisrn' had split and diversified (1996: 222-23).
Montanism took some time to die out but the Christianising of the empire
under Constantine was a decisive factor in its demise.152 Consequently, although
Montanism undoubtedly contributed to the increasing institutionalisation of the
church as a result of reaction against its ecstatic nature, the tension between this
institutionalisation and the demand for a more thaumaturgical expression persisted
for at least two hundred years.
149 E.g. Didymus, De trinitate 2.15; Jerome, Ep 41.3, ad Marcellam. All references taken from
Heine ( 1989).
IW •
E.g. Pseudo-Tertullian, Adversus Omnes Haereses 7; Filastrius of Brescia, Diuersarum
Haereseon Liher 49; Augustine. De haeresihus 26. .
151 Basil of Caesarea, Epistle 188.1; Theodoret, Haereticarumfabularum compendium 3.2.
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5 Ecstasy and the Pastorals
It has become commonplace to assume that the Pastorals reflect the increasing
institutionalisation of church authority into a hierarchy consisting of a single bishop,
presbytery and diaconate. The Ignatian correspondence is often cited as evidence for
such a structure early in the second century CEo However, it has been argued above
that the Ignatian hierarchical view of church government was by no means a settled
issue in his time. The rise of Montanism as a phenomenon initially within the
catholic church strongly suggests that some prophetic element continued to be at
least tolerated, if not encouraged, well into the second century.153 We cannot,
therefore, assume that this hierarchical structure was the norm at the time the
Pastorals were written. It remains to be seen whether the church order advocated in
the Pastorals should be understood against a similar background of opposition from
charismatic groups.
In this connection an appropriate place to start is with Ford's emphasis that
the stress on sobriety and self-control in the Pastorals cannot be aimed against sexual
licence and intoxication. For the opponents clearly advocate sexual abstinence and
ascetism (1 Tim 4: 1-5). It is instructive to note how often having a sound mind and
clear understanding is stressed in anti-Montanist polemic directed against Montanist
ecstatic prophecy, particularly in Epiphanius' source in Panarion xlviii.I-13.
Although the actual words used are not the same (Epiphanius' favoured expression is
EPPWJ..ltVll 8tavoia) the sentiments are similar. Could it be that the Pastorals'
152 Trevett (1996: 223).
153 This can be demonstrated too from the evidence of the Didache.
154 4' . h PI'times In t e astora Epistles but nowhere else in the New Testament.
155 T' . h PI'wice In t e astora s, elsewhere only In Acts 26:25.
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O'W<j>POVEW158 and Uyta.ivW/Uytr,C;159 indicates a similar background? On one
occasion the text comes tantalisingly close to suggesting a context of ecstasy; in I
Tim 6:5 we read OtE<j>8apJlEvwv 6:v8pw1Cwv tov vouv. Llta<j>8dpw when used
with "mind" can mean "to lose one's mind,,160 rather than "depraved in mind" as in
the NRSV. Ford (1971: 343) thinks that this may indeed be a reference to frenzy,
and the references in anti-Montanist passages concerning being out of one's mind in
the context of ecstasy make this suggestion highly likely.l'" Furthermore, 1 Tim 6:5
goes on to talk about financial gain and greed and this was a charge also levied
against the Montanists (HE v.18.2).
Finally, as in Montanism proper, it would appear that women were both
effectively recruited by the heretics (2 Tim 3:6-9) and were themselves prominent in
the heretical movement (1 Tim 2:9-15). Apollonius, cited in HE v.18.4, is concerned
that Priscilla "has received gold and silver and expensive clothes". This is
interesting in the light of 1 Tim 2:9.
6 Conclusion
The above analysis has sought to demonstrate that Montanism was perceived as an
ecstatic movement and that its roots stretched back at least to the time of Ignatius.
The Ignatian correspondence has been used to argue that monepiscopacy was by no
156 0 . hnee In t e Pastorals only.
157 0 . h Pnee In t e astorals only.
158 Once in the Pastorals, five times elsewhere in the New Testament.
159 N' . . hme times In t e Pastorals, fourteen elsewhere.
160 LSJ (s.v.), citing Homer, Iliad XV.128 suggests that the perfect tense of OlacpaEtpW can
mean "to have lost one's wits". Additionally, LSJ translates lhacpaEl.pw in combination with <l>Pflv
as "loss of one's mind".
161 E.g. Epiphanius, Panarion xlviii.2.8; 3.6,8; 4.3,6. Further support comes from Malherbe
(1980: 32) who, citing Demosthenes and Plutarch, suggests that 'tE'tU<l>W't<ll in I Tim 6:4 "is quite
likely ... intended to describe mental illness".
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means a settled issue in his day. Ignatius is not describing the actual church structure
of his day but seeking to be prescriptive in a transitional period of the church when
there were competing claims for authority between itinerant apostles and prophets, as
evidenced by the Didache, and residential bishops, presbyters and deacons. If there
is evidence of continuing charismatic authority in Ignatius' time it is even more
likely that this would be the case when the Pastorals were written. Comparison of
the polemic used in the Pastorals with that of anti-Montanists suggests that the
opponents addressed in the Pastorals advocated an enthusiastic, even ecstatic, form
of Christianity. In the next chapter I shall examine this possibility more closely from
the text of the Pastorals.
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Chapter Six
Teaching, Tradition and Thaumaturgy
Paraenesis or Polemic?
A Paraenesis and Other Literary Arguments
Polemic in the Service of Paraenesis
Johnson (1978179) has made a strong case for regarding at least 2 Timothy, if not 1
Timothy and Titus, as an example of personal paraenesis. He notes the definition of
a paraenetic letter by Ps-Libaniusl62 as one in which "we exhort someone, advising
him to pursue something, or to abstain from something". Citing material from Ps-
Isocrates, 163Epictetus,164 Lucian'" and Dio Chrysostom.l'" he notes that paraenetic
and protreptic discourses are characterised by the presentation of an ideal in terms of
a model whose words and manner are brought alive by memory. The ideal is
expressed by means of antithetical statements and the negative statements employ
typical polemical language used against false philosophers. The function of this
polemical language, Johnson argues, is simply to provide a contrast to the ideal
model being sketched.
In connection with 2 Timothy, Johnson divides the body of the letter into two
sections. The first section, 1:3-2: 13, presents Paul as a model of sound teaching and
faithful suffering whom Timothy is to follow. Timothy is reminded to rekindle the
gift of God within and exhorted to remember Jesus Christ. In this section, according
162 P Lib . Chs- I aruus, . aracteres epistolici 5.
163 Ad Demonicum.
164 Discourses III, 22.
165D dN· .emonax an tgrtnus.
166 Orations 12,32,33,35, 77178.
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to Johnson, there is no mention of false teachers; the entire focus is on Timothy's
need to gain confidence in the face of suffering. In the second section, 2: 14-4:8, the
author elaborates on the model of Paul as the ideal teacher by a series of longer and
shorter antitheses. A characteristic feature is the singular imperative addressed to
Timothy, alternating with third person plural descriptions of the false teachers.
Thus, for Johnson, 2 Timothy fits the genre of the personal paraenetic letter and so
he is able to conclude, "the characteristics of the false teachers function simply as
contrast to the image of the ideal Christian teacher" (1978179: 11). In a brief sketch
of 1 Timothy and Titus, Johnson seeks to show that the polemical language in these
letters functions in a similar way. For Johnson, therefore, the polemic is clearly in
the service of paraenesis.
Isocrates' Ad Demonicum certainly fulfils the criteria for paraenesis.
However, unfortunately for Johnson, the negative contrasts to the positive ideal are
couched in very general language. Even Johnson's clearest example of the negative
contrast (Ad Demonicum, 38) simply states:
Put yourself in a position in which you have the power to take advantage. but
refrain when you have your fair share, so that men may think that you strive for
justice, not from weakness, but from a sense of equity. Prefer honest poverty to
unjust wealth; for justice is better than riches in that riches profit us only while we
live, while justice provides us glory even after we are dead, and while riches are
shared by bad men,justice is a thing in which the wicked can have no part.
No specific "bad men" are named, unlike Hymenaeus and Philetus in 2 Tim 2: 17 and
Alexander in 2 Tim 4:14. Nowhere is there anything like the catalogue of vices
found in 2 Tim 3:2-5. Johnson rightly draws attention to the stereotypical nature of
some of the polemic in the Pastorals but fails to recognise the significance of the
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naming of opponents in 1 Timothy as well as 2 Timothy.l'" Indeed Johnson, in his
conclusion, appears to acknowledge that he may have overstated his case. Having
consistently argued that polemical language simply serves as a foil for the model of
the ideal teacher, Johnson (1978/79: 25-26) finally admits:
By accepting the position that the polemical language is to a large extent
stereotyped and that identifying the opponents is hazardous, I do not suggest there
were no real opponents. The polemic against false teachers in the hellenistic
materials is stereotyped, but there is more than enough evidence that the disputes
between philosophic schools and teachers of all sorts were real and bitter. Nor
does the position that these polemical passages in the Pastorals serve the
Paraenetic function I have suggested lead to the inference that the false teachers
were just "straw men", propped up only to be demol ished. The anxious tone of the
letters does not permit such a purely literary understanding.
It is my conviction that the "anxious tone of the letters" is precisely what undermines
the literary attempts of Johnson and others to view the Pastorals as simply paraenetic
letters.
II The Function of Personal Example in Paraenesis
I have dealt with the position of Fiore (1986) in some detail in chapter one above.
Fiore's impressive examination of the function of personal example both in
contemporary Graeeo-Roman literature and in the Pastoral Epistles provides strong
evidence for viewing the Pastorals as personal paraenesis. However, as stated above,
167 Quinn (1990a: 15) recognises that the naming of opponents is unusual but simply asserts that
this "underscores their typological function". On the contrary. it is precisely this naming of some of
the opponents which suggests that real opponents are being addressed and that they do not merely
"have a typological character". Schlarb (1990: 131) rightly recognises the significance of named
opponents. He notes that the naming of contemporaries of Paul suggests that these opponents could
gain entrance into the communities precisely because of their connections with Paul. Their teaching.
based on certain emphases in Paul's proclamation, found acceptance "weil sie eben ihre
Legitimierung von diesem Apostel her beanspruchte."
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I do not think he takes sufficient account of the extent of the polemical language, nor
the actual naming of opponents. He notes:
Fictitious, typical or hypothetical examples, as opposed to named historical
figures, have been admitted since Aristotle ... The indefinite pronoun for this type
of example, usually negative, has been seen in use in Isocrates Unnamed
proponents of adversary positions appear in Isocrates ... Seneca and the
Socratics ... (Fiore 1986: 200, n. 22)
This is precisely the point; unlike the negative examples in the paraenetic literature,
many of the opponents are named in the Pastorals. Furthermore, as stated in chapter
one, a major weakness of a purely literary approach when dealing with polemical
language is that it does not take account of .the sociological reality of community
conflict, power struggles and the labelling of deviants.
III The Social Function of Paraenesis
Quinn (1990b), whilst arguing that the Pastorals are paraenetic letters, is sensitive,
following Berger and Luckmann (1967), to the social function of paraenesis "as a
potent instrument of socialization" (1990b: 195). Quinn argues that paraenesis is
particularly appropriate for both primary socialisation (entrance into the community)
and secondary socialisation (entry into special roles within the community).
Baptismal, ordination and marriage liturgies (all of which Quinn finds in the
Pastoralsj"" therefore result in paraenesis which serves to reinforce both group
identity and a sense of separation from those outside the group. Regardless of what
one makes of Quinn's examples of liturgical materials in the Pastorals.l'" he at least
Ib8 Baptismal in Titus 2:11-14; 3:4-7; ordination in 1 Tim 3:1-13; 6:11-16; Titus 1:6-9; marriage
in 1Tim 2:11-15; Titus 2:4-5.
169 The extent to which tradition has been reworked in each of the passages Quinn cites is
disputed. 1 find Quinn's references to marriage liturgies particularly unconvincing.
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recognises the social function of paraenesis. Nevertheless, Quinn does not
adequately address the severity of the polemical language used. He apparently sees
the function of negative examples as primarily a foil for the positive, for he states
that Christian "paraenesis looks to the parousia with its definitive revelation of who
is "in" and who is "out" of the new world" (1990b: 197). On Quinn's own terms the
Pastorals cannot function as Christian paraenesis for they clearly do not need to wait
for the parousia to define the "out" group.l"
IV Epistolary Novel
Another illuminating attempt to view the Pastorals from a literary perspective is that
of Richard Pervo. In an unpublished paper!" Pervo seeks to read the Pastorals as an
example of an epistolary novel. Using Chion of Heraclea as the prime example of
an ancient epistolary novel, Pervo suggests the following characteristic features: they
are pseudonymous by nature; historical in setting; characterological in orientation;
philosophical/moral in aim; they constitute a collection and the collection will
present a narrative. Turning to the Socratic Epistles, Pervo notes that they too as a
collection can be classed as an epistolary novel.172 However, the narrative in the
Socratic Epistles has to be constructed by the reader by filling in the gaps. For this
reason Pervo prefers to see them as standing "in a penumbra between an organized
collection and something that might be called an epistolary novel proper". Pervo
then proceeds to read the Pastorals like an epistolary novel, in other words, "as a
170 E.g. 1 Tim 1:19-20; 2 Tim 2:16-18; 3:5b-9; Titus 1:10-16.
171 R.t. Pervo, "Romancing an Oft-Neglected Stone: The Pastoral Epistles and the Epistolary
Novel". A paper presented in the Ancient Fiction and Early Christian and Jewish Narrative Group in
San Francisco on 21 November 1992 during the Annual Meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature.
In Rosenmeyer (1994: 151-52) believes that the twenty-one letters of Themistocles have a
better claim to the title "epistolary novel" than the Socratic Epistles. However, she concludes that
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pseudonymous, historical work that tells a coherent story and focuses upon character
formation through the promulgation of a moral, ideological message". He believes
that this reading strategy is most successful in identifying the intended audience; he
sees the Pastorals as "edification for boys or young men, dealing with both their own
moral development and with the nature of the Church to which they belong".
However, compared with Chion, or even the Socratic Epistles, Pervo notes that the
Pastorals tend to sketch in some blanks of an already well-known story rather than
tell a story in their own right. For this reason he prefers to classify them "as a
collection with some features of the epistolary novel".
One of the strengths of Pervo' s paper is that he is able to take into account
the naming of some of the opponents. He notes that this is unusual in polemical
contexts and that neither the historical Paul nor Ignatius named their opponents. He
suggests that the practice of naming the opponents, together with other
prosopographical data, is more indicative of narrative fiction than early Christian
polemic. In this regard he compares them with the various apocryphal acts and with
3 Corinthians.
However, from a literary perspective, Pervo's argument is unconvincing.
The apocryphal acts are not in epistolary form and 3 Corinthians is embedded in the
Acts of Paul; 173 furthermore, the portion of 3 Corinthians purporting to be Paul's
reply to the Corinthians fails to mention opp~nents by name. The fact that Chion is
the only convincing extant example of an epistolary novel means that we should be
particularly cautious, especially if there are other literary alternatives to hand such as
provided by Johnson and especially Fiore.
Chion is the only "extant ancient Greek fictional work developed solely through an exchange of
letters that cohere to form an undeniable artistic whole" (1994: 152).
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B Polemic
As an Explanation of Occasion and Purpose
Towner (1989) sees the question of the opponents as the most important aspect of
the background to the Pastoral Epistles. Recognising the paraenetic function of the
letters, he nevertheless argues that the false teaching forms the backdrop to the
paraenesis "at almost every turn". Consequently, he devotes an introductory chapter
to the question of the heresy being addressed. For Fee (1988) the purpose, at least
of 1 Timothy, is to combat the false teaching. Bassler (1996), Knight (1992),
Marshall (1999) and Young (1994) all also note that the presence of false teaching in
the communities is the prime reason for the letters. Nevertheless, none of these
scholars regards the Pastorals as polemical through and through. They are prepared
to give far more weight to the reality of the opposition encountered than those who
advocate a purely literary approach above, but still recognise the paraenetic nature of
the letters. Marshall (1999: 41) sums up this position well:
If anything about the circumstances of the PE is clear, it is that their immediate
occasion is the development of groups within the churches which are regarded as
opposed to the authority and teaching of Paul. From a negative point of view, the
PE may be regarded as basically responses to this situation. This evaluation,
however, needs to be amended since by itself it may give the impression that the
motive of the author is entirely negative and defensive, simply concerned with the
refutation of error. It is clear that the main motivation of the author is the positive
one of wishing to maintain the purity and truth of the gospel over against what he
saw as distortions of it, because of his conviction that the gospel contains the
saving truth by which the church stands.
171 F h hor t e argument t at 3 Corinthians forms part of the original Acts of Paul. see
Schneemelcher (1965: 341-42),
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II The Pastorals as Primarily Polemical Documents
Goulder (1996) does not opt for the middle ground of the scholars in the preceding
section; he argues that the Pastorals are "pervasively polemical". He takes as his
starting point the vehemence of the language used in addressing the opponents which
he describes as "abusive and uncharitable". Due to the degree of hostility displayed
in the letters Goulder believes it is a mistake to see other statements as unrelated;
they should rather be understood in the light of the overtly hostile ones. On this
basis he proceeds to engage in a sustained mirror-reading of the Pastorals. In
particular he suggests that the opponents had a defective Christo logy , in the view of
the author of the Pastorals, from a mirror-reading of 1 Tim 3: 15-16. He insists that
the opponents were visionaries because of the repeated emphasis in the Pastorals that
no-one has seen God. Furthermore, he argues from the mention of deceitful spirits
and doctrines of demons in 1 Tim 4: 1 that the opponents were interested in angels.
"The Pastor, in his fair-minded way, calls these deceitful spirits and demons, but to
the charismatics themselves these were angels" .174 Goulder also argues that the
qualifications for leadership in the church also function polemically to disqualify the
opponents from any leadership role. I am substantially in agreement with Goulder's
view that the Pastorals should be read as polemical documents. However, in my
view, some of his conclusions, particularly the significance of angels, result from an
over-ambitious attempt at mirror-reading.Y'
174 Goulder (1996: 244).
m For a balanced approach to mirror-reading polemical letters see Barclay (1987). Barclay
warns against the following dangers: being unduly selective in the use of texts; over-interpretation;
misunderstanding the extreme nature of polemical language; and latching onto particular phrases as
direct echoes of the opponents' vocabulary. In my view, Goulder is at least guilty of over-
interpretation at times. Barclay helpfully goes on to list seven criteria which he considers appropriate
for the task of mirror-reading, which involve paying attention to: the type of utterance in view
(assertion, denial, command or prohibition); tone (emphasis and urgency or casual); frequency;
clarity; unfamiliarity (an unfamiliar motif may well reflect the actual situation); consistency (assume a
single type of opponent unless there is strong evidence to the contrary); and historical plausibility.
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III Status Degradation Ceremony
The major problem with all of the literary approaches to the opponents in the
Pastorals is that they display a profound lack of sociological sensitivity to real
conflicts, power struggles, ideological commitments, etc. within Christian
communities. Horrell (1993) has demonstrated the fruitfulness of a sociological
approach. He is sensitive to the ideological element in the text of the Pastorals and
draws attention to the polemic as evidence of a struggle between social groups with
conflicting interests. His sociological understanding leads him to the realisation that
it is possible that the opponents "equally saw themselves as exponents of the true
gospel, and as faithfully continuing the Pauline tradition" (1993: 97). This is a point
which I shall return to below.
In Pietersen (1997) I sought to demonstrate, utilising Garfinkel (1956), that
the Pastorals function as a literary version of a status degradation ceremony. Such
ceremonies involve public denunciation and, if successful, transform the public
status of those denounced. According to Garfinkel (1956: 423), an essential aspect
of the status degradation process is that the denouncer (a recognised public figure)
highlights the core values of the witnesses and delivers the denunciation in the name
of those core values. In the Pastorals, no less a public figure than Paul functions as
the denouncer and Timothy and Titus (and through them the communities
addressedj'I'' serve as witnesses to the denunciation. From this perspective the
paraenetic elements, which have been so carefully explored by scholars such as
Fiore, function as a vital part of the status degradation ceremony. Paraenesis, by its
very nature, highlights the core values and urges avoidance of those things which
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would detract from the core values. Thus paraenesis serves the overall polemical
sociological function of the Pastorals.
Furthermore, the opponents in the Pastorals came from within the Christian
community'{' and have clearly been able to exercise a teaching role within the
communities addressed.l f The use of stereotypical language to describe the
opponents, which has been well documented by those utilising literary approaches,
draws attention to the use of "name-calling" or "labelling". As outlined in chapter
two above, labelling theory, from the symbolic interactionist perspective on the
sociology of deviance, highlights the power struggle involved in the labelling of
deviants. From a sociological perspective, the need to resort to labelling suggests
that the opponents had real power in the community. The reference to the teaching
function of some elders in I Tim 5: 17, the question of entertaining accusations
against elders in 1 Tim 5: 19179 and the evidence from Acts 20:28-30 (which I shall
examine below) combine to convince me that the leaders of the opposition, or at
least some of them, had previously been elders at Ephesus.IKO The leadership of the
opposition thus enjoyed real status within the Christian community and so the author
of the Pastorals has to resort to the device of a status degradation ceremony in the
context of the power struggle taking place.
171> Taking the UJlwv of I Tim 6:21; 2 Tim 4:22 and Titus 3: 15 as original.
177 They are accused of having suffered shipwreck in the faith (I Tim I: 19); having renounced
the faith (I Tim 4: I); having missed the mark as regards the faith (I Tim 6:21); and having swerved
from the truth so as to upset the faith of some (2 Tim 2: 18).
17K I Tim 1:3, 7; 6:3; 2 Tim 2: 17·18; Titus I: II.
179 Marshall (1999: 617) is not convinced that the accusations refer to heretical teaching, but
considers that they involve moral misbehaviour, possibly including misuse of money. However, the
quotation in I Tim 5: 18b is from Luke's version of the saying (Luke 10:7), rather than Matthew's
(Matt 10:10); Marshall himself accepts that the verbal agreement here requires an authoritative
written source. In my view, this provides evidence for the argument that the author of the Pastorals
knew Luke (cf. 2 Tim 4: 11). If this is correct, Luke's mention of problems concerning elders at
Ephesus in Acts 20:30 is pertinent. Furthermore, the teaching function of elders is specifically
mentioned in I Tim 5: 17.
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Finally, Garfinkel draws attention to the fact that, in any successful status
degradation ceremony, the typical, negative characteristics of those being denounced
must be appreciated by the witnesses by means of a "dialectical counterpart". In this
way the community cannot conceive of those denounced without reference to this
positive counter conception. In the Pastorals the qualities of bishops, elders and
deacons serve as dialectical counterparts to the deeds of the opponents. Thus. for
example, the injunction in 1 Tim 1:2 that the bishop should be "J.ltCiC; yuVUtKOC;
6.vOpa" serves as the dialectical counterpart to the opponents who, among other
things, "KWAOOlftWV YUJ.lEtll' (1 Tim 4:3). Goulder is thus right to argue that the
qualifications of leadership function polemically.
If the strategy of status degradation is successful then the identity of the
opponents will be totally transformed from insiders to outsiders. lSI Furthermore.
through the process of retrospective interpretation documented by labelling theory,
the communities addressed come to see that the opponents all along were never
really "true" leaders.
In conclusion. seeing the Pastorals as a literary vcrsron of a status
degradation ceremony recognises both the fact that they are thoroughly polemical
documents and the significance of paraenesis within them to highlight the core
values which the author wants to uphold. However, recognising the form of the
Pastorals in this way only yields the function of transforming previously influential
insiders into outsiders. I believe it is possible to reach a greater degree of specificity
concerning the opponents utilising the model of the thaumaturgical
180 See Fee (1988: 7-8) for further arguments concerning the opponents as previous elders in the
community. .
181 Garfinkel (1956: 421-22).
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subversion/transformation of the institutionalising process developed in chapters
three to five. In this connection I turn first to the question of the locations addressed.
2 The Significance of Ephesus and Crete
As outlined in chapter one, MacDonald (1983) argued that both the Pastoral Epistles
and the Acts of Paul drew on similar oral legends circulating about Paul. Bauckham
(1993), however, has argued that the Acts of Paul are literarily dependent upon the
Pastorals. Nevertheless, even if literary dependence is granted, the Paul of the Acts
of Paul is both ascetic and thaumaturgical and very different from the Paul of the
Pastorals. Thus, if the Acts of Paul has been composed by its author as an
imaginative novelistic biography (Bauckham's view of its genre) and not from oral
traditions, the fact remains that the author was attracted to a very different image of
Paul than the one presented by the author of the Pastorals. Bauckham's argument,
therefore, does not exclude the possibility of a battle for the memory of Paul in the
immediate post-Pauline era.
The Pastorals locate Timothy in Ephesus and Titus at Crete. Thiessen (1995:
248-341) has convincingly demonstrated the historical likelihood of the connection
with Ephesus. In addition, the similarities between 1 Timothy and Titus suggest that
it is unlikely that they would be addressed to an identical location. Consequently,
given the likelihood of 1 and 2 Timothy being addressed to the Christian community
at Ephesus, there is no persuasive reason to doubt that Titus is addressed to
Christians in Crete. I 82 These two locations function. therefore, within the Pastorals,
as the focal points of the opposition addressed. The link is significant and noted by
ancient authors. Strabo, for example, in a long digression. speaks of the
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intermingling of Cretan and Phrygian traditions and rites. He notes, in particular, the
mixing of traditions concerning the rearing of Zeus in Crete, the Phrygian orgies in
honour of the mother of the gods and Dionysiac and Phrygian frenzied rites.183
Diodorus too, in his discussion concerning Crete, links Artemis with both Ephesus
and Crete (as well as Pontus and Persis) and affirms Crete (rather than Delos) as the
birthplace of both Artemis and Apollo.i'" Ephesus was regarded as a centre for
magical practices in the first century CE.185 Tradition also associated Crete with the
Idaean Dactyli who, according to Diodorus, were skilful magicians who practised
charms, initiatory rites and mysteries ( ... 'l)1[Ctp~a.V'ta.C;OE y611'ta.C;E1tt'tll0EOOa.t
In Acts 19 Luke presents a thoroughly thaumaturgical Paul at Ephesus. The
passage also refers to an encounter involving Jews at Ephesus and these Jews are
said to be "itinerant exorcists" (Acts 19:13). These Jewish exorcists appear to have
been impressed by the "extraordinary miracles" (OuVCtIlEtC; 'tE ob me;
'tuxoooa.e;) worked through Paul as they attempt to invoke the name of Jesus in
their exorcisms. Thaumaturgy, magic and Jews are all combined in the narrative of
Acts 19. In Acts 20 Luke's Paul makes no mention of miracle working in his
farewell speech to the Ephesian elders at Miletus. He does not mention the
disturbance at Ephesus involving devotees of Artemis, but instead focuses on his
trials at the hands of the Jews (Acts 20: 19). Paul asserts that he "did not shrink from
182 This point is well made by Marshall (1999: 85-87).
IS3 Strabo, Geography 10.3.7-17.
184 Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca historica 5.77.6-7
IS~ , •
. See, for example, Arnold (1989: 14-20).
186 Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca historica 5.64.4.
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doing anything helpful" and this appears to consist of "proclaiming the message ...
and teaching publicly and from house to house,,187, "proclaiming the kingdom" and
"declaring the whole purpose of God" (Acts 20:20, 25, 27). Paul's address to the
Ephesian elders specifically states that some of the elders themselves will distort "the
truth in order to entice the disciples to follow them" after Paul has gone (Acts 20:29-
30). Whether this is a speech of the historical Paul or a Lukan construction, the text
demonstrates knowledge of a problem at Ephesus involving some of the elders.
Luke's narrative concerning Paul at Ephesus thus combines Paul as thaumaturge,
Paul as proclaimer and teacher, problems with Jews and problems with some of the
Ephesian church leaders. It appears highly likely to me that we have in this passage
. 188the background to the problems addressed in the Pastorals.
According to Acts, the Pauline community at Ephesus originated in a
thaumaturgical Paul. Given the mix of magic and religious frenzy associated with
both Ephesus and Crete, as described by writers such as Strabo and Diodorus, a
miracle-working Paul would have been particularly attractive. Arnold (1989: 123),
following a careful analysis of the background of Ephesians, comments:
A multiplicity of sources attest to the pervasive influence of magic, the Phrygian
mystery religions (including the worship of the Ephesian Artemis), and astrology
not only among the pagans of Ephesus and western Asia Minor, but also among
the Jews.
IX7 In the Pastorals it is the younger widows and the opponents who go "from house to house", I
Tim 5: 13; 2 Tim 3:6; Titus I: II. Schlarb (1990: 32-33) also believes that Acts 19-20 is important for
understanding the situation in the Ephesian community at the time Luke was writing. He suggests
that Luke's emphasis on Paul proclaiming the entire J30uAll of God both publicly and from house to
house is directed against heresy that otTers secret teaching only in private.
188 This would be even more persuasive if Lukan authorship of the Pastorals is accepted. See
Moule (1965), Quinn (1978) and Wilson (1979). Although I am not convinced by the arguments for
Lukan authorship, I am persuaded that the Pastorals should be dated at a point not long after Paul's
death and certainly not as late as the second century. See Marshall (1999: 83-92). I also believe that
there are significant points of contact with Luke-Acts. See note 179 above.
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In chapters three and four I have sought to demonstrate that charismatic communities
do not simply succumb to the institutionalising process over time. I have argued that
there is a continuing demand for revitalised charisma in such communities which
serves to subvert the institutionalising process. If the founding myth of the Christian
community at Ephesus involved a thaumaturgical Paul, and if the Christian
community at Crete were similarly attracted' to a miracle-working Paul, then over
time the communities, according to my analysis, would display both signs of
institutionalisation and signs of a counter-demand for the intensification of charisma.
Before examining the Pastorals I will provide further evidence for the model.
3 Thaumaturgy and the Pauline Communities
In chapter five I argued that the process of both institutionalisation and its potential
charismatic subversion is evidenced in the writings of Ignatius. Such subversion
clearly took place sometime later with the emergence of Montanism. In chapter
three I concurred with Holmberg's refinement of Weber in connection with Paul's
ministry. According to Holmberg, Paul's ministry itself displays signs of the
routinisation of charisma. Indeed, as I shall seek to show below, Paul himself was
concerned to counter what he saw as extreme thaumaturgical demand. In what
follows I am taking Pauline Christianity to be a social movement as defined by Blasi
(1988), in particular emphasising the importance of connectedness!" as a facet of
any social movement. As such a movement it is appropriate sociologically to
analyse its development over time as Blasi does for early Christianity as a whole.
189 Connectedness. as part of the cohesion of social movements, suggests that. with appropriate
caution, one can proceed on the basis that events affecting say Pauline communities in Corinth and
~olossae would not have gone unnoticed in other Pauline communities. Stark (1996) recognises the
Importance of existing social networks in the growth of early Christianity. Thompson (1998) has
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A Corinth
1 Corinthians
In 2 Tim 2: 17-18 we read of two leaders of the opposition who claim "that the
resurrection has already taken place". The closeness of the language of 2 Tim 2: 15-
18 and 1 Tim 6:20-21 indicates that at the heart of the false gnosis of the opponents
was the claim that the resurrection had already taken place.!" This understanding of
gnosis is in marked contrast to the oft-repeated claims that the opponents must be
advocating some form of early Gnosticism based on the use of this word. This
stance on the resurrection should also be linked to the asceticism of the opponents
mentioned in 1 Tim 4:3.191 It is important to note that the opponents did not deny
the resurrection; the use of the perfect tense nOll yeyovEva.t indicates the belief that
believers in the present were already experiencing the resurrection. This amounts to
a "spiritual ising" of the resurrection and represents some form of realised
eschatology. Towner (1987) persuasively argues for a connection between the
realised eschatology of the opponents in the Pastorals and the situation Paul counters
in 1 Corinthians. Thiselton argues that the presence of such an eschatology suggests
charismatic enthusiasm:
This is to say that distortions or imbalance in the area of eschatology stand in a
direct causal relationship to errors about the gifts and work of the Holy Spirit.
Indeed excesses and mis-statements in either area affect the other. In specific
terms, an over-realized eschatology leads to an 'enthusiastic' view of the Spirit.192
demonstrated that the early Christian communities had both "the motivation and the means to
communicate often and in depth with each other" (1998: 68).
190 See Towner (1989: 29-33) and chapter one above.
I'll See Towner (1989: 36-38).
192 Thiselton (1978: 512), his emphasis. Thiselton's comments need appropriate nuancing. for
he o~ersta.tes the p~sition. It seems to me more likely that the position is the other way round.
Charismatic enthusiasm may stand in a direct causal relationship to eschatology. Charismatic
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The combination of charismatic enthusiasm, abolition of marriages and asceticism is
found later in Montanism as highlighted above in chapter five. An emphasis on the
present experience of resurrection is also likely to avoid any talk of suffering and
persecution - the very things mentioned as Paul's experience in 2 Tim 3: II. Indeed,
the author emphasises that persecution will be the lot of all who seek to "live a godly
life in Christ Jesus" (2 Tim 3: 12).
II 2 Corinthians
In 2 Corinthians Paul is clearly combating some form of Jewish-Christian
thaumaturgical movement. In 2 Corinthians 10-12 Paul has to defend his apostolic
credentials to the Corinthian Christians in the face of inroads into the community
made by those he designates as "super-apostles" (2 Cor 11:5). He fears that the
Corinthians are being deceived by these apostles (2 Cor II :3) whom he further
describes as "false apostles, deceitful workers, disguising themselves as apostles of
Christ" and "ministers of Satan" (2 Cor 11:13-15). Paul's opponents are clearly
Jewish (2 Cor 11:22) and appear to boast, from Paul's responses, about their
rhetorical skills (2 Cor 10:10), visions and revelations (2 Cor 12: I-I 0) and
thaumaturgical prowess (2 Cor 12: 11-12). In his full scale treatment of the
opponents in 2 Corinthians Georgi (1987) argues that they were itinerant preachers
of Jewish origin who imitated Jewish missionaries. He suggests that Jewish
pneumatics were particularly important for the Jewish mission and concludes:
enthusiasm in itself does not necessarily lead to a wholly realised eschatology as can be readily
established by the varied eschatological perspectives of current charismatic groups. However, a
~holly realised eschatology can only be adequately explained by reference to charismatic enthusiasm:
In other words, the claim that current experience of the Spirit is so overwhelming that it can only
mean that believers are already experiencing the full benefits of resurrection.
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The opponents combined an elaborate concept of tradition with a pronounced self-
understanding. An essential link was provided by the SEtOe; cX.v11P christology.
Through retrospective views of the past, demonstrations of the power of the spirit
in the present, and ecstatic breakthroughs into the future and the beyond, they
augmented their present existence.!"
Although Georgi's use of the SEtOe; Cx.V11Pconcept has been rightly criticised.!" his
arguments concerning Jewish, ecstatic pneumatics are persuasive.
Ralph Martin, after a careful discussion concerning the identity of Paul's
opponents in this section of2 Corinthians, concludes in his comments on 2 Cor 11 :4:
"another Jesus" for the opponents is the wonder-working Jesus, rather than Paul's
crucified and risen Lord. The alien "spirit" is the spirit of power and ecstasy which
these messengers claimed to possess and embody in their ministry, rather than the
Spirit of Christ which Paul exemplified. The new "gospel" is the message of power
and present glory, based on demonstrable tokens of the divine and evidences of
authority in their lives as Christ's servants (v 13), rather than Paul's kerygma of
the suffering Christ whose power is displayed incognito and in patient love (13:3,
4).195
B Colossae
The problems encountered at Colossae appear to be Jewish in origin.!" There is also
an ascetic"? and mystical!" element. O'Brien (1982: xxxviii), after examining the
various proposals concerning the nature of the Colossian heresy, cautiously
concludes:
193 Georgi (1987: 315-16), my emphasis.
194 .
See, for example, Barnett (1993) and especially du Toit (1997).
195 Martin (1986: 341), my emphasis.
196 Food and sabbath regulations are mentioned in Col 2: 16.
197 Col 2:21.
198 Col 2: 18.
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[I]t does appear that recent scholarly work on the Jewish-Christian ascetic and
mystical background has been helpful in illuminating the meaning of several of
these difficult expressions in the polemical sections of Colossians (2: 16-23).
Furthermore, O'Brien, following Francis (l975b) and (1975a), argues that Col 2:18
refers to the practice of fasting and other bodily disciplines in order to receive
visions of the heavenly mysteries. He translates Col 2: 18a as: "Let no one condemn
you, delighting in humilityl99 and the angelic worship [of God],200which he has seen
upon entering [the heavenly realm]".
Francis' (l975b) and (1975a) argument that the opposition at Colossae
advocated a form of Jewish mysticism involving ascetic practices as a preparation
for visionary experiences of ascent into heaven has been widely accepted.?" Arnold
(1995) has recently questioned this interpretation.202 He argues that Elll3a'tEuwv in
Col 2: 18 should be taken in a technical sense as referring to initiation into a mystery
cult and that 'twv 6:yytJ ..wv should be taken as an objective genitive. Utilising local
inscriptional evidence together with Jewish l,iterature which displays an interest in
angels, Arnold concludes that the opponents combined Jewish, Christian and
Phrygian elements within a general framework of magic and folk religion. Arnold
also highlights the importance of both magic and ecstatic forms of worship in the
local, Lydian-Phrygian context. Arnold and Francis both agree, therefore, that the
opposition involved an emphasis on ecstatic, visionary experiences. Francis sees this
I'J'J According to Francis, the technique of "humility" ('to.7tE1VocI>POOUVll) as a prerequisite for
receiving visions is widespread in Jewish and Christian sources.
200 Taking 'twv 6:yytJ.wv as a subjective genitive.
201 See the bibliography in Arnold (1995: 9, n. 7).
202 See too DeMaris ( 1994), who argues that the opponents were pagans who combined Jewish
and Christian elements with popular middle Platonism. Arnold (1995: 206-7) points out that a
significant weakness of DeMaris' position is that he fails to demonstrate the influence of Middle
Platonism in western Anatolia at that time. Van Broekhoven (1997: 89) also notes, in connection
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In the context of jewish mysticism whereas Arnold sees this In the context of
syncretistic Jewish-Christian-Phrygian thaumaturgical practice.
Lincoln (1999: 108) helpfully points out the significance of the household
code in Colossians in the context of the opposing "philosophy":
What I am suggesting here is that from the writer's perspective the philosophy has
a wisdom that takes its starting point from below and moves to the above by means
of ascetic rigour and visionary experiences involving angels. The wisdom of the
Christian gospel, he asserts, is that believers are already related to the above
through union with Christ and that this relationship is to be worked out on earth ...
Having a Lord in heaven does not direct attention away from the earthly. Rather it
is meant to provide the motivation for taking earthly relationships with all
seriousness and living distinctively within them. Adapting the household code is
an effective means of making such a point over against those who emphasized
visionary experiences and ascetic practices that could detract from the importance
of the earthly and of everyday Iife.201
C Conclusion
It would appear that Paul himself encountered opposition from itinerant, charismatic,
jewish-Christian missionaries. Paul's experiences at Corinth draw attention to the
thaumaturgical demand prevalent at the time. Problems at Colossae too indicate the
influence either of some form of jewish-Christian, ascetic, visionary mysticism or of
syncretistic magical practices in the Pauline community there. There were thus
thaumaturgical elements around in Paul's ministry, at Colossae and later with
Ignatius flowering subsequently into Montanism. The fact that we have evidence of
such demand highlights the pressure on the Pauline communities to be transformed
with the Colossian problem, that it "is not necessary ... to posit ... the influence of specific but
elusive philosophical schools".
2ln Lincoln's observations are important in the light of the appearance of the Haustafeln in the
Pastorals. Lincoln (1999: 109) goes on to note the significance of thanksgiving in Colossians and
explicitly links this with the Pastorals' emphasis on thanksgiving as an antidote to asceticism (I Tim
4:3-5 ).
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from conversionist sects into thaumaturgical ones according to the sociological
model developed in chapters three and four above. It is highly likely, therefore, that
we will find this process at work in the Pastorals. So far I have utilised evidence
from Acts to show that this was the case, at least as far as Ephesus is concerned. It is
now time to tum to the text of the Pastorals itself.
4 Thaumaturgy and the Pastoral Epistles
A Realised Eschatology
The clearest indication of the opponents' position is found in 2 Tim 2: 18. As stated
above in note 192, in my view the only adequate explanation for the presence of
realised eschatology is some form of "enthusiasm". Theologically, the position may
have arisen from a reinterpretation of Paul's teaching on rising with Christ as
Marshall (1999: 753) advocates. However, it is hard to see how such a theological
reinterpretation could have arisen without prior enthusiastic experience of having
been raised with Christ. Marshall (1999: 754) mentions the possibility of enthusiasm
but rejects it because he finds "it hard to see any evidence for such 'enthusiasm'
among the opposition, and certainly not for a special possession of the Spirit". I
shall argue below that there is indeed evidence for an enthusiastic outlook among the
opponents. Interestingly, Towner (Marshall's collaborator on his commentary) has
no problem in identifying the eschatological outlook with 'enthusiasm'. He speaks
of "the pervasive effect of the enthusiastic eschatology in Ephesus" (1989: 44).
Further evidence connecting enthusiasm with a realised eschatology can be
found in the Latter Rain Movement, mentioned in chapter four, which has
profoundly influenced "New Churches" in the United Kingdom. This movement
was highly enthusiastic and believed that there would be some among their number
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whose current experience of the Spirit would lead to them experiencing bodily
resurrection within their lifetime and prior to the general resurrection of all believers.
The quotation from Charles Schmitt on page 123 above highlights this using the
concept of "first fruits". Admittedly the eschatology of the Latter Rain Movement
still allowed for a future general resurrection and the movement recognised that even
the resurrection of the "manifest sons of God" was still future. Nevertheless, their
teaching that current experience of the Spirit could be so strong that it leads to
resurrection ahead of time provides a clear link between charismatic enthusiasm and
resurrection teaching.
B Asceticism
The ascetic nature of the opponents' teaching is found in I Tim 4: 1-3. The
combination of fasting and celibacy, as noted in chapter five, was practised later by
at least some Montanists in Phrygia. Asceticism was also a feature of the Colossian
heresy as noted above. In Colossae ascetic practice was probably linked to
preparation for visionary experiences.i'" Here Goulder's approach is important.
Arguing that the opponents were Jewish-Christian visionaries, he notes the threefold
denial that anyone has seen God in 1 Tim 6: 16 and suggests that this repetition of the
denial most likely indicates that the opponents claimed to have had visions of God:
It is the repetition of the denial which implies the claim: light unapproachable,
<X1tp6crt'tov, whom no one of men has seen, ouBdC; 6:v9pW1tWV, nor can see,
ouBt iBEl V BUV<X't<Xt205
204 See note 199 above.
M Goulder (1996: 246), his emphasis.
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Thus it would appear possible that the enthusiasts were also Jewish-Christian
vrsionanes.
Arguably, further evidence for the charismatic nature of the opponents may
be provided by the formula introducing their ascetic emphasis. The author of the
Pastorals begins this section with To M: 1tVEU~a Pl1'troC; A.eYEt ... (1 Tim 4: I).
This formula is never used by Paul and fs only found elsewhere in the New
Testament in Acts 21: 11 and in Revelation. In Acts the formula introduces a
prophecy by the prophet Agabus. In Revelation the formula represents the words of
the Spirit of prophecy to the seven churches.i'" Aune (1983: 289-90) classifies 1
Tim 4: 1-3 as a prophetic oracle. The use of Pl1'troC;, a New Testament hapax, may
be a deliberate attempt by the author to oppose the prophesying of the opponents.
For, as Aune (1983: 290) points out, "early Christian prophetic speech is ...
frequently attributed to the Spirit of God". It may well be that the opponents
couched their language in terms of 'to 1tVEU~a. A.eYEt to which our author replies
'to ot 1tVEU~a Pll'twC; A.eyn. The author' claims this as true prophecy over and
against the false prophecy of the opponents.
C Meaningless Talk
On several occasions the opponents are said to engage in meaningless talk
(~a.'tatOA.OYla)207 and profane chatter (J3EJ3r,A.OC; KEvO<Pwvla).208 They are
described as idle talkers (~a.'tatOA.6yOt).2()Q Marshall (1999: 372) suggests that this
20() See Aune (1997: 151).
207 1 Tim 1:6.
208 1 Tim 6:20; 2 Tim 2: 16.
20<) Titus 1:10.
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battery of terms simply describes false teaching as "vain, empty talk". Karris (1973:
553) includes these phrases in his list of stock language used against the sophists.
However, these words too may serve to reinforce the possibility that the opponents
were Jewish-Christian ecstatics. Eusebius' anonymous source mentions that
Montanus, after having some kind of ecstatic experience "began to speak and say
strange things" and pronounced "spurious utterances't."" Epiphanius, speaking of
the Montanists, states: "But these people set forth things which they profess to
prophesy neither with steadfastness nor in possession of the persuasion of reason.
F thei b' devi d . ,,211 C I aki for err sayings are am IgUOUS, e ious an incorrect". e sus, spe 109 0
ecstatic prophets in Phoenicia and Palestine, states:
After they have brandished these words, they subsequently add words that are
unintelligible, and frenzied, and totally obscure, whose meaning no intelligent
person could discover, for they are obscure and void of meaning, but they afford
opportunity to every fool or sorcerer (y611C;) to appropriate what was said
concerning anything in whatever way he wishes.i"
The language of meaningless talk, although admittedly using different terminology
from that used in the Pastorals, was thus used by later writers to describe ecstatic
prophecy. It may well be that the author of the Pastorals uses the language in this
way. This is not to deny that his rhetoric also functions as a "stock" charge against
the opponents, seeking to discredit their teaching as idle speculation.
In addition, the opponents engage in disputes about words (A.OYOIla.XtCl),213
speculations (EK~Trtll(nc;)214 and controversies (~"'t1l0'tC;).215 In I Tim 1:4 and
210 Eusebius, HE 5.16.7-8.
211 Epiphanius, Panarion 48.3.11
m Origen, Contra Celsum 7.9.
m 1 Tim 6:4, cf. 2 Tim 2: 14.
214 1 Tim 1:4.
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Titus 3:9 the latter two words occur in conjunction with "genealogies". It would
appear therefore that, whatever the preoccupation with genealogies precisely means,
it gave rise to intense debate and speculation.
D Myths and Genealogies
The first clue that the writer gives us concerning the false teaching involves "myths
and endless genealogies" (J...lOOOte;Kat YEVEo.Aoyiate; Cx.1tEp<X.vtOte;)(1 Tim 1:4).
Kelly (1963: 44) notes: "These words come tantalizingly near disclosing the content
of the heresy, but their interpretation is far from clear". He goes on to note that
many commentators have sought to identify this phrase with the fully developed
Gnostic notion of emanations or aeons but rightly rejects this interpretation. As
noted in chapter one, the idea that the Pastorals are combating some form of fully
developed Gnosticism is highly problematic. Plato uses the terms in connection with
myths about origins. He states: "and [Solon] went on to tell the myth about
Deucalion and Pyrrha after the flood, and how they survived it, and to give the
genealogy of their descendants" (Kat J...lE"Cel"COV Ko.'ta.KA'UOJ...lOv au nept
.:lEUKaAtwvoc; Kat nuppaC; we; OtEYEVOvtO J...lu90AOYEtV. Ko.t "COlx; E~
o.btwv YEvEaAoYEtV).216 Polybius speaks of other historians attracting many
different kinds of readers by dealing with every branch of history. In particular, he
writes, those who deal with genealogies appeal to readers who are fond of a story
("COV J...lEVyelp <l>tAllKOOV o YEVEClAOytKOe; "Cp61tOC;E1ttomi"CClt).217 In contrast
to those who write about "genealogies and myths" (1tEPl "Cae; YEVEo.Aoyto.c; Ko.t
m I Tim 6:4; 2 Tim 2:23; Titus 3:9.
216 I .P ato, Timaeus 22a.7-22b.2.
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IlUSOue;) among other things, Polybius states: "I decided on writing in a systematic
manner" (0 of: npaYIlCl'tlKOe; tpono; EVEKpi8Tl). He is conscious that by taking
this route he is appealing to only one class of reader; nevertheless, he states his clear
intention:
My aim, therefore, being not so much to entertain readers as to benefit those who
pay careful attention, I disregarded other matters and was led to write this kind of
history. The best testimony to the truth of what I say will be that of those who
study this work with due application.i"
For Polybius, therefore, writing about myths and genealogies is a form of
entertainment rather than "serious history" which he believes he is writing.211) For
the author of the Pastorals, a concern for myths and genealogies promotes
speculations rather than oi xovouinv 8EOU 'tTp EV nicrtEl (l Tim 1:4). Later he
makes clear that his purpose in writing is that his readers might know how to behave
EV ot Kc.p 8EOU(1 Tim 3:15). Like Polybius, the author of the Pastorals is concerned
about "serious" matters (God's administration, behaviour in God's household, sound
doctrine) rather than "myths" which serve to fuel speculation or suit the desires of
the listeners (cf. I Tim 4:7; 2 Tim 4:4).
However. it would be a mistake merely to assume that the phrase is a stock
phrase used to emphasise that which is serious over against that which is trivial. In
Titus I: 14 the myths are specifically described as "Jewish" and in Titus 3:9
!17 Polybius, Histories IX.I.4.
m Polybius, Histories IX.2.1, 4, 6-7.
219 This statement is, of course, part of a much wider topos in ancient historiography in which
ancient historians seek to present themselves as detached and impartial observers. Thucydides, for
ex~mple. states: "Still, it is safer to draw substantially the conclusions that I have drawn from the
evidence that I have cited, as contrasted with the poets' exaggerated rhapsodies or the entertaining
rather than accurate compositions of the genealogists O..oyoypa.<!>Ot)" Thuc. 1.21.1.
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"genealogies" appears in connection with "quarrels about the law".22o The
preoccupation with "myths and genealogies" which IS being opposed here has a
particularly Jewish dimension. Furthermore, in 1 Tim 1:7 the opponents are
described as desiring to be teachers of the law and in Titus 1: 10 those of the
circumcision are mentioned. Ignatius simply equates Judaism with "strange doctrines
bJlOAOYOUJlEV XciptV Jlll ElAll<l>eva.t).221 It has been plausibly suggested that the
author is referring to the kind of preoccupation with creation myths and genealogies
displayed in writings such as Philo's Questions and Answers on Genesis, Pseudo-
Philo's Book of Biblical Antiquities or the Book of JUbilees.222 A particularly
interesting passage in Pseudo-Philo links the question of genealogy with a prophecy
made by a woman:
Now Reu took as his wife Melcha the daughter of Ruth, and she bore to him Serug.
And when the day of his delivery came, she said, "from him there will be born in
the fourth generation one [Abraham] who will set his dwelling on high and will be
called perfect and blameless; and he will be the father of nations, and his covenant
will not be broken, and his seed will be multiplied forever".m
It is unlikely that "genealogies" refers to an obsession with tracing prophetic
succession as evidenced later by the Montanists, as suggested by Ford (1971).
220 Schlarb (1990: 83-93) highlights the importance of the "triad" llU80t, 'YEVEa.A.OY\.Clt and
EV'tOA.a.\'/v61l0C;. After noting the references to "myths and genealogies" in Plato and Polybius he
goes on to suggest a close connection between this phrase and the law and, drawing on the use of
cosmogony and genealogy in Philo's Life of Moses, argues that the opponents were attracted to a
particular exegesis of passages in the early chapters of Genesis.
"I-- Magn 8.1.
m See the comments in Knight (1992: 73-74), Karris (1979: 54-57) and Quinn (1990a: 110-11).
Marshall (1999: 366) suggests either this Philonic use or speculation based on genealogies found in
the Old Testament. .
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However, it could refer to attempts to trace lineage back to Abraham. Paul's
opponents in 2 Corinthians boast of being "O'1tEPIla. . AI3pa.a.Il" (2 Cor 11:22).
Georgi (1987: 58-59, 236-37) emphasises Philo's presentation of Abraham as a
pneumatic and 8EtOC; ex.1rilp. In the text from Pseudo-Philo above, the concern is to
trace a genealogy forward to Abraham. These are possibilities224 but, at the end of
the day, as Fee (1988: 42) states:
It must finally be admitted that we simply do not know. because [the author] does
not give us enough clues.
On the other hand. it is interesting to note that Hippolytus. in his attack on the
Montanists of his day, does not hesitate to echo the language of the Pastorals:
These things happen to uneducated and simple people who do not give careful
attention to the Scriptures, but rather [gladly] listen to human traditions. their own
errors and dreams. fables (lluOoAoyia.tC;). and silly tales (A6yOtC; ypa.41BEOt).225
5 The Opponents' Success with Households
1 Tim 1:6; 2 Tim 3:6 and Titus 1:11 indicate the success the opponents had 10
infiltrating households within the Christian communities at Ephesus and Crete. In
particular. they appeared to be particularly successful among women and, to some
extent, slaves. In this context the author envisages the Christian community as the
m Pseudo-Philo, Biblical Antiquities 4: II (Or?).
m Interestingly. some contemporary practitioners of so-called "deliverance ministry"
(exorcism) pay particular attention to genealogies. They seek to trace how perceived demonic
influences on the person being exorcised have been passed down through his or her ancestors.
Graham and Shirley Powell. after citing Exod 20:5. typically assert: "Bandages are from generation to
generation: lines of hatred. anger. physical or mental diseases. the inability to believe. and so on. If
forebears have been involved in forms of witchcraft. there is almost certainly some inherited bondage
... There are also bondages that exist at a national level -- national traits that are carried down from
generation to generation" (1983: 52). I am not arguing that this specific practice is directly relevant to
the opponents' interest in "myths and genealogies" in the Pastorals. However. the contemporary
connection between interest in genealogies and thaumaturgical practice suggests that it is not out of
the question that this phrase in the Pastorals has to do with thaumaturgy.
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household of God (l Tim 3:15), insists that community leaders must manage their
own households well (l Tim 3:4, 12), utilises the traditional Haustafel topos226 and
addresses women in particular.
A Household Emphasis
The Pastoral Epistles use oi KOC; eight times227and otKia. three times.228 In addition
believers are urged to provide for family members (o\.KEtOC; 1 Tim 5:8), and
younger widows to manage their households (Ol KOOEO"1tO'tgcu, 1 Tim 5: 14); older
women are exhorted to encourage young women to be good managers of the
household (Ol Koupy6c;, Titus 2:5). The understanding of the church as the
household of God (1 Tim 3: 15)229is both central to the Pastorals2JO and serves the
author's overall polemic. If the church is seen as God's household then the
opponents' disruption of Christian households (Titus 1:11) is a direct assault on "the
church of the living God, the pillar and bulwark of the truth" (1 Tim 3:15). In this
connection, it would appear that the author' particularly implicated women in the
disruption of households.
m Hippolytus, Commentary on DanieI4.20. echoing I Tim 4:7.
22h For the Pastoral's emphasis on the household see especially Verner (1983). For the use of
Haustafeln in the New Testament see Crouch (1973). LOhrmann (1980) and Balch (1981). Marshall
(1999: 231-236) has an extensive bibliography and argues. as does Verner. that it is better to talk of
'station codes' rather than 'household codes' in the Pastorals because the instructions are structured in
terms of positions in society and lack the reciprocal household relationships of the Haustafeln.
m I Tim3:4.5.12.15;5:4;2Tim 1:16;4:19;Titus 1:11.
228 I Tim 5: 13; 2 Tim 2:20; 3:6.
229 Marshall (1999: 507-9) rightly argues that it is the concept of the church as God's household
rather than God's temple which is primary in I Tim 3: 1'5.
no This is clearly seen by Marshall ( 1999: 497-99). at least as far as I Timothy is concerned.
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B Libertarian Women
In Pietersen (1998b) and (l998c) I have argued, drawing heavily on Bassler (1984),
(1988) and (1996), that the teaching of the opponents proved particularly attractive
to women in the community who had taken vows of celibacy.i" 1 Tim 5:3-16 is the
key text in this respect. The length devoted to the question of widows and their
support suggests that this was a very important issue as far as the author is
concerned. Commentators are divided as to whether only one group of widows is
addressed throughout or whether a separate group of enrolled widows is referred to
in verses 9-15. In my view, the passage refers to one group throughout. The section
is framed by the concern for those who are really widows in verses 3 and 16 (bVtwC;
x'flpa.C;) and there are no obvious breaks.232 The whole passage is concerned with
those whom the church should support financially as "real widows". It would appear
that the support of widows was proving a drain on the community's resources and so
the author wants to restrict support to those without family support (verses 4,8, 16),
who are over sixty, have been "the wife of one husband,,233 and are well attested for
good works (verses 9_10).234 It would appear that the group of widows supported by
the church had grown too large and included younger women who had also taken a
2JI I Tim 5: 12 appears to refer to a vow of chastity. Marshall (1999: 599-600) argues that
1tl(J'ttC; here has its usual meaning of' faith'; however, 1tiO'ne; together with the verb 6.9E't£W is used
in the sense of breaking a pledge in Didorus Siculus 21.20; 32.7 and Polybius 8.36.6; 11.29.3;
22.16.1; 36.9.17, therefore this is the most likely meaning here. For the view that the pledge refers to
the vow to remain a widow see, for example, Bassler (1996: 93-94), Kelly (1963: 117) and Knight
(1992: 222-27).
m So Bassler (1996: 92-93), Dibelius/Conzelmann (1972: 73-74), Knight (1992: 230-31) and
Marshall (1999: 580-81). For the opposite view see Verner (1983: 161-166) who notes other scholars
holding this position on page 161, n. 109.
m The meaning of EVOe; 6.vOpOe; yuvl1 is disputed; it is unlikely to be proscribing polyandry
and so the choice appears to be between "married only once" (Bassler (1996: 96-97). Fee (1984: 119).
Kelly (1963: 115-16» and "faithful to her husband" (Dibelius/Conzelmann (1972: 75). Knight (1992:
223). Marshall (1999: 593-94).
m It is highly unlikely that 'enrolment' in verse 9 refers to an official order of widows. In my
view the whole passage is concerned with the support of widows - a concern rooted in Jewish
tradition (Exod 22:22; Deut 24: 17-22), This view is carefully argued by Marshall (1999: 576-81).
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vow of chastity.r" The author of the Pastorals is particularly concerned about the
behaviour of these younger widows.
These younger widows were revelling in their freedom from the constraints of the
traditional household structure. Having already taken the celibate route, they were
also particularly vulnerable to false teachers who were forbidding marriage. If
they were enjoying the freedom that celibacy brought, it would not be a huge step
to embrace teaching that actually opposed rnarriage.r'"
The author's solution to the problem is to insist that these "younger widows marry,
hear childrent" and manage their households" (1 Tim 5: 14). The constraints of
household management would thus serve to counter the freedom these women were
enjoying which enabled them, according to the author, to go from house to house
gossiping and engaging in some form of thaumaturgical practice which included
"saying what they should not say" (I Tim 5: 13).238
I have argued (Pietersen 1998b) that it is the role of the younger widows in
spreading the false teaching and the propensity for women, in the author's view, to
succumb to the opponents' teaching (2 Tim 3:6-7), that forms the background to the
m An extension of XTUXX. to include virgins is found in Ign. Smyrn. 13.1, "I greet the
households of my brothers with their wives and children, and the virgins who arc called widows".
See Schoedel (1985: 252). Bassler (1984: 35) also points out that the references to marriage of the
younger widows in verses 11 and 14 "provide no linguistic indication that the author actually had re-
marriage in mind, it appears that the widows' circle had evolved to the point that chastity. not
widowhood. was the determinative factor".
216 Pietersen (1998b: 1I).
m TEKVO"(OVEtV, cf. 'ti1~ 'tEKvo"(ov\.a~ in I Tim 2: 15.
m Most interpreters translate ltEP1Ep,,(Ot as "busybodies" due to the connection here with
c)lA:OO.POtand the use of m:ptEpyci~oJlat with this meaning in 2 Thess 3: 11. See Marshall (1999:
603). This view is persuasive but does not do full justice to the following AaAouo-at 'to. Jl11
O€ov'ta which is paralleled by Otoo.O-KOV'tEC; & Jl11 OEl in Titus 1:11. The fact that the young
widows in Ephesus are saying "things which ought not be said" and the opponents in Crete are
teaching "what ought not be taught" suggests that the author views the content as sinister. This
should be combined with the only other use of ltEPtEP,,(O~ in the New Testament in Acts 19:19.
where it specifically refers to things belonging to magic. Furthermore, mention of the opponents'
success in persuading women in 2 Tim 3:6-7 is immediately followed by a reference to Jannes and
Jambres which. I shall argue below. makes the magic link explicit. The view that ltEptEPYOt refers to
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prohibition of women from teaching in I Tim 2: 12. I Tim 2:9-15 is concerned with
women, but verse 9 begins with wcra:lrtcoc; thus linking it to verse 8. 1 Tim 2:8-15
is therefore concerned with the way both men and women conduct themselves in
"the household of God". I suggested above that the younger widows addressed in 1
Timothy 5 were particularly attracted to the false teaching as it provided them with
freedom from the constraints of the patriarchal family structure. In this context,
therefore, the author addresses women in a way which reinforces the traditional
family values of both Jewish and Graeco-Roman cultures.239 The emphasis on
crCOq,PocruVl1 (verses 9 and 15) frames the section on women. In verse 9 it is linked
with a.tOwc;, a combination which occurs regularly in classical literature to suggest
the idea of modesty.?" In verse 15, crco<j>pocruVT) occurs on its own and the
emphasis here is probably on self-control.241
In verses 11-12 the author clearly prohibits women from exercising a
teaching role in the community. This can be seen from the chiastic structure, which
places the emphasis on "I do not permit a woman to teach":
fuvr, EV t,crUX1~ Jlav9a.v€'tco
EV1tacrn u1to'taYrl
OtMcrKEtV ot yuvatKl OUKE1tt'tPE1tCO
ouot a \.leE V'tE1: v Clvop6c;
eXA.A. • dva.t gV t,crux l(~
The reason for this is clearly due to the fact that women have proved particularly
vulnerable to the false teaching of the opponents. This can be seen by the way the
magic and that 'td 1l1l oeov't(X. refers to charms, incantations and magic formulae is considered
possi~J~ by Kelly (1963: 118) and specifically argued by Kroeger and Kroeger (1992: 62-63, 203-11).
The contrast between external adornment and moral virtue for women was a regular feature
of tra~}(~ionalparaenesis. See the discussion in Marshall (1999: 448-51).
See TDNT I, 169-71; Marshall (1999: 448-49).
'41- Marshall (1999: 471)
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author continues by grounding his prohibition on women teaching and having
authority over men242 in the creation account. The Genesis account provides a two-
fold warrant for the author. First, the sequence of creation - Adam, then Eve -
draws on "the widespread [contemporary] assumption that the first born ... has
superior status and rightful authority over younger siblings".243 This supports his
contention that a woman should not exercise authority over a man. Second, the
author relies on Gen 3: 13 to argue that Eve, not Adam, was deceived and this
enables him to draw a parallel with the situation facing the communities addressed in
which women, as far as the author is concerned, were prone to deception. As Bassler
(1996: 60-61) states:
The author's reasoning is that the deception of Eve and not Adam reveals this to be
a weakness peculiar to women, and the particular success of the opponents with
women confirms it. Thus women must not be permitted to exercise the crucial role
of teacher lest their vulnerability to deception permit the spread of false teachings
in the church (cf. 5: 13).
1 Tim 2: 15 has been a notoriously difficult verse to interpret as
commentators have argued over the meaning of O'WS"O'E'tcx.t and 'tEKVoyovicx., how
they are related to each other and how this verse relates to the preceding verses.i'"
The connection between this passage and 1 Tim 5: 11-14 is made explicit in 1 Tim
2: 15 by the usc of' texvoyovtc, The author's exhortation that younger widows
should marry and bear children ('tEKVO'¥OVEW) in 1 Tim 5:14 makes the popular
suggestion that 'tEKVO'¥ovicx. in 1 Tim 2: 15 refers to the birth of Jesus highly
!42 I do not intend to enter into the debate over aWEv'tEw here. It seems to me that some form
of domineering authority is the most likely nuance of the word. See the extended discussion and
bibliography in Marshall (1999: 456-60),
'41. Bassler(1996:60).
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I'k I ~4~un 1 e y." . Texvoyovio; is used here in its ordinary sense of childbirth.
Furthermore, Ola. with the genitive, as Marshall (1999: 468) notes, should be taken
in an instrumental sense to denote "by means Of,.246 The author thus states that
women will be saved by means of childbirth. The question remains, therefore, as to
what 'salvation' means in this context. In my view, commentators have had
difficulty at this point because they consistently equate crc.p~w with spiritual
salvation. Marshall (1999), for example, states that "crc.p~(O consistently refers to
salvation from sin in the [Pastoral Epistles]". However, Marshall does not do justice
to the use of crc.p~w in 1 Tim 4: 16 where Timothy is exhorted to pay close attention
to himself and his teaching and, by persisting.in them, thereby save both himself and
his hearers. Marshall (1999: 571) argues that crc.p~w here is to do with final
salvation. However, the context of 1 Timothy 4 concerns the refutation of false
teaching. It is much more likely, therefore, that the author is concerned that Timothy
and his hearers should be saved from error. This usage of crc.p~w makes perfect
sense of 1 Tim 2: 15. In the context of opponents who forbid marriage, and younger
widows who have taken a vow of celibacy being attracted to this false teaching, the
author insists that women will be saved from error by means of childbearing. Those
women who adopt the traditional role of mother are unlikely to be affected by the
false teaching. Of course, the author recognises that childbearing alone is no
guarantee against error so he insists that the traditional role must be accompanied by
"faith, love and holiness with self-control". Bassler (1988: 55-56) sums this up
well:
244 See Marshall (1999: 467).
'4~ S . h I- 0, ng t y, Marshall (1999: 469).
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The reference to bearing children has an obvious anti-ascetic and thus anti-
heretical thrust. It may be that because of the Pastor's concern to reject the
celibate lifestyle advocated by his opponents, he sought here to counter the
suggestion of Genesis that childbirth is a curse, an idea that would play into the
hands of the heretics. Indeed, the heretics, who were skilled in manipulating
Jewish myths [Titus I: 14], may have already exploited the potential of this idea.
The Pastor then polemically transformed the Genesis curse into a Christian
blessing, which may have operated on two levels. A woman will be saved from
the allure of the heretical message by bearing children, and because she thus
avoids making a shipwreck of her faith [l Tim): 19]. she will also be saved in the
absolute sense of the word, provided, of course, she continues in faith, love, and
holiness.i'"
C Ecstatic Women
However, the problem with women in the Pastorals concerns more than just their
desire for freedom from the constraints of the family patriarchal structure. If women
were not teaching in the community, or at least aspiring to teach. there would be no
need for any specific prohibition. According to 1 Tim 5: 13 the younger widows are
guilty of dispersing the false teaching by "gadding from house to house"; in 2 Tim
3:6 households are infiltrated by the opponents and women in particular prove
vulnerable to their teaching. Furthermore, 2 Tim 2: 16-17 speaks of the "profane
chatter" spreading "like gangrene". The picture is of false teaching disseminating
through the community first, by the proponents gaining entrance to households and
attracting women especially, and second, by female recruits subsequently spreading
the teaching from house to house. Significantly, it is in this context that the content
of the teaching is mentioned in 2 Tim 2: 18. It would appear that women were
particularly attracted by the teaching that the resurrection had already taken place.
!46 So too Knight (1992: 147).
247 H hasier emp asis.
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Realised eschatology proving attractive to women brings us once again to the
relevance of 1 Corinthians for understanding what is happening in the Pastorals.
This can be seen immediately from the close relationship between 1 Tim 2: 11-12 and
1 Cor 14:34-35. Fee has argued on text-critical grounds that 1 Cor 14:34-35 is an
interpolation probably based on 1 Tim 2:11_12.248 However, Wire (1990: 149-152)
mounts a strong case for the text being part of the original letter to the Corinthians.i'"
In this case the author of 1 Timothy is either applying 1 Corinthians 14:34-35 to the
situation at hand or, more likely, draws upon known Pauline tradition.2so Wire's
entire thesis is that women prophets at Corinth form a significant challenge to Paul's
authority there. She argues forcefully that Paul's strategy in 1 Corinthians leads to
the tinal silencing of women in chapter fourteen and that 1 Corinthians 11 is an
initial restriction on women's prophecy, on the way as it were to chapter fourteen,
rather than permission for women to prophesy.i" Although Wire overstates her
case,252 nevertheless she does succeed in highlighting the significance of women in
248 See Fee ( 1987: 699-708), especially 699, n. 6.
24') Niccum (1997), in a careful sifting of the textual evidence, thoroughly refutes Fee's claim
that the transposed order (which places verses 34-35 after verse 40) is supported by the entire Western
tradition. Niccum demonstrates that the transposed order "occurs in only a few, closely related MSS
from northern Italy spread abroad in the Middle Ages by Irish monastics" (1997: 254). No extant MS
omits I Cor 14:34-35 (Niccum convincingly argues against Payne's claim (1995) that codices
Vatican us and Fuldensis provide evidence for such an omission) and the overwhelming textual
evidence thus favours the authenticity of I Cor 14:34-35 in its traditional location.
250 See Marshall (1999: 439-40).
251 See especially Wire (1990: 152-58.229-32).
m Even if I Corinthians II functions as a restriction on women prophets in the way envisaged
by Wire. it is highly unlikely that Paul would call for the silencing in chapter fourteen of what he has
permitted in chapter II. Of course. it is the apparent contradiction between I Cor II :2-16 and I Cor
14:34-35 which informs the view that the latter is an interpolation. Horrell (1996: 186), who favours
the interpolation theory, rightly insists that those who accept the authenticity of I Cor 14:34-35 must
be able to harmonise it convincingly with I Cor II :2-16. In my view. a case can be made for seeing
the prohibition in I Cor 14:34-35 in terms of those claiming to be women prophets. The immediate
context concerns prophets and prophecy and the wider context concerns order in public worship.
Charismatic exegesis distinguishes between "prophets" and "those who prophesy" on the basis of I
Cor 12:28-29; 14: I, 5, 29. 31-32. Charismatic praxis, based on I Corinthians 14, recognises that all in
the congregation may prophesy but not all are called to the ministry of prophet. Fee (1987: 693-96),
!n his exegesis of I Cor 14:29-32 fails to engage with this charismatic understanding. He simply
Interacts with those who argue that "prophets" refers to a special group of people in the community
who have been given the gift of prophecy. No contemporary charismatic would equate those with the
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the opposition to Paul at Corinth. Whatever the specific interpretation of 1 Cor
14:34-35, it is interesting that both the situation at Corinth and the situation at
Ephesus required the silencing of women in some way.
I have already argued above that the presence of realised eschatology can
only be adequately accounted for by some form of charismatic enthusiasm. In the
Pastorals, therefore, we have evidence of at least some enthusiastic women. Wire's
work on women prophets at Corinth is particularly helpful in this respect. Both Wire
(1990) and Fee (1987) recognise that speaking in tongues was highly prized by the
Corinthian Christians. In addition, Paul's emphasis on order in worship in 1 Cor
14:26-40 indicates that Corinthian worship tended to be ecstatic and thus out of
control.f" This may well be the issue in the notoriously difficult 1 Cor 11:2_16.254
gift of prophecy with prophets. Fee rightly argues that Paul envisages that all may prophesy but then
wrongly concludes on this basis that the "two or three prophets" referred to in I Cor 14:29 are the
same as the "all" who can prophesy in I Cor 14:31. By making this equation Fee is forced to argue
that Paul is recommending that there can be no more than two or three prophecies at a time before the
prophecies are weighed, after that there can be a further sequence of three prophecies and so on. Fee
does not do sufficient justice to the relationship between I Cor 12: 29-30; 14:5 and 14:27,29. Paul
insists that not all are prophets and not all speak in tongues, wants all to speak in tongues and
prophesy, and limits to a maximum of three the number of contributions from tongue-speakers and
prophets in any congregational gathering. It seems to me that charismatic praxis makes the most
sense of the entire passage. Namely, that although all can speak in tongues in private (cf. I Cor
14:18-19), only some exercise the public gift of tongues (just as there are recognised "interpreters" (I
Cor 12:30; 14:28»; furthermore, although all can prophesy, only some are prophets.
This distinction between "prophets" and "those who prophesy" enables women to be
included in the "all who prophesy" of I Cor 14:31 yet excluded from the company of prophets by
virtue of 1 Cor 14:34-35. Women can thus prophesy, so there is no contradiction with I Cor II :2-16,
but are silenced in terms of the presumably authoritative pronouncements of the prophets and in terms
of judging those pronouncements publicly. This prohibition on women prophets strongly suggests
that there is a problem with women claiming to be prophets in the Corinthian situation. In my view,
therefore, Wire is right to draw attention to the problem of women prophets at Corinth but wrong to
conclude that Paul really intends to silence women altogether. For the view that Paul, in I Cor 14:34-
35, is seeking to prohibit women from judging prophecies see Grudem (1988: 217-25) and Liefeld
(1987: 148-51).
2~1 S iah I. o.rig ty, Fee (1987: 713).
!~4 Commentators are divided on this point. The majority view is that Paul is concerned here to
combat the view of some of the Corinthians that differences of gender and sexuality are no longer of
any significance. Instead, Paul insists, although women do indeed have authority to pray or prophesy
they, unlike men, must wear some form of head-covering as a sign of that authority. "Women must
pray and prophesy as women, and men as men" (Horrell 1996: 173). See too Meeks (1974: 199-203),
Fee (1987: 497-98) and especially Hooker (1964). Others view the issue as Paul's concern to
distinguish Christian worship from ecstatic, mystery cult worship. See Fiorenza (1983: 227-30) and
Kroeger and Kroeger (1978). Fee (1987: 498, n.23) sees this as a tempting possibility.
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If Cx.Ka.'ta.KcX.A.UTI:'tOC; in 1 Cor 11:5 refers to loosed hair, and a strong case can be
made for this,255 then the issue of shame can be related to long, dishevelled hair
which was typical of the frenzied worship of women in the cults of Dionysus, Cybele
and Isis.256 The silencing of women prophets, as I have argued above for 1 Cor
14:34-35, in the context of orderly worship, may be due to such women prophesying
and/or speaking in tongues in a manner reminiscent of ecstatic, pagan cultic
activities. Wire (1990: 237-69) provides a selection of texts from the first century
BCE to the second century CEo illustrating "women who speak for the divine".
These illustrate the comment of Strabo:
All regard women as the prime movers when it comes to religion. It is they who
incite the men to the more devoted worship of the gods. to festivals and to wild
outcries. One rarely finds such a behaviour pattern in a man living by himsclf.i"
A passage from Irenaeus demonstrates that similar issues to those addressed
in the Pastorals were still affecting the church a century or so later. He speaks of the
heretic Marcus who. by means of "magical impostures", succeeds in attracting a
following which includes a number of women. According to Irenaeus "he is
regarded by his senseless and cracked-brain followers as working miracles".
Marcus' strategy is to devote "himself especially to women, and those such as are
well-bred. and elegantly attired, and of great wealth. whom he frequently seeks to
draw after him". He encourages these women to participate in his "Charis" by
m See the discussion in Fee (1987:508-10). Fee favours the view that (h:cx."C(lICa.A.\)1t't~
refers to the lack of some external covering but recognises that "the linguistic ties with the LXX and
the parallels from pagan ecstasy offer a truly viable alternative in favor of hairstyle" (1987: 510).
m Fee (1987: 509-10, n. 75). The available evidence suggests that women did not form a
majority of the adherents of the various cults but that they were more involved in the oriental cults,
and specifically the Isis cult, than in the traditional state religions (Heyob 1975: 87). Women
involved in the Isis cult of the imperial period tended to have "long hair with a band on the forehead
and curls falling on the shoulder" (Heyob 1975: 60).
m Strabo, Geography 7.3.3. See too Kroeger and Kroeger (1992: 70-74).
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urging them to prophesy. As far as Irenaeus is concerned, the resulting prophecies
are meaningless but result in the duped women regarding themselves as prophetesses
thereafter. Irenaeus continues by relating how Marcus, whom he calls a magician, is
received into the house of one of the church deacons and succeeds in seducing the
deacon's wife who then travels with him for a long period. Speaking of Marcus'
disciples, Irenaeus concludes that "they have deceived many silly women" and that,
in his own district of the Rhone, "they have deluded many women who have their
consciences seared as with a hot iron".258
Here we have the case of someone who apparently is able to make his way
into households, is regarded as a magician, has a following and is able to attract
many women, particularly by encouraging them to prophesy. Although there are
important differences (Marcus' teachings are decidedly Gnostic), there are
remarkable similarities with the situation addressed by the Pastorals.25t) This
comparison is given further weight by Lewis' (1989) conclusions concerning the
persistence of ecstasy in "peripheral possession cults" highlighted in chapter three
above. As noted there, it is particularly significant for the Pastorals that Lewis tinds
evidence that it is women who tend to be involved in such possession cults. It is thus
highly likely that women were attracted to the opponents in the Pastorals due to their
thaumaturgical emphasis.
25M Irenaeus, Against Heresies 1 13.1-7 (AN F), echoing in several places the language of the
Pastorals.
m lrenaeus' account, of course, must be read critically; he uses exaggerated polemical language.
Nevertheless, it seems likely that Marcus and his followers did have particular impact among women
and that thaumaturgy played a part in this. Chadwick (1967: 80) is able to say that Irenaeus, "even
after the numerous recent discoveries of Gnostic documents. remain[s] an essential and remarkably
fair-minded source for the history of the second century sects".
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6 The Opponents as "Magicians"
A Jannes and Jambres
Further evidence for the thaumaturgical nature of the opposition comes from their
comparison with Jannes and Jambres in 2 Tim 3:8. This follows immediately after
the author's accusation that the opponents "make their way into households and
captivate silly women". Here we are explicitly in the realm of magic.
Dibelius/Conzelmann (1972: 117) cite a number of ancient texts referring to the
brothers Jannes and Jambres as the magicians who opposed Moses in Exodus 7_9_260
These texts regard the brothers as eminent magicians and wonder workers. Given
this tradition, it seems to me highly likely that they are specifically referred to, not
just as examples of those who oppose the truth,261 but because of the thaumaturgical
activities of the opponents. Karris (1973: 560-61), citing Philo, Del. POI. Ins. 38-39
and MiW. Ahr. 76-85, argues that the use of Jannes and Jambres here forms part of
the traditional polemic against sophists. It is, therefore, a stock charge and should
not be taken as descriptive of the actual activities of the opponents. Philo's account
certainly identifies the magicians with sophistry, but significantly. Philo does not
name the magicians, as Karris recognises. It is by no means certain. therefore, that
the author is drawing on Phi Ionic material here.262 Karris himself is forced to
speculate: "it might be conjectured that they [Jannes and Jambres] were introduced
into a tradition similar to that of Philo at a later date with the purpose of
embellishing the story" (1973: 561). The naming of the magicians here makes it far
~60 CD V.17-19; Pliny. Hist. Nat 30.2.11; Apuleius, Apologia 90; Numenius as cited in
Eusebius. Praep. Ev. 9.8.1; the targum Pseudo-Jonathan; the midrash Tanhuma, commenting on
Exod 32: I; Evangelium Nicodemi (Acta Pi/ali A) 5; Marl. PI. et PI. 34. .
261 Pace Towner (1989: 264. n. 37). Knight (1992: 435) and Marshall (1999: 769,778). Apart
from CD V.17-19. which does seem to mention "Jannes and his brother" simply as those who
opposed Moses and Aaron. the texts emphasise their role as magicians.
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more likely that the author is specifically drawing on material that highlights their
role as magicians.i'" In the text from Irenaeus cited above, Marcus is specifically
described as a magician. Interestingly, the author here, who elsewhere accuses the
opponents of occupying themselves with "myths and genealogies", is not afraid to
use, as Marshall (1999: 779) notes, "Jewish embellishments of the story of Moses
and legends that were circulating in his day".
B The use of y6TJ;
The above interpretation of the reference to Jannes and Jambres is reinforced by the
use of y6rl'tEC; in 2 Tim 3: 13. The NRSV translates this as "impostors" with which
Towner (1989: 264, n.37) concurs. However, the word can mean "sorcerer",
"impostor/charlatan" or "juggler" depending on the context.i'" As this is a New
Testament hapax265 it is worth looking at how the word is used in other contexts. In
Appendix One I have set out extracts, as provided by the TLG CD-ROM, from
various passages in which a word from the YOll- group occurs. I have concentrated
on non-Christian authors from the fifth century BCE through to the second century
CEo The search yielded 359 references for this period. Although the majority of
21>2 This is not to say that elsewhere the Pastorals do not draw on Phi Ionic material. See
Hitchcock (1940) and Mott (1978)
261 The reference in Pliny's Natural History demonstrates that the name Jannes was associated
with magic at a time roughly contemporary with the Pastorals. Fee (1988: 272) dates the naming of
Jannes and Jambres to "at least 150 BCE", although it is not clear where he gets this date from. Spicq
(1969: 104-10) is one of the few scholars who takes both the reference to Jannes and Jambres and the
mention of Y01'1tEC; in verse 13 as alluding to magical practices. I agree with Spicq on this, although
he makes too much of CD V.17-19 in arguing that esoteric Judaism of the Qumran type provides the
background for the opponents in the Pastorals. Fee (1988: 272) entertains the possibility that the
opponents practised magic but does not think yOt'l'tEC; should be translated as "magicians" in verse
13.
2M Marshall (1999: 786-87) is open to the possibility that magic practices are alluded to here.
Kelly (1963: 200) states: "Again as in [verse] 8, there is conceivably an allusion to their dabbling in
magic arts".
2M YOTl1:Eta. occurs once in the LXX at 2 Mace 12:24 speaking of the "guile" of Timothy.
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references do not concern sorcery or magic, it is clear that context is all important
when determining which of the nuances of y61l~ is appropriate. Whenever the
context involves magic or wonder-working of some kind the appropriate translation
is magician/sorcerer. Of course, if the author is not predisposed towards magic then
the term is used pejoratively and, in the author's eyes, is tantamount to being an
impostor.
In the writings of Plato, yOll'tetcx. appears to refer to sorcery in Symp. 203a as
it appears in the context of the spiritual realm between mortals and the divine
through which are conveyed divination, priestcraft, incantations, soothsaying and
yOll'tdcx.. Similarly, in Meno 80a; 80b, YOll'tEUW, although used metaphorically of
Socrates bewitching Meno with his spells and incantations, nevertheless has the
connotations of magic for Socrates, in any other city, would be taken as a y61l~.
Finally, in Laws 933a, Plato distinguishes between injuries caused naturally and
those attempted by sorceries, incantations and spells; here too YOll'tEUW must refer
to magic.
In Euripides, Bacchae 234 y61l~ refers to a sorcerer/conjuror. In Herodotus,
Histories 4.1 05.1 y61l~ also refers to magic for Herodotus speaks of the power of the
Neuri to change into wolves. Although he himself is sceptical, nevertheless he states
that it might be the case that they are y61l'tE~. Philo, On Dreams 1.221.1 probably
uses YOll'tEUw in the context of magic for he speaks of the sophists of Egypt,
including augurs and soothsayers who are proficient in charming and bewitching.
Josephus certainly uses YOll'tElU this way in Antiquities 2.286.4; 2.320.2 where the
magic arts of Moses are compared to those of the Egyptian magicians. r61l~ occurs
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in the context of signs and wonders in A ntiquities 20.167.2. In Diodorus Siculus
5.55.3 y611C;refers to the Telchines as magicians who could change the weather and
change their natural shapes, and in 5.64.4 the Idaean Dactyli of Crete are described
as y611'tEC;because they practise charms, initiatory rites and mysteries. Strabo
regularly uses y611C;and YOll'tEla to refer to magicians and magic. Particularly
significant is Geography 10.3.23 where, in the context of a discussion about the
Idaean Dactyli, Strabo refers to YOll'tEia as being closely related to religious
frenzies, worship and divination.
Plutarch in particular demonstrates the various nuances of the YOll- word
group. In many of the references cited the context indicates the word group carries
the sense of deceit; however in several texts he speaks of women using potions,
drugs and YOll'tEla on their husbands, or of YOll'tEla in the context of spells.i'" He
speaks of Proteus who can change his shape by YOll'tEicx.and of certain y61'f'tEC;in
Thessaly who, by means ofyoll'tEla, are able to call up and banish ghosts.i'"
Although Lucian almost invariably uses y611C; In the sense of
impostor/charlatan it seems to me that at least in Alexander 5.5 and 6.8 he uses
y611C;/YOll'tEUWin the sense of magician/sorcery. Of course, Lucian still thinks of
Alexander as an impostor but in these two texts the contexts concern enchantments.
incantations and sorcery. Karris (1973: 560, n. 47). who in my view considerably
overplays the equation ofy611C;with charlatan, admits that y611C;can be synonymous
with J.l<lyOC;in Lucian.
!6(, Advice About Keeping Well 126.A.6; Advice to Bride and Groom 139.A.3; Superstition
171.B.I; Bravery of Women 256.C.6; 256.E.3;
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Cassius Dio uses the word group in the context of magic in 52.36.3 and
57.15.7, 8. Finally Philostratus, not surprisingly due to his subject matter,
consistently uses the word group in the context of thaumaturgy.
As context is all important, in our text the reference to Jannes and Jambres
several verses earlier thus makes it highly likely that y6Tl'tEC; should be translated
"sorcerers'Y'" The reference to "deceiving others and being deceived" makes the
opponents like the "super-apostles" Paul describes as "deceitful workers" in 2 Cor
I I: 13. The opponents' emphasis on thaumaturgy is, in the view of the author of the
Pastorals, sorcery of a kind similar to that of Jannes and Jambres. In an environment
in which magic was highly valued (Acts 19: 19) and where Pliny can link Jannes with
Moses and Jewish magic,269 the author makes it clear that such practices are
unacceptable in the community.
7 A Composite Picture of the Opponents
From the analysis above it would appear that the opponents:
• were Jewish-Christians:
• have as some of their leaders those who had previously been elders at
Ephesus;
• like those encountered in 1 Corinthians, argue that present experience of the
Spirit means that the resurrection has already taken place. Consequently
267 On Having Many Friends 97.A.5; Fragments 126.2,3.
268 The LXX does not help as E1tcxotMC; is consistently used of the magicians in Exodus,
269 Pliny, Hist. Nat. 30.2.11, "There is yet another branch of magic, derived from Moses, Jannes,
Lotapes and the Jews ... "
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Christians "neither marry nor are given in marriage ... because they are like
angels ... ,,270;
• like those encountered In Colossians, are ascetic and practise ascetism
primarily as preparation for visionary and ecstatic experiences of God;
• probably, again like those in 1 Corinthians, prize glossolalia which the author
of the Pastorals dismisses as "meaningless talk";
• with their realised eschatology find success particularly among women who,
casting aside the restrictions of marriage, urge others to do likewise;
• encourage women, recognised in antiquity as particularly sensitive to the
divine, to work miracles and to spread the message from house to house;
• as a result attract prominent women who are in a position to teach others in
the community;
• like those encountered m 2 Corinthians, boast of their visions and their
miracle-working.
The above summary does not lead to the conclusion that the opponents were
early Gnostics, nor does it mean that the opponents saw themselves as practising
magic. The sociological, developmental model I have highlighted in chapters three
to five suggests that there will be a continuing demand for thaumaturgy in
charismatic communities in the process of institutionalising. It is much more likely,
given this model and the above mix, that the opponents were able to attract whole
households (Titus 1:11) precisely because of this process. In communities such as
Ephesus, which would have begun to demonstrate the process of institutionalisation,
270 Luke 20:35-36; I am suggesting that this saying of Jesus was known to the Corinthian and
Ephesian Christians.
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influential leaders who advocated a return to charismatic enthusiasm would
inevitably prove attractive to certain sections of the church. These leaders could
appeal particularly to Paul as a thaumaturge as portrayed in Acts 19. This is a claim
that the author of the Pastorals vigorously opposes.
8 The Author's Strategy
If the author is seeking to combat what he sees as a dangerous demand for the
intensification of charisma rooted in the memory of a wonder-working Paul, then he
would not, I suggest, be able to tackle the problem by directly refuting such an image
of Paul. For it is clear from Acts that at least some early Christian communities saw
Paul in this way. Furthermore, Paul himself speaks of performing signs and wonders
(2 Cor 12: 12). The author, who sees himself standing in the Pauline tradition,
cannot, therefore, deny the charismatic dimension. Instead he adopts the following
strategy:
First, as Karris (1973), Johnson (1978179), Fiore (1986) and others have
noted. he employs stereotypical language to describe the opponents. This literary
device does not function. I have already argued. merely as a foil to serve an overall
hortatory purpose or as an anti-type to the exemplary teacher. Rather. the
stereotypical language is used to label the opponents as outsiders and the language,
therefore, functions as a literary form of a status degradation ceremony. If the
strategy is successful then the opponents, even though some had previously been
leaders in the community, will be perceived by the community as having always
been in reality "outsiders" through the process of retrospective interpretation.
Second. the qualifications for leadership in the community contained In
Timothy and Titus serve a dual purpose. As well as highlighting the standards
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expected of community leaders they also function polemically to disqualify the
opponents. Elders and deacons are to be "husbands of one wife" (l Tim 3:2, 12;
Titus 1:6) thus disqualifying the opponents who forbid marriage (l Tim 4:3). They
must demonstrate that they can manage their own households well (l Tim 3:4, 12) in
contrast to the opponents who make their way into households and upset whole
families (2 Tim 3:6; Titus 1:11).
Thirdly, to counter the success the opponents seem to have had amongst
women (2 Tim 3:6-7), the author wants younger widows to marry (1 Tim 5: 14) and
denies any public teaching role to women, insisting that they will be saved (from
error) by embracing their traditional childbearing role (1 Tim 2:8-15).271
Fourthly, some room is given to charisma. The author seeks to deal with the
charismatic problem by being seen to embrace spiritual gifts. Timothy is exhorted
not to neglect the gift received through prophecy (1 Tim 4: 14) and to rekindle the
gift within (2 Tim 1:6). The Spirit is said to be richly poured out on the believing
community (Titus 3:6). However, this charismatic dimension is placed within
certain boundaries. Timothy's gift is received through officially sanctioned channels
- the elders and Paul. The abundance of the Spirit leads to good works, not ecstatic
experience, and the avoidance of the controversies. genealogies. etc. which occupy
the opponents (Titus 3:8-9).
Fifthly, the Pastorals contain a massive emphasis on sobriety. moderation,
soundness of mind, sound teaching. etc.272 In an important article Malherbe (1980)
m For a detailed discussion of I Tim 2:8-15 see Pietersen (1998b) and (1998c).
m O'w<l>Povtw Titus 2:6; O'w<l>Povi~w Titus 2:4; O'w<l>PovtO'j..L6C;2 Tim 1:7; O'w4lP6vwc; Titus
2:12; O'W$pocruvlll Tim 2:9,15; O'wc)lpwv I Tim 3:2; Titus 1:8; 2:2. 5; 'lryta.ivw I Tim 1:10; 6:3; 2
Tim I: 13; 4:3; Titus 1:9, 13; 2: 1.2; 'lrytllC; Titus 2:8.
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highlights the pervasive nature of medical imagery in the Pastorals. He argues that
the function of the imagery is thoroughly polemical:
In sum, the author's use of the medical images is part of his overall perception of
the heretics. The author describes them as intellectually inferior, having diseased
minds which produce violent preaching and contaminate those who accept their
teaching (1980: 23).
Malherbe suggests that the language best describes a certain type of Cynic
wandering teacher. In the second half of his article he provides impressive evidence
for his position. However, I am not convinced that Pauline communities in Ephesus
and Crete would have been particularly persuaded by Cynic preachers. I have
already demonstrated in chapter five above how this language was taken up
subsequently by writers opposing Montanist ecstasy. For example, Hippolytus,
speaking of Montanists, states "Those who possess a sound mind (bytatvovta
VOUV) need not pay any attention to them".273 Given the association of Ephesus
particularly with magical practices I would suggest that preachers advocating some
sort of ecstatic and thaumaturgical spirituality would prove more attractive to the
Christian community than wandering Cynics.
The author considers the opponents to be mentally deranged.i" depraved in
mind275 and to have corrupted minds and consciences (Titus 1:15). This is very
similar language to that used subsequently by Epiphanius in his attack on Montanism
in Panarion 48.1-13. Epiphanius is at pains to stress that true prophets prophesy in
full possession of their understanding and intellect and in control of their powers of
m Refutation of 01/ Heresies 8.19.
274 Malherbe (1980: 31, n. 7) argues the case for translating 'tE'tU~'tat in I Tim 6:4 as
"mentally ill".
m OtE<l>8ap~tvwv (I Tim 6:5); av6pw1tOt 1Ccx.'tE<l>8ap~tVOttov vouv (2 Tim 3:8).
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reasoning in contrast to Montanist ecstatic prophecy which he regards as foolish and
deranged.
Sixthly, Paul is presented as a teacher (l Tim 2:7; 2 Tim 1:11), a term Paul
nowhere uses of himself, and the emphasis falls on teaching. The overseer must be
adept at teaching (l Tim 3:2; Titus 1:9). Sound teaching is contrasted with profane
myths and old wives' tales (l Tim 4:6-7). Timothy is to pay attention to teaching (1
Tim 4: 13, 16). The elders who work hard at preaching and teaching are to be
especially honoured (1 Tim 5: 17) and so on. In the entire Pauline corpus
OlOOO'Ka.AO<;, Otoo.O'Koo, OtOa.Xll or OtOa.O'Ka.Ala. occur 48 times; the Pastorals
contain 25 of these.i" Teaching is of considerable importance to the author.
Finally, the author emphasises tradition. Timothy and Titus function as the
bearers of the true Pauline tradition. If Timothy instructs the community in such a
way that the false teaching is rejected he will have been nourished on the sound
teaching which he has followed (1 Tim 4:4-6). He is to guard what has been
entrusted to him (1 Tim 6:20; 2 Tim 1:14), holding to the standard of sound teaching
received from Paul (2 Tim 1:13). He is to continue in what he has learned and firmly
believed (2 Tim 3:14). Titus, like Timothy, is Paul's "loyal child in the faith" (1 Tim
1:2; Titus 1:4), and is to teach what is consistent with sound teaching (Titus 2: I ).
Nowhere is the concept of Pauline tradition more pronounced than in 2 Tim 2:2.
Here four generations are envisaged in the passing on of the tradition: Paul,
Timothy, faithful people and those taught by the faithful people.
27b Romans (8), I Corinthians (6), Galatians (I), Ephesians (3), Colossians (4), 2 Thessalonians
( I), I Timothy ( 12), 2 Timothy (7), Titus (6),
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9 Conclusion
In order to combat the opponents' ecstatic spirituality the author highlights teaching
and tradition. The sense of guarding a tradition, holding on to it and passing it on
faithfully is paramount. Teaching produces a good conscience (1 Tim 1:5) which
Timothy will possess if he follows Paul's instructions (1 Tim 1:18-19), for Paul
himself has a clear conscience (2 Tim 1:3); deacons too must have a clear conscience
(1 Tim 2:9). The opponents, however, have seared (I Tim 4:2) and corrupt (Titus
1:15) consciences.
Paul is the great teacher; Timothy and Titus function as true community
leaders who have faithfully received Paul's teaching, guard and pass on the Pauline
tradition. Through teaching and tradition, thaumaturgy is combated.
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Conclusion
Two recent discussions on the opponents in the Pastoral Epistles have produced very
different conclusions. Marshall, in his monumental commentary, concludes that they
were Jewish-Christian ascetics but finds no evidence that they claimed any special
endowment of the Spirit and so cannot be called "enthusiasts" (1999: 51). Goulder
(1996), on the other hand, argues that they were Jewish-Christian, visionary,
charismatics who embraced a proto-Gnostic myth concerning the aeons which was
similar to that of the Barbeliots.
I agree with Marshall (1999: 51) that "the identification of the heresy in the
PE as a form of Gnosticism is not only an unnecessary hypothesis but also a
distortion of the evidence". Too much has been made of the occurrence of yvwatc;
in 1 Tim 6:20 and "J..lOOOlC;Kat YEVEaAoyiau;" in 1 Tim 1:4 has too readily been
identified with Gnostic systems of aeons standing in genealogical relationship. In
chapter six above I have listed several possibilities for the interpretation of "myths
and genealogies", none of which resort to Gnosticism. Furthermore, as mentioned in
chapter one, Towner (1989) has persuasively argued that yvwatc; in 1 Tim 6:20
refers to the opponents' over-realised eschatology. However, Marshall fails
adequately to deal with the over-realised eschatology of the opponents. In
commenting on 2 Tim 2: 18 he notes the possibility that their eschatology may have
been the result of their "enthusiasm" but dismisses this with the remark that "it is
hard to see any evidence for such 'enthusiasm' among the opposition, and certainly
not for a special possession of the Spirit" (1999: 754). I have argued in chapter six
that the only adequate way to account for the presence of an over-realised
eschatology is an enthusiastic version of Christianity and demonstrated this by
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reference to the Latter Rain Movement. I, therefore, concur with Goulder that the
opponents were Jewish-Christian, visionary, charismatics although I do not think
that they were Gnostic.
I have suggested that the Pastorals should be seen as part of a continuum
stretching from early Pauline Christianity through Ignatius to full blown Montanism
at the end of the second century CEo Along with the majority of scholars, I regard
the Pastorals as post-Pauline but earlier than Ignatius."? I have argued that Paul
encountered opposition from charismatic enthusiasts during his lifetime, that this
was true too of Ignatius and that charismatic enthusiasm became manifest within
initially orthodox circles with the arrival of Montanism. If this is true of Paul,
Ignatius and the orthodox opponents of Montanism (who did not hesitate to use the
language of the Pastorals to condemn the Montanists of their day), then I suggest it is
also true of the Pastorals.
I have sought to ground the above position by combining insights from both
the sociology of deviance and the sociology of religion. Recognising that the author
of the Pastorals has to resort to name-calling in dealing with the opponents, I have
utilised labelling theory to argue that the rhetorical strategy of the Pastorals is that of
the status degradation ceremony which transforms the status of previously influential
"insiders" to that of "outsiders" in the eyes of the communities addressed. The fact
that the author has to use status degradation suggests that there was a real power
struggle taking place within the community. I have argued that some of the leaders
of the opposition had previously been elders at Ephesus. The fact that the denouncer
in the Pastorals is no less a figure than Paul himself suggests that the opponents too
m As argued in chapter two for different reasons, I agree with Marshall that the Pastorals were
written in the period immediately following the death of Paul and thus in the lifetime of Timothy and
Titus.
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would acknowledge Paul's authority. If this were not the case then the author's
strategy of using Paul as the prime denouncer would be meaningless. Hope is held
out that the opponents may repent (2 Tim 2:25-26). The use of Paul in this way
strongly suggests a battle for the memory of Paul in the communities addressed. The
author clearly sees Paul as a KilptX; and Ot&icrKa.AO~ (two terms which Paul never
uses of himself), as well as an 6.1t6cr'tOAO~ (1 Tim 1:7; 2 Tim 1:11). The emphasis
in the Pastorals on Paul as teacher, together with the teaching roles urged upon
Timothy and Titus, suggest that the opponents had a very different view of Paul.
propose that they viewed Paul as primarily a thaumaturge.
Paul as Thaumaturge
The main evidence for this proposal comes, admittedly, not directly from the
Pastorals, but from Acts 19-20. It is the Paul of Acts 19: 11-12 who is presented as a
thaumaturge par excellence at Ephesus. I have already suggested that I Tim 5: I8b is
dependent upon the Lukan rather than the Matthean dominical saying. I have also
argued that Acts 20: 17-38 provides important background information for the setting
of the Pastorals. Furthermore, Luke is specifically mentioned in 2 Tim 4: 11.
Differences in style count as much against Lukan authorship of the Pastorals as they
do against Pauline authorship, as Marshall (1999: 87) correctly notes. Nevertheless.
the significant points of contact between Luke-Acts and the Pastorals mentioned by
Moule (1965), Quinn (1978) and Wilson (1979) should be taken seriously. It is. of
course, rightly maintained that Acts should not be taken as primary evidence for the
epistles. Nevertheless. Still (1999: 61-82) has mounted a persuasive argument for
the substantial reliability. despite obvious Lukan stylisation. of Acts 17: I-lOa as
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background for Paul and the Thessalonian church. I wish to argue similarly for the
substantial reliability of Acts 19-20 in connection with Paul at Ephesus.
According to Acts 19:8-10, Paul remained for at least two years and three
months in Ephesus.278 As far as the data in Acts is concerned this is the longest
period Paul stayed in anyone place.279 Paul wrote 1 Corinthians from Ephesus
where he notes that "a wide door for effective work has opened up to me, and there
are many adversaries" (I Cor 16:9). In Ephesus Paul suffered some kind of life-
threatening affliction (2 Cor 1:8-11). The length of stay in Ephesus would have
made Paul a particularly significant figure for the Christian community in Ephesus.
Furthermore, Acts 19-20 combine images of Paul as both an extraordinary
thaumaturge (Acts 19: 11-20) and a gifted teacher (Acts 19:8-10; 20:20, 27, 31).
Paul speaks of teaching both "publicly and from house to house" (Acts 20:20). If
Acts 19-20 forms a reliable account of Paul's ministry at Ephesus then it would not
be at all surprising if members of the Christian community there subsequently
cherished different aspects of Paul's ministry. The length of stay at Ephesus,
combined with what we know of Paul from his genuine letters. makes the image of
Paul as teacher highly credible; but what about Paul as thaurnaturge? LUdemann
(1989: 212), citing Conzelmann, thinks that the depiction of Paul as thaumaturge
here is unhistorical and drawn from a later time.280 He also believes that the incident
involving the Jewish exorcists in Acts 19: 13-16 is legendary. However, he does
regard the detail that Paul worked in Ephesus for two years in Acts 19:10 as
"historically credible" (1989: 214). Both Arnold (1989) and Trebilco (1994), on the
other hand, provide evidence for Ephesus as a centre for magical practices and
278 Th di 2ree years accor 109 to Acts 0:31.
279 See Alexander (1993a) for a discussion of the chronology of Paul in Acts and in the Pauline
letters. Alexander states that "[tjhe two sets of data are remarkably coherent".
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particularly for the cult of the Ephesian Artemis.f" In addition. Trebilco's analysis
provides a persuasive argument for the overall historical plausibility of the account
of the riot in Ephesus in Acts 19:21-41. Finally, Trebilco (1994: 312-14) notes the
widespread interest in healing in the ancient world together with the extensive belief
that "the bodies of particular people, or whatever touched them, had thaumaturgical
powers". Arnold's work too draws attention to the importance of thaumaturgy in
order to attract potential converts in Ephesus. The historical plausibility of Acts
19:18-41, the widespread interest in healing and the relevance of the Ephesian
background all combine to make the image of a thaumaturgical Paul at Ephesus
highly likely. Additional evidence comes from 2 Cor 12:12 where Paul, writing after
his experience at Ephesus.i'" speaks of his thaumaturgical prowess.
It is highly likely, therefore, that the Christian community at Ephesus was
founded on the basis of a thaumaturgical Paul. I have argued that the Pastorals
should be viewed as a literary version of a status degradation ceremony in form.
This requires, as argued in chapter two, a historical situation in the lifetime of
Timothy and Titus. If this is accepted then Ephesus and Crete must also be regarded
as reliable destinations for the letters.283 I am persuaded by the argument that all
three letters are by the same author284 and that therefore there would be no need for
both I Timothy and Titus if the letters were all intended for the same destination.285
~K() Schreiber (1996: 99-107) is also unconvinced of the historicity of this material.
~81 Interestingly, Artemidorus, Onir. 2.35, notes that Artemis makes people healthy (UyU1C;) --
a term which is used in the Pastorals. Furthermore, Trebilco (1994: 318) notes that one of her titles,
found on inscriptions, is "most manifest" (E1tl<l>avEO"ro:tll). Of the six occurrences of E1tl4XivEla.
in the New Testament, five are found in the Pastorals.
~H~ Even the most extreme partition theory of Schmithals concerning the Corinthian
correspondence places 2 Cor 10-13 after the latest section of I Corinthians. See Martin (1986: xli) for
details.
~8J This is argued by Thiessen (1995) and accepted by Marshall (1999) .
• 84 All three letters share similar language and style, and similar terminology is used of the
opponents as argued in chapter one.
'85 . h I• So, rig t y, Marshall (1999: 1-2).
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1 and 2 Timothy are thus addressed to Christians at Ephesus whereas Titus is
addressed to Christians at Crete facing similar problems to those encountered at
Ephesus.i'" The Ephesian destination of 1 and 2 Timothy, combined with the
historical plausibility of Acts 19, suggest that the image of Paul as thaumaturge is
highly relevant to the background of the Pastoral Epistles.
I have not mentioned the historical plausibility of the account of Paul and the
Ephesian elders at Miletus in Acts 20: 17-38. In my view it does not matter whether
the text contains a substantially accurate account of the historical Paul's address to
the elders. What matters, even if this is entirely a Lukan construction, is that Luke
subsequently knows of problems at Ephesus involving some of the Ephesian elders
"distorting the truth" and enticing others to follow them. LUdemann. who does not
think the speech can make any claims to historicity, nevertheless is happy to see this
as a historical reference to false teachers arising in and/or around Ephesus in Luke's
day (1989: 226-30). I am, therefore, persuaded that Acts 20: 17-38 refers to the
problems addressed in the Pastorals.i'"
2 Institutionalisation and Thaumaturgical Persistence
The fact that the Ephesian community addressed in I and 2 Timothy could look to a
thaumaturgical Paul as founder and that the Cretan community addressed in Titus
could look to Titus as the appointed delegate of such a Paul leads naturally to the
Weberian problem of succession following the death of a charismatic founder. I
~XI> Titus 1:5 does not require Paul's previous presence in Crete. If CutOAEl1tW here means
"leave behind" this would either require a Pauline mission to Crete, which is otherwise unattested, or
it forms part of a literary fiction. However, if. as I have argued. the Pastorals were written soon after
Paul's death then it becomes highly improbable to regard this as literary fiction; otherwise the Cretan
Christians would have very short memories! It is much more likely that a.1tOA£l1tW should be
translated as "dispatched", "deployed" or "assigned" as suggested by Marshall (1999: 150).
'X7 .. So, rightly, Fee (1984: 7-8,29. n. 16).
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have argued in chapter three that the process of institutionalisation is inevitable but
that that process, as suggested by O'Dea's dilemmas of institutionalisation and
confirmed by the analyses of MacMullen, Lewis and Wilson, does not necessarily
lead to the extinguishing of O'Dea's "charismatic moment". In the process I
suggested a developmental model whereby organisations founded in a charismatic
moment simultaneously display the process of institutionalisation accompanied by a
persistent demand for thaumaturgy. I have demonstrated this model in chapter four
by considering the development of a contemporary Christian NRM founded in a
"charismatic moment". In chapter five I have sought to show that my developmental
model of simultaneous institutionalisation and thaumaturgical persistence is relevant
to the second century in connection with both Ignatius and the subsequent rise of
Montanism.
Having grounded my model in chapter four and established its relevance for
Christian communities in the second century in chapter five, I finally turned to the
Pastorals in chapter six. Engaging in a form of mirror-reading, informed by my
model, I argued that the opponents were Jewish-Christian visionaries and wonder
workers who were successful particularly in attracting women within the
community.
The Pastorals have consistently been· read as reflecting an institutionalised
Pauline Christianity. What has been missing in such readings has been an analysis
of the sociological factors at work within the communities addressed which led to
the author's stance. The opponents are dividing the community and the author has to
take drastic action. We read the Pastorals from the author's perspective. What can
appear, therefore, to be signs of straightforward institutionalisation may, in fact be
reactions to what the author sees as an inappropriate demand for the "charismatic
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moment". As stated in chapter two, social control theory is a useful device for
examining the author's strategy. The very factors which have been read as marks of
institutionalisation. or as literary devices of the author for the sake of paraenesis, can
be seen to be the author's attempts to reinforce the social bonds between members of
the community and thus make deviance less likely. For the author, members of the
community should recognise that they are all members of one household and learn
how to behave appropriately as members (1 Tim 3: 15) thus avoiding those who upset
whole families (Titus 1: 11). Leaders should be those qualified to lead by virtue of
their character rather than their thaumaturgical prowess (1 Tim 3: 1-13; Titus 1:5-9).
However, leaders should be able to teach (1 Tim 3:2; Titus I :9). In this connection.
I Timothy 4 is particularly instructive.
3 1 Timothy 4
The polemic of 1 Tim 4: 1-2 is interesting. .Those advocating a literary approach
have drawn attention to the stock charges of philosophers against the sophists.
However, Aune (1983: 229) draws attention to the charges brought in early
Christianity against those perceived as false prophets:
Unlike false teachers, false prophets were particularly ditlicult to deal with since
they appealed to the divine authority which stood behind their pronouncements.
Two basic types of charges, often combined, were used to discredit prophets
regarded as a threat: they were deceivers or they were possessed by evil spirits (my
italics).
I Tim 4: 1-2 appears to fall into this category and so the author may, by virtue of the
device of prophecy, be branding the opponents as false prophets. To combat the
ascetic nature of the false teaching the author draws attention to the doctrine of
creation (I Tim 4:3-5). The author rejects this stance as contrary to God's intention
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in creation. However, I would suggest that this emphasis on creation is a necessary
move by the author for a much wider theological reason: thaumaturgical demand is
the result of an inadequate view of creation. As far as the author is concerned, the
persistent demand for supernatural acts of God. either in miracle or oracle, is the
result of a failure to appreciate everyday life as a gift of the creator. Young
expresses this point well (albeit with regard to what she calls "radicalism" rather
than thaumaturgy):
If [the view that the Pastorals reflect a comfortable Christianity is] valid. and there
have been a number of studies suggesting on several grounds that it is hardly fair.
such a criticism fails to take account of the sacredness of the ordinary and the
dangers of radicalism. The context of the Pastorals would appear to be reaction
against the kind of radicalism that rejects the world and its ties. To live as if
heaven were already here. without any appreciation of the material world. its food
and wine. its social and community structures, is treated as flouting the goodness
of the Creator God ... The stance of the Pastorals would appear to be that ... for
most people most of the time. loyalty to Christ is expressed in everyday living
according to the highest, indeed universal. human values of peace, integrity.
thankfulness and respect for the 'given-ness' of life, loyalty to others and to the
truth, generosity and the obligations of love in the community (1994: 152).
The author then goes on to stress the importance of the Pauline tradition (1 Tim 4:6)
and the necessity for ongoing teaching (1 Tim 4: 11-16). It is teaching and tradition
that are important to the author. not thaumaturgical demand.
4 A Final Autobiographical Note
I began this project in 1993 as part of my MA in Bihlical Studies. For my MA
research I investigated the question of the authorship of the Pastorals and also began
to deal with sociological approaches to the New Testament. I came to my research
as someone who had been involved in BeF for eighteen years. many of those years
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in some form of leadership role. I was particularly interested in questions facing a
church moving into its second generation. For this reason I was attracted to the
Pastorals. seeing them as an expression of second-generation Pauline Christianity.
My initial questions concerned the nature of leadership. the role of the Spirit. the
importance of teaching and the nature of the eschatology in the Pastorals. I was
fascinated by these questions as a result of my own leadership role in BCF and the
acknowledged teaching and prophetic ministry that I had there.
As I began to embark on my doctoral studies, the "Toronto Blessing" took
root in the UK in charismatic circles. I was present at a church in Sheffield on the
Sunday morning when the phenomenon hit that particular church. From the
sociological studies that I had already undertaken I was able to observe, with a
sociological eye. what was taking place in front of me. What was claimed as a work
of the Spirit that morning. I saw simply as a group response to leadership engendered
cues. As I became aware that this phenomenon was affecting many charismatic
churches in the UK. including BCF and other "new churches", I began to think
through the whole process of institutionalisation. What was fascinating, as far as the
"Toronto Blessing" was concerned. was that something that was clearly
thaumaturgical and counter-institutionalising was bursting out in relatively new
churches that were already displaying signs of institutionalisation. My previous
understanding would have led me to believe that new. thaumaturgical phenomena
would be rejected by churches that were institutionalising and as a consequence
brand new "Toronto" style churches would spring up. This view was informed by
my understanding of the existing Pentecostal denominations' suspicion of the
charismatic movement in the late 1960s and early 1970s. It was also reinforced by
the "new church" suspicion of "super-spirituality" mentioned in chapter four.
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could not see churches such as BCF embracing the bizarre phenomena associated
with the "Toronto Blessing". From my knowledge of BCF I knew that it was
showing signs of institutionalisation and so its experience of the "Toronto Blessing"
led me to see that it was by no means inevitable that a church founded by a
"charismatic moment" should institutionalise over time to such an extent that
charismatic vitality was extinguished.
If this were true in a contemporary situation (and I knew by this stage I
would have to ground my developmental model in a study of BCF) I wondered
whether it might also be true of the early Pauline communities. At this time I came
across Christine Trevett's work on Ignatius and was encouraged to find that, from a
very different perspective, she was unconvinced that the churches of Ignatius' time
had fully institutionalised. Her analysis confirmed what my developmental model
predicted.
Furthermore, as I observed the phenomenon associated with the "Toronto
Blessing" I concluded that participants were experiencing altered states of
consciousness. Many testimonies from individuals confirmed the ecstatic nature of
their experiences. I also heard leaders, more than once, encourage participants not to
use their minds as, so it was argued, intellect could inhibit the work of the Spirit.
The "out of control" nature of the phenomena, together with the encouragement of
mindlessness caused me to reflect on the Pastorals' insistence on sobriety and self-
control. My own experiences of church conflict had already taught me to be
suspicious of scholarly claims that the polemic of the Pastorals was just a literary
device for paraenetic purposes. I now came to sec, in the light of the "Toronto
Blessing", that the author was not engaged in a dispassionate discourse on the ethical
virtues but that the advocacy of these virtues served the purposes of the polemic.
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Interestingly, in the current charismatic climate, in the wake of the "Toronto
Blessing", there is an increasing call to marry "Word and Spirit". There is a
recognition that there is a need for teaching in a climate of intense thaumaturgical
demand. I think the author of the Pastorals would concur.
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Appendix One
Uses of the 1011- Word Group
I set out below the results of a Thesaurus Linguae Graecae search on the YOll- word
group from the fifth century BCE to the second century CE, excluding Christian
authors. The Greek extracts appear exactly as extracted from the TLG CD-ROM.
Euripides Trag.Hipp 1038 Iell.} ap' OUK E1tq>&>C;Kat y611C;nE<I>ux'e>8e.
Ba 234 y611C;E1tCpOOC;AuC5t.ac;ano X80v6c;.
Number of matches: 2
Herodotus Hist.Hist 2.33.4 av8pomoue;. y61l'tac; dva.l &naV'tac;.
Hist 4.105.7 av8POJnOl obtot y6ll'teC; dva.t. AEyOV'tat yelp unO l:Ku8Ewv
Number of matches: 2
Xenophon Hist.Anab 5.7.9.2 u~J.(iC;E~ana't1l8EV'tac; Kat YOll'teu8EV'taC; un'
EIlOU ilKEtV EiC;
Number of matches: 1
Plato Phil.Phaed 81.b.3 neoouaa Kat Epwcra Kat ),Oll'teuoIlEVll t)1t'
amou u1t6 re 'twv
Soph 234.c.5 a<l>ecr'tw'taC;Otel 'twv o)'tOJv'tOlC; A6yOlC; YOll'tEUEtv.
oet KVlHftac;
Soph 235.a.1 cra<»Ec;.l)'tt 'twv ),or,'tOJv Ecr'tt. 'ttC;. 1l11lll'tTlC;cl>V'twv 6V'tOJv. fI
Soph 235.a.8 12E.} r61l'ta. IlEV OTlKat Iltllll'tTlV apa. 8E'tEOVam6v 'tlva..
Soph 241.b.7 yor,'tOJV 'tEXvn 't18eV'tee;. b~e; wC;eu1topot Kat 1toAAaL
Polit 291.c.3 {:::E.} Tov 7tO:V'tWV'twv crO<t>lcr'tWVJlEYlcr'tOV y611'ta. Kat
Polit 303.c.4 Iltllllmc; Kat y611'ta.C;lleyt.cr'tOUC;ytyvecr8al 'twv cro<»lcr'tWV
Phileb 44.c.8 oUStv \rylEe;. <'bcr'teKat amo 'tomo am1;e; 'to E1ta)'OJyov
yor,'tEulla.
Symp 203.a.1 Kat mc; E1tq>OOC;Kat 'tTlV JlaV'tei.av micrav Kat YOll'tei.av.
8eoe;
Symp 203.d.8 OetvOc;y611C;Kat <»a.PllaKeUc;Kat croq,lcr'tr,c;' Kat obte wC;
Euthd 288.b.8 npOJ'tea Illlleicr80v 'tOY A\.)'U1t'tlOV croq,tcr'tTlv )'oT]'teooV'te
nllcic;.
Gorg 483.e.6 AEoV'taC;. Ka'te7t¢OoV'tEC; te Kat ),Oll'teooV'tec;
KO.'ta.OOuAoulle8a
Men 80.a.2 aAAoue; noteic; anopeiv' Kat vUv. <'bc;yE 1l0t OoKeic;.
YOT]'teuele;
Men 80.b.6 yap ~EVoe;EV aAAn 1t6Aet 'tOlama. 1tOloie;. 1rlX' dv we; y6T]e;
HpMi 371.a.3 cr8al, 6e; T;v OVtOJy6T]e; Kat E1ti.~OUAOC;1tpOC;'tfl aAa~Ovei.Q:.
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Menex 235.a.2 'tOte; ovoucot 1tOtKiAAOV'tEe;.YOll'tEUo\XHV 11J..lwV 'tcXe;
'Vuxa.e;.
Resp 380.d.1 Tt oE 011o OEtrcEpoe;bOE; cX.pay611'tCl tov 9EOVotei dva.t
Resp 381.e.1 0 (j>alvEcr9a.t. E~a1ta'twV'tEe; Kat YOll'tEUoV'tEe;;
Resp 383.a.3 OEt nepi 9EWV Kat AEYEtV Kat 1tOtEtV. we; J..ln'tEa"lYtou;
y61l'tCle;
Resp 412.e.7 YOll'tEu6JlEvot Jln'tE ~ta~6JlEVOt EK~AAOU(nV
E1ttAa lIBa v6JlEVOt
Resp 413. b.1 OUKOUV KAa1tEV'tEe; i1 YOll'tEueEV'tEe; i1 ~tacr9EvtEe; 'tomo
Resp 413.c.1 Toue; Jl11v YOll'tEueEV'tae;. we; Ey4>Jlat. Kciv cru (j>aille; dvat
Resp 413.c.4 WEOtKEyap. Ti 0' be;. YOll'tEUEtV 1tcivta bcra C1na14·
Resp 413.d.7 OUKOUV. Tiv 0' Eyro. Kat tpttou EtOoUC;'tomOte; YOll'tEiae;
Resp 584. a. 10 eXAn9E ta v, eXAACJ..yOll'tE ia 'tte;.
Resp 598.d.3 y611'ti 'ttVt Kat JltJ..lll'tn E~l1na'tnell. Wcr'tE ~~EV a"lYtq>
Resp 602.d.2 'tile; <»OOEWe;11 crKtaypa<»ia E1tt8EJlEVll YOll'tElae; OUOEv
Leg 649.a.4 'toue; ya.p y611'tae; OUK EV 90i1l11AEyw-'tile; OEC1<»Ol3iae;Kat
Leg 909.b.5 Empooie; YOT)'tEOOvtEe;.iOtro'tCle; te Kat bAae; oiKiae; Kat
1t6AEte;
Leg 933.a.5 'totrcwv ouvaJlEVWV YOll'tEUEtV ~Aa.1t'tOV'tCl1.'tam' OUVKat
Number of matches: 30
Timotheus Lyr.Fragmenta 15,coI3.102 cr'tEPVOK'tU1tWtYOll'tat
Number of matches: 1
Aristomenes Comic.Fragmenta tit 5-10.1 {lrOHTEl:ll
Fragmenta Goe.tit.1 {I20rOHTEl:.20 11
Tituli 16.3 r61l'tE]~
Number of matches: 3
Hellanicus Hist.Fragmenta 1a,4,F.89.4 'tptaKOV'tCl oUo. y61l'tEe; oE -ncrav
Kat (j>aPJlaKEte;· Ka.t 0llJltoupyot crtSnpou
Fragmenta 1a,4,F.89.6 'tile; J..lT)'tpOe;~IOT)e;.aptcr'tEpot JlEV a"lYtoov. we; <»T)crt
<DEpEKOOT)e;.oi y6T)'tEe;.ot
Fragmenta 1a,4,F.89.11 'trw <l>opwVlOOcrUllBEtC;[F 2 Ki] ypci<PEtOVtWC;·
"3~v8a y6T)'tEC;'Iooiot <I>pi>yEC;
Number of matches: 3
Gorgias Rhet. et Soph.Testimonia 3.4 a.ti'toe; 1tapElT) 'tOOt'EJl1tEOoKAEi
yOT)'tEOOV't1.
Fragmenta 11.62 oilc; ~eEA~E Kat ~1tEtcrE Kat JlE'tEcr'tT)crEVa"lYt11v
yOT)'tEia 1. yOT)'tElac; oE
Fragmenta 11.62 oilc; t8EA~E Kat t1tEtcrE Kat ~E'tEcr'tT)crEVatrtTlV
yOT)'tEla 1. yOT)'tElae; OE
Number of matches: 3
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Empedocles Poet. Phil.Testimonia 1.68 YOTl'tEOOvtt. aAAel Kelt. elVtOv Stel
'twv 1totTl~a'twv E1telyytAAEcrSelt toirto ts Kelt ciAAel
Number of matches: 1
Demosthenes Orat.Cor 276.4 y6Tl'tCl Kelt. oociomv Kelt. 'ta 'totelm'
bvo~a~wv. we; EcX.Vnpotepo;
Or19 102.5 1tOU5'tt 1tpci~Et 'tama Kat 1tOtllO'Et. fl Et ~1l toirto,
YOTl'tEu8tvm
Or19 109.7 <l>uAa't'tEcrSE'ci1ttcr'toe;. y6Tle;. 1tOVTlp6e;.OUXbp<iS' ora
Or29 32.2 Et 'tte; dv \)~tV fl Pll'twp fl crO<j>tO''tne;fl y6Tle;OVtW eau~acrtOe;
Ex 52.1.9 SUVTlcrSE<l>uAa't'tEcr8at· 'tocrelmat 'ttxvat Kelt. YOTl'tEtelt Kat
Number of matches: 5
Aeschines Orat.Fals Leg 124.1 Ttvec ouv r,crav at aM'telt. 'tClma yelp
'tou y6Tl'toe;
Fals Leg 153.2 av8pcimql y6Tl'tt Kat.1tOVTlP4>.be; oUS' dv aKWV aATlSee;
oUSev
Ctes 137.3 Kelt y6Tle; EytVE'tO. 5e;.& yft Kat SEOt Kelt &xiJlOVEe; Kat
Ctes 207.3 SiKat6e; euu 1tPOEt1tEtV.'E1tEtcra~Et yap 'tOV y6Tl'tCl Kat
Number of matches: 4
Dinarchus Orat.Dem 66.4 tootou yOTl'tEiae;; ttcnv b<l>SaA~oie;~Kacr'toe;
\)~wV 'tllv
Oem 92.5 'tou Jltapou Kat. y6Tl'toe; 'tomO\) SEllcrEcrlV. oUSe
Oem 95.6 Jlap'tupte; scte. y6Tle; omoe; 6.VSpEe;,ASTlvaiot Kat JllapOc;
Number of matches: 3
Aristoteles Phil. et CorFragmenta varia 1.3.36.16 Kal a1tllcrStov. 'tnv oe
yOTl'ttKnV JlaYEiav ouo' tyvwcrelv. <l>Tlcrt.v
Number of matches: 1
Alexis Comic.Fragmenta 222.7 xapte;' aAA' E1tClVon 'tOV y6Tl'tCl 8E600'tov.
Fragmenta Tar.4.7 Xapte;' aAA' E1tcX.V0" tov y6Tl'tCl 8E600'tov.
Number of matches: 2
Callimachus Philol.Fragmenta Aet.75.64 EV S' UJlPlV 8civa't6v te
KEpaUVtOV. EV se y6Tl'tCle;
Number of matches: 1
Demades Orat. et Rhet.Fragmenta 75.17 b JlOEAupOe;Kat I3<ivaoooe;"3.20
Kelt. MAt v 20"31tAa VTle;.y6Tle;.
Fragmenta 89.4 KalMAtv' 20"3K6Aa~.20 1tOU<l>Tlcrt.20Kat civ8pw1toe; oe
y61le;
Number of matches: 2
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Ephorus Hist.Fragmenta 2a,70,F.8.3 oUOa~we; ap~6~ovta A.6yov ab1:wt
phVae;, En' 6.nO:'tllt Kat YOll'tElat
Fragmenta 2a,70,F.104.31311vat OE~E'tO: Mvy06voe; EtC;'t1lV EUpO)1tTlV-
u1tcip~aV'tae; OEy61l'tae;
Number of matches: 2
Philochorus Hist.Fragmenta 3b,328,F.101.4 OE'to l3A.cln'tEtv A.eyou(Hv.20
.Epa'tooSev"e; [241 F 41] oe, End y611'tEe;bV'tEC;
Number of matches: 1
Hecataeus Abderita Hist.Fragmenta 3a,264,F.25.1164 'tllC; unoKpt.crEwC;
YOll'tElav Kat 'to: 'tWV KtVOUVEOOV'tWVOOKPua noA.A.OUe;npo'tpenEcrSat
Number of matches: 1
Timon Phil.Fragmenta et tituli 831.1 UuSay6Pllv 'tE y61l'tO.e;cXnOKA.t.voV't'
Ent 06~ac;
Number of matches: 1
Polybius Hist.Hist 4.20.5.3 A.6yov ab1:4>pl\j1ac;, En' Ctncl'tn Kat Y011'tEt.~
Hist 15.17.2.2 <l>alv,,'tat y011'tEt.ae;XclptV Kat KaS' un6KptcrlV
Hist 33.18.11.2 'talC; . HpaKAElOOU Y011'tElale; crVYKa'tllvexS11crav Ent 'to
Number of matches: 3
Aristophanes Gramm.Epit 2.320.2 Ka'tCi vl>K'tCl Kat ~E~v11cr8at. nwe;
YOll'tEi.av uno 'tlle; qrooEWC;.bSEV01lV'UK'tOe;
Epit 2.384.2 EKaAEl'tO, Kat b'tl TlV y611C;Kat <jKlp~aKle;, Kat b'tt OElVWe;
6.K6Aacr't0e; T;VKa 1.
Epit 2.384.13 K6n'tEl. Kat unEp ~Ev 'toU'twv 'tou<; y611'tcle;'tE Kat
<jxlp~a Keae; •Apei <t>t.A'P
Paroemiae 5.4 'tllv 'twv E'talPWV YOll'teio.v. [EcrnoOOcx.~ovyap nept 'tomo
Number of matches: 4
Chrysippus Phil.Fragmenta moralia 394.15 viouo! Kat YOll'tEtCll Kat 'to:
ouoio: 20'\)no OE'tOV <t>6l3ov20bKVOl Ko.t Ctywvt.al
Fragmenta moralia 401.8 20ro11'tEt.a20 OEnoovil Ka't' cXncl't11vfI OlO:
~aYEi.ae;.
Fragmenta moralia 402.2 tpiou; Ko.KOtC;·206.cr~evlcr~0c;20 OE t,oovil Ent
6.npooOOKll'tOle;· 2Oyo11'tEi.a20oE t,oovil
Number of matches: 3
Posidonius Phil.Fragmenta 60.20 43. To ~Ev ouv cru~l3atVOV roiootov
y61l'taC; oe bvtae; crKlln'tEcr8a i.
1052 003 2a,87,F.70.104 ~Kacr'toc; OUlJCX.'tal.[43] 'to ~Ev ouv cru~l3alvov
'tolomov' y611'tac; oE bvtae;
Number of matches: 2
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Philo Judaeus Phil.Opif 2.3 J,lEO''tOVyOl1'tElCX~, 1tCXYKclA.l1VKCXtO'EJ,lVO'tci'tl1V
cXpxnv E1tOt1lO'CX'to'twv v6J,lwv,
Opif 165.1 Ta~ oE yOl1'tElcx~ KCXt6.1ta'tCl~ cx\rt;;~ t,OoVll 't4) uev cXvOpt ob
Sac 32.11 <l>wvo~[a1ttO''to~] 6.1tEt8"~ cX<I>l1VtcxO''t''~y611~ etpcov KEPKW'V
oucn)1tov6l1'to~
Post 101.9 cXO'Kl1'tWV81cxcroe;Ot1leA.Et, me; 'tt9cxaoue; 'tT;e; t,00v;;e; YOl1'tElcxe;
Plant 105.1 EpaO''tae; YOl1'tElCXt, 1tpOc;'toue; KOA.CXKEUOJ,lEVOUC;0\.KOO1'tWV
cXneX'tCll. 'tae; yap
Plant 106.7 ouv E\.pwvElcxe; KCXtYOl1'tElcxe; Kcx8ci1tEP E1tt<l>UOJ,lEvae;KT;pae;
't4) <l>tA.1CX~<l>m4)
Ebr 71.6 'tae; "11tA.110'10v"2 Kcxt6.YXt8Upouc; cxl0'81lO'Et~ YOl1'tElWV, 'twv
Kcxm 'tov "1~yyta'tcx"2
Heres 302.4 6.1tla'twe; 'tn Oown 1tPOO'EVEX8EV'tEe;.OUtOt OE EiO'tV Ot
y611'tE~,
Som 1.221.1 KCXtYOl1'tEOOCXt.WV 'tde; E1tl~OUA.OUC;'tEXva~ J,lEYCX~pyov
OtEKOUval. 010 KCXt
Som 2.40.2 A.OXWV'tCle;cX1tcl'tl1e;.<l>EvaK10'J,lOU.yofl'tElae;. O'o<»lO'J,la'twv.
1tpOO'1tOt1laEwe;.
Mos 1.301.3 'tCll~ yOl1'tElcue; 1tpOc;cXO'E~Elav. ~we; UtOe; 'tou 6.PXtEpEWe;
<l>tVEE~eni 'tOle;
Decal 126.1 Y0l1'tE1CXle;'ttO't Kcxt6.neX'tClle;. 6.vaO''tcl'tOUC; yE J,lllV 'tpEi'e;
6.1t00EtKvUoOO1V
Spec 1.315.4 y611e;yap 6.A.A.'ob 1tPO<»1l'tl1e;EO''ttV b 'tolomOe;. E1tElOn
'VEu06J,lEVOe;A.6Y1CX
De praemiis et poenis CE De exsecrationibus 8.6 J,lOOou 1tA.clO'J,lCXov
Ct1t0A.EA.El<l>9wO'o<I>lO''tE1CXVnpo O'o<»lcxe;Kat Y0l1'tE1CXVnpo
De praemiis et poenis CE De exsecrationibus 25.1 Ka'tCl1tOtKtA.A.E'tClt 1tpOe;
cX1tcl'tl1V 'twv bpwV'tcxv. oUt6e; Ea'ttV b y611e;.b m
Legat 162.4 1ttVflV E1t19uJ,ltcxe;~E~tWatv' OElvo\' yap eici me;
KOA.aKEtae; Kat YOl1'tEtCXe; .
Hypothetica 191.26 KCXtEA.ot06pouv y611'tCl Kcxt KEpKW1ta A.6ywv. KaA.';e;
JlEV'tOt
Hypothetica 192.1 YOl1'tElcxe; KCXt1tcxvoupytcx~. El; fl~'t6v yE A.CXOVa.1tCXV'tCl
EV cXvoopt~
Hypothetica 192.1 0 aUJ,l~l1aOJ,lEVwv. E1tt 'tov y611'tCl EKElVOV E1t;;PE 'toix;
Hypothetica 199.25 YOl1'tEtale; unaYEa9cxl. 15. J,lEA.E't1lO'ClO'Clyap 9wnac;
A.6yoUC;
Number of matches: 20
Diodorus Siculus Hist.Bibliotheca historica 1.76.1.5 'twv Pl1't6pwv Kat 'tnv
't;;e; u1toKpiaEwc; YOl1'tEiav Kat
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Bibliotheca historica 3.74.4.7 'tow' lfuiwv 6V'ta 6aK'tuAwv Ka\. YEv6JlEVOV
y6rym
Bibliotheca historica 5.55.3.1 Xtviav. A.tyovtat o· omot Kat y611'tE~
YEYOVtval Kat
Bibliotheca historica 5.64.4.4 vo~ Ei~ 't1lv EtJpc.01tTJv·u1tCip~aV'ta~ ot
y611'ta~
Bibliotheca historica 5.64.7.4 Kat 1tEptcX.JlJla'ta 1tOtEtV, Co~ YEYov6'tO~
amou y6TJ'to~
Bibliotheca historica 20.8.1.4 6.pxn uev yap U1tO'til~ .AyaSOKA.to~
Y01l'tEia~
Number of matches: 6
Dionysius Halicarnassensis Antiq Rom 11.25.4.5 Kat 'tn YOTJ'tEi<;t' wv
A.6ywv ou cruvetOW~ Co~ E~
Antiq Rom 12.12.1.7 'tl~ Elvat Kat y6TJ~o TupPll~ Kat Ka'ta'VeooEcr8at
Is 4.12 nspt amou 06~a 1tapa. 'tOt~ tots y01l'tEia~ Kat 6.1tCi't"~,
Oem 35.40 YOTJ'tEuetvtE~, W<J'tEKat 'twv cpaVEProVamov
Oem 39.11 Kuptc.O'ta'tov 'trov YOTJ'tEUE1VOuvaJltvwv Kat KllA.Etv
Th 6.22 ci'Val, JlTJS'Eie; 6.1tci'tTJVKat yOTJ'tEi.av 'twv 1tOAAWV
Th 7.15 SEa'tptKcie; yOTJ'tEiae;ouat 1tpOe;'t1lV a1tci'tTJv apJl6't'tEcr8al
De compositione verborum 11.31 Kat YOTJ'tEUE'tat,Ucp' E'ttpae; ot 'tlVOe;
obOt v 1tCicrXEt
De compositione verborum 12.54 am1lv YOTJ'teuetv,We;'tEU1tO'tile; exeivcov
Xcipl'tOe;
De compositione verborum 11.12 YOTJ'teue'tat, Ucp' E'ttpae; St 'tlVOe;ouaev
M<JXEt totcirtov;
Number of matches: 10
Strabo Geogr.Geog 1.2.5.10 'twv 8auJla't01tOlwV. YOTJ'tEUE1Vuovov Kat
KOAaKEUEtV
Geog 7.3.11.14 <JuvaYWVt<J't1lvt<JXE ~eKai.vEov dvopa y61l'ta.
Geog 7a.1.18.3 <l>TJ<Jltov Ktxovo, dV8pa y6TJ'tCl.a1to JlOOOlKile; dJla Kat
Geog 10.3.22.16 mlvtEe; ot Kat y6ryme; U1tE1A.T)cpa<JlKat nept 'trw
Jlll'ttpa
Geog 10.3.23.20 Kat. YOTJ'tEi.aEyy~. 'tOlOVtOV oe KClt 'to <!>lA6'tEXVOV
Geog 13.1.16.7 e-1tEi.WVKaA.OUJltvwv E1tWV.6.vflp y6TJe;El 'tle; dAA.Oe;.
Geog 14.2.7.3 vile-ov. o'O~ol Jltv j3a<JKcX.VOUe;cpacrt Kat y6TJ'tae; • Sei.c.p
Geog 15.1.70.9 YOll'tEia~ Kat E1tq>owvKal1tEplci1t'twv. 'toue; Se YUJlll1'l'tae;
Geog 16.2.43.1 To Jltv ouv crUJlj3atVOV 'tolomov' y6TJ'tae; ot 6vtae;
Number of matches: 9
Plutarchus Biogr. et Phil. Num 8.5.8 nt&y6PTJv Se y6TJ'tae; a1tOKAtvoV't'
E1tt 06~a~
Num 15.3.9 'tiie; 1tepl "Cd SEta yOTJ'tEia~ A.tyOV'tal 'tai.>'td 'tOt~
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Sull 28.2.6 ~f:VOl(; 1tpO~o.mi'tllV Kat 'Yoll'tElav a1t<laav Wa1tEp
Crass 22.3.5 1tpO~,,~<i~;ttcn ot <l>ap~aKOt~il 'Yoll'telat~ t1tEtaa~
Cic 17.5.3 'ttvt~ Kat 'Y61l'tE~,t1tll1tE1tAaa~f:va Kat xplla~o~ ~OOV'tE~
Ant 37.6.4 <l>ap~aKcov'ttVWV il 'Yoll'tEia~ 1ta1t'tctlvoV't<l 1tpOC;EKElVllV
Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat 16.0.7 nept 'to 'VEi>&>~
YOll'tElav Kat O\)va.~EVO~Af:YEtV
Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat 19.F.8 'Yoll'tela~ af:po~ 'ttva
Ka8cx.patV Elvat JjOUAOV't<lt'tc9
Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat 20.B.1 "Hpc«; dpta't<l 't11v a1tO
<l>ap~aKcovKat yOll'tEla~
Quomodo adulator ab amico internoscatur 63.B.4 o.VEAEuef:po~ Kat
'Y611't<l~ob uovov "KAn8pcov Kat
De amicorum multitudine 97.A.5 'to tp'Yov, o.AA' U1tOyOll'tEla~ EamOv E\.~
E'tEPOV
De tuenda sanitate praecepta 126.A.6 Ka~ baat <plA'tpa ~l1xavwV'tat Kat
yOll'telac; btt 'tOUC;
Conjugalia praecepta 139.A.3 Kat <l>aUAOV·OU1:CO~ai <PiA'tpa 'ttVa. Kat
'Yo11'tela~
De superstitione 166.A.3 cnv, d~ a'YUp't<l~ Kat 'Y61l't<l~EJ,l1tEcr6V'tE~
Af:'YOV't<l~
De superstitione 171.B.1 ~a'ta Kat 'Yoll'tElat Kat ~aYElat Kat
1tEptopoJ,lat Kat
Mulierum virtutes 256.C.6 d~ta· 1tAr,VE\. Kpt'tn ooi 06~EtE <PiA'tpCOVEVEKa
Kat 'Yoll'tEia~
Mulierum virtutes 256.E.3 Ecr'tt xpllcra~f:VllV 'YOll'tEl<;XKat <l>ap~aKOt~E1tt
'tn K6pn 'tr,v
Aetia Romana et Graeca 278.F.10 xocnv. EKKA"'aEt~ eiot Kat 'Yoll'tEtat
8EWV, alc; VO~l~OV'tE~
Aetia Romana et Graeca 290.F.4 bxouV'tcov OE6J,lEVOV,crKtQ. of: Kat
XAcop6'tll'tO~ 6'VEt 'YOll'tEOOV't<l
De Pythiae oraculis 407.C.7 xoixro Kotvf1v EJ,l1taPf:XEtVEamr,v o.1t<l'tEwcrt
Ka t y611crtv
De defectu oraculorum 417.A.3 vatK6~, EVEKAEi'VEt crEAllVll~ o.Et
1tpocr1tOtOUJ,lf:VllC;'YOll'tEUEtv
Quaestiones convivales 663.C.8 "3Cx.AAclvf1 ~la 'to 1totKiAOV E~a'YEt Kat
YOll'tEUEt 't11V 6PE~tV
Quaestiones convivales 693.C.5 yOll'tEta~, 1tEptEpyta 'to XPllJ,la Kat.
Aa~upia J,l111tpf:1toucra
Quaestiones convivales 747.A.2 cruVllv ~11KllAflOtV Elvat, 'to of: ~11
'YOfl'tEia v o.AAa. 'tf:P'Vtv.
Amatorius 764.E.2 'tllv otavotav, xapt'tt Kat Aa~1tp6't11'tt 'tll~ b'VECOC;
'YOll'tEUcov
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An seni respublica gerenda sit 792.C.3 yorytEUJlaCJlv. aXPl ou McX.PKOC;o
aOEA<!>6e;a1tEAciCJae;
De sollertia animalium 961.0.9 oe 01' OJlJlci'twv YOll'tEla· XpWV'ta.l 0'
EKa'tepOle; E1tt 'to:
De sollertia animalium 961.E.4 onoe; au 1tcX.Atv<lAtCJKE'tal YOll'tEOOJlEvoe;.
0PXOUJl€VWVEV
Bruta animalia ratione uti 990.C.6 SnAElat Kat1tpo,:crX6JlEvat 'tile;
E1ttSUJltae; a1tcX.'tae;Kat YOll'tEtac;
Fragmenta 126.2 'PUXaywYOt 'tlVEC; y611'tEe;EV 9E't'taAtc;t omw
KaAOUJlEVOt.
Frag menta 126.3 ot 'tt VEe;Ka8apJlol C;'tlCJl KO.1. yOll'tE talC; 'to: E[owAa
E1tcX.yOUCJt
Number of matches: 31
Flavius Arrianus Hist. et Bithynicorum fragmenta 39.11 yuvalKa
YOll'tEmpta v.
Fragmenta 2b,156,F.61b.2 OtKllV 'ttvO: tCJ'toPEl OUOEVT;'t'tOVyuvalKa
yOll'tEmptav.
Number of matches: 2
Josephus Hist. AJ 2.286.4 'to: SEta 'tWV av9pw1ttvwV Ota<!>epEl.OEt~W oe
ob Ka'td YOll'tE ta V
AJ 2.320.2 'tou rxx,crtA€We;OElVWe;<l>tpoV'toe;cbe;Ka'td YOll'tEtav 'tT}v
MW\XJtoe;
AJ 20.p.47 cbe;E1ttOllJ..lncraV'tOe;AtYU1t'ttoU 'ttvOe; y611'tOe;Kat 1tOAAWV
, IOuOatwv
AJ 20.97.1 «l>cX.cSoue 'tile; 'IouOcx.tae; E1tt'tpo1tEooV'tOC;y611C;'ttC; avtlp
AJ 20.161.1 Kat yon'tWV av9pw1twv. 01 'tov 6XAOV i11tcX.'twv.aAAa
'tomoUC; JleV
AJ 20.167.2 'tT}V 1t6A1V. 01.oe y611'tEC;Kat a1ta'tEWVEC; dv9pW1tOl 'tOV
6XAOV
AJ 20.188.2 Kat 1tE~lKT}VE1tt 't0U<; ancx.'tllStV'tcx.C;uno 'tl voe; av9pw1tou
y611't0e;
Vit 40.2 OllJlaywYElv Kat 'tWV aV'tlAEy6V'twv 'to. ~EA'ttW 1tEptElvat
YOll'tElc;t Ka t
Ap 2.145.4 1tE1tOlllV'ta.t A6yOUC;cote OlKalouc; omE aAllSEtC;. tov Jl£V cbe;
y611'ta
Ap 2.161.2 voJl09€'tlle;. ob y611C;Ouo' ancx.'tEwv, &1tEP AOtOopoUV'tEe;
A€YO\XJlv
BJ 2.261.2 'VEuOo1tpo<!>n'tlle;·ncx.pcx.YEv6JlEVOC;yap Ete; 'tT}v xwpcx.v
civ9pw1toC; y611C;
BJ 2.264.2 1tcX.AtV~'tEPOVJltpoe; t<!>AtYJlatvEv. 01.yap y6rytEe; Kat
Ancr'tpU(ot
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BJ 2.565.1 Ka't' oAiyov yE J.111V i'J te XPEia 'tUW XP11J.lcl'tWVKat Y011'tEUwV
BJ 4.85.2 1:l)v 6.1t6<naatv Kat auvEKp6'tn Anl'ou 'ttVO; utOC; 'Iwdvv..,C;,
y611C;6.v1)p
BJ 5.317.2 'tl)v EA€1tOAtV, EV eT> 'tuw 'Iou&xiwv 'ttC; 6.v1)p y611C;6voJ.la
Kcl<J'tWP
Number of matches: 15
Epictetus Phil. Dissertationes ab Arriano digestae 2.20.27.6 y011'tEiac;.
Gnomologium Epicteteum 40.3 J.lWV so-nv btiKatpoc; YOll'tEia. 'to oe
<JuJ.l4>moc;Kat 6.VE~clAEt1t'tOC;
Gnomologium Epicteteum 67.2 "na1tEp o i'JAtOC;ob 1tEptJ.l€VEt At'tOC; Kat
YOll'tElaC;. IV'
Number of matches: 3
Dio Chrysostomus Soph. Orationes 2.18.7 CtVCXYKcl~EtKat 6.V'ttAtYEtV
~T)J.lO<J8tVEt. J.lclAa OEtvcP r.rTl'topt Kat y6ll'tl,
Orationes 4.129.6 8E<Jav, Otn:WC;fl 'to\>OE 6.OO't11. 6.AA' E~Ooucra Kat
yOT)'tEOOucrcl 4>l1<Jt
Orationes 5.16.6 'tOUC;6.vOll'tOUC; 6.OO'tn Kat Y011'tEi<;l.Ota4>9EipoucrtV
olxturto; Kat
Orationes 8.20.3 [Ot>K aV'ttKpuc; J3ta~oJ.ltv..,v, 6.AA' E~a1ta'twaav Kat
YOll'tEooucra V
Orationes 8.21.3 t,Oovllv.] CtAA' [E~aoo't<iv Kat yOT)'tEUElV OELVOtC;
4>CXPJ..lclKOtC;,] W<J1tEP
Orationes 16.1.2 K11AOUJ..lEvotydp Kat yOll'tEuC>J..lEVOtOOpcl 'tCX\rtn
J.l€VOucrl· 'to oe AU1tn
Orationes 18.14.11 J..ll)A6ywv OEtv6'tll'tt uovov, CtAAd Kat yOll'tEt.~
EOtKtVCXt 'tl)v OUVCXJ.ltv.
Orationes 32.12.12 opwv. 6.4>90vt.~ oe KOAcXKWV Kat YOll'tWV Kat
<Joq,l<J'tWV.
Orationes 32.39.3 EJ.lam6v. OEtVOt ydp EKEtVOl Kat J.lEyclAOt <Jo<Pl<J'tCXt.
Ka t. y611'tEC;' 'to
Orationes 36.41.5 J..la'toc; otn:wC; OVOJ..lcl~OucrlV6.v8pomouc; y611'tCXC;.EKEtVOt
oe 'tci 1:E
Orationes 77/78.34.1 toonov, K6Aa~ Kat. y611e;6.V'tt. YEvvcxiou Kat
<XAT)90uC;4>CXvEt.e;.
Number of matches: 11
Harpocration Gramm.Lex 302.12 'toe; EAtYE'tO t, 4>OPt.v..,Kat
,APl<J'tOJ.l€v..,c; EV r611<Jt 0llAOV noiei,
Number of matches: 1
SuetoniU8 Hist. et Gramm. Ilept J3Aaa4>llJ..llwv Kat. 1t69EV EKci<J'tll 4.31
TEAXtVEC;' oi <4>90VEPOt.Kat.> \VOYEPOt.Kat. y6ll'tEe; Kat 4>CXpJ..laKEte;.
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Ilepi J3Aacr<j>ru.uwvKat 1t69EVEKacr'tT) 4.38 tXEtV EV 4> pl~ae; KUKWV'tEe;
e<!><iPJlacrcrovYOT)'tEU'tlKWe;.' Ava'tl9E'tal ot amote;
Number of matches: 2
Athenaeus Soph.Deipn 4.12.9 xaple;' aAA' EOOVon 'tOV y6T)'ta
8E6&n:ov
Deipn 6.61.18 na'tpov 6.v9po)1toVy6T)'ta NlK6Aaoe; b 1tEplna'tT)'tlK6e;
Deipn 7.28.19 r611crl [1691 Kl'
Deipn 9.33.18 Foncnv otrtwe; [I 691 K]' ..... Kat 6pxEle; llcr9l0V. oi)e;
Deipn 11.119.30 K'UplEooaV'tEe; Ola YOll'tEiav vUv eiotv 1tEPlJ3AE1t'tOl'
wcrltEP
Deipn 14.22.3 [FHG I 234 J. e1tt aoo'tn Kat yOT)'tEl~ napElcrf)x9al 'tOte;
Deipn 14.75.18 Kat EV r611crlV [ib. 691]'
Deipnosophistae 2,1.35.38 aYEvElOte; [crwe; tltEcr'tl 'tle; xaple;' aAA' E1taV
Oil 'tOV y6T)'ta 8E600'tov ft 201:6v20'
Deipnosophistae 2,1.100.21 . P60tOe;XPT)Jla'tlcrae;. M19pl&i'tOU ot K6Aal;
~Wcrlna'tpoe; a v9pw1toe; y611e;.
Deipnosophistae 2,2.72.29 X.PllJlcX.'tWVyap El; acrEJ3Elae; Kat napcl <j>OOlV
KuplEooaV'tE~ Old YOll'tEtav vUv
Deipnosophistae 2,2.131.22 ob napaAll1t'tEOV ot E1tt 6.oo'tn Kat
yOT)'tEl~ 'tnv JlO'OOlKnVnapncriix9al
Number of matches: 11
Herodianus Hist.Ab excessu divi Marci 4.12.4.1 'tnv yOT)'tElav 'tatrtllV
~ltlcrX.VOUJlEVWV·~1t01t'tEUwV
Number of matches: 1
Galenus Med.Adhortatio ad artes addiscendas 9.2 Jla9TJOlv &PJlllcr9E' Jl11
'tl~ ~Jlci~ 6.na'tEWV Kat y611~6.vtlP napaKpoooa)lEv6e;
Quod optimus medicus sit quoque philosoph us 1.55.1 toooireov
ecrltouOO:Kacrlv, &cr't', El 'tle; aiJloppayiav fI iSpw'ta 1tPOEl7tOl,I y6tytd
Quod optimus medicus sit quoque philosophus 1.61.3 yap, et 'tOAJlWcrlV
aOlKWe; dv9pw1tOl, <j>lAOXPT)Jla'tlae;6.va1tEl900011e; 1i YOll'tEOOoolle;
De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 111.792.12
Jl\>eoUC;ypawv 'tlvaC; E~E'tpaltE'tO Kal 'tlvaC; yOT)'tElac;
De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 111.793.15
,¥oll'tElac; OUK6.1tllAAaYJlEvoc;. b OEyE naJl<j>lAO~b 'tel 1tEpi
De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 111.794.6
ltpooypa<j>wv, E'tEpaC;'tE yOll'tE lac; 'tOla \rtaC; AllPcbOElC;.
De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 111.795.16
aVEu YOll'tElac; 'tE Kat 6.Aa~ovEt.ac;. i1v {)(1'tEpoV ' AVOpEac;
De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 111.797.10
J3O'tcivac;6.vacrXOl't' civ; ~'tl yap y611'tEC;&v9PW1tOl
De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ac facultatibus 112.263.9
YOll'tEt.ac;&>l;av altEvEYKacr9al. <j>9av6V'twv t]Oll 'tow J3acrKavwv
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De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis ae faeultatibus 112.269.12
(tA1l9EOO'OOlV.E'tEpa. OE't1va YOll'tElae; EX61lEva ypcX.<»o'OOlVnept
De simplieium medicamentorum temperamentis ae faeultatibus 112.283.8
1tEP1EPYWV't1vcl IlciAAOV, d YOll'tElae; tXE'tal. Kat xwpte; ot 'twv
De simplieium medicamentorum temperamentis ae faeultatibus 112.290.12
OE1VOte;CillO. YOll'tEia1e; 't1criv. n IlEV'tOt K61tpoe;EV 't1 'twv EV
De simplieium medicamentorum temperamentls ae faeultatibus 112.297.6
J3<ipJ3apa,Ka8<i1tEp EiwSacrtV tVtOt 'twv YOll'tWV, E1tEi't01 Kat
De simplieium medicamentorum temperamentis ae faeultatibus 112.306.7
IlclKOU. oi OEyE O\rCWe;etci AllPWOEte;fJ y611'tEe;fJ OUKoio'
De simplieium medieamentorum temperamentis ae faeultatibus 112.307.15
Y1vwcrK6v'twv we; 1tEP1EPYOUte Kat y611't0e;t)e;dv 'taVta
De praenotione ad Posthumum (Epigenem) 14.601.10 (i)cr'tE (tya1tllcrEtEV
dv. d 1111 Kat y611e;'t1e; dvat 06~EtEV.
De praenotione ad Posthumum (Epigenem) 14.602.1 't010VtO YEypcX.<j>Sa1,
y611'ta 0' dva1 rov E1tlOEtKvUIlEVOV
De praenotione ad Posthumum (Epigenem) 14.602.9 ~clVEt uev 't1lV 'tile;
YOll'tElae; \mo'Viav ab't4) 't4) IlEAAEtV aEl,
De praenotione ad Posthumum (Epigenem) 14.603.3 1tpoO"OOKwV'ta,1tpOe;
't4) Kat 't11V 'tile; YOll'tElae;
De praenotione ad Posthumum (Epigenem) 14.655.17 crWcr1.y611'tO.te Kat
IlclV't1V E'tEpcX.te Ka't' EIlOU 'tolama
Number of matches: 20
Pseudo-Lucianus Soph.Philopatr 23.2 rev KaKo8alllova de; y611'tae;
(t v9pw1toUC;
Philopatr 25.13 Et OEyE llaV'tEta1 Kat Y011'tEi'al Ullcie; 1tape1tElcrav.
Number of matches: 2
Lucianus Soph.Nigr 15.7 YOll'tEiae; Kat (t1tcl'tllC; Kat 'VEuOOAoyiac;. fI
OO't1e;6:KOUwV 'tEp1tE'ta1
Symp 32.4 cro<»ouV'toe;,. E'tOlIlOKAEOUC;'tou y611'tOe;,IlE'tPEt'tE tov
KAEclv911VKat
J Tr 31.20 y611'ta Iltv dva1 toirtov, u)lcie; ot 6voUC;Kav911Alo~
Ga1l4.11 y6pou EU<»op~oe;'YEVOt'to;y611't<i <j>acr1Kat
Gall 28.22 'EAEA1l9E1e;ue, & aAEK'tpU<bv, Kat cru y6TJe;wv.
Tim 55.12 1tpoXEtp6'ta'ta, Kat n YOll'tEia 1tPOll'YEl'tCl1Kat n (tV(llcrxuV'tia
Vit Auet 2.13 'tpiav, )lO'OOtKllv, yOll'tEiav. )lclV't1V aKpov ~AE1tE1e;.
Pise 15.15 y611'tae;a.vopae; E1tt 't4) n)lE'tEp<p bv6)la't1 1tOAAel
Pise 25.13 1taUE'tClt ab'toe; Iltv (tYOPEUWVKaKwe; y611'tClC;Kat
Pise 29.9 PU't'tov Kat KaKWC;"tly6pEOOV~Aa~6vac; Kat y611'tClC;
Pise 42.21 yelp Ot y6TJ'tEe;omo1 1tOAAclK1e;'twv (tA 119we;
Pise 44.8 'toue; y6TJ'tClC;ot Kat ouotv n)ltV 1tpoO"llKOV'tae;KClKOUc;
Bis Ace 1.6 6:vOPt 'tt>q>A4)Kat y611't1, )l<XKapae; nllcie; KaAOUV't1
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Philops 5.18 ot we; y61le; oW apa. roooinov xp6vov EAEA119Et~E
Philops 8.21 c'.6e;<j>a.'tE,Kal YOll'tEtae; 'ttVOe;EVEPYEtVKat 't11V
Rh Pr 5.23 OUK E1ttO'tE"OOEV,~AAa. y61l'ta qlE'tO dvat rov
Alex 1.3 ' AAE~avopou cot 'tou ' AfjwvO'tEtXhou y61l'toe; fjtOV
Alex 5.5 'tte; a'lYtov Epa.cr't1le;y61le; 'twv J.1aYEtae;Kat E1tCpOOe;
Alex 6.8 1tEptTlEOaV YOll'tEOOV'tEe;Kal J.1ayyavEoovtEe; Kat
Alex 25.19 ya.p d.v aAAql otKat6'tEpov 1tPOOE1tOAEJ.1Ety61le;
Alex 60.7 J.1O'twvEKEiVWV Kal YOll'twv, ocot KOp\Xj>a.tOtncrav,
Pro Imag 1.7 ~AAci uoi OoKOOOtVoi toioinoi y61l'tEe; dvat Kat
Pro Imag 22.5 ouotav, y61le; d.v KClt 'tou Kuvat90u KOAaKtKw'tEPOe;
Peregr 13.22 y61le; Kat 'tEXVt'tlle; av9pW1toe; Kat 1tp<iy~acrtV
Fug 17.6 'totaU1:lle; J.1to9apvtae;, ~pyoue; ot KClt y61l'tae;
Fug 27.5 & fjEA'ttO'tll, El 'ttvae; 'tpEle; y611'tCle;dJ.1a dOE'tE Kat
Salt 63.8 'tOte; nspi 'to 1tpciYJ.1ayOll'tEOO~EVWV,Ecr9;;'tt
Astrol10.5 <»<ioe;'tOV A6yov 1tP011VEYKEV,~AA' Ee;yoll'tElllV Kal
Pseudol 17.12 ~pywv a'lYtwv bvoJ.1a~6J.1EVOV,~1ta'tEwva, y61l'ta,
Deor Cone 12.4 KtAtKt~, \VEu06J.1EVOe;'tU 1tOAAa.Kal YOll'tEUwV toiv
Deor Cone 12.8 cr'tE<»<iVOUC;~xn Kat y6ll'toe; 6:vopOe;EU1topllOn,
D Mort 10.2.5 c'.6cr1tEPt,~Ele; ~6vn 'tn YOll'tEtQ. Btaq,Epwv; ~AAa. 1tpOe;
D Mort 12.5.11 bpwcrtv, n Kat b •AJ.1~WV y61le; Kat \VEu06J.1avtte;
D Mort 13.5.9 amoe; AaJ.1~vwv· y61le;, & ~t6yEvEe;, dv9pwnoe; Kat
D Mort 20.8.5 <[)tA6004>6e;'tte;, c1) , EPJ.1;;,~ciAAov Bt y611e;Kat
Number ofmatches: 35 .
Herodianus et Pseudo-Her De prosodia catholica 3,1.112.19 Btcio'tClcrt V
~XEt. 'to ot 2Oy6aoe;20 EK 'tou y61le; yEyOVE. To ot 20ellf3a.oe;,
De prosodia catholica 3, 1.150.4 Ka9ap~cP 't;;e; n6AEwc; 'tEAE\YtWV,
20<!>O:pJ.1aKOe;20Bt b y6TlC;.OEOllJ.1EtW'tClt
De prosodia catholica 3,1.291.11 AEta, yoll'tEta, Buvao'tEta, AayvEta,
nEpt bp90ypa.q,tae; 3,2.452.15 ~pto'tEta EK 'tou 6:ptcr'tEUC;,6:ATl'tEia,
~ouAEta t, ~ouAE"oote;, YOll'tEta,
nEpi bp9oypa.<I>i.ac;3,2.590.1 201:Ep9pEia20 YOll'tEta, 1tEpt1tci9Eta. napa
'to 'tEpa.e;'tEpa.'toe; 'tEpa.'tEUw
nEpl 1tClPWvUJ.1WV3,2.852.38 Arc. 38, 14 TM 'to y6aoe; EK 'tou y6TlC;yEYOVE.
Partitiones 16.15 t, YEVVllOte;' yovopj:)'\Jlle;,b pa1lv crnEPJ.1a'tOC;VOO'wv' y6TlC;,
Partitiones 16.16 J.1ciyoe;·YOll'tEUw' YOll'tEta, t, J.1aYEta· r6~oppa, 't6noc;'
Partitiones 183.16 b 'tpa.uJ.1a'ttac;· b yOll'ttae;. Kat Enl 911AUKOU't,
VEaVEta,
Partitiones 183.18 't1;e;'tpa.uJ.1a'tEiae;· t, YOTl'tEia, 't1;C;yOll'tEtae;' Kat
Partitiones 265.15 NEavEiac;, ~Aa~ovEiac;, 'tpa.uJ.1a'tEiae;, YOll'tEiae;,
napEKfjoAal 'tou ~EyciAou PllJ.1a'toc; 22.28 yoW 2Oyo1lcrw,20 'tU Bt oUo 'tq)
Cl, ofov 6:KPOW2MKpocicrw.20 J.1aKKow 20J.1(x'KKOOcrw.20
Number ofmatches: 12
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Aelius Aristides Rhet.l:u~JlaXl1coc; a' 487.17 A11KE.Kat 'tooamn
qxxp~a xcov neptocot« Kat y011'tElQ,
Ilpo; nAa'toova unep 'tOW'tE't'tcipoolJ292.14 lJtOtC;.<XAAcX6lJ'ta y611'ta Kat
'tou npOC;t,OovJ"]VSl1PEU'tT]V.
Ilepi 'tou 1tapa4>Sty~a'toc; 367.21 EKEtVOlJtov <XAa~6lJCXKat y611'ta. Kat ~
'tl toioinov ~OUAEt
Number of matches: 3
Cassius Dio Hist.Historiae Romanae 46.4.1.1 StcX~elJ Sn 'taUm
4>UAa't'tEOSEtov clv8poonolJ. y611C;yap EO'tt
Historiae Romanae 49.33.4.5 Kat b uev t'tl Kat ~ciAAOlJ 't41 'tE tpoo'tt
Kat 'tTI y011'tE1Q,'tTl 'titc;
Historiae Romanae 49.43.5.2 uev Sn 'taU'tci 'tE snotei, Kat 'touc;
ao'tpoA6yotx; 'tOUC;te y611'taC;EK
Historiae Romanae 52.36.3.1 <xStep'ttlJt ~l1'tE y611'tt ouyxoopll0nC; dvat.
~aV'tlKn uev yap <XlJaYKala
Historiae Romanae 57.15.7.5 'tE ~'tt Sa11l00lJ'tle; EK y011'tElae; 01
Enlnt~nE'tal Kat 'tOlJ6.v8poonolJ
Historiae Romanae 57.15.8.2 y611'tae;.El 'tt 'ttlJCX~'tEPOlJKat b1tOlOlJOUlJ
tponov Ella V'tEUE't6 'tle;. 'tote;
Historiae Romanae 61.11.3.4 rov KAaoololJ Ee;tpoo'ta amitc; 'tale; 'tE
Y011'tElale; 'tale; te
Historiae Romanae 69.22.1.1 ·ASptavOe; Se llayyalJElale; IltlJ 'ttOl Kat
Y011'tElale; EKElJom6 1tOtE
Historiae Romanae 71.9.3.1 ouolalC; Kat yOll'tE1ale; b Mapxo; Xa1PEllJ
l(1't6P11'tat. to'tl Se b AEYOO'tolOmOlJ.
Historiae Romanae 77.17.2.5 6vo~a IE~1tPWlJtOC;. PoUcpoC;.tov SE Sl1
tponov qxxPllaKEtc; Kat y611C;.
Historiae Romanae 77.18.4.3IlE'tci 'tOWE~EAEuetpoolJESanciva. 'tOle; Se
1l0:yOte; Kat y6110llJ omooe;
Historiae Romanae 77.18.4.5vou <xv811oaV'ta E1tallJEllJ Kat 'tl~cilJ. OO'tle;
Kat y611C;Kat Ilciyoe;
Historiae Romanae 62.13.1.17 ~OlXEtac; Kat Y011'tElae;
Historiae Romanae 65.1.4.5 v61l0UC;.OO'tEPOlJOEKat 'tote; y611'tae;
Historiae Romanae 71.23 'tE Cto'tpoA6youc; Kat 'tote; y611'tae;EK 'tite;
1t6AEooC;E~l1AaoE. Kat
Historiae Romanae 133.15 Kat1tpoot'tl Kat Unci'tEucrE. 't0U<; IlEV'tOl
ao'tpoA6yotx; Kat 'tote; y6ll'tae;
Historiae Romanae 133.21 Y011'tElae;abt41 E1tt1tt~1tE'tat Kat 'tOlJ
clv8poo1tOlJ(UtOK'tE1va 1.
Historiae Romanae 5152.25 OtOlJEe;tpoo'ta amite; 'tale; 'tE y011'tet.alC;'talC;
'tE CtKoAaotalC;
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Historiae Romanae 5254.24 Jlayyavet.ate; uev 'tten Ked yorytet.ene;
bcevom6 note 'tOU bypou, miAtv
Historiae Romanae 5260.31 aAA' O\>x o ' Apvo\xjne; b Jlcx.yoe;·oUSt yap
Jlcx.ywv auvoucrtate; !Cai YOll'teiate;
Historiae Romanae 5334.11 y611e;,E<»'4l 011 !Cai uno l:eunpou Ee;vilaov
KO.'teKt !CAeta'to,
Historiae Romanae 8335.7 JlO:YOte;!Cai y611atv omwe; txatpev we; !Cat
,A1tOAAWVtOV'tov
Historiae Romanae 8335.9 Kai y611e;Kai Jlcx.yoe;aKptJ3ne; Eytve'to, !Cai
11P4">ovai.rtq)!Ca'taaKeoo.aat.
Historiae Romanae 186.3 ucvev, \movollaae; dvat 'tomo E!CYOll'tetae;, tv
'ttVt 11Jlt~
Historiae Romanae 765.15 ypaJlJla 'toue; y611'tae; Kat aa'tpoA6youc; EV'tOe;
Pll'tile; 11Jltpae;
Historiae Romanae 1.3 tpw'tt Kai 'tfl yOll'tet.c;x.'tile;
Number of matches: 26
Achilles Tatius 8cr. Erot.Leucippe et Clitophon 5.25.3.1 cO ~eUyoe; Ka't'
EJlOUY01l'twv,
Leucippe et Clitophon 6.7.4.3 'tOOOUtq>Kai YOll't6'tepov. Eav ot 11
On !Cpooooa n Ka i KaA" !Cai o
Leucippe et Clitophon 7.11.1.6 ~ecr8e ot y611'tO~aKoooV'tee; 1tt8cx.v&e;Jltv
U1to!CPtVOJltvou,1tt9av&e; ot
Number of matches: 3
Sextus Empiricus Phil.Pyrr 1.46.2 y611'tEe;xptoV'tee; me; 8puaAAlOae; lq)
XaA!Cou !Cai 80Aq)
Math 2.28.3 !C6v re Kat y611'ta 't\yYxcx.vnv !Cat xnptcr'tOte; EV'te8paJlJltvov
Number of matches: 2
Aelianus 80ph.NA 1.29.6 y011'tEla~ \)1tEcr1taPJl£1ITl~alJlUAOU ts !Cai
8eA!C'tt!Cile;
NA 1.35.1 BaaKcivwv b<»9aAJlOUe;!Cai YOll'twv <»uAci't'tE'tat
NA 3.17.13 !Cai Ol y611'tee;m 'tOta mo: <»natv bpJlcie; 'tt va.~
NA 3.17.16 6.v8pclmouc; Jle'taAayxcx.vetv 'tou YOll'teUJla'toe; 'tOUOE.
NA 5.2.18 nJlepwaaV'tee; ciyouo"tv Ee;8auJla O~OEOl y611'tEe;
NA 7.48.42 y611e;.E<»Et.811Ol !Cat1tcipOaAte;. bpJlwalle; ot atrcile;
NA 12.42.4 yap atrcote; b a!Ccx.poe;YOll'tEOOJleVOe;wcr1tep noooJlaat.
NA 15.11.2 b'tt 'tomo EKClAEt'to.!Cat b'tt TJvy611e;Kat <»nPJlaKi.e;,
NA 15.11.18 'tOUtwv 'toUc; y611'tcie;'tE Kat <»nPJla!Ctae; •APEt <»i.Aq>
Number of matches: 9
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Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Tc £le; eam6v 1.6.1.2 'twv 'tEpcx.'tEOOJ.lEVooV
Kat yon'toov nept E1tCpOWVKat [1tEpt] OalJ.l6voov
Number of matches: 1
Aspasius Phil.ln ethica Nichomachea commentaria 54.13 t>Aooe;'twv
yon'toov toirto EX6V'toov 'to ovouo; omoe; ot [ooV'ta.e;] 'tote; E1tt 'to
Number of matches: 1
Polyaenus Rhet.Fragmenta 3c,639,F.1.3 nEpaWV 'tEJ.lVE1,VOJ.li~oovEival
YOl1'tEiav EV amWl, we; nOAOO1VOe;b ' ASTlVaiOe; to'toPEl
Number of matches: 1
Flavius Philostratus Soph.VA 4.18.11 yap 6.v 1tO'tE J.l\}1l0al y61l'ta, J.ll1ot
'tr,v ' EAEoot va
VA 5.12.2 EYlYVooOKE Kat 5'tl 'tOte; y61l'ta 'tOV 6.vopcx. tWOUJ.lEVOle;
VA 5.12.4 OKE'VWJ.lE8a oE KclKEtvcx.· oi y611'tEe;,t)yoUJ.lal
VA 5.12.11 6.vcX.YK1lYEVEOeal ama. 1tPOEyi.YVooOKEot OU Y01l'tEUwV
VA 7.17.5 'toe; we; y611'tl Kat tKav<p 'tr,v 'tEXv"V b J.ltv AlAlavoe;
VA 7.17.7 tootou <puAa't'tE,"2 o 0' 'A1toAAwvlOe; "IEl J.ltv y61le;"2
VA 7.17.8 t<Pl1"lEYw, 1tWe;KpivoJ.lal; El ot xptvoprn. 1tWe;y611e;
VA 7.17.10 <P1101V.we; J.lllot 'twv YOll'tEOOV'tooVtt't't<i08al am6.
VA 7.33.15 voUC;J.lnS' we; y611e;El, qxival, J.ll1S'we; ['t11e;J.lnS'
VA 7.34.6 ot 'twv OE0J.lWV"IE\. J.ltv y611'tcX.J.lEttYn,"2 t<Pl1"l1twe;
VA 7.34.7 OnOEle;; El ot onOEle;. 1tWe;y61l'ta Elval <l>noEle;;"2"lKal
VA 7.39.2 mov Ee;'tote; y61l'tae; 6.vcx.<PEPOOOl'ta\rca. 1tE1t6v9aol
VA 7.39.14 voUC;'t<Py61l'tl, 'td of: 6.'t01ta 'tn amwv <pElOol Kat 't<P
VA 8.3.11 poe;"2 cO J3a01AEU, "I1tA1l'Yne;"2 t<l>ll "lcl1tE1AEl J.lOl b y611e;.
VA 8.3.13 J.lclAAov y611e;.d yap J.lr, EYw 1tE1tE1Kcl1too'tov J3aolAEa.
VA 8.7.67 OtOa. Y0l1'tEUE1VJ.lE<1>1100001Kat 'tOV obpavbv Ee; 'tr,v
VA 8.7.89 abt6e; 'tE J.ltyae; flpSll Kat UJ.lcX.e;npEV· El ot y611'tcX.
VA 8.7.98 01lJ.looi~ OlEAtxSllV EV iE~, yOl1'twv o£ ~\}VOooia1
VA 8.7.106 clvOpWV oo<Pwv 11 J.lE'ta1t010\}J.lE1,1001,1 yE oo<Piae; Ee;y611'tae;
VA 8.7.109 creal; Kat 01 1..61'01noav EvaV'tlOUJ.lEVOl 'tOle; y61l0t·
VA 8.7.111 AEiae; EPWV'ta 1'61101J.lcX.AAOV11 Eam<p 1t10'tEooa1 Kat
VA 8.7.118nclcrlv Evcx.V'ti.OVXP1lJ.la 01 y61l'tEe;. El yap lcrXt)()l 'ta\rca.
VA 8.7.133 ounoo oiOa. clAAa 'toi>e; y61l'tae; 'VEuOoo6<Pouc;<PllJ.li·
VA 8.7.171 Ooe;.clAA' omooe; cl v61l't0e; a m<p OoKW 'tle;. we; yOll'tE UEtV
VA 8.7.174 1tpoKl1pm'toov 'tolamllv' ['teo cO av61l'tol. YOl1'tEUw yap.
VA 8.7.221 yopoe; we; 1tOAAOU6.~iav 'tOle; y61101. Kai'tOl a<pEA6V'tl
VA 8.7.382 OUK etv E<P1KE08a1J.lE.El J.lll y61le; 'tE nv Kat
VA 8.7.387 El1t6V'tE; n YOl1'tEUoV'tE 1tPOEl1tE1V'ta\rca; Kat J.lr,v Kat
VA 8.7.389 Kat oUOo.J.lOU'tWV a\.'t1WV EiPll'ta1 y611'taC; Elva1 a<t><ic;.
VA 8.7.422 J.lEVOe;y611e;<t>aiVE09a1 SEq) avaSElva1. ~ abtoe;
VA 8.7.425 creal y61le; c.Ov; 'td yap 'tola\rca 0\ KaKoOa.iJ.lovEe;
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VA 8.19.23 'toue; 1tOAAOUe;AEy6V'twv, ~:T).d V 1tO'tE y611'tt eXv9pwmp
VA 8.30.23 tEPO\> 1tPOi"cr'tO:J..lEVOt~uAA.a~6V'tEe; amev roe; y611'ta
VS 1.523.14 ypa<j>6J..lEVOe;,roe; YOll'tEUwV EV ueipcoctou; Ota~O:AAEtV
VS 2.590.7 1tOAA.Ote;y611e;06~at· on J..lEVOUV eXvT)p1tE1tatOEUJ..lEVOe;
VS 2.590.8 OUK dv 1tO'tE Ee; yOll'tWV umxx8Elll 'tEXvae;, tKaVwe; EV
Number of matches: 36
Alexander Aphrodisiensis P De anima libri mantissa 180.14 e1tt~owV'tat
'tnv ElJ..lapJ..lEV11v.eiot OE 'ttVEe; Kat y611'tEe; dv9pw1tOt, Ot'ttVEe;
Number of matches: 1
Vettius Valens Astrol.Anthologiarum libri ix 108.9 one; YOll'tElae; ama 'to.
KE<)xiA.ata 1tPOE'ta~a 'tOte; J..lO:A.tcr'tClnept 'tel
Anthologiarum libri ix 238.26 nept Clmwv YOll'tElae; 'tE Kat 't6A.J..llle;.'to. yap
Cl1t01t'tWJ..lCl'tClJ..ln
Anthologiarum libri ix 301.16 uot Cl1tEPE1CJtClXPllJ..la1:Cl E~ava.AwCJa
1tEt86J..lEVOe;y611CJtKat
Anthologiarum libri ix 340.3 il e1tt~ACl~lle; .. Kat OUX coe;'ttVEe; y611'tEe; 1t0:V'tCl
'tCl1tpO:yJ..lCl'tCla1tO
Number of matches: 4
Total number of matches: 359
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Appendix Two
Questionnaire
Return to:
Lloyd Pietersen
If not, what are your
reasons for remaining a
member of BCF?
Name (only give this if you
are happy to be contacted
for an interview lasting
between 30 minutes to one
hour)
How long have you been a
member of BCF?
What were your reasons
for joining BCF?
Are those initial reasons
still valid today?
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List up to five key changes
(in order of significance to
you) which have taken
place in BCF since you
joined
To what extent do you Very much To some Not really Not at all
think these changes have extent
been "owned" by the
church?
Change 1 0 0 0 0
Change 2 0 0 0 0
Change3 0 0 0 0
Change4 0 0 0 0
Change 5 0 0 0 0
What are your own
feelings about each of these
changes?
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RCF is a church with its roots in the charismatic "House Church Movement".
What, in your opinion, is the degree of emphasis given to the following areas?
Use the scale:
1- Little or no emphasis
2 - Some emphasis
3 - Moderate emphasis
4 - Great emphasis
5 - Very great emphasis
When you Mid-way Now
joined between then
and now
Apostles and prophets 0 0 0
Commitment to RCF 0 0 0
Corporate worship 0 0 0
Deliverance from demons 0 0 0
Discipleship 0 0 0
Evangelism 0 0 0
General prophecy 0 0 0
Importance of the Church 0 0 0in God's "end-time"
purposes
Leadership 0 0 0
Miracles 0 0 0
Pastoral care 0 0 0
Physical healing 0 0 0
Prayer 0 0 0
Prophecy to individuals 0 0 0
Revival 0 0 0
"Second Coming" of Jesus 0 0 0
Serving 0 0 0
Social justice 0 0 0
Speaking in tongues 0 0 0
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Teaching 0 0 0
Words of knowledge 0 0 0
Do you think we are on the
verge of significant revival
in the UK?
Please give reasons for
your answer to the last
question
Thank you so much for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire. Please return it
in the envelope provided as soon as possible and by 30 September 1999 at the latest.
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Appendix Three
Ranking of Key Changes
Change Mean Ranking
Significance
Cell church 71.13 2.42
Changes from Community to Regions 57.73 2.52 2
Eldership/Leadership changes 32.99 2.13 3
Pioneer 22.68 3.73 4
People leaving 12.37 2.58 5
Toronto blessing 10.31 2.5 6
Diminishing supernatural expectations 10.31 3.2 7
Growth 9.28 1.8 8
Emphasis on mission 9.28 2.8 9
Greater emphasis on youth 9.28 3.3 10
Professionalisation of worship 8.25 3 11
Patch way meetings 8.25 3.3 12
Links with other churches 8.25 3.4 13
Increase in prayer emphasis 7.22 2.3 14
Women in leadership 7.22 3 15
Institutionalisation 7.22 3.6 16
Soundwell joining BCF 6.19 1.8 17
Loss of sound teaching 5.15 2.6 18
Oak Hill School 5.15 2.8 19
Age shift 5.15 3 20
Possibility of travel 4.12 2.5 21
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Change 0/0 Mean
Ranking
Significance
Loss of core values 4.12 3.3 22
Pastoral care & accountability 4.12 3.8 23
Apostolic schoo IIAntioch vision 3.09 2 24=
Differing styles of corporate meetings 3.09 2 24=
Less emphasis on evangelism 3.09 2.3 26
De-centralisation of leadership 3.09 2.33 27
Centralisation of leadership 3.09 3.7 28=
Lack of students 3.09 3.7 28=
Church focusses on being trendy 3.09 4.7 30
Greater flexibility 2.06 1.5 31
Lack of cohesiveness 2.06 2 32=
Less emphasis on discipleship 2.06 2 32=
Less goal/project orientated 2.06 2.5 34=
Serious illness of leadership 2.06 2.5 34=
Move away from triumphalism 2.06 3 36
Availability of training courses 2.06 3.5 37=
Less access to elders 2.06 3.5 37=
Less emphasis on living in close proximity 2.06 3.5 37=
Emphasis on social justice 2.06 4 40=
Introduction of Sunday breakfasts at Soundwell 2.06 4 40=
Change in meeting patterns 1.03 42=
Homegroups continually changing/stopping 1.03 42=
Introversion & orientation to personal blessing 1.03 42=
Lack of leadership 1.03 42=
Church has become more like a business 1.03 2 46=
Emphasis on spiritual gifts 1.03 2 46=
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Change 0/0 Mean Ranking
Significance
Less emphasis on children 1.03 2 46=
Less opportunity to worship as a family 1.03 2 46=
Life based around meetings 1.03 2 46=
Committee leadership 1.03 3 51=
Involvement in arts/drama/politics etc 1.03 3 51=
Return of relational emphasis 1.03 3 51=
Tension between increasing maturity & others falling away 1.03 3 51=
Transfers from other churches 1.03 3 51=
Emphasis more on church than God 1.03 4 56=
Lack of risk 1.03 4 56=
Loss of prophetic/evangelistic slant 1.03 4 56=
Teaching/prophetic content mainly from outside BCF 1.03 4 56=
Conservative v radical ecclesiologies 1.03 5 60=
Emphasis on discipleship 1.03 5 60=
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Means
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Included
N Percent
Apostles & Prophets *
288 98.0%YEAR
Commitment to BCF *
291 99.0%YEAR
Corporate worship *
288 98.0%YEAR
Deliverance from demons
288 98.0%*YEAR
Discipleship * YEAR 291 99.0%
Evangelism * YEAR 291 99.0%
General prophecy * YEAR
285 96.9%
Importance of church in
288 98.0%end times * YEAR
Leadership * YEAR 288 98.0%
MIRACLES * YEAR 288 98.0%
Pastoral care * YEAR 288 98.0%
Physical healing * YEAR 288 98.0%
PRAYER * YEAR 288 98.0%
Prophecy to individuals *
285 96.9%YEAR
REVIVAL * YEAR 289 98.3%
Second coming of Jesus *
289 98.3%YEAR
SERVING * YEAR 288 98.0%
Social justice * YEAR 285 96.9%
Speaking in tongues *
288 98.0%YEAR
TEACHING * YEAR 286 97.3%
Words of knowledge *
285 96.9%YEAR
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Case Processing Summary
Cases
Excluded Total
N Percent N Percent
Apostles & Prophets *
6 2.0% 294 100.0%YEAR
Commitment to BCF * 3 1.0% 294 100.0%YEAR
Corporate worship *
6 2.0% 294 100.0%YEAR
Deliverance from demons
6 2.0% 294 100.0%·YEAR
Discipleship • YEAR 3 1.0% 294 100.0%
Evangelism * YEAR 3 1.0% 294 100.0%
General prophecy * YEAR
9 3.1% 294 100.0%
Importance of church in
6 2.0% 294 100.0%end times * YEAR
Leadership * YEAR 6 2.0% 294 100.0%
MIRACLES * YEAR 6 2.0% 294 100.0%
Pastoral care * YEAR 6 2.0% 294 100.0%
Physical healing * YEAR 6 2.0% 294 100.0%
PRAYER * YEAR 6 2.0% 294 100.0%
Prophecy to individuals *
9 3.1% 294 100.0%YEAR
REVIVAL * YEAR 5 1.7% 294 100.0%
Second coming of Jesus *
5 1.7% 294 100.0%YEAR
SERVING * YEAR 6 2.0% 294 100.0%
Social justice * YEAR 9 3.1% 294 100.0%
Speaking in tongues *
6 2.0% 294 100.0%YEAR
TEACHING • YEAR 8 2.7% 294 100.0%
Words of knowledge *
9 3.1% 294 100.0%YEAR
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Apostles & Commitment Corporate
YEAR Proohets to BCF worship
1973 Mean 4.50 5.00 4.50
N 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .00 .71
1974 Mean 4.00 4.00 5.00
N 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1975 Mean 4.00 4.25 3.50
N 4 4 4
Std. Deviation .82 .96 1.29
1976 Mean 4.50 5.00 3.50
N 4 4 4
Std. Deviation .58 .00 1.00
1978 Mean 4.00 5.00 5.00
N 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1979 Mean 3.71 4.14 3.71
N 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.38 1.21 1.11
1980 Mean 4.67 5.00 4.33
N 3 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 .00 .58
1981 Mean 5.00 5.00 4.00
N 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .00 .00 1.41
1982 Mean 3.50 3.50 3.00
N 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .71 .00
1983 Mean 4.33 4.00 3.67
N 3 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 1.00 .58
1984 Mean 3.57 4.29 3.86
N 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.62 1.11 1.46
1985 Mean 4.00 4.40 4.00
N 5 5 5
Std. Deviation .71 .89 1.00
1986 Mean 4.00 4.67 4.00
N 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.00 .58 1.00
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Apostles & Commitment Corporate
YEAR Proohets to BCF worship
1987 Mean 3.00 4.10 3.60
N 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.15 .99 1.07
1988 Mean 3.89 4.11 3.89
N 9 9 9
Std. Deviation .78 .93 .78
1989 Mean 3.54 4.23 4.08
N 13 13 13
Std. Deviation .66 .93 .76
1990 Mean 3.60 3.60 4.10
N 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.07 .97 .99
1991 Mean 3.49 3.95 3.87
N 39 40 39
Std. Deviation .97 .81 .66
1992 Mean 3.42 3.83 3.75
N 12 12 12
Std. Deviation .79 .72 .97
1993 Mean 2.83 3.67 4.00
N 6 6 6
Std. Deviation .41 .52 .00
1994 Mean 2.89 3.44 3.67
N 9 9 9
Std. Deviation .60 .53 .71
1995 Mean 2.74 3.73 3.69
N 39 40 39
Std. Deviation .91 .68 .77
1999 Mean 2.27 3.12 3.72
N 97 98 97
Std. Deviation 1.04 1.11 .94
Total Mean 3.03 3.70 3.80
N 288 291 288
Std. Deviation 1.16 1.03 .67
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Deliverance General
YEAR from demons Discipleship Evanaelism prophecy
1973 Mean 4.00 4.50 2.50 4.00
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .00 .71 2.12 .00
1974 Mean 1.00 5.00 1.00 3.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1975 Mean 1.25 4.50 1.25 4.25
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation .50 .58 .50 .50
1976 Mean 1.50 5.00 1.00 3.50
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.00 .00 .00 .58
1978 Mean 1.00 5.00 2.00 4.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1979 Mean 3.43 4.29 2.86 3.86
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.27 .95 1.07 .69
1980 Mean 5.00 4.33 2.33 4.67
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation .00 .58 1.15 .58
1981 Mean 4.50 5.00 5.00 4.00
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .00 .00 .00
1982 Mean 4.00 3.50 4.00 4.00
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .00 .71 .00 .00
1983 Mean 3.67 3.00 3.00 3.67
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 1.00 1.73 .58
1984 Mean 3.71 3.86 3.43 3.86
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.50 1.57 .98 .69
1985 Mean 3.60 3.60 3.40 3.20
N 5 5 5 5
Std. Deviation 1.14 1.14 1.34 .84
1986 Mean 3.67 4.33 3.67 4.33
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.53 1.15 .58 1.15
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Deliverance General
YEAR from demons Discipleship Evangelism prophecy
1987 Mean 3.40 3.50 2.90 3.30
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.43 1.18 1.29 .95
1988 Mean 3.78 3.44 3.11 3.56
N 9 9 9 9
Std. Deviation .97 1.24 1.36 .88
1989 Mean 2.92 3.54 3.54 3.69
N 13 13 13 13
Std. Deviation .95 .78 .88 .48
1990 Mean 2.50 2.90 2.80 3.50
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.18 .88 1.23 .71
1991 Mean 2.56 3.08 3.00 3.34
N 39 40 40 38
Std. Deviation 1.17 1.00 1.09 .97
1992 Mean 3.00 3.17 3.58 3.50
N 12 12 12 12
Std. Deviation 1.13 1.03 1.00 .67
1993 Mean 2.33 3.17 3.17 3.33
N 6 6 6 6
Std. Deviation 1.03 1.17 1.17 .82
1994 Mean 2.00 3.22 2.22 3.33
N 9 9 9 9
Std. Deviation 1.00 .97 .97 .71
1995 Mean 1.72 2.77 2.95 2.97
N 39 40 40 38
Std. Deviation .72 1.05 .96 .72
1999 Mean 1.44 2.94 3.03 2.71
N 97 98 98 96
Std. Deviation .71 1.19 1.08 .98
Total Mean 2.25 3.21 2.99 3.19
N 288 291 291 285
Std. Deviation 1.27 1.16 1.13 .94
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Importance of
church in end
YEAR times Leadership MIRACLES Pastoral care
1973 Mean 4.00 4.50 2.00 4.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation 1.41 .71 2.83 .71
1974 Mean 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1975 Mean 4.00 3.50 2.75 4.00
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.41 .58 1.26 1.41
1976 Mean 4.50 3.67 2.00 4.75
N 4 3 4 4
Std. Deviation .58 .58 .82 .50
1978 Mean 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1979 Mean 3.00 3.71 2.29 4.86
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.29 .76 .76 .38
1980 Mean 2.00 4.67 3.33 5.00
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.73 .58 .58 .00
1981 Mean 4.50 4.00 4.50 5.00
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .00 .71 .00
1982 Mean 2.50 2.50 2.00 3.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation 2.12 2.12 1.41 .71
1983 Mean 3.67 3.00 3.33 3.67
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 1.00 .58 1.15
1984 Mean 3.43 3.86 3.00 4.29
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.40 1.07 1.29 .76
1985 Mean 3.00 3.80 2.20 4.20
N 5 5 5 5
Std. Deviation 1.41 1.10 .84 .84
1986 Mean 3.00 4.67 2.33 4.67
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.00 .58 2.08 .58
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Importance of
church in end
YEAR times Leadership MIRACLES Pastoral care
1987 Mean 3.00 3.40 2.90 3.80
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.05 .84 .99 1.23
1988 Mean 3.22 4.00 2.33 4.00
N 9 8 9 9
Std. Deviation 1.20 .93 1.22 .71
1989 Mean 3.31 3.85 2.77 3.54
N 13 13 13 13
Std. Deviation 1.03 .80 .93 .52
1990 Mean 2.20 3.60 2.10 3.40
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.55 1.07 1.20 .84
1991 Mean 2.95 3.50 2.49 3.08
N 39 40 39 39
Std. Deviation 1.23 .75 1.05 1.04
1992 Mean 2.92 3.83 2.33 3.00
N 12 12 12 12
Std. Deviation .90 .83 .98 .95
1993 Mean 2.67 3.50 2.33 3.17
N 6 6 6 6
Std. Deviation 1.03 1.05 .82 1.33
1994 Mean 2.67 2.89 2.56 3.22
N 9 9 9 9
Std. Deviation .71 .93 1.01 .97
1995 Mean 2.62 3.15 2.21 2.74
N 39 40 39 39
Std. Deviation 1.23 .77 .92 .99
1999 Mean 2.41 3.26 2.03 2.37
N 97 97 97 97
Std. Deviation 1.20 1.01 .91 1.03
Total Mean 2.78 3.44 2.32 3.09
N 288 288 288 288
Std. Deviation 1.25 .94 1.02 1.20
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Physical Prophecy to REVIVALYEAR healing PRAYER individuals
1973 Mean 3.50 3.50 4.50 2.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .71 .71 2.12
1974 Mean 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1975 Mean 2.75 2.75 4.00 2.25
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.26 .50 .82 1.89
1976 Mean 2.75 2.00 3.00 1.75
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation .50 .00 .82 .96
1978 Mean 4.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1979 Mean 2.71 3.29 4.29 2.14
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.11 .49 .76 .90
1980 Mean 4.00 3.67 4.67 2.33
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.00 .58 .58 1.53
1981 Mean 4.50 5.00 4.50 3.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .00 .71 .71
1982 Mean 3.50 3.00 3.00 1.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .00 .00 .71
1983 Mean 3.67 3.00 4.33 2.00
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.15 1.00 1.15 1.73
1984 Mean 3.43 2.86 3.43 3.86
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.40 1.21 1.13 .90
1985 Mean 3.20 3.00 3.80 2.80
N 5 5 5 5
Std. Deviation .84 1.00 .84 .45
1986 Mean 4.00 4.00 3.67 3.00
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.00 1.00 1.53 1.00
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Physical Prophecy to REVIVALYEAR healing PRAYER individuals
1987 Mean 3.20 2.90 3.60 2.70
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation .79 1.37 .97 1.34
1988 Mean 3.00 2.44 3.44 2.33
N 9 9 9 9
Std. Deviation 1.41 .73 1.01 1.50
1989 Mean 3.08 3.00 3.54 2.23
N 13 13 13 13
Std. Deviation .76 .82 .52 .93
1990 Mean 2.60 3.10 3.40 2.10
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation .97 1.20 .52 1.29
1991 Mean 3.08 3.26 3.11 2.51
N 39 39 38 39
Std. Deviation 1.09 .91 .95 1.19
1992 Mean 3.00 3.25 3.17 3.58
N 12 12 12 12
Std. Deviation 1.21 .97 1.11 .79
1993 Mean 3.17 3.17 2.67 3.33
N 6 6 6 6
Std. Deviation 1.17 .98 .82 1.37
1994 Mean 2.44 3.56 3.22 3.50
N 9 9 9 10
Std. Deviation 1.01 .88 .97 1.35
1995 Mean 2.64 3.18 2.76 3.23
N 39 39 38 39
Std. Deviation .90 .79 .85 1.09
1999 Mean 2.34 3.64 2.24 3.21
N 97 97 96 97
Std. Deviation .86 .94 .89 1.07
Total Mean 2.77 3.31 2.94 2.92
N 288 288 285 289
Std. Deviation 1.03 .96 1.07 1.20
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Appendix Four
Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Second
coming of Speaking in
YEAR Jesus SERVING Social iustice tonaues
1973 Mean 4.00 4.50 1.50 4.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation 1.41 .71 .71 .71
1974 Mean 3.00 5.00 1.00 4.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1975 Mean 4.00 4.25 1.75 4.00
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.41 .96 .96 .82
1976 Mean 3.25 4.50 1.50 3.75
N 4 4 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.71 1.00 1.00 .50
1978 Mean 3.00 4.00 1.00 3.00
N 1 1 1 1
Std. Deviation
1979 Mean 2.86 4.86 2.00 4.29
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.07 .38 1.29 1.11
1980 Mean 1.67 4.67 1.00 4.67
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.15 .58 .00 .58
1981 Mean 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation 1.41 .00 1.41 .71
1982 Mean 1.50 4.00 2.00 3.50
N 2 2 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 1.41 1.41 .71
1983 Mean 2.67 4.00 3.00 4.00
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 1.00 2.00 1.00
1984 Mean 2.71 4.00 2.43 4.14
N 7 7 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.25 1.73 .79 1.21
1985 Mean 2.20 4.20 2.40 4.00
N 5 5 5 5
Std. Deviation .84 .45 .89 1.00
1986 Mean 3.00 4.67 3.67 4.00
N 3 3 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.00 .58 .58 1.00
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Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Second
coming of Speaking in
YEAR Jesus SERVING Social iustice tonaues
1987 Mean 2.90 3.70 3.30 3.30
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.10 .82 .95 .95
1988 Mean 2.33 3.56 3.56 3.44
N 9 9 9 9
Std. Deviation 1.22 1.13 1.24 .88
1989 Mean 2.23 3.62 2.85 3.31
N 13 13 13 13
Std. Deviation .73 .87 .90 .85
1990 Mean 1.90 3.80 2.80 3.20
N 10 10 10 10
Std. Deviation .99 1.23 1.62 .79
1991 Mean 2.05 3.46 2.87 3.44
N 39 39 38 39
Std. Deviation 1.10 .91 1.04 1.10
1992 Mean 2.42 3.42 3.08 3.17
N 12 12 12 12
Std. Deviation 1.08 1.08 1.08 .83
1993 Mean 2.83 3.67 3.00 3.00
N 6 6 6 6
Std. Deviation 1.17 .82 .63 .63
1994 Mean 1.90 3.44 3.00 2.89
N 10 9 9 9
Std. Deviation .88 1.24 .71 1.27
1995 Mean 1.97 3.31 3.11 2.74
N 39 39 38 39
Std. Deviation .99 .83 .73 .88
1999 Mean 2.06 2.99 3.60 2.21
N 97 97 96 97
Std. Deviation 1.06 1.15 .96 .97
Total Mean 2.24 3.46 3.09 2.97
N 289 288 285 288
Std. Deviation 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.15
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Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Words of
YEAR TEACHING knowledge
1973 Mean 4.00 4.00
N 2 2
Std. Deviation 1.41 .00
1974 Mean 2.00 3.00
N 1 1
Std. Deviation
1975 Mean 3.25 3.00
N 4 4
Std. Deviation 1.50 .82
1976 Mean 3.25 2.25
N 4 4
Std. Deviation .50 1.26
1978 Mean 4.00 3.00
N 1 1
Std. Deviation
1979 Mean 4.00 3.43
N 7 7
Std. Deviation .58 .79
1980 Mean 4.33 4.67
N 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 .58
1981 Mean 5.00 5.00
N 2 2
Std. Deviation .00 .00
1982 Mean 3.50 3.50
N 2 2
Std. Deviation .71 .71
1983 Mean 4.33 3.67
N 3 3
Std. Deviation .58 1.15
1984 Mean 3.71 3.86
N 7 7
Std. Deviation 1.60 1.21
1985 Mean 4.00 3.20
N 5 5
Std. Deviation .71 .45
1986 Mean 4.00 3.67
N 3 3
Std. Deviation 1.00 .58
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Means and Standard Deviations
Report
Words of
YEAR TEACHING knowledae
1987 Mean 3.40 3.50
N 10 10
Std. Deviation 1.17 1.08
1988 Mean 3.11 3.33
N 9 9
Std. Deviation .93 1.32
1989 Mean 3.77 3.23
N 13 13
Std. Deviation .60 .83
1990 Mean 4.20 3.20
N 10 10
Std. Deviation .79 .63
1991 Mean 3.33 3.11
N 39 38
Std. Deviation 1.01 1.06
1992 Mean 3.42 3.08
N 12 12
Std. Deviation .90 1.08
1993 Mean 3.17 3.00
N 6 6
Std. Deviation 1.33 1.26
1994 Mean 2.89 2.67
N 9 9
Std. Deviation .60 1.00
1995 Mean 3.11 2.66
N 38 38
Std. Deviation .89 .81
1999 Mean 3.03 2.06
N 96 96
Std. Deviation 1.16 .88
Total Mean 3.31 2.77
N 286 285
Std. Deviation 1.07 1.09
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Trend Lines
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Pastoral Care
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Prayer
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Words of Knowledge
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Appendix Six
Correlations
Apostles & Commitment
Proohets to BCF
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation 1.000 .831·
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .831* 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .314 .429*
Sig. (2-tailed) .144 .041
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .420" .306
Sig. (2-tailed) .046 .156
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .711- .790-
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation -.073 -.117
Sig. (2-tailed) .741 .596
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .656" .636-
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .001
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .556- .622"
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .006 .002
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .534" .766"
Sig. (2-tailed) .009 .000
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .439* .422-
Sig. (2-tailed) .036 .045
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .772*' .879-
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .564* .637-
Sig. (2-tailed) .005 .001
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .138 .118
Sig. (2-tailed) .529 .592
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .735*' .599*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .003
N 23 23
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Appendix Six
Correlations
Apostles & Commitment
Prophets toBCF
Revival Pearson Correlation -.335 -.272
Sig. (2-tailed) .118 .209
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .493* .576*
Sig. (2-tailed) .017 .004
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .794*" .683*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.387 -.401
Sig. (2-tailed) .068 .058
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .844* .692*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .552*· .519"
Sig. (2-tailed) .006 .011
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .642* .537"
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .008
N 23 23
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Appendix Six
Correlations
Corporate Deliverance
Worship from Demons
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .314 .420*
Sig. (2-tailed) .144 .046
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .429* .306
Sig. (2-tailed) .041 .156
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation 1.000 -.168
Sig. (2-tailed) .445
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation -.168 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .445
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .453* -.027
Sig. (2-tailed) .030 .902
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation -.285 .644*
Sig. (2-tailed) .188 .001
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .066 .520*
Sig. (2-tailed) .766 .011
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .365 -.261
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .087 .230
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .762* .145
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .509
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .091 .395
Sig. (2-tailed) .681 .062
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .221 .441*
Sig. (2-tailed) .310 .035
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .120 .647·
Sig. (2-tailed) .585 .001
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .164 .377
Sig. (2-tailed) .454 .076
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .101 .680·
Sig. (2-tailed) .648 .000
N 23 23
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Appendix Six
Correlations
Corporate Deliverance
Worship from Demons
Revival Pearson Correlation -.060 .089
Sig. (2-tailed) .786 .686
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .237 -.076
Sig. (2-tailed) .277 .729
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .333 .294
Sig. (2-tailed) .121 .174
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.419* .212
Sig. (2-tailed) .046 .330
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .179 .597*
Sig. (2-tailed) .414 .003
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .024 .652*
Sig. (2-tailed) .912 .001
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .178 .830*
Sig. (2-tailed) .417 .000
N 23 23
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Correlations
Discipleshio Evanaelism
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .711* -.073
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .741
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .790*' -.117
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .596
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .453* -.285
Sig. (2-tailed) .030 .188
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation -.027 .644*
Sig. (2-tailed) .902 .001
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation 1.000 -.350
Sig. (2-tailed) .102
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation -.350 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .102
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .505* .089
Sig. (2-tailed) .014 .688
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .727*' -.283
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .190
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .621* -.115
Sig. (z-taued) .002 .600
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .255 .360
Sig. (2-tailed) .241 .091
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .735* -.003
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .988
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .315 .520*
Sig. (2-tailed) .143 .011
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .101 .560*
Sig. (2-tailed) .646 .005
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .373 .136
Sig. (2-tailed) .080 .536
N 23 23
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Correlations
Discipleshio Evangelism
Revival Pearson Correlation -.255 .328
Sig. (2-tailed) .241 .127
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .676* -.184
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .402
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .830*' -.150
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .496
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.568* .688*
Sig. (2-tailed) .005 .000
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .614*' .005
Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .980
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .157 .528*
Sig. (2-tailed) .474 .010
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .321 .476*
Sig. (2-tailed) .135 .022
N 23 23
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Correlations
Importance of
General Church in
Prophecy End Times
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .656* .556*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .006
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .636*" .622*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .002
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .066 .365
Sig. (2-tailed) .766 .087
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .520* -.261
Sig. (2-tailed) .011 .230
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .505* .727*
Sig. (2-tailed) .014 .000
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation .089 -.283
Sig. (2-tailed) .688 .190
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation 1.000 .180
Sig. (2-tailed) .412
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .180 1.000
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .412
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .484* .383
Sig. (2-tailed) .019 .071
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .434* .310
Sig. (2-tailed) .039 .151
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .758* .472*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .023
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .699*' .251
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .248
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .225 -.102
Sig. (2-tailed) .301 .642
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .681*' .171
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .436
N 23 23
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Correlations
Importance of
General Church in
Pro_Qhe9'_ End Times
Revival Pearson Correlation -.336 -.266
Sig. (2-tailed) .117 .219
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .281 .774*
Sig. (2-tailed) .194 .000
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .555*' .439*
Sig. (2-tailed) .006 .036
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.319 -.309
Sig. (2-tailed) .138 .152
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .667* .303
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .160
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .605* .099
Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .653
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .684*' .071
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .747
N 23 23
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Correlations
Leadership Miracles
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .534* .439*
Sig. (2-tailed) .009 .036
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .766* .422*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .045
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .762*' .091
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .681
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .145 .395
Sig. (2-tailed) .509 .062
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .621* .255
Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .241
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation -.115 .360
Sig. (2-tailed) .600 .091
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .484* .434*
Sig. (2-tailed) .019 .039
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .383 .310
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .071 .151
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation 1.000 .201
Sig. (2-tailed) .359
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .201 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .359
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .632*" .438*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .036
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .453* .675*
Sig. (2-tailed) .030 .000
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .199 .508*
Sig. (2-tailed) .363 .013
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .343 .537*
Sig. (2-tailed) .109 .008
N 23 23
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Correlations
Leadership Miracles
Revival Pearson Correlation -.112 .112
Sig. (2-tailed) .609 .611
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .384 .287
Sig. (2-tailed) .071 .184
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .470· .261
Sig. (2-tailed) .024 .229
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.328 .197
Sig. (2-tailed) .126 .368
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .413 .372
Sig. (2-tailed) .050 .080
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .330 .609*
Sig. (2-tailed) .125 .002
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .384 .680*
Sig. (2-tailed) .071 .000
N 23 23
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Correlations
Physical
Pastoral Care Healing
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .772· .564·
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .005
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .879· .637·
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .001
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .221 .120
Sig. (2-tailed) .310 .585
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .441· .647*
Sig. (2-tailed) .035 .001
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .735*' .315
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .143
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation -.003 .520*
Sig. (2-tailed) .988 .011
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .758*' .699*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .472* .251
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .023 .248
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .632*' .453*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .030
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .438* .675*
Sig. (2-tailed) .036 .000
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation 1.000 .661*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .661·' 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .001
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .131 .464*
Sig. (2-tailed) .552 .026
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .675*' .530*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .009
N 23 23
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Correlations
Physical
Pastoral Care Healing
Revival Pearson Correlation -.353 -.146
Sig. (2-tailed) .098 .507
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .471* .240
Sig. (2-tailed) .023 .270
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .721*" .353
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .099
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.345 .070
Sig. (2-tailed) .107 .752
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .718*" .471*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .023
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .642* .787*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .000
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .591*" .766*
Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .000
N 23 23
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Correlations
Prophecy to
Prayer Individuals
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .138 .735*
Sig. (2-tailed) .529 .000
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .118 .599*
Sig. (2-tailed) .592 .003
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .164 .101
Sig. (2-tailed) .454 .648
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .377 .680*
Sig. (2-tailed) .076 .000
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .101 .373
Sig. (2-tailed) .646 .080
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation .560* .136
Sig. (2-tailed) .005 .536
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .225 .681*
Sig. (2-tailed) .301 .000
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation -.102 .171
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .642 .436
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .199 .343
Sig. (2-tailed) .363 .109
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .508* .537*
Sig. (2-tailed) .013 .008
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .131 .675*
Sig. (2-tailed) .552 .000
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .464* .530*
Sig. (2-tailed) .026 .009
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation 1.000 .330
Sig. (2-tailed) .124
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .330 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .124
N 23 23
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Correlations
Prophecy to
Prayer Individuals
Revival Pearson Correlation .431" -.121
Sig. (2-tailed) .040 .582
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .139 .386
Sig. (2-tailed) .528 .069
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .244 .628*
Sig. (2-tailed) .262 .001
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation .377 -.147
Sig. (2-tailed) .077 .503
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .198 .847*
Sig. (2-tailed) .365 .000
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .473* .688*
Sig. (2-tailed) .023 ,000
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .548*" ,798*
Sig. (2-tailed) .007 ,000
N 23 23
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Correlations
Second
Coming of
Revival Jesus
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation -.335 .493*
Sig. (2-tailed) .118 .017
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation -.272 .576*
Sig. (2-tailed) .209 .004
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation -.060 .237
Sig. (2-tailed) .786 .277
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .089 -.076
Sig. (2-tailed) .686 .729
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation -.255 .676·
Sig. (2-tailed) .241 .000
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation .328 -.184
Sig. (2-tailed) .127 .402
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation -.336 .281
Sig. (2-tailed) .117 .194
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation -.266 .774·
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .219 .000
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation -.112 .384
Sig. (2-tailed) .609 .071
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .112 .287
Sig. (2-tailed) .611 .184
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation -.353 .471·
Sig. (2-tailed) .098 .023
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation -.146 .240
Sig. (2-tailed) .507 .270
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .431· .139
Sig. (2-tailed) .040 .528
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation -.121 .386
Sig. (2-tailed) .582 .069
N 23 23
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Second
Coming of
Revival Jesus
Revival Pearson Correlation 1.000 .033
Sig. (2-tailed) .883
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .033 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .883
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation -.167 .544*
Sig. (2-tailed) .445 .007
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation .517* -.124
Sig. (2-tailed) .011 .574
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation -.079 .461*
Sig. (2-tailed) .719 .027
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation -.198 .171
Sig. (2-tailed) .365 .435
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .067 .241
Sig. (2-tailed) .760 .267
N 23 23
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Correlations
Serving Social Justice
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .794* -.387
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .068
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .683*' -.401
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .058
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .333 -.419*
Sig. (2-tailed) .121 .046
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .294 .212
Sig. (2-tailed) .174 .330
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .830* -.568*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .005
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation -.150 .688*
Sig. (2-tailed) .496 .000
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .555* -.319
Sig. (2-tailed) .006 .138
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .439* -.309
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .036 .152
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .470* -.328
Sig. (2-tailed) .024 .126
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .261 .197
Sig. (2-tailed) .229 .368
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .721*' -.345
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .107
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .353 .070
Sig. (2-tailed) .099 .752
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .244 .377
Sig. (2-tailed) .262 .077
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .628*' -.147
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .503
N 23 23
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ServinQ Social Justice
Revival Pearson Correlation -.167 .517*
Sig. (2-tailed) .445 .011
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .544*" -.124
Sig. (2-tailed) .007 .574
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation 1.000 -.462*
Sig. (2-tailed) .027
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.462* 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .027
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .858* -.368
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .084
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .342 .120
Sig. (2-tailed) .110 .584
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .563*" .008
Sig. (2-tailed) .005 .971
N 23 23
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Correlations
Speaking in
TeachingTongues
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .844*- .552*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .006
N 23 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .692*- .519*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .011
N 23 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .179 .024
Sig. (2-tailed) .414 .912
N 23 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .597* .652*
Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .001
N 23 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .614* .157
Sig. (2-tailed) .002 .474
N 23 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation .005 .528*
Sig. (2-tailed) .980 .010
N 23 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .667*- .605*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .002
N 23 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .303 .099
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .160 .653
N 23 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .413 .330
Sig. (2-tailed) .050 .125
N 23 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .372 .609*
Sig. (2-tailed) .080 .002
N 23 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .718*- .642*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .001
N 23 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .471* .787*
Sig. (2-tailed) .023 .000
N 23 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .198 .473-
Sig. (2-tailed) .365 .023
N 23 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .847* .688-
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
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Speaking in
Tongues Teaching
Revival Pearson Correlation -.079 -.198
Sig. (2-tailed) .719 .365
N 23 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .461* .171
Sig. (2-tailed) .027 .435
N 23 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .858* .342
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .110
N 23 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation -.368 .120
Sig. (2-tailed) .084 .584
N 23 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation 1.000 .483*
Sig. (2-tailed) .019
N 23 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .483* 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .019
N 23 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation .756* .705*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000
N 23 23
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Words of
Knowledge
Apostles & Prophets Pearson Correlation .642*
Sig. (2-tailed) .001
N 23
Commitment to BCF Pearson Correlation .537*
Sig. (2-tailed) .008
N 23
Corporate Worship Pearson Correlation .178
Sig. (2-tailed) .417
N 23
Deliverance from Demons Pearson Correlation .830·
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
Discipleship Pearson Correlation .321
Sig. (2-tailed) .135
N 23
Evangelism Pearson Correlation .476*
Sig. (2-tailed) .022
N 23
General Prophecy Pearson Correlation .684*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
Importance of Church in Pearson Correlation .071
End Times Sig. (2-tailed) .747
N 23
Leadership Pearson Correlation .384
Sig. (2-tailed) .071
N 23
Miracles Pearson Correlation .680*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
Pastoral Care Pearson Correlation .591*
Sig. (2-tailed) .003
N 23
Physical Healing Pearson Correlation .766*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
Prayer Pearson Correlation .548*
Sig. (2-tailed) .007
N 23
Prophecy to Individuals Pearson Correlation .798-
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
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Correlations
Words of
Knowle<!9.e
Revival Pearson Correlation .067
Sig. (2-tailed) .760
N 23
Second Coming of Jesus Pearson Correlation .241
Sig. (2-tailed) .267
N 23
Serving Pearson Correlation .563*
Sig. (2-tailed) .005
N 23
Social Justice Pearson Correlation .008
Sig. (2-tailed) .971
N 23
Speaking in Tongues Pearson Correlation .756*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
Teaching Pearson Correlation .705*
Sig. (2-tailed) .000
N 23
Words of Knowledge Pearson Correlation 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed)
N 23
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.051evel (2-tailed).
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